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PROGRAM OF 
The Eighty-Third Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America 
Statler Hilton Hotel ß Buffalo, New York ß 18-21 April 1972 
TUESDAY, 18 APRIL 1972 GEORGIAN ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
Session A. Speech Communication I: Perception and Confusion 
ARTHUR S. ABRAMSON, Chairman 
Department of Linguistics, University of Connecticut, Starrs, Connecticut 06268 
Contributed Papers 
AI. Certain Speech/Nonspeech Perceptual Contrasts. 
DOROTHY A. HUNTINGTON AND CARL G. MOLLER, Hearing 
and Speech Science, Stanford Univers•Zy, Stanford, California 
94305.--The effects of changing stimulus durations were 
examined for speech and nonspeech signals. The aperiodic 
initial portion of the syllable [•n] was cut by progressive 
7-msec decrements thus generating stimuli perceived as 
progressing, as expected, through several categories lrom 
unvoiced sibilant to voiced stop. These stimuli were presented 
in reversed sequential orders to listeners for identification. 
Two similar sets from a second talker were randomized and 
presented to 36 judges for identification and for discrimina- 
tion. Additional stimuli of similar time course prepared from 
square gated white noise followed by a pulse train were judged 
for discriminability. Analyses showed that context effects in 
the sequential identification tasks were small. Discrimination 
scores reflected response preferences involving order of pres- 
entation for both speech and noise stimuli. Comparison of 
identifications and discriminations shows increasing evidence 
of categorical perception as category size diminishes or dura- 
tion decreases. Discrimination and detection curves for speech 
and noise stimuli show marked constrasts. [-We gratefully 
acknowledge the assistance of Earl D. Schubert.-] 
AZ. A Cross-Language Study of Perceptual Asymmetry. T. F. 
MYERS AND J. J. WOLF,* Department of Psychology, University 
of Edinburgh, Great Britain.--Recent findings that the speech- 
dominant hemisphere is specialized at the level of distinctive 
feature analysis entail a prediction that the processing of 
acoustic cues embodying a feature distinction in a particular 
language is asymmetric for "native" listeners, but not asym- 
metric for nonspeakers of the language if their own language 
does not employ the contrast. Russian- and English-speaking 
listeners were presented dichotic sequences of syllables for 
identification of the consonants, i.e., the stops, categorized in 
Russian, but not in English, as palatalized or nonpalatalized. 
The results are discussed in the context of a recognition model 
equipped with a "filter" for feature selection. 
*Now at Bolt Bernrick and Newman, Inc., Cambridge, Mass. 02138. 
A3. Perceptual Features of Nine English Consonants Deter- 
mined by Choice Reaction Time. FRaOERlC•t WEINœR AND 
SADANAND SINGH, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.--Nine 
English consonants were presented in pairs for the judgments 
of same/different to 10 subjects. Subject's choice reaction 
time (CRT), in making the above judgment, was considered 
to represent the interpoint distance of the criterion phoneme 
in subjects' perceptual space. A multidimensional analysis 
(IND-SCAL) showed that the magnitude of subjects' CRT 
for determining the sameness or differentness of a phoneme 
pair was governed by the distinctive features of these sounds. 
The features retrieved from a three-dimensional analysis were 
(1) sibilant, (2) voicing, and (3) place. It was further shown 
that phoneme pairs distinct by zero, one, two, or three feature 
differences had significantly different CRTs. Pairs having a 
"zero" feature difference had significantly greater CRTs than 
pairs different by one-three features. Similarfly, pairs with a 
one-feature difference had significantly greater CRTs than 
those with a three-feature difference. Within one-feature 
comparisons, CRT associated with sibilant was shortest 
following by the features place and voicing. This indicated 
greater distinctiveness of sibilant than place and voicing. 
Voicing showed the longest CRT, thus indicating minimal 
perceptual distinctivehess. 
A4. A Search for the Perceptual Features of the 29 Prevocalic 
I-Umdi Consonants. SADANAND S1NGH AblD •LA SIblGH, School 
of Hearing and Speech Sciences, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 
45701.--The 29 consonants of Hindi were recorded pre- 
vocalically with the vowel [a[. Each consonant was included 
in proportion to its statistical probability in Hindi. Thus, 
while /p/was included five times, /k/ 14 times. Ten native 
speakers of Hindi listened the stimuli in each ear separately 
in five S/N ratio conditions. Listeners responded in an open- 
choice manner. The responses were written in Devn•gri 
script. The tallies were made for all the errors which were then 
averaged for each stimulus consonant across the 10 subjects. 
The analysis of the 10 matrices (five S/N ratio X Ears) by 
IND-gCAL method provided beat interpretation in five- 
dimensional space. The perceptual features obtained were 
best described in articulatory terms. The first two dimensions 
were interpreted as voicing, aspiration, and sonarant with 
further interpretation of sonarant as: retrofiection, nasality, 
laterality, and semivowel. A subset of 22 consonants, for which 
place of articulation was phonogically distinctive, was further 
analyzed. The analysis yielded perceptual features (with 
articulatory nomenclature) front/back and palatal. [This 
work was partially supported by a grant from NIH.] 
AS. Perception of Segments of Spoken (Hindi) Vowel- 
Consonant-Vowel Syllables. $. S. AaPO, WAL, Central P. lec- 
ironies Engineering Research Institute, Pilani, India, 
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S. K. GUV?A AND RAIS AmaaD, Department of Physics, A. 
M. U. Aligarh, India.--This study presents some results 
of an experiment conducted to determine the effect on per- 
ception of deleting different numbers of 10-msec segments 
from the initial and final parts of VCV syllables. Eight stop 
consonants /p,t,•,k,b,.d,d,g/ and two affricates /ts,dz/ were 
combined with three pure vowels /i,a,u/to produce 30 VCV 
stimulus words. An electronic gating apparatus was developed 
to present sequential segments of initial and final portions of 
these syllables. The VC and CV stimuli so obtained were used 
for two separate listening tests and the responses were analyzed 
for individual consonants as a function of time. Perceptual 
phoneme boundaries were found from the response curves and 
compared with the acoustical phoneme boundaries obtained 
from sonagrams. The results indicate that the transitions of 
initial and final vowels terminating in the consonant are of 
maximal importance for the recognition of intervocalic con- 
sonants. The data indicate that the plosive burst plays a more 
important part in the recognition of unvoiced stops than in 
the case of voiced stops. The plosive gap was found to play a 
greater role in the recognition of voiced stops. The affricates 
were found to utilize all the acoustic events for their recogni- 
tion. The study of errors showed that for intervocalic con- 
sonants, the voicing feature was not recognized in the early 
part of the initial transition and in the end part of final 
transition. 
A6. Articulatory Rate versus Acoustical Invariants in Speech 
Perception. A. QUENTIN SUMMERFIELD AND MARK P. HAG- 
GARD, Department of Psychology, The Queen's University of 
Belfast, Belfast B T7 INN, Northern Ireland.--Voice onset time 
(VOT) has proved in many languages to be a useful descrip- 
tive variable with which stop consonants may be classified in 
respect of the distinction voiced/nnvoiced. The question 
arises as to whether this variable also has fundamental 
perceptual relevance. Experimental evidence suggests that 
if VOT as such is registered in preception, then it must be 
registered in a fashion relative to other ongoing temporal 
events; for example, we have shown that perception of voicing 
depends on over-all syllabic rate. However, a separate effect 
of the rate of transition of the first formant from the onset of 
voicing to the steady state in the vowel is also evident. 
Stevens and Klatt (1971) proposed that the presence of a 
significant and rapid spectral change in the F1 region at the 
onset of voicing was the positive cue for voicedness. It is 
possible to go further and attempt to separate the effects of 
the extent, duration, and rate of the first formant transition. 
In such a synthesis experiment where VOTs were held con- 
stant, we obtained differences in voiced/unvoiced responses 
that supported Stevens and Klatt's suggestion that VOT is 
not the real perceptual cue, only appearing so because of the 
tied variables mentioned. Our results further indicate that 
there is little or no effect of the extent or duration of the 
transition, but that a critical rate of transition for perception 
as optimally voiced may be operating: The implications of 
these findings for feature detecting mechanisms in speech 
perception are discussed. [Work supported by J.S.R.U.-- 
U.K.] 
A7. Some Perceptual Mechanisms in Speech Processing. 
MARK P. HAGGARD AND A. QUENTIN SUMMERFIELD, Depart- 
ment of Psychology, The Queen's University of Belfast, Belfast 
BT7 1NN, Northern Ireland.--Enough is known about the 
acoustical cues in speech to enable highly intelligible synthesis 
from simple algorithms, but, in most cases, the most valid ex- 
pressions of cues from the point of view of perception and the 
mechanism of detection, weighting, and decision are not 
known. Experiments that manipulate several cues and the 
phonetic context offer some hope of charting information 
flow through the human perceptual process and providing 
detailed block diagram models. Several examples are given. 
Perception of voicing in initial stops depends upon the place 
of articulation as well as the traditional voicing cues such as 
VOT--i.e., the boundary VOT value differs with place. Two 
separate experiments show that this effect is carried not by 
acoustical place information but by a perceptual decision 
about place, logically prior to the: voicing decision. But, in 
another context effect, dependence of consonant place upon 
the adjacent vowel, the effect appears conditioned by the 
acoustical vowel information and not by the decision as to 
linguistic identity. Implications for perceptual theory and 
speech recognition are pointed out. [-Work supported by 
J.S.R.U.--U.K.] 
A8. Stress Patterns and Types of Perceptual Errors. ZINNY 
BOND, Department of Linguistics, University of Alberta, 
Alberta, Canada.--The suggestion has often been made that 
stress serves an organizing function in speech perception. 
The present study attempts to investigate this idea by ex- 
amining the relationship between stress patterns and the 
frequency of occurrence of substitution errors and order errors 
in the perception of obstruent clusters. Eighteen disyllabic 
CVCCVC nonsense words were selected to serve as stimuli. 
Only the medial consonant cluster was varied so that all 
combinations of p, t, and k with s were presented under three 
different stress patterns: stressed first syllable, stressed second 
syllable, and equal stress on both syllbales. Preliminary results 
indicate that, although the number of correct responses is the 
same under all conditions of stress, the ratio of ordering errors 
and substitution errors is different for the three stress 
conditions. 
A9. Consonant Confusions in Patients with Sensorineural 
Hearing Loss. R. C. BILGER, M. D. WANG, AND W. H. 
JESTEADT, Bioacoustics Laboratory, Eye and Ear Hospital, 
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213.-- 
Confusion matrices were obtained l!or 22 patients on four sets 
of nonsense syllables, using a forced-choice procedure. Each 
syllable set considered of 16 consonants in combination with 
the vowels /i,a,u/ either in CV or VC form. Syllables were 
presented at a comfortable listening level approximately 
40 dB above the audiologic SRT. Over-all performance varied 
as a function of syllable set, vowel, and hearing loss. The con- 
fusions were analyzed by two multidimensional scaling pro- 
cedures, MDSCAL and IND-SCAL. In addition, an iterative 
feature analysis of transmitted information was performed, 
in which the feature system of Mille. r and Nicely and Chomsky 
and Halle were compared. [-Research supported by grants 
from SRS and NINDS.• 
AIO. Effects of Broad-Band Masking Noise on Consonant 
Confusions. M. D. WANG, R. C. BILGER, AND W. H. JESTEADT, 
Bioacoustics Laboratory, Eye and Ear Hospital, University of 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213.--Perceptual confusions were 
obtained at six speech-to-noise ratios ranging from --10 
to +IS dB, at over-all noise levels of 50, 65, 80, and 95 dB 
SPL. Stimuli were four sets of CV and VC nonsense syllables 
formed by combining all English consonants with the vowels 
/i,a,u/. Noise levels of 80 and 95 dB resulted in poorer dis- 
crimination, particularly at moderate speech-to-noise ratios. 
Performance also varied as a function of vowel, syllables with 
/u/ being consistently better discriminated than others. An 
iterative feature analysis of transmitted information revealed 
that in both the Miller and Nicely [J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 27, 
338-352 (1955)-] and Chomsky and Halle [Sound Pattern of 
English (Harper & Row, New York, 1968)] feature systems, 
voicing accounted for the greatest relative transmitted in- 
formation. [Research supported by a grant from SRS]. 
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All. The Verbal Transformation Effect: Consistency of Sub- 
jects' Reported Verbal Transformation. NOI•MAN J. LASS, 
Speech and Hearing Sciences Laboratory, School of Medicine, 
West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia 26506, 
AND MAt•¾ E. TEKIELI, Department of Communicative Dis- 
orders, University of Oklahoma Medical Center, Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma 73104.--Continued listening to recorded repetitions 
of a stimulus has been found to produce perceptual illusory 
changes in normal listeners. This phenomenon was labeled 
by Warren [-Brit. J. Psychol. 52, 249-258 (1961)] as the 
verbal transformation effect. The purpose of the present in- 
vestigation was to study the consistency of subjects' reported 
verbal transformations in terms of the number of forms and 
transitions elicited, number of repetitions of the stimulus 
prior to the subjects' first verbal transformations, types of 
transformations reported, exact forms employed, and order of 
reported transformations. Six stimuli, representing variations 
in meaningfulness andphonetic omplexity, were individually 
presented via headphones to 24 subjects in each of three 
listening sessions. Results indicate that consistency of sub- 
jects' transformations is not equivalent for all measures 
investigated. Subjects were consistent in the number of forms 
and transitions and types of transformations that they re- 
ported, but inconsistent in the number of repetitions of the 
stimulus that they required before reporting their first trans- 
formations, in the exact forms which they used, and in the 
order of reported transformations. Consistency as a function 
of the meaningfulness and phonetic complexity of the stimuli, 
and the implications of these findings for future research on 
this phenomenon, are discussed. 
TUESDAY, 18 APRIL 1972 BUFFALO ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
Session B. Nonlinear Acoustics I: General and Air Acoustics 
E.G. FUBINI, Chairman 
Sponsored by Technical Committees on Physical Acoustics and Underwater Sound 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
9:00 
BI. Guide to the Three Special Sessions on Nonlinear 
Acoustics. DAVID T. BLACKSTOCK, Applied Research Labora- 
tory, University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712.--As an in- 
troduction to the material that is to be covered in the three 
special sessions on nonlinear acoustics, the principal analytical 
tools used in the field will be reviewed. These include 
Earnshaw-Riemann theory, weak-shock theory, Burgers' 
equation, and Westervelt's method (the Green's function 
solution of an inhomogeneous wave equation). The review 
will take the form of an historical account of activity in the 
field since 1930. Landmark results during this period include 
the solutions of Fay [(1931). J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 3, 222-241-1 
and Fubini [(1935). Alta Frequenza 4, 530-581], the N-wave 
solutions of Landau I-(1942). J. Phys. Acad. Sci. USSR 6, 
229-230(A); (1945). 9, 496-500-1, Mendousse's solution 
[(1953). J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 25, 51-54'] of Burgers' equa- 
tion, and Westervelt's parametric array œ(1960). J. Acoust. 
Soc. Amer. 32, 934-935(A); (1963). 35, 535-5373. 
9:30 
B2. Singular Perturbation Methods in Nonlinear Acoustics. 
D. G. CRIGHTON, Mathematics Department, Imperial College, 
London, England.--The application of singular perturbation 
techniques to problems in nonlinear acoustics is demonstrated 
in two examples. In the first, we show that straightforward 
perturbation methods, using Lighthill's equation for aero- 
dynamic sound, give a secular series when applied to one- 
dimensional simple wave flow. The nonuniform secular terms 
are removed by the introduction of expansions in terms of 
multiple scaled coordinates, and the Earnshaw solution for 
the shock-free region is recovered. Such an expansion tech- 
nique is also applied to solve a problem in compound flow. 
In the second example, the method of matched asymptotic 
expansions (MAE) is applied to one-dimensional f ow governed 
by Burgers' equation. If the excitation at the origin is time 
harmonic, Burgers' equation can be solved exactly, and the 
solution reduced to an intelligible form in the shock-free, 
saw-tooth, and saturation regions. These simplified approxi- 
mate solutions are recovered by a direct application of MAE 
to Burgers' equation, and in work still under completion, it 
appears that the same process will yield a uniformly valid 
approximate solution of the analogous problems in two and 
three dimensions. 
9:45 
B3. Nonlinear Theory of Sound Propagation through a 
Random Medium. M. S. HOWE, Mathematics Department, 
Imperial College, London SW7, Great Britain.--The theory of 
propagation of weakly nonlinear waves through random 
media is discussed. The wavefield is partitioned into mean 
(ensemble average) and fluctuating components, and a non- 
linear equation is derived governing the evolution of the mean 
field. This equation contains a pseudoviscous term that takes 
account of the irreversible transfer of energy from the mean 
wave to the fluctuating field. By balancing nonlinear effects 
against this dissipation, the existence of steady-state shock- 
like waves is deduced for the mean field, and this is illustrated 
by reference to the propagation of sound through an atmo- 
sphere in which the sound speed is a random function of posi- 
tion and through one subject to turbulent fluctuations. The 
difficulty encountered in applying the theory to sonic-boom 
propagation is briefly discussed. [-Supported by the Bristol 
Engine Division of Rolls Royce (1971) Ltd.] 
10:00 
154. Finite-Amplitude Wave l•ropagation in Relaxing Fluids. 
R. KLINMAN AND L. KRAUS, Drexel University, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 19104.--The Eulerian equations of motion for 
wave propagation in a relaxing fluid are transformed to the 
Lagrangian representation by a Von Mises transformation. 
A single third-order equation is obtained, which, for certain 
ranges of the physical parameters (much number, source 
frequency, dispersion number, and relaxation time), has 
uniform, i.e., shock-free, perturbation series solutions. The 
solution to second order exhibits harmonic generation and 
spatial beat waves due to velocity-dispersion-induced phase 
shifts. Examination of the inverse transformation yields 
additional information on the shock behavior of the system. 
The region in which the Lagrangian and the previously deter- 
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mined Eulerian results JR. Klinman, L. K. Chi, and L. 
Kraus, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 49, 118 (1971)] for relaxing 
fluids is determined. [Work supported by Office of Naval 
Research.] 
10:15 
BS. Weak-Shock Solution for Initially Distorted Sinusoidal 
Waves. J. C. LOCKWOOD, Applied Research Laboratories, The 
University of Texas, at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712.--A 
theoretical application of Blackstock's weak-shock solution 
[J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 39, 1019-1026 (1966)3 for the case 
when a distorted sine wave is assumed as the boundary condi- 
tion is presented. In Blackstock's analysis, the waveform of an 
initially sinusoidal wave is expressed as a Fourier series, and 
the harmonic components are evaluated for ranges up to and 
including the formation of a decaying sawtooth wave. This 
paper represents a first step in applying Blackstock's solu- 
tion for more general boundary conditions. A boundary condi- 
tion is assumed that consists of a sine wave to which we have 
added the second-harmonic omponent of a distortion that is 
supposed to have taken place prior to the point of application 
of the boundary condition. The solution is obtained by evaluat- 
ing the Fourier components of this two-frequency wave as it 
distorts. [This work was sponsored by the Office of Naval 
Research.-I 
10:30 
B6. Numerical Calculation of the Nearfield for Spherically 
Symmetric Nonlinear Acoustic Flows in an Unbounded Ideal 
Gas. G. M. MULLER, Poulter Laboratory, Stanford Research 
Institute, Menlo Park, California 94025.--An implicit finite- 
difference method has been developed for calculating spheri- 
cally symmetric nonlinear acoustic flows generated by a high- 
intensity periodic source. This method makes it possible to 
match the conditions prescribed at the source to a low- 
amplitude solution (in Blackstock's sense) valid at large 
distances from the source. Numerical computations have 
been made for pistonlike and sirenlike sources of three dif- 
ferent periods and several source amplitudes. Selected graphs 
of the results will be presented, together with estimates of the 
errors associated with the method of computation. The 
numerical results will also be used to show that, in some 
instances, a low-amplitude solution may be matched directly 
to a given source even though the conditions for validity of 
that solution are not satisfied near the source. [Work sup- 
ported by Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Air Force 
Systems Command.3 
10:45 
B7. Acoustics of Thunder. H. S. RIBNER AND F. LAM, In- 
stitute for Aerospace Studies, University of Toronto, Toronto, 
Canada.--A phenomenological model of the acoustics of 
thunder has been briefly explored with the aid of a computer. 
A conceptually simple program yields the thunder signature in 
time for a given lightning signature in space. A Fourier trans- 
form then yields the frequency spectrum. A few cases of real- 
life lightning have been tried and plots of thunder signatures 
and power spectra obtained. The model assumes a lightning 
stroke to be a spatial distribution of point explosive sources; 
each one simultaneously generates a disturbance that is 
idealized as evolving independently of the others. For sim- 
plicity, an N wave is used as the elemental wave that evolves 
by nonlinear distortion from each point. The results suggest 
that the ensemble average of thunder power spectra, suitably 
normalized (e.g., total power), resembles the spectrum of the 
basic N-wave building blocks. Additionally, the model, over- 
simplified as it is, appears to yield pressure-time signatures 
of thunder that resemble measured signatures. 
11:00 
BS. Focusing of Finite-Amplitude Cylindrical and Spherical 
Sound Waves in a Viscous and lieat-Conducting Medium. 
T. C. CHU AND R. SEEnASS, Department of Aerospace Engineer- 
ing, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14850.--The focusing 
of cylindrical and spherical pulses of finite amplitude in a 
medium of small viscosity and heat conductivity has been 
studied by dividing the region of interest into three parts: 
converging, interaction, and diverging regions. In the con- 
verging region, the flow field is governed by the radial Burgers 
equation with a small parameter multiplying the term with 
second derivatives. The method of matched asymptotic ex- 
pansion is found applicable to this equation with an N wave 
as an initial condition; a composite solution obtained describes 
a converging N wave with increasing amplitude and wave- 
length. The front and rear shocks of the N wave are locally 
described by Taylor's shock structure. In the interaction 
region, no small perturbation solution exists for the shocks. 
However, the flow field between the front and rear shocks 
satisfies to first order the inviscid linear wave equation, which 
is solved by the Fourier transform technique. The treatment 
of the diverging region is similar to that of the converging 
region, except for trivial changes in the analysis. It is shown 
that the effect of entropy increase on the failure of the solu- 
tion at the focus is inconsequential if certain restrictions on the 
initial strength and wavelength are :satisfied. 
11:15 
B9. Focusing of an N Wave by a Spherical Mirror. E. P. 
CORSEr AND D. T. BLACKSrOCK, Applied Research Labora- 
tories, University of Texas at Austin, Ausitn, Texas 7871•.-- 
An experimental and theoretical study of N-wave focusing has 
been carried out. An N-wave sc, urce (electric spark) was 
located on the principal axis of a spherical mirror so as to 
produce a focus (image point) beyoud the center of curvature. 
The signals before, at, and beyond the focus were received by 
a wide-band condenser microphone of our own manufacture. 
Linear theory in the form of the Kirchhoff integral was used 
to obtain predicted waveforms. Corrections for known non- 
linear propagation effects were applied. The data is explained 
adequately by the composite theory. Diffraction from the 
mirror's edge plays a prominent role. Before the focus, the 
reflected signal, a normal N wave, is followed in time by the 
diffracted signal, which is an inverted N. As the focns is ap- 
proached, the amplitude becomes large and the delay between 
the two siguals tends to zero, giving rise to a o-shaped wave, 
which approximates the derivative of the original N. Thus the 
well-known •'/2 phase shift at the focus is explained as the 
superposition of the two signals. Beyond the focus, the phase 
shift of both signals is •r; in addition, the order of arrival is 
reversed. Nonlinear effects cause distortion of the reflected 
signal, particularly after the focus, where the initial shape is an 
inverted N. [-Work supported by ONR and AFOSR-]. 
11:30 
B10. Propagation of a Weak Oblique Shock through a 
fusing Gas Mixture. Moussr S•s•i, TAo-Yt Tooso, 
D. PlgRCg, a• R•cn•u• F. Sa•asx, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.--The propaga- 
tion of a weak oblique shock, such as that generated by a 
supersonic projectile, through a two-component diffusing gas 
mixture, has been investigated analytically. A linearized ray 
analysis has disclosed that a two-branched caustic, with as- 
sociated arete, is formed. The ar•te and caustic positions have 
been found as functions of diffusion time, initial Mach number, 
and molecular weight ratio. 
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11:45 
BII. On the MecbAninm of Finite-Amplitude Entropic Waves 
(Part H). AnRAHA•S C. PETER, North American Rockwell 
Corporation, 12214 Lakewood Boulevard, Dtnoney, California 
90241.--This study is a continuation of the work presented 
at the 81st meeting of the Society in April 1971. The previously 
derived governing differential equations are integrated under 
conditions of simple wave motion. It is shown that along the 
path of the conyacted antTopic perturbations, the pressure 
and temperature increase whereas the density decreases. Thus, 
due to the nonlineartry of the solution and the resultant con- 
stant change of type, the "cold" regions of high density but 
low temperature and pressure are constantly gaining on the 
"hot" regions of low density and high temperature and pres- 
sure. Under these conditions, low density and high pressure 
and temperature regions are formed in front of the conyacted 
ever steepcuing "wave." The subsequent collapse of these hot 
"bubbles" causes a density fluctuation, which varies as a 
function of the adiabatic exponent 3' and the local Mach 
number. For • = 1.4 and vanishingly small Mach numbers, the 
density varies as the fourth power of velocity, decreasing to 
the second power as the Mach number reaches the value of 
2.58. 
TUESDAY, 18 APmL 1972 EMBASSY ROOM, 9:15 A.M. 
Session C. Physiological Acoustics I: Contributed Papers 
DONALD HENDERSON, Chairman 
State University of New York, Upstate gœedical Center, Syracuse, New York 13210 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
9:15 
Cl. Variation in Eighth Nerve AP Waveform as a Function of 
Age in Rats. D. E. CROWLE•C, V. L. SCHRAMM, AND R. E. 
SWAIN, Department of Otolaryngology, Washington University 
School of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri 63110.--Analysis of 
computer-summed click-evoked APs recorded from the round 
window of rats at ages from 1 to 24 months revealed that: 
(1) The mean visual detection levels of unaveraged APs 
rises progressively from 6 to 24 months by 16.5 dB. (2) Ni 
amplitude rises from 1 to 12 months, and then declines to 
24 months at all but the lowest level (50 dB SPL P.E.) as 
reported at the previous meeting of this society. (3) Conver- 
sion of N, amplitudes to percents of maximum amplitude for 
each animal eliminates the above age effect, as expected. 
(4) Na amplitude increases from 1 to 6 months, but shows 
only a slight decline to 24 months. (5) The positive peak 
separating Ni and Na remains fairly constant between 1 and 
12 months and rises sharply to 18 months, followed by a 
decline to 24 months. For rats from I to 18 months, the 
general effect of increasing click level is to increase the ampli- 
tude of this peak, while at 24 months, the peak decreases and 
becomes negative at 120 dB SPL P.E. (6) Nx latency de- 
creases with click level at all age groups, but does not appear 
to change with age at any but the lowest click level. (7) The 
temporal separation between Ni and Na does show a decrease 
as a function of advancing age. As a function of click level, 
N,-N• separation is slightly reduced at moderate levels, 
compared with its values for low and high levels. [-This re- 
search was supported by the Deafness Research Foundation]. 
9:30 
C2. E!ectrophyaiologic Study of Descending and Ascending 
Detection Threshold Discrepancy in Guinea Pig. WILLIAM L 
FORBES III AND CHESTER WILPIZESKI, Departments of 
Physiology and Otolaryngology, Thomas Jefferson University, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107.--CM and AP VDLs for 
continuous trains of clicks were recorded from guinea pigs 
having permanently fixed round-window membrane electrodes. 
The experimenter monitored oscilloscope-displayed evoked 
responses on line by manual adjustment of a motor driven 
recording attenuator. Bdk6sy-audiometric-type graphical 
traces were obtained having at least 8-dB discrepancy ("arepit- 
tude" or envelope width) between descending and ascending 
VDLs. Comparable VDLs were also recorded photographically 
by making alternate down-up sweeps across nominal thresh- 
old level with no feedback control of the attenuator. Frame- 
by-frame analysis of the film was made off line by measuring 
stimulus pulse intensity associated with the disappearance 
(descending VDL) and reappearance (ascending VDL) of the 
evoked response. No significant overlap of descending and 
ascending thresholds was found using the photographic 
method. Statements in the audiologic literature postulating 
hypothetical auditory nerve processes underlying B4k6sy 
trace width are challenged. [-Supported in part by NINDS.] 
9:45 
C3. The Difference Between the Inner- and Outer-Cell 
Populations in the Generation of CM and AP. Cr•ANG-VANG 
WANG AND PETER DALLOS, Auditory Research Laboratory, 
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60201.--Literature 
review reveals that kanamycin creates highly selective damage 
primarily to the hair cells and the sequence of the damage to 
the hair cells is relatively regular in such a way that the 
degeneration of the outer hair cells starts at the basal turn 
and spreads upward, followed by the degeneration of the inner 
hair cells starting at the upper turns and spreading basalward, 
when the dosage per day and the number of days of kanamycin 
injection increase. The experiment was designed to create a 
pure cochlear lesion with selective damage only to the outer 
hair cells at least in the basal turn by careful control of the 
dosage of kanamycin and to obtain electrophysiological data 
including CM and _A.p from a pair o[ electrodes in the basal 
turn. The results show that the outer hair cell population 
is dominant over the inner hair cell population in generating 
CM, and the latter is about 25 to 30 dB less sensitive than the 
former in terms of the pseudothreshold of the onset AP. 
However, a "recruitment"-type phenomenon can be demon- 
strated for the AP input-output function in that in spite of 
the sensitivity change the maximum reaches near-normal 
magnitude. [-Supported by grants from the NINDS.-] 
I0:00 
CA. Traveling Wave--Source of Negative Summating Po- 
tentials. J. PRnZMA, Department of Surgery, University of 
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North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514.--Cochlear 
microphonics (CMs), summating potentials (SPs), endo- 
cochlear potentials (EPs), and potassium concentration 
(K +) have been recorded from the guinea pig's cochlea. 
Standard glass microelectrodes and microelectrodes ensitive 
for K + have been introduced into the scala media. In the 
first part of the experiments, potentials were measured under 
different sound pressure levels (SPLs)--80, 90, and 100 dB 
at I, If, and IIl turns. In the second part of the experiments, 
changes in K + concentration, SP, CM, and EP (following 
anoxia and perfusion of the scala tympani by Ringefts solu- 
tion, ethacrynic acid, and artificial endolymph) were re- 
corded. Maximum negative summating potentials with their 
increasing SPL were recorded in loci appropriate for the 
analysis of those frequencies. Continuous changes in potentials 
and K + concentration are produced by anoxia and by etha- 
crynic acid in the scala tympani. In both experiments, when 
active ion transport is paralyzed, the concentration of K + in 
in the scala media and the negativity of SP falls. Replace- 
ment of perilymph in the scala tyropang by a solution with the 
same concentration of K + as endolymph immediately pro- 
duces a rapid increase of K + concentration inside the scala 
media and at the same time an increase in the negative SP. 
[Supported by NIH grant.] 
10:15 
C5. Some Effects of Short-Term Adaptation on Incremental 
Responses of Auditory Neurons. R. L. SmT}•, Laboratory of 
Sensory Communication, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New 
York 13210.--Single units in the cochlear nuclei of anesthetized 
Mongolian gerbils were studied using best frequency tones. 
The units showed an onset peak and a decay to a steady firing 
rate in response to 150-msec tone bursts. As in our previous 
study [SMITH, R. L., and ZWlSLOCR•, J. J. (1971). J. Acoust. 
Soc. Amer. 50, 1520-1525], 300-msec tone bursts served as 
pedestals upon which intensity increments were placed. The 
time delay from pedestal onset to increment onset was fixed 
at 150 msec. Total onset firing rates have been determined in 
response to positive and negative increments. The "adapted" 
response curves so obtained are approximately parallel to 
the "unadapted" ones measured at the pedestal onset. They 
are shifted along the stimulus intensity scale relative to the 
unadapted curves, and the shift increases with the pedestal 
intensity. This pattern holds for intensity levels of the pedestal 
up to 15 dB re the threshold of the units. At higher levels, 
where the pedestal responses show saturation effects, the 
slope and the maximum firing rate of the incremental response 
curves decrease. 
10:30 
t26. Second-Order Auditory Pathways to the Superior Olivary 
Complex in the Rhesus Monkey. N. L. STROMINGER, Depart- 
ment of Anatomy, Albany Medical College, Albany, New York 
12208.--Unilateral stereotactic lesions were made in the 
cochlear nuclei as follows: restricted to the caudal pole of 
the dorsal cochlear nucleus (Dc) (N=2); restricted to the 
posterior end of Dc (N=2); involving Dc and the postero- 
ventral nucleus (Pv) (N=2); confined to the anteroventral 
nucleus (Av) (N=4); involving Av and Pv (N=i); and in- 
volving Av together with Dc (N= 3). Monkeys were sacrificed 
after 6-17 days. Material was stained by the Nauta-Gygax 
(1954) technique and as described by Fink and Heimer 
(1967). Data indicate that fibers from Dc, Pv, and Av enter 
the dorsal acoustic stria, intermediate stria, and trapezoid 
body, respectively. Regarding the superior olivary complex, 
Dc projects only to the contralateral lateral superior olive 
(SOL) and fibers are scant; Pv projects bilaterally to the 
SOL, preolivary nuclei (PON), and dorsal retro-olivary group, 
and to the contralateral medial trapezoid nucleus (MTN); 
and Av projects bilaterally to the PON and medial superior 
olive (SOM), to the ipsilateral SOL, and to the contralateral 
MTN. Av efferents terminate on laterally oriented processes 
of ipsilateral SOM and medial processes of contralateral SOM, 
and are topographically organized in the vertical dimension. 
[Supported by NIH grants. 
10:45 
C7. Design for a Parametric Study of Neurons in the Inferior 
Colliculus Using Stimuli of Varying Informational Value. 
T. W. BARRETT, Department of Physiology and Biophysics, 
University of Tennessee Medical Units, Memphis, Tennessee 
38103.--Using elementary signals defined ,xf.,xt= « and 
f0't0=« (Af=bandwidth, /•t=duration, f0=center fre- 
quency, to=center period), dichotic stimuli were delivered 
at cats' ears and varied interaurally by differences in intensity 
(Ai), time of signal arrival (ZXr), and both /•i and /•r in an 
attempt to at least approximate a parametric study of neurons 
in the inferior colliculus in the time available for recording. 
Changes of /• r and •i with either right or left ear leading in 
some units had noticeable effects on the profile of post- 
stimulus time (PST) histograms with increased effects at some 
delays than at others. The registration of A r and Ai is either by 
a PST histogram profile or by a change in maximum spike 
count. Changes in the f0 of the Af./•t signal and of At in- 
fluenced the PST profile indicating not merely a Ai. Ar trade 
but a /xf. At. Ai.•r=a constant function. For some units of 
the inferior colliculus, therefore, a constant response is elicited 
by a constant product of four stimulus parameters that may 
change inversely. 
11:00 
C8. Input-Output Functions of Binaural Low-Frequency 
Medullary Neurons Insensitive to Interaural Time. GEORGE 
MOVSl-IEG•AN AND ALLEN L. RUPERT, Research Division, 
Callier Hearing and Speech Center, and Physiology Department, 
University of Texas Southern MedWal School, Dallas, Texas 
75235.--A significant number (about 30%) of the binaural 
low-frequency medullary neurons of kangaroo rat are in- 
sensitive to interaural time differences. These neurons do 
not respond in a cyclic manner to the interaural time dif- 
ferences of any frequency within their response areas, but 
they are activated in a differential manner by small interaural 
level differences. The discharge rate to a binaural signal for 
one group of these neurons is greater than the discharge rate 
to a monaural input. For the other group, the discharge rate to 
monaural is greater than to binaural stimulation. In the first 
group, we have binaural facilitation or summation; and in the 
second, binaural suppression. The most important distinction 
between these two types, however, is that the facilitative 
type does not phase lock to mortaural or binaural tones, 
whereas the suppresslye type responds in synchrony to either 
a monaural or binaural sound. [Supported in part by NINDS 
Grant.-] 
11:15 
C9. Effects of Medial Geniculate Lesions on Primary Evoked 
Potentials in Cats. A. Rv,N •,Nn j. MmL•R, Department of 
Physiology and Biophysics, University of Washington Medical 
School, Seattle, Washington 98195.--The click-evoked primary 
potential was examined in barbiturate-anesthetized cats. 
Normal and medial geniculate lesioned animals were studied. 
The lesions, electrolytically produced, were placed stereotaxi- 
cally at various points in the medial geniculate nucleus three 
days to three weeks prior to electrophysiological recording. 
The location and extent of roedial geniculate destruction was 
histologically evaluated in each lesioned animal. Bipolar 
surface potentials were mapped through AI, All, and Ep. 
Systematic changes were observed in the cortical evoked 
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potential maps. These changes were found to vary with the 
location and extent of the medial geuiculate destruction. 
The greatest reduction in evoked potentials throughout these 
cortical areas was observed associated with ventral division 
lesions. A much smaller effect was observed with medial 
and dorsal division lesions. In general, the changes may be 
interpreted to agree with those expected on the basis of 
anatomical studies of the auditory thaiarno-cortical projection 
system. Changes in the evoked potential map associated with 
varying ventral division lesions will be described. [-This re- 
search was supported by NIH grants.'] 
11:.30 
C10. Neural Correlates of Habituation of the Cardiac Com- 
ponent of the Orienthag Response. JDDITH C. SANWALD AND 
DAVID K. BLISS, State University of New York, Binghamton, 
New York 13901.--Amplitudes of multiple unit activity 
(MLrA) responses to an auditory stimulus decrease with 
stimulus repetition. Correlations between neural response 
decrements and the time course of other indices of habitua- 
tion [e.g., orienting response (OR) habituation'] are not 
known. We explored the relationship between habituation of 
the cardiac OR and response changes in the lateral midbrain 
reticular formatiou (LMRF), inferior colliculus (IC), and 
medial geniculate (MG) over successive stimulus presenta- 
tions. Intracranial electrodes and subcutaneous EKG elec- 
trodes were chronically implanted in 16 rats. Subsequently, 
they were curarized and respirated in a chamber equipped 
with an overhead speaker. At mean intervals of 90 sec, a 
5-sec tone was presented. Twenty successive presentations 
were made at each of two frequencies. Cardiac rates during 
the five successive tone seconds were compared with rates for 
five successive pretone seconds. Most rats showed initial 
deceleratory responses, which habituated. Others gave ac- 
celeratory responses, which were also decremental over trials. 
The response-generated MUA was analy2ed for changes in 
spike frequency. Amplitudes of MLRF responses either de- 
creased over the 20 trials or showed an initial increment, then 
a decrement. Smaller decrements occurred in MG responses 
and occasionally we saw an initial sensitization. IC responses 
also tended to decrease over trials. [Supported by a grant 
from SUNY Research Foundation.'] 
11:45 
Cll. Stimulus Sequencing and the Late Components of the 
Auditory Evoked Potential. J. B. BECKHAM, JR., Department 
of Speech and Hearing Sciences, University of Southern Mis- 
sissippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi 39401.--Amplitude of the 
late components of the averaged auditory evoked potential 
increases as the time between repeated stimuli is increased 
up to 12 sec. The interspersal of tone bursts of different fre- 
quencies within the interstimulus time interval was inves- 
tigated as a method for improving data acquisition rate with- 
out sacrificing response amplitude. Series of 500-, 1000-, and 
2000-Hz tone bursts were presented singly and in combina- 
tions of two and three frequencies at repetition periods of 1 
to 8 sec. Response records were sorted and averaged according- 
to stimulus frequency, yielding one, two, or three averaged 
evoked potential records. Experimental results indicate that 
data acquisition rate can be improved by serial presentation 
of different stimuli without significant loss of response ampli- 
tude. [-This project was made possible through funds granted 
by the University of Southern Mississippi Faculty Research 
Council. ] 
TUESDAY, 18 APRIL 1972 MAPLE LEAF ROOM, 9:30 A.M. 
Session D. Architectural Acoustics 
HAROLD R. MULL, Chairman 
Bell &' Associates, 80 Danbury Road, Wilton, Connecticut 06897 
Contributed Papers 
D1. Acoustics in the Design of Synagogues ha Israel. F. 
MICHAEL STRUMPF AND gvI SHAFRIR, Mareash Israel Applied 
Science Laboratory, Tel Aviv, IsraeL--Jewish Temples, often 
called Synagogues, are more than just praying centers. They 
also form a cultural center. The praying auditorium requires 
a unique acoustical treatment. This praying auditorium differs 
from other auditoriums (churches or theaters), in that the 
audience is an active participant. As such, the auditorium 
requires a special acoustical design, which considers three 
important functional regions. The first region is the rear and 
balcony, which requires a highly absorptive environment. The 
second is the rest of the audience volume, which requires 
optimum low reverberant conditions. The third is the front 
stage, which should reflect acoustically to all other sections. 
Cultural activities in the adjacent environment have to be 
considered in the auditorium design as an additional parame- 
ter. We will present an example of a design that has used all 
the above parameters in order to improve the acoustics in a 
Synagogue. 
D2. Acoustical Observations at Blossom Music Center. R. S. 
SHANKLAND, Department of Physics, Case Western Reserve 
University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106.--Acoustical observations 
and measurements have been made at the Blossom Music 
Center since its inception. The first involved measurements of 
background noise and wind to determine a suitable site. Over 
100 locations near Cleveland were studied before the final 
location was chosen. The acoustics of the pavillion seating 
4500 people has been studied in detail. Reverberation times 
have been measured at numerous locations showing that it 
has an excellent reverberation time versus frequency char- 
acteristic for orchestral music (2.1 sec in midfrequency range). 
Speech articulation tests have been made, which indicate 
satisfactory intelligibility even in seats at the rear of the 
pavillion. The stage shell, designed by Peter van Djik is ex- 
ceptional in that it provides early reflected sounds throughout 
the entire pavillion seating area. The pavillion and orchestra 
shell acoustics make it possible for symphony concerts to be 
clearly heard by 4500 listeners without sound amplification. 
For large additional audiences on the lawn sound amplifica- 
tion is provided by a time-delay system, which gives sound 
that blends perfectly with that coming directly from the 
stage and the illusion of live sound is achieved for all lis- 
teners. For programs other than regular symphony con- 
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certs, additional sound amplification is provided within the 
paySIlion. 
D3. Influence of Microstructure on Oblique-Incidence Be- 
havior of Fibrous Absorbents. K. ATTEN}mROUOH, Faculty of 
Technology, The Open University, Walton, Bletchley, England.-- 
A scattering approach, which essentially treats a fibrous 
absorbent as a suspension of parallel fibers in air, suggests 
that such absorbents are externally reacting. Furthermore the 
analysis indicates that the oblique-incidence behavior is 
greatly influenced by microstructure. Theoretical curves are 
presented for incidence in planes parallel and normal to the 
axes of the fibers. These correspond to an anisotropic and an 
isotropic case, respectively. The influence of random orienta- 
tion and distributions of fiber radii are also considered. 
D4. An Investigation Into the Transmission of Sound Be- 
tween Rooms with Interconnecting Services Using Statistical 
Energy Analysis. R. K. MACKENZIE AND R. H. LYON, Depart- 
ment of Mechanical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.--The theoretical 
treatment for sound transmission into and out of a duct of 
infinite and semiinfinite length is given for single and multi- 
modal panel resonance conditions. This theory is then applied 
to specific cases and compared with the results from experi- 
mental measurements in the laboratory in which the effect, 
upon sound transmission loss, of varying sectional area and 
shape, duct wall thickness and internal lining is shown. 
[-Work sponsored by National Science Foundation. J 
DS. Sound Insulation at Low Frequencies. K. A. M ULHOLLAND 
AND R. H. LYON, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mas- 
sachusetts 02139.--The response of two rooms coupled by a 
panel has been investigated at frequencies of the order of the 
lowest room mode frequency. At these frequencies both in- 
dividual room modes and individual panel modes may be 
expected to contribute to the transmission of sound through 
the panel. The role of resonant and nonresonant response 
both in the rooms and in the panel has been investigated both 
theoretically and experimentally. It will be shown that 
transmission is dominated by resonant room modes and 
nonresonant panel response with some interference from 
nonresonant room modes. 
D6. The Influence of Air Flow Resistance upon the Sound 
Transmission Loss of Lightweight Concrete Walls. ROtaN K. 
MACKENZIE, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Mas- 
sachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
02139.--A brief account is given of the effect of air flow re- 
sistance, porosity, and tortuosity upon the permeability of 
rigid materials. The relative effects of paint and plaster 
finishes upon the acoustic impedance of lightweight concrete 
block walls manufactured from expanded slate and clay 
aggregates are described, and an indication is given of the 
most suitable form of wall construction to achieve maximum 
sound insulation. [-Work supported by Cement and Concrete 
Association. ] 
D7. A Study of the Effect upon Sound Transmission of Ab- 
sorption within the Cavity of a Timber Stud/Plasterboard 
Partition. ROBIN K. MACKENZIE, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technolgoy, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 02139.--A study has been carried out to measure 
the effect upon sound transmission loss of placing various 
forms of absorptive material in the cavity of a timber stud 
partition. Results shall be presented relating to measurements 
where the density, rigidity, thickness, area covered, and post- 
tion of the absorptive material was varied. These results are 
compared with theoretical curves and conclusions drawn for 
the optimum use of absorptive material from the point of view 
of effectiveness. [-Work supported by the Cruden Foundation.'] 
D8. Impact Noise on Floors. R. D. FORD, University of Salford, 
Salford, England M5 4WT, AND A. (2. C. WARNOCK, Division 
of Building Research, Ottawa, Ontario, KIA ORC, Canada.-- 
A study was made of impulses created by an instrumented 
standard ISO tapping machine hammer when it strikes various 
resilient coverings placed on a concrete floor to test the premise 
that the improvement obtained by using the restlent covering 
is additive to the basic nature of the floor. In spite of some 
discrepancies, more marked with carpets than with vinyl, to 
a close approximation this turned out to be the case. The 
second part of this study was subjective and was a preliminary 
attempt to define the parameters of footstep noise upon which 
subjects base their evaluation. Recnrdings of footsteps were 
made in a reverberant room both irt its usual condition with 
a reverberation time of 2-4 sec and with absorbent material 
added to reduce the reverberation time to about 0.5 sec, which 
is more typical of domestic conditiorts. Subjects were asked to 
adjust the level of a masking noise until the footsteps were no 
longer intrusive. A better correlation was found with peak 
levels of the sound than the long-term rms levels. This sug- 
gests that the usual method of normalizing for room absorp- 
tion may be inappropriate for impact noise problems. 
D9. Noise Propagation in Corridors,, GREGORY C. TOCC• AND 
HUW G. DAVIES, Nepartment of Mechanical Engineering, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
02139.--As an effort to reduce noise propagation in corridors, 
a study has been undertaken to evaluate the use of absorbing 
and shielding baffles in corridors. Both noise attenuation in 
the corridor itself and also the reduction of noise propagating 
through open doors into rooms adjacent to the corridor are 
considered. A discussion is presented of the effectiveness of 
both the shielding and the absorbing components of the noise 
reduction for baffles oriented parallel to and perpendicular 
to the corridor direction. Predictions based on approximate 
modal summations for the power flow in the corridor are 
compared with experimental resuh:s. [-Work supported by 
NSF.-] 
DI0. Study of the Acoustical Performance of a Landscaped 
Office. A. C. C. WARNOCK, T. D. NORTHWOOD, AND D. N. 
HENNING, Division of Building Research, National Research 
Council of Canada, Ottawa, Onlario, K1A OR6, Canada, AND 
L. W. HEGVOLD, Bureau of Management Consultants, Depart- 
ment of Supply and Services, Ottawa, Ontario, K1A OTS, 
Canada.--The occupants of a newly opened landscaped office 
were subjected to two different masking spectra each day for 
an extended period. They were polled daily as to their pref- 
erence and were allowed to comment on the sound masking. 
Levels of 51 dBA produced unanimously strong disapproval 
and rejection. Reactions at 48 dBA, while not so strong, were 
still negative towards the idea of added noise. Natural sound 
levels in the office were lowered to about 35-40 dBA, but even 
this relatively quiet condition was [)referred to a low level of 
masking noise (45 dBA). The effectiveness of the noise for 
masking speech was measured using the rhyming test de- 
scribed by Griffiths [J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 42,236 ( 1967),] and 
a test crew. The results obtained showed a predictable rela- 
tion to articulation index calculations based on S/N ratios. 
Physical measurements were also made to determine the 
effect of the acoustical ceiling, baffles, and acoustical screens 
on sound propagation in the landscaped office. The results 
suggest that there is currently perhaps undue stress on the 
need for the ultimate in absorption. 
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Dll. The Problem of Acoustical Specifications for Office 
Landscape Ceilings. R. N. HAMME AND D. N. HUGOINS, 
Geiger • Hamme, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.-- 
Laboratory mockup measurements of interzone attenuation 
and subjective judgments of speech privacy can be coordin- 
ated through the structure of speech-intelligibility heory to 
evolve a method of ceiling characterization that offers a 
sensitive scale for performance valuation with respect to 
office landscaping. When the results of such characterizations 
are interpreted in terms of specular reflection losses incurred 
during interzone transmission, the sufficient conditions for 
adequate interzone speech privacy beneath flat ceilings can 
be stated concisely in terms of material properties and the 
characteristics of a synthetic background-noise distribution 
system. Certain of the practical ramifications and logical 
extensions of this treatment of landscape acoustics are also 
discussed. 
D12. Acoustical Performance of Landscaped Office Ceilings. 
HALE J. SABINE. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, 
Technical Center, Granville, Ohio 43023.--Data is presented on 
a number of ceiling materials and assemblies tested in the 
open office mockup at the Geiger and Hamme Acoustical 
Laboratories. The tests include flat ceilings, baffle configura- 
tions, three-dimensional ceilings, and lighting troffers. Per- 
formance is rated in terms of speech attenuation over a 5-ft 
high screen, and by subjective listening tests. Relations be- 
tween attenuation, specular reflection loss, and reverberation 
room absorption coefficients for flat ceiling materials are 
discussed. 
TUESDAY, 18 ArmL 1972 EMPIRE AND WASHINGTON ROOMS, 9:30 A.M. 
Session E. Engineering Acoustics I: Electret Transducers 
G. M. S•.SSI. ER, Chairman 
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974 
Invited Papers (30 minutes) 
9:30 
El. Introduction to Electrets. H. J. WmTLE, Department of Physics, Queen's University, Kingston, 
Ontario, Canada.--A short review will be given of the types of electret in terms of their electrostatic 
configuration: dipolar, internal space charge (heteropolar), injected space charge (homopolar), and 
deposited charge (monopolar). The methods used to make thermo-, photo-, electro-, and surface- 
charged electrets will be described. The internal fields, short-circuiting effect, stability, limitation due 
to air breakdown, charge measurement, charge storage, and trapping levels will be discussed. 
10:00 
E2. Electret Transducers: A Review. G. M. SESSLER AND J. E. WEST, Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, 
New Jersey 07974.--Condenser transducers made with thick wax electrets were first suggested more 
than 40 years ago by Nishikawa and Nukiyama [-Proc. Imp. Acad. (Tokyo) 4, 290 ( 1928)•. Electret 
transducers are now in wide use after the introduction of foil electrets (charged polymer films about 
1 mil thick) with long charge lifetimes [G. M. Sessler and J. E. West, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 34, 1787 
(1962); 40, 1433 (1966)-]. The charge of the electret replaces the dc bias required in conventional 
condenser transducers. Charging of the foil is possible with a variety of methods based on thermal, 
corona-discharge, or electron-beam techniques. Charge retention is particularly good on halocarbons 
(Teflon FEP, Teflon TFE, Aclar, etc.), where characteristic decay times under normal environmental 
conditions are measured in terms of decades. Electret transducers have been built as microphones 
with nondirectional and directional characteristics, as microphone arrays, as earphones, and as 
electromechanical transducers. Especially e[ectret microphones found widespread practical applica- 
tions during the past years. Their advantages are excellent frequency response, low distortion, small 
vibration sensitivity, ruggedness, and low cost. 
10:30 
E3. Electrets in Miniature Microphones. FREEMAN FRAIM AND PRESTON MURPHY, Thermo Electron 
Corporation, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154.--The electret capacitive microphone lement is ideally 
suited for miniature applications. The simplicity of its structure leads to a straightforward design 
even in very small devices. Since the electret foil is the only moving element, and the foil-back elec- 
trode spacing the only critical dimension, the electret cartridge is simple in design and extremely 
rugged. Careful design of the cartridge and associated preamplifier is required to minimize the micro- 
phone's elf noise. The principal aspects of a miniature electret microphone design are discussed, in- 
cluding the cartridge and the preamplifier, and two examples of small omnidirectional microphones 
are given. 
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11:00 
E4. Special Electret Transducers. C. W. REEOYK, Bell-Northern Research, Ottawa, Canada.--Electret 
transducers are capacitive transducers, which depend on a semipermanent electric charge imbedded in 
the surface of a dielectric to provide the bias field in an airgap. After many years of experimentation 
in the laboratory, electret microphones have now become commercially available. The purpose of 
this paper is to highlight some of the properties of electret transducers and electPet materials that 
make them attractive in some special applications. The basic form, an electPet diaphragm stretched 
over a perforated backplate, is a first-order differential microphone. The response of a first-order 
differential capacitive microphone, the simple construction, and low sensitivity to shock and mechani- 
cal vibration make the electret suitable for use in close-talking microphones, for example, in telephone 
operator's headset. A simple electret microphone can be used to sense the arrival of the wavefront in 
a shock-wave tube. The stored charge in the electret has been used in experimental key transducers to 
produce voltage pulses from 5 to 25 V. 
Contributed Paper 
11:30 
E5. Optimization of a Ridge Backplate for Electret Micro- 
phones. H. S. MADSEN, Bell-Northern Research, P.O. Box 
3511, Station C, Ottawa, Ontario, KI Y 4H7, Canada.--The 
desired properties for most microphones are high sensitivity, 
flat frequency response, insensitivity of response to vibration 
and temperature fluctuations, and long life. The life of an 
electret is particularly important since the self polarization 
has a natural decay. It is possible, however, to design an 
electret microphone that has little variation in sensitivity 
even though the charge density of the trapped charges di- 
minishes to • of its original value. This is possible by con- 
trolling every contributing parameter. The parameter that is 
hardest to control is the tension of the polymer diaphragm 
and the problem has been resolved by choosing a rectangular 
backplate with a diaphragm tensioned across parallel ridges. 
Stray capacitance and electrical load are among the parame- 
ters that affect the stability of the microphone, especially 
when the microphone becomes small as for a lightweight 
operator's headset. The results of computations and experi- 
ments are given. 
TUESDAY, 18 APRIL 1972 EMPIRE STATE ROOM, 2:00 P.M. 
Session F. Nonlinear Acoustics II: Underwater Applications 
P. J. WESXERVELX, Chairman 
Department oJ Physics, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island 02912 
Sponsored by the Technical Committees on Physical Acoustics and Underwater Sound 
Invited Paper (30 minutes) 
2:00 
Fl. Parametric Transmitting Arrays: AReview and Some New Developments. H. O BEaKX•Y, 
Applied Research Laboratories, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712.*--Since 
Westervelt [J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 32, 934-935(A) (1960); also 35, 535-537 (1903)] put forward the 
concept of parametric acoustic arrays, a great deal of effort has gone into extending his model of a line 
array with exponential taper to cover primary field distributions that can be realized in practice. 
Some of these models and their significances will be reviewed and the results of some new work in this 
field will be presented, with particular refereuce to the effects in the nearfield of parametric arrays. 
[Part of the work to be reported is being supported by the Office of Naval Research.] 
* On leave of absence from University of Birmingham, Birmingham IS, England. 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
2:30 
F2. Nonlinear Attenuation and the Parametric Array. JAMES 
F. BAgXRAM, Raytheon Company, Portsmouth, Rhode Island 
02871 ANÙ PEXER J. WESXEEVELX, Applied Research Labora- 
tories, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712 
and Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island 02912.-- 
The average intensity of a finite-amplitude wave satisfies a 
simply expressed energy conservation law [P. J. Westervelt, 
in L. Cremer, Ed., Proc. Int. Cong. Acoust., 3rd (Elsevier, 
Amsterdam, 1960), p. 316] in terms of the coefficient of small- 
amplitude attenuation, the first-order pressure, and the virtual 
source density. This equation when applied to a plane wave 
yields an equation for the attenuation of the pressure ampli- 
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tude, in terms not only of the small amplitude attenuation 
coefficient, but also the shock formation distance. This latter 
equation exhibits a smooth transition through the region of 
shock formation. An approximation applicable to the end-fire 
array can be developed, and from this a compatible end-fire 
virtual source distribution. This source distribution results in 
a directional pattern modified from the low-amplitude Ruther- 
ford law [P. J. Westervelt, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 35, 535 
(1963)] by a multiplicative tactor, which is expressible as a 
hypergeometric series. This series can be summed exactly on 
axis, and a simple closed-form expression giving the reduction 
in sound pressure level due to saturation is found. These 
results, obtained independently by each of us, are to be pub- 
lished, flint in a Letter to the Editor by J. F. B. accepted by 
J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. and later in greater detail in a joint 
paper by both of us. 
2:45 
F3. High-intensity Effects in the Paxmetric Transmitting 
AITay. H. M. MERKLINGER, Defence Research Establishment 
Atlantic, Dartmouth, NoN Scotia, Canada.--A method is 
described wherein the endfire array treatments of Wester- 
reit [P. J. Westervelt, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 35, 535-537 
(1963)'1 and Berktay [J. Sound Vibration 2, 439-461 (1965)] 
may be modified to include the effects of a high-intensity 
primary wave. An approximate empirical expression for the 
total acoustic intensity of a finite-amplitude plane wave is 
employed to determine the source function along the array. 
It is shown that in the limit of a very iqtense primary wave, 
the scattered sound waveform in the forward direction does 
not depend upon the parameter of nonlinearfry The beam 
pattern (calculated for the case of periodic on/off modulation 
of the primary wave, only) is shown to narrow as the parame- 
ter of nonlinearfry is reduced. Various effects related to 
harmonics of the "difference" frequency are discussed briefly. 
[This work was carried out at the University of Birmingham 
under the sponsorship of the Admiralty Underwater Weapons 
Establishment, Ministry of Defence (Navy).] 
F4. On the Conversion Efficiency of a Parametr/c Source. 
FRANCIS HUGH FENLON, Westinghouse Electric Corpo- 
ration, Research and Development Center, Pittsburgh, Penn- 
sylvania 15235.--Plane and spherical wave solutions of the 
coupled modal form of Burgers' equation, derived by the 
method of successive approximations, are treated as two 
asymptotic limits to define the conversion efficiency of a 
parametric source operating below the shock threshold. These 
solutions are then related to the dual frequency form of the 
Bessel-Fubini series, modified approximately to include the 
influence of viscous absorption over a specifiable range. Ex- 
amples of parametric source levels computed by means of 
these relationships are compared with experimental data 
published in the literature, and the utility of the solutions 
for predicting the form of the difference-frequency signal as a 
function of range is also established. Finally, the theoretical 
expressions that have been derived are summarized in the 
form of an extremely simple criterion for calculating equivalent 
parametric source levels, which can readily be extended to 
sources operating above the shock threshold by means of an 
approximate finite-amplitude absorption coefficient. 
3:15 
F5. Can Explosion Sources Give an Apparent Transmission 
Gain? ERMINE A. CHRISTIAN, Naval Ordnance Laboratory, 
White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910.--The total pressure 
wave generated by an underwater explosion gradually changes 
in shape as it propagates out to long ranges. As a result of 
different attenuation rates in various segments of the high- 
amplitude explosion pressure wave, the waveform begins to 
approach a damped sinusold at some distance from the charge. 
The effect of varying waveforms on spectral energy distribu- 
tions has been studied theoretically, with the explosion pres- 
sure-time pulse modeled by the function 
p(t) = C exp( -- at) cos/it. 
Values of C, a, and fi were derived from empirical functions of 
explosive charge weight and depth, and range. This analysis 
shows that the changing waveform may serve to sustain 
spectrum levels for frequencies in the neighborhood of the 
explosion's bubble pulse fundamental frequency. Con- 
sequently, when the theoretical values for a given charge 
configuration are combined in the customary sonar equation 
format, the expected transmission loss can become an apparent 
transmission gain for selected frequencies. These theoretical 
results raise the interesting question of whether some of the 
variability in reported attenuation coefficients might be 
attributable to the particular explosion sources used in the 
measurements. [This work sponsored by the Office of Naval 
Research.] 
3:30 
F6. Potential Use of Parametric Sonar in Marine Archeology. 
T. G. Mum ANO R. S. AOAIR, Applied Research Laboratories, 
The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712.-- 
Over the past few years, the location and recovery of arti- 
facts buried in marine sediments has been enhanced by the 
utilization of several technological innovations. Acoustical 
technology appears to offer a potential application in the 
high-resolution delineation of areheological sites. Good 
acoustic penetration of marine sediments, however, usually 
requires a low-frequency sonar, and this requirement is not 
compatible with the realization of good angular resolution, at 
least for systems of reasonable size. Parametric arrays with 
their low-frequency, high-resolution capability, appear to be 
well suited to these conflicting requirements. The results of 
several measurements made with one such array are presented 
in support of this contention. These resnits include acoustic 
propagation and beam pattern data obtained in sea water on 
a 20-kHz difference frequency radiation generated by the 
nonlinear interaction of 190- and 210-kHz carriers that were 
transmitted from a i 7-in.-diam line-in-cone source. It is also 
shown that a 5-in. diam aluminum sphere, buried to a depth 
of 6 in. in a fine sand sediment, was detected with the dif- 
ference-frequency radiation but not with the carriers. [This 
work sponsored by the Office of Naval Research.] 
3:45 
F7. An Approximate Model for Parametric Acoustic Source 
Design. ROBERT H. MELLEN, New London Laboratory, Naval 
Underwater Systems Center, New London, Connecticut 06320, 
AND MARK B. MOFFETT, Ocean Engineering Department, 
University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island 02881.-- 
A parametric acoustic source is comprised of a high-amplitude 
radiated sound field of two frequencies. Because of fluid non- 
linearfries, this primary field generates a secondary sound field 
at the difference frequency. Using a simplified mode[ for the 
primary sound field of a piston transducer, the secondary 
source levels and directivities generated by such a parametric 
source have been predicted. The extent of the primary field is 
asstimed to be limited by linear and nonlinear absorption, 
and this limit is considered to occur in either the collimated- 
beam or the spherically spreading portions of the primary field. 
Numerical values have been computed for a variety of condi- 
tions and compare favorably with the experimental data ob- 
tained to date. 
4:00 
F8. Farfield Interactions in the Parametric Radiator. W. L. 
KONRAD, R. H. MELLEN, AND J. L. NELSON, New London 
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Laboratory, Naval Underwater Systems Center, New London, 
Connecticut 06320.--In the para•netric radiator, the region 
where most of the generation of the difference frequency occurs 
can be in the near- or farfield or shared between them de- 
pending on the primary frequency, source level, and the pro- 
jector size. Most of the experiments conducted previously have 
operated under conditions of predominantly nearfield genera- 
tion. An experiment is described that is tailored to examine 
the parametric radiator where the bulk of the generation 
occurs in the farfield. The experimental source levels and beam 
patterns are found to be in close agreement with the Mellen- 
Moffett model of the radiator. For some conditions, the beam- 
width of the difference frequency is in fact narrower than that 
of the primary pattern and approaches the square of the 
primary pattern, a result predicted by the model. The ap- 
plication of the model is illustrated by examples of both near- 
and farfield generation para•netric sources. 
4:15 
1.9. Difference Frequency Parametric Array Using an Exact 
Description of the Primary Sound 1*ield. J. G. WILLETTE, 
Applied Research Laboratories, The University of Texas at 
Austin, Austin, Texas 78712.--In parametric arrays, the 
nonlinear interaction between two, harmonic time-dependent 
waves creates sum and difference frequency radiations. A 
solution for the pressure field of the secondary radiations has 
been obtained numerically for interaction in the farfield of a 
circular piston source [Papers CC4, 80th •neeting, and FF7, 
81st meeting of the Acoust. Soc. Amer.]. In the present analy- 
sis, this solution is extended to include interaction in the 
nearfield as well as the farfield of the circular piston. A single 
intergral expression, which describes the piston nearfield ex- 
actly, is derived from the impulse response of a circular piston. 
The results are compared to experiments involving the ampli- 
tude and azimuthal response of a difference frequency radia- 
tion. The theoretical results are also compared to other 
models using (1) plane-wave and (2) spherical-wave approxi- 
mations of the primary sound field. [This work was sponsored 
by the U.S. Navy Office of Naval Research.] 
4:30 
FI0. Underwater Parametric Reception in the Case of a 
Spherically Spreading Pump and a Plane-Wave Signal. J. A. 
SHOOTER, H. O. BERKTAY, J. G. WILLETTE, J. J. TRUCHARD, 
AND G. R. BARN^m), Applied Research Laboratories, The 
University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712.--Para- 
metric reception is an economical means of generating a large 
virtual continuous end-fire array to gain directivity in the 
detection of low-frequency signals. In this paper, we assume 
a spherically radiating pmnp that mixes with a plane-wave 
low-frequency signal to generate a secondary sound field at 
the sum and the difference frequencies. A closed-form solution 
for the radiated secondary sound field is presented and com- 
pared with an "exact" numerical solution. Both theoretical 
methods are shown to be in good agreement with one another 
and an experiment performed in a fresh water lake. The ex- 
periment consisted of a pump mounted on one end of a 50-ft 
I beam projecting a 90-kHz narrow beam to a receiving 
hydrophone on the opposite end of the ! beam. The signal 
was a 5-kHz fixed source located 150 ft from the center of the I 
beam. The receiving system was tuned to (904-5) kHz and 
as the I beam was rotated, beam patterns were generated 
that agree well with the theoretical results. [This work was 
sponsored by the Office of Naval Research.-1 
4:45 
FI 1. Array of Parametric Receiving Arrays. H. O. BERtrTAr 
AND T. G. MUIR, Applied Research Laboratories, The University 
of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712.--Theory is developed 
to describe the performance of arrays whose elements consist 
of parametric receiving arrays. The directivity of the resulting 
array of parametric receivers is shown to depend upon the 
separation of elements as well as the separation between 
pumps and receivers. The theory evolved is validated by 
comparison to experimental data obtained with a two-element 
array in a fresh water lake. Electronic steering of this type of 
array is also discnssed. [Work supported by Office of Naval 
Research. ]
5:00 
1'12. Experimental Sonar Equipment using a Nonlinear 
Projector. G. PEARCE, Kelvin Hughes, Smiths Industries Ltd., 
Ilford, Essex, England, AND H. O. BERKTA¾, University of 
Birmingham, Birmingham, England.--A sonar equipment 
consisting of an experimental nonlinear transmitting array 
and associated electronics together with a conventional com- 
merical sonar receiving and recording system operating at a 
carrier frequency of 45 kHz was assembled. Acoustic measure- 
ments were made on the transmitting array at its primary 
frequencies of 465 and 510 kHz, and at its secondary fre- 
quency. Echoes from various targets were recorded when the 
apparatus was used for horizontal searching. Comparison 
was made with a conventional :system by replacing the 
parametric transmitter array by an ordinary commercial 
sonar projector and examining the recorded echoes from the 
same targets. 
TUESDAY, 18 APRIL 1972 GEORGIAN ROOU, 2:00 e.U. 
Session G. Speech Communication II: Physiology of Phonation and Articulation 
HARRY HOLLIEN, Chairman 
Communication Sciences Laboratory, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32601 
Contributed Papers 
G1. Simulated Vocal Cord Motions in Speech and Singing. 
INGO R. TITZE AND WILLIAM J. STRONG, Department of Physics, 
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 84601.--Vocalis 
muscle and vocal ligament are modeled separately, each by a 
row of eight masses, with 2 degrees of freedom per mass. 
This allows for motions in the direction of the flow and 
transverse to the flow. Vertical phasing at low pitches and 
horizontal phasing at high pitches are demonstrated. Parame- 
ters, which can be adjusted at li•rty, are cord elasticity, 
ligament tension, vocalis tension during contraction, sub- 
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glottal pressure, and the cord boundary. The variable bound- 
ary is employed to allow for various statically strained condi- 
tions, such as roedial compression and open chink. The normal 
modes of the system are seen by applying either a sudden 
burst of pressure (such as in a cough) or by displacing one or 
several of the masses and allowing the motion to come to rest. 
Chest, middle, and high registers are demonstrated, including 
a register transition. 
O2. Laminagraphic Investigation of Pulse Register (Vocal 
Fry) Phonation. H. HOLL1EN AND E. L. ALLEN, Communica- 
tion Sciences Laboratory, University of Florida, Gainesville, 
Florida 32601.--The physiologic and aerodynamic parameters 
of modal register phonation have been extensively investi- 
gated; not so well researched are these same parameters for 
the loft (falsetto) and, especially, the pulse (vocal fry) regis- 
ters. The present study was designed to add to the knowledge 
being accumulated for the pulse register--in this case, with 
regard to the relationships of both vocal fold and ventricular 
fold area and thickness correlates of variation in fa. Subjects 
were seven males and six females, with normal healthy 
larynges, who could sustain pulse at high and low repetition 
rates. Coronal cross-sectional laminagrams were obtained by 
means of the strobescopic laminagraphic (STROL) technique. 
It was found that there were no trends of any type for area or 
thickness change as a function of frequency variation. How- 
ever, it was found also that the ventricular folds impinge upon, 
or lead, the true vocal folds for this type of phonation. Hence, 
it is suggested that the ventricular folds may act to damp 
vocal fold vibration by coupling their passive mass with that 
of the true folds. Implications relative to theories of phonation 
will be discussed. 
O3. Vertical Larynx Height during Vocal Frequency Change. 
T. SmeP AND R. M. HaLLER, Speech Research Laboratory, 
Veterans Administration I-Iospital, San Francisco, California 
94121.--Vertical larynx height was filmed and thyrohyoid 
muscle activity sampled in two subjects during continuous 
and discrete-interval vocal frequency change. For continuous 
frequency change (glissando), the results showed a high posi- 
tive relationship between larynx height and vocal fundamental 
frequency (r=0.93) within the modal register, a moderate 
relationship within the falsetto register (r=0.42), and no 
relationship within the pulse register (r=0.01). Discrete- 
interval frequency change showed a similar pattern of larynx 
height as in continuous change, with the absolute position of 
the larynx height as in continuous change, with the absolute 
position of the larynx in the two conditions 4-5 mm at match- 
ing frequency points. Thyrohyoid muscle activity level was 
always found to be directly related to vertical larnyx position. 
G4. Thyrometer--A Method for Observing Laryngeal Control 
in Speech. YUK! KAKITA AND SHIZUO HIKI, Research Institute 
of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University, Sendal, 
Japan.--This paper reports on the "thyrometer," an opto- 
electric device for observing the laryngeal control in speech 
through the movement of the thyroid cartilage. Upward 
and downward movement of the thyroid cartilage tilts the 
mirror put on the skin surface near the process of the thyroid 
cartilage of speaker, and swings the light beam reflected by the 
mirror. The swinging angle is converted into the variation of 
light intensity through a specially designed optical mask; 
then the transmitted light beam is focused on the photocell to 
obtain the voltage monotonically related to the movement. 
This method allows a highly sensitive recording of the vertical 
movement of the thyroid (or cricoid) cartilage in speech almost 
free from the obstruction of utterance with the simpler device. 
As the time variation of the movement ("thyrogram") cor- 
responds well with the pitch frequency contour in the speech 
sample in which the change in pitch frequency is considered' 
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to be attributed mostly to the laryngeal control, the thyrogram 
is assumed to show the laryngeal control that underlies the 
change in pitch frequency. Result of the observation is 
utilized to estimate the contribution of laryngeal control 
separately from that of expiratory control in speech, and the 
nature of the laryngeal control for suprasegmental features is 
discussed in terms of a physiological model of glottal sound 
production. 
G5. How is Pitch Lowered? Joan J. OUaLA, Department of 
Linquistics, University of California, Berkeley, California 
94720.--Is the pitch of voice lowered (a) by the active con- 
traction of some iaryngeal muscles, (b) by the relaxation of 
those muscles that raise pitch, or (c) by both mechanisms? 
Evidence will be presented that supports (c). Specifically, 
electromyographic recordings point to the sternohyoid 
muscles' participation in pitch lowering, independent of their 
activity in other speech gestures, e.g., jaw opening. Further, 
there is evidence of a probable causal correlation between 
larynx height and pitch of voice (which accounts for the 
sternohyoids' activity in pitch lowering). Vertical movements 
in the larnyx, it will be argued, change the pitch of voice by 
changing primarily the vertical, not the anterior-posterior, 
tension of the vocal cords. [Research supported in part by the 
National Science Foundation.] 
G6. New Paint-On Electrodes for Surface Electromyography. 
G. D. ALLEN AND J. F. LUBKER, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514, AND E. HARmSON, 
Research Triangle Institute, P.O. Box 12194, Research Triangle 
Park, North Carolina 27709.---A NASA-developed paint-on 
electrode has been adapted for biomedical applications by the 
Research Triangle Institute. 10 g of silver flake are suspended 
in 10 g of Duco cement and 1 oz of acetone. This mixture may 
be stored indefinitely, with occasional addition of acetone for 
thinning. In electromyographic use, each electrode is formed 
by placing a small (or large) drop of mixture on the skin, 
letting the acetone evaporate, laying the bare end of the 
lead-off wire over the resulting silver spot, placing another 
drop of mixture over the wire, and letting the resulting "silver 
sandwich" dry. This process typically takes less than a minute, 
and the electrode will remain firmly in place for hours. This 
paper will discuss the properties of electromyographic signals 
gathered by means of these paint-on electrodes, as compared 
with those from hooked-wire electrodes inserted in the same 
muscles, and will mention the potential usefulness of these 
electrodes for investigating the development of speech and 
other motor control patterns in children. 
G7. Parametric Study of Single Motor Unit Waveforms in 
Upper Articulatory Musculature. P. F. MAcNmLAGE, H. M. 
SUSSMAN, AND a. J. HANSON, Department of Linguistics, 
University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712.---Wave- 
forms of single motor units were investigated, primarily in 
four muscles; the genioglossus, geniohyoid, mylohyoid, and 
anterior belly of the digastric. Units were sampled at various 
depths up to 25 mm from concentric bipolar electrodes in- 
serted vertically into the tongue from points inferior to the 
mandible and near the midline. Units were predominantly of 
the usual triphaslc form although many other types of wave- 
form were observed. Most triphasic potential durations ranged 
from 5-7 msec, as compared, for example, with 2.5-4 msec 
from the same muscles with bipolar hooked wire electrodes. 
Variables determining these waveforms, and differences in 
waveforms and unit amplitudes from muscle to muscle will 
be discussed. [-This work was supported by grants from the 
National Science Foundation.-] 
(}8. Frequency Control of Single Motor Units in Upper Artic- 
ulatory Musculature. P. F. MACNEILAGE AND R. }•. SZABO, 
Department of Linguistics, University of Texas at Austin, 
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Austin, Texas 78712.--Frequencies of firing of single motor 
units were investigated primarily in four muscles; genioglossus, 
geniohyoid, mylohyoid, and anterior belly of the digastric 
during isometric and isotonic contractions. Isometric con- 
traction was studied as subjects maintained units at regular 
firing rates by use of feedback provided by auditory and visual 
displays of the units (motor unit training). Representative 
results from relatively small samples obtained so far are as 
follows. Modal firing rates of individual units ranged from 
about I0 to 40 impulses per second in different units, with most 
rates between 20 and 30 ips. The latter values can be compared 
with values of 10-14 ips from brachial biceps. The frequency 
range within which regular firing can occur appears to be 
larger in these units than, for example, in biceps. Differences 
in typical firing rates from muscle to muscle will be considered. 
Isotonic contraction in speech gestures was accompanied in 
some units by firing rates of up to eight times their modal 
isometric value. [-This work was supported by grants from 
the National Science Foundation.-] 
Cs9. Lip and Tongue Pressure Patterns during Syllable Pro- 
ductions. RoaEar E. MeGLoNE, Department of Speech Com- 
munization, State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, 
New York 14226, ANO WILLIAM R. PROFFIT, University of 
Kentudty, Louisville, Kentucky.•Strain-gauge transducers 
were placed on the lingual side of the dental ridge of the 
maxilla and mandible and on the labial side of the mandible. 
These were positioned to record contact pressures along ridges 
in five locations irom the sides and in the midi[he. Lip and 
tongue contacts were recorded as subjects repeated VCV 
syllables containing/i/,/a/,/u/, and/s/. Different pressure 
patterns were found both between and within syllable utter- 
ances. Pressure peaks from the sides of the tongue cor- 
responded to each phoneme while pressure peaks nearer the 
mldline corresponded temporally with the consonant. Lip 
pressure peaks were related only with the consonant. Tongue 
tip and midline lip activity showed a definite movement 
away from the transducer for the entire syllable. The shape of 
the contact peaks were related to the vowel used in the syllable. 
(}10. Intraoral Air Pressures Associated with Stop Consonants 
in Various Phonetic Environments. KENNETH F. RUDER, 
Bureau of Child Research, University of Kansas, La•vrence, 
Kansas 66044, ANI) W. S. BROWN, JR., Communications 
Sciences Laboratory, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 
32601.--Previous research has demonstrated that intraoral 
air pressures associated with stop consonants vary as a func- 
tion of the contextual environment of the consonant (initial, 
medial, or final syllable position}. In the present study, the 
effect of adjacent phonemeN on the intraoral air pressures for 
the stop consonants/p/,/b/, It/, and/d/was investigated. 
Recordings of peak intraoral air pressures were obtained from 
five subjects for each of the four stop consonants in the 
environment of high front vowels, low front vowels, high back 
vowels, low back vowels, and other consonants. Highest 
intraoral air pressures were associated with the stop con- 
sonants in the consonant environment; the next highest 
pressures were associated with the high vowel environment 
while the lowest pressures occurred in the low vowel environ- 
ment. No differences in intraoral pressures for the four stop 
consonants were observed in comparison of the front and back 
vowel environments. These findings can be interpretd as 
reflecting a coarticulation effect and thereby demonstrate 
that phonetic environment does affect the magnitude of the 
intraoral air pressures associated with stop consonants. The 
data from the present study also support the trend reported 
in previous studies for higher intraoral pressures to be as- 
sociated with voiceless consonants. 
Oil. An Electromyographic Investigation of Articulatory 
Movements for Bilabials in Normal and Cleft Palate Speech. 
MINORU HIRANO ANO NORITAItE SANUI, Department of 
Otolaryngology, Kurume University, Kurume, Japan.--Activity 
of the orbicularis oris, levator veil palatini, and lateral crico- 
arytenoid muscles 1or bilabials (/p/, /b/, /m/) was in- 
vestigated electromyographically in normal adults and cleft 
palate speakers. The orbicularis oris muscle presented a 
marked peak activity prior to the bilabials in the normal 
subjects. The levator veil palatini muscle were active for 
the oral sounds and inactive for the nasal as has been ex- 
pected. However, its activity was not of a consistent level 
during successive oral sounds. Especially, the levator often 
showed a marked peak activity prior to plosives corresponding 
to the orbicularis otis. In cleft palate speakers, the peak 
activity before the plosives was less marked. Instead, the 
lateral cricoarytenoid muscle presented a marked peak 
activity, which suggested a gesture for glottal stop. The levator 
veil palatini muscle often presented a similar activity mode 
as in the normal. 
GI2. Temporal Characteristics of Velopharyngeal Muscle 
Function. J. LUBK•R, University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill, North Carolina 27514, J. LINOQVIST, Institutionen for 
Taloverforing, Stockholm, Sweden, ASP B. FRITZELL, Sahlgrenska 
Sjukhuset, Goteborg, Sweden.--Temporal characteristics of 
palatoglossus and palatal levator muscle action in nasal 
consonant production were studied in seven Swedish speakers. 
Single motor unit potentials from these muscles were de- 
tected by inserted wire electrodes, stored on magnetic tape, 
and later recorded on light-sensitive paper for analysis. 
Results suggest that (1) the palatoglossus contracts to lower 
the palate actively for nasal consonant production; (2) there 
is a simultaneous relaxation of the palatal ievator; (3) the 
EMG data show considerable temporal variability in the face 
of quite invariant acoustic data; and (4) in spite of the tem- 
poral variability, there is enough consistency to allow the 
development of a simple model of palatal coarticulation. 
Specifically, we suggest that for the production of nasals the 
palatal musculature functions rather grossly. The levator 
relaxes its activity in a gatelike fashion, allowing a temporal 
space during which the palate is easily lowered. During the 
open phase of the gate a slight pull is provided by the palto- 
glossus to assist in palatal lowering. During this "gating" and 
"pulling" process the articulators function for the actual 
production of the nasal. The position of the "gate" and its 
concomittant "pull" vary temporally with respect to the 
acoustic signal of the nasal in a highly predictable manner, 
largely dependent upon intraoral pressure requirements of 
adjacent phoneroes. 
GI3. Ultrasonic Study of Vocal-Fold Vibration in Normal and 
Nasalized Vowels. S. L. HAMLET,* Department of Physiology 
and Biophysi•s, University of Washington, Seattle, ll•shington 
98105.--Nasal coupling reduces the over-all intensity of a 
vowel, requiring greater vocal effort to match intensity of a 
nonnasal vowel. The question is to what extent increased vocal 
effort for nasal vowels is reflected by a change in duty cycle of 
vocal-fold vibration. Duration of the vibratory open phase 
was taken as the time within each cycle during which ultra- 
sonic transmission through the larynx was blocked by re- 
flection from the glottal rim. This measurement is consistent 
over the small range of transducer positions permitting the 
ultrasonic beam to pass through the approximate vertical and 
horizontal midpoint of the vocal folds. At matched micro- 
phone signal smplitudes, duty cycles differ for normal and 
nasalized sustained vowels, spoken at the same vocal funda- 
mental frequency. Results are reported for preadolescent 
boys. [-This investigation was supported by a NIH Grant.-I 
* Current address: Division of Speech and Hearing Science, University 
of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742. 
C, 14. Quantitative Comparison of Perception of Nasality and 
Cinefiuorographic Analysis of the Velopharyngeal Mech- 
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anism. RAYMOND MASSENGILL, JR., LAURA R. LOVE, AND 
MARY ROnlNSON, Speech and Hearing Center, Duke University 
Medical Center, Durham, North Carolina 27710.--There is a 
continuing question in clinical literature about what is meant 
by the term "nasal speech" and about the measurement of 
this phenomena. Bzoch (1971) and others (Moll, 1968, and 
Kantner, 1964) insist upon an operational definition, which 
includes a listener's general perception of acoustic features of 
the voice quality. Bzoch also states that velopharyngeal in- 
sufficiency alone may not be a determinant of hypernasality. 
This study investigates the relationship of degree of velo- 
pharyngeal gap, as determined by cinefluorographic, to 
listener judgements of hyper- and hyponasality. Two judges 
rated 30 subjects with a known degree of velopharyngeal gap 
on a five-point scale. This allowed the judges to assess the 
voice quality as +3, severely hypernasal, to -3, severely 
hyponasal, with a midpoint of 0 for normal. The velopharyn- 
teal gaps were ranked in three categories for comparison; 0 as 
normal, 1 to 5 mm as moderate hypernasality, and beyond 6 
mm as severe hypernasality. The judgments were compared 
between judges and between judges and degree of velo- 
pharyngeal gap. The reliability of the intrajudge ratings were 
also examined. These results and their importance to research 
are discussed. 
TUESDAY, 18 APRIL 1972 BUFFALO ROOM, 2:00 P.M. 
Session H. Shock and Vibration I: Vibration of Solids 
ALLEN J. CURTIS, Chairman 
Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, California 90230 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) . 
2:00 
HI. Stress-Wave Propagation in a Class of Elastic Rods. 
M. CENGIZ DOKMECI, Department of Theoretical and Applied 
Mechanics, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, ANDM. 
ALl'D, New York University, New York, New York.--A non- 
classical theory of elastic rods of uniform cross sections, de- 
scriptive of wave propagation and vibrations, is constructed 
within the scope of the theory of Cosserat elasticity. A separa- 
tion of variables solution is sought for the three-dimensional 
field equations, and a generalized variational theorem is used 
in the analysis. The effects of transverse shear and normal 
strains as well as those of rotatory inertia are taken into ac- 
count. The microrotational motions give rise to new type of 
waves not present in any of the known rod theories. In 
particular, the nature of extensional waves is discussed and the 
uniqueness of solution is established. The results are valid for 
both nonpolar and Cosserat rods, and contain those of earlier 
theories as special cases. [Supported by the Office of Naval 
Research. -I 
2:15 
H2. Vibration and Buckling of Anisotropic Shallow Shells. 
J. F. Ovl•gR, The Dravo Corporation, Neville Island, Pitts- 
burgh, Pennsylvania 15225, AND C. L. DYM, Carnegie-Mellon 
University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.--The free vibration 
frequencies and the critical buckling loads of certain thin- 
walled shells of revolution constructed of anisotropic ma- 
terials-layered or heterogeneous--are studied, the specific 
geometries being circular cylinders, barrels of positive and 
negative Gaussian curvature, and spherical sections. The 
buckling configurations include axial compression and simple 
radial pressure. In each case the shell boundary conditions are 
simple supports. The analyses are based upon shallow shell 
theory, linearized about an initial membrane pressurization 
state. Using known modal techniques, a frequency deter- 
minant is derived. From this determinant studies of the effects 
of in-plane inertia, of various wave numbers, and of the 
physical parameters of the shell are carried out. Additionally, 
results for the static buckling of these shells under axial 
compression and radial pressure are also obtained, using the 
kinetic buckling criterion. Parameters studied in the vibration 
and stability analyses include the thickness-to-radius ratio, 
initial pressurization, circumferential and axial wave num- 
bers, and the degree of anisotropic asymmetry. The latter 
effect is studied by the comparison of analyses of two different 
layered anisotropic materials-- each constructed of five equa 
thickness orthotropic layers with varying orientations. The 
orientations have been selected to produce varieties of anisot- 
ropy--midplane symmetric and midplane asymmetric. The 
results of these free vibration and stability analyses have pro- 
duced the following conclusions: (1) the effect of anisotropic 
asymmetry is so significant that it must be considered; (2) 
the increased stiffening found for orthotropic cylinders as a 
consequence of increased thickness ratio and initial pres- 
surization also was found for the general anisotropic family of 
shells studied. 
2:30 
H3. Natural Frequencies of Clamped, Generally Orthotropic 
Rectangular Plates. P. A. LAURA AND M. J. MAUmZL Depart- 
ment of Engineering, Universidad National del Sur, Bahia 
Bianca, Argentina.--This study deals with the determination 
of frequencies of vibration of clamped rectangular plates using 
a simple polynomial approximation. The plates are considered 
to be constructed from an orthotropic material such that the 
principal elastic axes of the materials are not parallel to the 
plate edges. A weighted-residual technique is used to solve the 
differential system, and the change in fundamental frequency 
is investigated as the material elastic axes are rotated with 
respect to the natural coordinate system of the plate. 
2:45 
H4. Fundamental Frequencies of Noncircular Elastic Hinged 
Arcs. E. ROMANELLI AND P. A. LAURA, Department of Engineer- 
ing, Universidad National del Sur, Bahia Blanca, Argentina.- 
Free vibrations of elastic, hinged, noncircular arcs have been 
investigated by several authors. In general, the spatial deriva- 
tive of the radius of curvature has been neglected. The present 
study deals with the determination of the fundamental fre- 
quencies of several noncircular arcs vibrating in their plane 
taking into account the variation of the initial radius of 
curvature with respect to the spatial variables. Several 
interesting conclusions are obtained. 
3:00 
H5. Vibration of Statically Deformed Beams and Plates. 
Huw G. DAVIES AND SAUD AL SOWAYEL, Department of 
Mechanical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Techonlogy, 
Massachusetts 02139.--The response of beams and plates to 
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fluctuating loads with high mean values is considered. The 
static deformation is obtained separately: the vibration of the 
statlcally deformed structure is then discussed in terms of the 
induced static in-plane (membrane) stresses. It is shown that 
the response of a deformed plate can be predicted by defining 
an effective uniform tension. Simple expressions are obtained 
for the loss factor in terms of the impedance of the supports of 
the beam or plate. Expressions are given for the changes due 
to the tension of modal resonauce frequencies aud loss factors 
(assuming constant bonndary impedance). The predicted 
changes in loss factors agree quite well with some previously 
published experimental data for very thin plates. The changes 
for most cases of practical iuterest, however, are small. 
3:15 
H6. The Direct and Reverberant Response of Strings and 
Membranes to Convecting, Random Pressure Fields. P. 
LEEHEY AND H. G. DAVIES, Acoustics and Vibration Labora- 
tory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mas- 
sachusetts 02139.--The vibratory response of strings and 
membranes to convectiug raudoln pressure fields is discussed, 
with particular atteution being paid to the traveling wave 
component of the response. A closed-form Green's function 
describes the string response. The pressure field is modeled by 
a summation of ra,•dom sinusoidal excitations: snch a snm, 
suitably defined, has been shown to represent an ergodic 
process iu a limiting sense. The response of a fitlite string is 
shown to divide uaturally iuto a direct respouse characterized 
by the convectiou velocity and decay rate of the pressure field, 
and a reverberant response characterized by the wave velocity 
and damptug of the string aud which exhibits modal reso- 
nances. The analysis is extended to inchide membranes by ex- 
pandtug the lateral membrane respouse in a modal summatiou. 
Each lateral mode is treated aualagously to tile string. It is 
shown approximately for small dami)iug that the 1ongitudiual 
space-time respouse cross correlatiou has a reverberaut com- 
ponent Symlnetric about zero time delay and a direct com- 
ponent symmetric about the couvection time (spatial separa- 
tion/convection velocity). These symmetry properties are 
used to obtaiu vahles of the co,wectiou velocity from experi- 
mental measurements. 
3:30 
H7. Damped Lateral Vibration in Axially Creeping Beam with 
Random Material Parameters. W. N. HuA•q AND F. A. 
COZZARELLI, State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, 
New York 14214.--It is assumed that the material of the beam 
is governed by a uonlinear Maxwell model. The temperature 
and imperfection density and consequently the two inelastic 
material parameters are taken as :random functions of the 
distance along the neutral axis. A perturbation about the 
initial axial stress is employed, analogous to the approach used 
in Cozzarelli, Wu, and Tang [-"Lateral Vibration of a Non- 
linear Viscoelastic Beam uuder luitial Axial-Tension," J. 
Sound Vibration 13 (1970)3. As in Cozzarelli and Huang 
[-Effect of Random Material Parameters on Nonlinear Steady 
Creep Solutions," Int. J. Solids Structures ? (1971)-], the 
problem is separated into two uucoupled problems--a "ran- 
dom temperature problem" and a "random imperfection 
problem." Two special cases are fully analyzed: (a) the random 
parameters are random processes that are only slightly 
raudom, and (b) the raudom parameters are random variables 
that are largely random. Statistical resnits are obtained for the 
lateral velocity, bending moment, logarithmic decrement and 
circular frequency. 
3:45 
Ha. Approximate Equations of Motion for Elastic Rings and 
Helical Coils of Small Pitch. D. IV. HA•NES, University of 
South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina 29208.--One- 
dimensional eqnatious of motion are obtained for in-plane 
deformation of rings. The results also apply to helical coils 
of small pitch. The equations are obtained from the variational 
equations of elasticity by expauding the displacements in a 
Taylor series of the radial coordinate. Truncation of the series 
leads to a set of two simple eqtlations of motion, capable of 
describing the first two modes of harmonic wave propagation. 
These modes correspond to essentially exteusional and flexnral 
motSou which are highly coupled at long wavelengths. As in 
straight bars, such a formulation is limited in accuracy to 
rather low frequeucies. The frequeucy range is greatly ex- 
tended by iuchldiug one more term in the trimcared series; 
this leads to three equations of motion and provides for a 
thickuess-shear mode. Comparisou is; •nade with the dispersion 
curves of the recently solved aud considerably more complex 
generalized plaue-stress case. From this comparison, the curves 
froul these equations are seen to include the complex segment 
and to be highly accurate. Boundary conditions are obtained 
for fluire coils and riug elemeuts. [This work was supported 
by the National Science Foundation.] 
TUESDAY, 18 APRIL 1972 lkIAPLE LEAF ROOM, 2:00 P.M. 
Session I. Machine Noise I: Noise Measurement in Reverberant Rooms 
C. E. EBBING, Chairman 
Carrier Corporation, Carrier Parkway, Syracuse, New York 13201 
This session has been arranged by the Technical Committees on 
Noise and Architectural Acoustics. 
Discussion of individual papers will be suspended until all papers have been delivered 
when a discussion of the complete session will be lead by Uno Ingard. 
Invited Papers 
I1. Noise Measurement in Reverberant Rooms. RICHARD WATERHOUSE, The American University, 
College of Arts and Sciences, Department of Physics, Washington, D.C. 20016.--The work of Schroeder, 
Lubman, MalinE, Andres, Tichy, Ebbing, and the author is reviewed. Results for the sound fields set 
up by single tones, multitones, and bands of noise are considered together with the effects of the 
discrete- and continuous-space sampling of these fields. The variance for such sampling can be calcu- 
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lated for the above cases, and gives a basis for sampling in such a way as to get results of prescribed 
accuracy. Some areas that seem to merit attention at present are mentioned. These include (a) rever- 
beration chamber measurement of the power output of a source radiating a steady single-frequency 
tone, the accuracy to be expected in such measurements, and the comparability of such results with 
free-field results; (b) the use of moving reflectors, such as rotating vanes, the improvements they 
afford, and their effect on the sound field and the power radiation of the source. 
I2. The Effect of Stationary and Moving Reflectors and Sampling Techniques on the Accuracy of 
Sound-Power Determination in Reverberation Rooms. Jim TICHY, The Pennsylvania State University, 
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802, AND PETER K. BAAD[, Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, New York 
13201.--The paper summarizes the knowledge on different means and techniques for improvement 
of sound power and pressure averaging in reverberation rooms. Stationary reflectors, properly located 
in the nearfield of the source and properly oriented with respect to the floor, can contribute consider- 
ably to the scattering of the energy radiated by the sound source. The final effect consists of reduction 
of the dependence ofthe radiated sound power on the source position. Also, the effect of positioning of 
the sound-absorbing materials is reduced. Rotating reflector vanes are important for determining the 
sound power radiated at single frequencies. There are three effects of the rotating vane: First, the ra- 
diation impedance of the source depends on the instantaneous position of the vane and, thus, its 
rotation provides averaging of the radiated power. Second, the motion of the vane causes fluctuations 
of the sound pressure at each point of the chamber and, thus, reduces the dependence of the sound 
pressure on the microphone location. Third, the motion of the vane causes a Doppler effect; an 
originally single-frequency tone becomes a frequency-modulated tone. Thus, a single line spectrum 
becomes a multiline spectrum, which reduces the spatial variations of the sound pressure and also 
increases the number of room modes excited. When averaging the sound pressure, different sampling 
techniques can be used. The paper discusses the practical aspects of some sampling devices and also 
the problems of the proper choice of instrumentation for electrical signal processing. 
13. Qualification of Reverberation Rooms for Determination of Sound Power. G. C. MALING, JR., 
IBM Corporation, Poughkeepsie, New York 12603, Am) C. E. EBmNG, Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, 
New York 13201.--In practice, many noise sources radiate sound having discrete-frequency ompo- 
nents. The desire to use a reverberation room for determination of the sound power radiated by such 
sources has led to the development of a room qualification procedure that may be used to estimate 
the adequacy of the test setup and the measurement procedure. The theoretical basis for this qualifi- 
cation procedure is discussed. The causes of the various uncertainties in the measurement of sound 
power are considered, and it is shown that, in effect, the pure-tone room-qualification procedure 
allows the total uncertainty to be estimated for a monopole-type sound source. The problems in- 
volved with discrete-frequency and swept-frequency qualification procedures are discussed, and 
experimental qualification data for several rooms with and without vanes and other accessories are 
presented. Methods of generating the multitude of pure tones necessary for measurement of the 
room qualification are examined, including the advantages and disadvantages of using prerecorded 
tapes for this purpose. Froin both theoretical and experimental studies, it can be concluded that 
a major factor affecting the qualification of a reverberation room is due to the uncertainty in the 
measurement of a mean-square sound pressure throughout he room. This factor can be minimized by 
increasing the nnmber of independent samples that one measures during the sound-power stimate 
by use of either a sufficiently ong continuous microphone traverse or by using multiple microphones. 
At low frequencies ( ay, below 500 Hz in a 280-m a reverberation room), the variability of the sound- 
power output with source position (change in radiation impedance) becomes the major source of the 
uncertainty of the sound-power stimate if the sampling of the sound field has been accomplished 
adequately. 
14. Sound-Power Testing Experiences of an Independent Laboratory. MICHAEL J. KODARAS AND 
MICHAEL •,¾. BLANCK, odaras Acoustical Laboratories, Elmhurst, New York 11373.--Approximately 
150 sound-power level tests have been conducted of unitary and room air conditioning equipment at 
KAL. This paper submits a complete description of the reverberation rooms used in conducting the 
tests as well as iuformation regarding the temperature and humidity control systems, room noise 
levels with and without the control systems operating, and the measurement instrumentation used 
at KAL. In addition, problems encountered in selecting microphone locations, loading the test speci- 
roerig, dealing with pure-tone measurements, and other every-day practical problems and their solu- 
tions will be discussed. Problems relating to measurement ofsound-power level of air handling light 
trollers, mercury vapor light fixtures, and ballasts will be mentioned. Future changes that will be 
made to this facility as a result of our experience will be presented. 
I5. Statistical Behavior of Source-Receiver Locations in a Reverberant Room. RICHARD H. LYON, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, AND DOUGLAS J. INGALLS, 
Carlyle Compressor Company, Syracuse, New York 13201.--The pure-tone, narrow-band, and «-oct 
band probability distribution functions of the SPL for source positions (located on the floor) and 
receiver positions (located in the interior away from boundaries) were investigated for a random 
dipole source (Ilg Reference Sound Source), a dipole source (unbaffled loudspeaker), and a mono- 
pole source (loudspeaker) for frequencies from 100 to 4000 Hz. The experimental data indicate that 
an experiment in a reverberant room must be carefully defined. A theoretical model is advanced to 
explain the observed results. 
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I6. The Precision of Reverberant Sound-Power Measurements. DAVID LUBMAN, D. Lubman &r 
Associates, Woodland Hills, California 91564.--Determination of sound power in a reverberation 
room is subject to a random error whose size can be estimated and controlled by the knowledgeable 
laboratory manager. Under ideal measurement conditions the random error can be expressed as a 
product of three factors: a frequency-averaging.factor gove ned by spectrum shape and room reverbera- 
tion time, a spatial-averaging .factor determined by the number and separation of fixed inicrophones 
or the path shape and size for a traversing microphone, and a rotating-diffuser .factor depending on 
the size and shape of the rotating diffuser in relation to room size and reverberation time. Continuing 
progress in this field is teaching us to incorporate nonideal measurement conditions into our error 
estimates. In particular, we report progress in understanding the effects on random error due to (1) 
finite averaging time, (2) presence of a direct field component, and (3) insufficient modal overlap at 
low frequency. 
17. Effective Modal Density in a Reverberant Sound Field for Finite Sized Sources. BEs H. SHARP 
AND KEN•m?H M. ELDREX, Wyle Laboratories, El Segundo, California 90245.--Much of the theory 
concerning the formation of sound fields in reverberant rooms and the measurement of the sound 
levels produced by these fields has emphasized the statistical aspects. A previous paper {-K. M. 
Eldred, B. H. Sharp, and F. M. Murray, "The Coupling of Finite Sized Sources to a Modal Rever- 
berant Sound Field," presented at the 76th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America (Nov. 
1968), J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 45, 338 (A) (1969)] discussed the coupling of finite sized sources to a 
reverberant sound field and showed that there is a strong dependence between sound level and source 
configuration in certain frequency ranges. This paper will briefly review these findings and extend the 
work to examine the relationship between the effective modal density and the calculated modal den- 
sity as a function of source configuration. On the basis of this relationship, the relevance of statistical 
methods as applied to reverberant sound fields with finite sized sources will be discussed. 
18. Summary of Papers and Open Discsusion. UNo INGARn, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.--Dr. Ingard will lead the summary and open discussion of the papers 
presented in this session. Questions and points deserving further discussion will be directed to indi- 
vidual authors, after which questions will be accepted from the floor. 
TUESDAY, 18 APRIL 1972 EMBASSY ROOM, 2:00 P.M. 
Session J. Psychological and Physiological Acoustics: Temporary and 
Permanent Threshold Shift 
R. CARHART, Chairman 
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60201 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
2:00 2:15 
Jl. Influence of External Ear Acoustics on an Impulse Arriv- 
ing at the Ear Drum. G. RICHARO PRICE, Human Engineering 
Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005.--The 
effectiveness of acoustic impulses in producing changes in 
hearing sensitivity varies greatly as a function of pulse char- 
acteristics. In the hope of determining why this is so, an ear 
model of simple geometry JR. Teranishi and E. A. G. Shaw, 
J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 44, 257-263 (1968)] was constructed 
and instrumented with a microphone at the ear-drum position. 
Impulses from a gunfire simulator, measured in the free field, 
were compared with the same impulses arriving at the ear- 
drum position. At the ear-drum position, the pulses demon- 
strated an increased peak pressure, a much longer rise time 
and a greatly increased duration. A Fourier analysis of the 
pulses revealed a shift of maximum energy from about 500 
Hz in the free field to about 3.0 kHz at the ear-drum position, 
which is the reasonant frequency of the external ear. Damage- 
risk criteria for impulses should probably reflect the frequency 
content of the impulses and the transformation produced by 
the acoustics of the external ear. 
J2. The Acoustical Impedance of the Guinea-Pig Middle Ear 
and the Effects of the Middle-Ear Muscles. W. R. J. FUN•ELL 
AND CHARLES A. LASZLO, BioMedical Engineering Unit, 
McGill University, Montreal 110, Quebec, Canada.--The 
acoustical input impedance of the guinea-pig middle ear was 
measured in the frequency range 100-10 000 Hz, using a high- 
impedance volume-velocity source and a probe-tube micro- 
phone. The impedance was measured both in the normal ear 
and with the tympanic membrane removed; the latter 
measurement permits accurate characterization of the middle- 
ear cavities themselves. The data was compared to a slightly 
modified version of the middle-ear model of Zwislocki [J. 
Acoust. Soc. Amer. 35, 1034-1040 (1963)], and new parameter 
values were calculated to match the present data. We also 
measured the time couraes of transient impedance changes 
caused by spontaneous contractions of the middle-ear muscles 
of the anesthetized animals. These transient changes were 
compared to the middle-ear-muscle effects predicted by the 
model. ESupported by the Medical Research Council of 
Canada.] 
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2:30 3:15 
J3. The Acoustic Behavior of the Outer-Middle-Ear Complex 
of Man and Guinea Pig. ALBERT SINYOR AND CHARLES A. 
LASZLO, BioMedical Engineering Unit, McGill University, 
Montreal, Canada.--In this study, the acoustic-transmission 
characteristics of the human and guinea-pig ear canals 
were compared. According to Wiener [J. Acoust. Sac. Amer. 
18, 401-408 (1946)-], the pressure response of the human ear 
canal is similar to that of a tube open at one end and rigidly 
terminated at the other. This indicates that in man, the middle 
ear acts as a high-impedance termination and hence it does 
not load the ear canal. In the guinea pig, however, we have 
found that the pressure response of the ear canal is affected 
by the loading of the middle ear [-J. Acoust. Sac. Amer. 50, 
92 (A) (1971)']. In particular, two maxima were observed in 
the experimental curves and these were found to correspond 
to two peaks in the impedance curve of the guinea-pig middle 
ear. To facilitate the interpretation of the experimental re- 
sults, a computer simulation study of the outer-middle-ear 
complex was performed for the human and guinea-pig ears. 
The responses predicted by the simulated electroacoustic 
models were very similar to the experimental data. To com- 
pare the extent of impedance mismatch between the outer 
and middle ear in man and guinea pig, the reflection and 
transmission coefficients at the eardrum were calculated. 
2:45 
J4. The Behavioral Effects of Chronic Exposure to Impulsive 
Noise in Chimpanzees. A. G. KOESTLER, D. N. FARRER, 
G. V. PEGRAM, AND P. R. KRAUSMAN, Aerospace Medical 
Division, Air Force Systems Command, Holloman Air Force 
Base, New Mexico.--Two young male chimpanzees were ex- 
posed to 24 impulsive noises each night for 30 consecutive 
nights. The subjects' daytime performance on a temporal 
discriminative task was significantly poorer than pre-exposure 
performance standards. Although a general trend towards 
recovery became evident the subjects never fully regained 
consistent pre-exposure levels of performance. The data sug- 
gest that chronic nocturnal exposure to impulsive noise has a 
significantly detremental effect on the behavioral effectiveness 
of performing subjects. 
3:00 
J5. Temporary Threshold Shift from Low- and High- 
Frequency Intermittent Noise as a Function of "Off" Time. 
W. H. AH•.US AND W. D. WARD, Hearing Research Laboratory, 
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnestoa 55455.-- 
Eight listeners were exposed via earphones to two different 
octave bands of noise: 500-1000 Hz at an intensity of 115 
dB SPL, and 1500-3000 Hz at an SPL of 110 dB. Six separate 
exposures to each noise were conducted: once to the noise 
presented continuously, and once to each of five intermittent 
noise conditions. For the intermittent conditions, "on" time 
was held constant at 50 msec and "off" times varied between 
50 and 450 msec. Exposure dnrations were based on off times 
(the longer the off time the longer the exposure), such that all 
exposures contained the same energy. Exposure durations 
ranged from 3 min for the continuous exposure to 30 min 
for the 450-msec-off condition. TTS2 was measured after 
each exposure for three test frequencies within 1 oct above the 
upper cutoff frequency of the noise. There was a systematic 
tendency for the mean TTS to increase with off time for the 
low-frequency exposure, in contrast to a much flatter function 
following exposure to the high-frequency noise. The results 
are interpreted in terms of their relation temporally to the 
latency and relaxation of the acoustic reflex. [-Research sup- 
ported by the Deafness Research Foundation.3 
J6. Temporary Threshold Shift from Impulses. H. MC- 
ROBERT AND W. D. WARD, Hearing Research Laboratory, 
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455.-- 
Temporary threshold shifts were measured for seven listeners 
after exposure to clicks (one every 3.0 sec) at certain peak 
levels for varying amounts of time. First, a critical exposure 
condition was arrived at for each listener, the criterion for this 
exposure being that combination of peak level and exposure 
time that would produce 20 dB of TTS0.• (temporary thresh- 
old shift 30 sec after termination of the exposure) at 4 kHz. 
For two of the listeners, exposure at a peak level of 150 dB 
for 1 min (20 clicks) was sufficient to produce the required 
TTS. Four required 152 dB, while the two remaining listeners 
required 155 dB. Following this, each listener was exposed to 
clicks at lower peak levels (on different occasions at least 24 h 
apart). At each level, the exposure time was increased to 
maintain equal energy during exposure. For each subject, the 
lower-level exposure produced significantly less TTS. Thus 
equal amounts of exposure energy do not necessarily lead to 
equal auditory hazards, at least for impulse noise. 
3:30 
J?. The Temporary and Permanent Threshold Shifts Pro- 
duced by Three Levels of Impulse Noise. RONALD W. SITLER, 
DONALD HENDERSON, AND ROGER P. HAMERNIK, Depart- 
ment of Otolaryngology, State University of New York---Upstate 
Medical Center, Syracuse, New York 13210.--Monaural 
chinchillas (15) were exposed to 50 impulses of either 155 or 
161 or 166 dB peak SPL. The imuplses were generated by a 
shock tube and had an A duration of 1 msec. Quiet threshold 
was measured at 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 kHz using the average 
evoked response (AER) technique. Recovery was monitored 
for 31 days. The median PTS for all frequencies was deter- 
mined by the level of the impulse: the 155 dB level produced 
essentially no PTS, the 161 dB level produced approximately 
I0 dB PTS across all frequencies, and the 166 dB level pro- 
duced 13 to 35 dB PST. For moderate to severe TTS, as much 
as 14 h were .necessary to reach maximum TTS. Unlike PTS 
results, TTSm•x was not strictly determined by the level of 
the impulse. Specifically, the correlation between the PTS 
and TTSm•x ranged from only r=0.34 to r=0.75. The results 
will be discussed in reference to existing damage-risk criteria 
for impulse noise. [Research supported by the Hendricks 
Foundation. ] 
3:45 
Js. Comparison Between Hair Cell Losses and Permanent 
Threshold Shifts Produced by Three Levels of Impulse 
Noise. DONALD HENDERSON, ROGER P. HAMERNIK, AND W. 
SITLER, Department of Otolaryngology, State University of 
New York--Upstate Medical Center, Syracuse, New York 
13210.--The cochleas of chinchillas exposed to three levels of 
impulse noise described in the previous abstract were ex- 
amined using the surface preparation techniques and Nomarski 
microscopy. The cochleagrams and AER audiograms 30 
days postexposure were compared. The animals exposed to 
155 dB impulses showed no PTS, but all animals showed 
large and consistent outer hair cell (OHC) lesions at 6 to 12 
mm, from the apex. All cochleas had relatively mild and varied 
inner hair cell (IHC) losses. The 161- and 166-dB exposures 
produced PT$ values ranging from 0 to 45 dB. The cochlea- 
grams exhibited two basic types of lesions: (1) low level losses 
of IHC and OHC throughout the entire cochlea; (2) broad 
lesions of total OHC loss accompanied by less severe IHC 
losses. The most dramatic results are (1) complete recovery 
of hearing sensitivity with large cochlear lesions; (2) when 
there is a PTS, cochlear lesions were found in all animals; 
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however, the exact magnitude and location are difficult to 
specify on the basis of the postexposure audiogram. 
4:00 
J9. Cocklear Degeneration Following Impulse Noise Exposure. 
ROGER P. HAMERNIK, DONALD HENDERSON, AND RONALD 
W. SITLER, Department of Otolaryngology, State University 
of New York--Upstate Medical Center, Syracuse, New York 
13210.--Twenty guinea pigs were exposed to PTS producing 
impuses of either 166 or 161 dB peak SPL. The animals were 
sacrificed at postexposure times of • h to 50 days, and the 
cochleas were histologically examined. At } h postexposure, 
hair-cell lesions are observed without phalangeal scars. The 
lesions are bordered on both sides by greatly swollen and dis- 
torted hair cells. This damage is observed to increase in 
extent for up to 30 days. Atrophic changes in the stria vas- 
cularis are seen in regions adjacent to hair-cell lesions. Atrophy 
of the capillaries of the spiral ligament and swelling of the 
endothelial cells of the vas spiralis appear but are not specific 
to the hair-cell lesions. Other changes include loss of support- 
ing cells, collapse of the tunnel of Corti, degeneration of the 
limbus, and loss of nerve fibers. These experiments present a 
paradox: Over a period of 30 days the cellular damage grows 
progressively worse while, presumably, hearing sensitivity 
is recovering. 
4:15 
J10. Hearing Impairment in Monkeys after Exposure to 
Noise. W. C. STEBBINS, D. B. MOODY, L-G. JOHNSSON, AND 
J. E. HAWKINS, JR., Kresge Hearing Research Institute and 
Departments of Otorhinolaryngology and Psychology, University 
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104.--Eellowing deter- 
mination of their normal hearing thresholds by operant condi- 
tioning methods, old world monkeys were exposed to octave 
bands of noise centered at 500, 2000, and 4000 Hz at levels 
between 100 and 120 dB SPL for periods of time up to 160 h. 
Temporary and permanent hearing loss was evaluated daily 
after each exposure and for a month following the last ex- 
posure; the animals were then sacrificed for examination of 
the inner ear by phase-contrast and scanning electron micros- 
copy. Maximum temporary and permanent hearing Joss was 
found at the center of the exposure band and extended as 
much as an octave above the center. Temporary hearing im- 
pairment of 40-S0 dB occurred following an exposure level 
of 100 dB SPL for 2 h; no permanent changes were observed. 
At the other extreme, exposures of 120 dB SPL, 8 h daily for 
a month, produced temporary hearing loss of 90-100 dB at 
and above the octave band center, and permanent loss of 
60-70 dB as measured 1 month after the last exposure. Re- 
lated histopathology in the cochlea ranged from minimal to 
fairly extensive hair-cell loss. The size of the lesions was less 
than anticipated on the basis of the threshold changes. Their 
location was in general agreement with the place principle. 
[-Research supported by the National Institute of Neurological 
Diseases and Stroke.-1 
4:30 
Jll. Recovery from Sound Exposure: Comparison of Human 
Performance and Responses from Single Auditory-Nerve 
Fibers in the Cat. E. D. YOUNG AND M. B. SACHS, Johns 
Hopkins University School of Medicine, Batlimore, Maryland 
21205.--Following moderate expostire to pure tones (1 rain, 
less than 70 dB SPL), the discharge rate of cat auditory-nerve 
fibers in response to near threshold tones is depressed. Re- 
covery to normal (preexposure) firing rate follows a time 
course well approximated by the siampie xponential function 
A[-1--bexp(--t/r)] [-YOUNG, E. D., AND SACHS, M. B. 
(1971). J. Acoust. Sec. Am. 50, 94(A)-]. We have measured 
probability of detection of near-threshold tones in human 
subjects following similar exposures. The recovery of detec- 
tion probability is similar to recovery in the neural data. 
Recovery time constants are usually under 10 sec. These time 
constants decrease as the test-tone level is increased. As ex- 
posure level is increased, time constants for neural data in- 
crease. Psychephysical time constants increase with exposure 
level below about 40 dB SPL; unlike neural time constants 
they decrease at higher levels. The relationship of these data 
to TTS will be discussed. [-Supported by the National In- 
stitute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke and the U.S. Air 
Force Office of Scientific Research.-1 
4:45 
J12. TTS Accompanied by Sustained Reduction of AP 
Amplitudes in Noise-Exposed Guinea Pigs. RICaARD P. 
MAIORIELLO AND CHESTER WILPIZESKI, Departments of 
Physiology and Otolarynœology, Thomas Jefferson University, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107.--Guinea pigs were fitted 
with permanent recording macroelectrodes having tips located 
in the auditory-nerve-cochlear-nucleus region. After recording 
detection levels and input-output functions for clicks or 
pure-tone bursts under waking conditions using computer- 
averaging techniques, the animals were exposed to 115 dB 
SPL of broad-band noise for 1 h. Postnoise measurements 
were made within the hour following exposure and for at least 
four weeks thereafter. VDLs shifted for clicks and midfre- 
quency tonal stimuli, although corresponding suprathreshold 
AP responses howed sustained reduction of peak-to-peak 
amplitudes. The altered form of the AP input-output func- 
tions is characteristic of nerve fiber depopulation conditions 
and suggests that damage occurred to the ear in spite of the 
fact that VDLs returned to prenoise levels. 
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Session K. Speech Communication III: Coarticulation, Phonetics, 
Duration, and Quality 
W. S. BROWN, JR., Chairman 
Communication Sciences Laboratory, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32601 
Contributed Papers 
KI. Coarticulation of Nasality: Evidence from Hindi. R. coarticulation and its dependence on segment type, syllable 
PU-•KASH DIXIT AND PETER F. MAcNEILAGE, University of boundary, and word boundary was investigated in Hindi, 
Texas, Austin, Texas 78712.--The temporal scope of nasal which, unlike English, has contrasrive nasality in vowels as 
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well as consonants. Various words with nasalized and non- 
nasalized vowels and nasal and nonnasal consonants and with 
syllable boundary falling at different places were selected 
and inserted in the meaningful sentences, which provided 
preceeding and following word boundaries to the inserted 
words. Electromyograms were recorded together with simul- 
taneous recording from oral and nasal microphones. It was 
shown that (1) the effect of coarticulatory nasalily stretches 
beyond two segments on both sides of a nasal--vowel or 
consonants; (2) the temporal scope of coarticulatory effects 
was unrestricted by syllable or word boundary; and (3) 
left-to-right effects were as extensive as right-to-left effects. 
These results are discussed in relation to results of previous 
studies. [-This work was supported by grants from the National 
Science Foundation.] 
K2. Cinefiuorographic Study of Coarticulation of Pre- and 
Postvocalic Allophones of /l/ in Consonant Clusters. S. B. 
GILES, Speech and Hearing Center, North Dakota State Uni- 
versity, Fargo, North Dakota 58102.--Lateral cinefluorographic 
films were taken of three subjects at a speed of 150 frames/ 
sec. The subjects, natives of the midwestern U.S. and judged 
to possess a dialect typical of that region, produced words in 
which an /1/ allophone was a part of a pre- or postvocalic 
consonant cluster. hrticulatory movements were analyzed by 
a frame-by-frame tracing of the structural contours through 
the phonetic sequences under investigation. In prevocalic 
clusters, articulation of the [-1] was shown to coarticulate with 
the articulatory movement associated with the phonetic 
element immediately preceding the œ1]. The articulation of 
the phonetic element immediately following the postvocalic 
Eli coarticulated with the movements associated with the 
Eli. The degree of overlap or the timing of the sequence of 
articulatory movements in the clusters was variable. 
K3. Coarticulation as an Adjunct to Perception. W. H. 
MANNING, D. S. BEASLEY, AND T. S. BEACrlV, Department of
Audiology and Speech Sciences, Michigan State University, 
East Lansing, Michigan 48823.--The hypothesis that a unit 
of speech production would be more accurately perceived as 
the degree of coarticulation of that unit increased was in- 
vestigated. Various models of speech production were em- 
ployed in the creation of an operational definition of "degree 
of coarticulation." Sixty subjects listened to 50 randomized 
monosyllabic two-word phrases, presented under six S/N 
conditions ( -10 to +15 dB, in 5-dB steps). The second word 
of 25 of the items began with an /st/ blend. In the other 25 
items, the first word terminated with the morpheme Is/, 
while the second word began with the phoneme /t/. The 
listeners were required to record manually each of the 50 two- 
word phrases. Mean percentage correct scores for 10 listeners 
at each S/N condition were calculated. The results revealed 
that perception was more accurate under the condition repre- 
senting a greater degree of coarticulation (i.e., /st/ blend). 
These results upport he contention that a relationship exists 
between perceptual accuracy and degree of coarticulation. 
K4. Tape Cutting Experiments with Stop Consonants. Eln 
FmCHER-JOR•ENSEN, Institute of Phonetics, University of 
Copenhagen, Denmark.--In Danish words with /p,t,k,b,d,g/ 
q-/i,a,u/, stop bursts, aspirations, and formant transitions 
have been removed and exchanged. EDanish /p,t,k/ are 
strongly aspirated (/t/affricated), /b,d,g/are voiceless.] 500 
stimuli were presented to 21 listeners, who had to identify the 
words. Main results were: For the distinction between/p,t,k/ 
and/b,d,g/, the small difference in stop burst is insignificant, 
whereas the aspiration is decisive (a simple pause between 
burst and vowel is not sufficient). The duration of the aspira- 
tion is important, but the start of the vowel (noisy start of 
higher formants) may be sufficient for the identification of 
/p,t,k/, particularly before /a/, even with VOT values of 
20-30 msec. For the identification of place of articulation the 
aspiration (affrication) of /p,t,k/ is sufficient except for 
/k/+/a/, but the burst is also sufficient except for t. In 
/b,d,g/ the transition is sufficient if it is extensive (e.g., 
/ha/, /da/, /ga/, /bi/, /du/); it is not enough that it points 
to the locus. The burst is necessary not only in velars before 
rounded vowels, as previously assumed, but also, for example, 
in/bu,/di/, and/gi/. 
KS. Phonetic Coding of Kanji. D. ERICKSON, I. G. MAT- 
T[NGLY, AND M. TURVEY, Haskins Laboratories, New Haven, 
Connecticut 06510 and Department of Linguistics, University 
of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut 06268.--An experiment in 
the recall of visually presented Japanese Kanji ideograms ug- 
gest that Kanji may, like alphabetic words, be encoded 
phonetically, despite their lack of phonetic structure. The 
experiment, based on Kintsch's and Buschke's (1969) para- 
digm, assumed that similarity of items in a list increased 
errors in recall. Four lists were prepared, each containing 16 
different Kanji. The first included phonetically similar pairs of 
characters; the second, semantically similar pairs; the third, 
visually similar pairs; the fourth was a control ist containing 
no similar pairs. The subjects, 10 native speakers of Japanese, 
were presented with randomly ordered versions of each list, 
at one character per second. After a subject had seen an entire 
list, he was presented with a cue character selected from the 
list, and asked to recall the character that had been presented 
immediately before the cue. Confusion in recall was sig- 
nificantly greater for the phonetic list than for the other lists. 
These results strengthen the hypothesis that regardless of 
structure, visually presented linguistic items are, like speech 
itself, phonetically processed. 
K6. A Spectrographic Study of Allophones of Voiceless Stop 
Consonants in American English. R. MONSEN, M. MOEtER, 
AND N. UMEDA, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, 
New Jersey 07974.--The times of closure and aspiration in 
/p,t,k/ were investigated using spectrograms of naturally 
read texts. Most obvious effects in the data are the differences 
between word-initial and word-final stops and between 
stressed-syllable-initial and unstressed stops. There are several 
effects of phonetic environment--notably a shorterting of 
closure time when the stop is preceded by a nasal. Word- 
initial stops form a class with closure and aspiration times 
varying proportionately from short duration in function 
words to long durations for emphatic and prepausal content 
words with primary stress on initial syllables. Final stops 
form a class tending toward either long closure times or long 
aspirations, but not both, depending on the immediate 
phonetic context. Inside the word, the stops form more 
tightly grouped classes, dependent on the lexical stress and 
phonetic environment. In general, the durationa of cloaure 
and aspiration of the voiceless tops are predictable from 
the identity of the consonant and from its phonological 
context. 
K7. On Significance of Allophonic Variation in Voiceless 
Stops; Some Results of Vocal-Cord Instrumentation and 
Speech Synthesis. C. H. COKER AND N. UMEDA, Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974.--A study 
of allophonic variations of voiceless stops in American English 
was made by transillumination of the glottis and by modeling 
in speech synthesis. Variants of phonemes are largely ignored 
in linguistic studies, on grounds that they are nondistinctive-- 
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i.e., insignificant in distinguishing the words that a phoneme 
string represents. In speech synthesis, however, we find the 
selection of allophones more crucial. Durations of closure and 
aspiration time of consonants in otherwise identical phoneme 
sequences can indeed force clear choices between such phrases 
as "the spit/this pit," "at all/a tall," etc. In measurement of 
vocal cord area by transillumination, data on the consonants 
/p,t,k/ show the glottis remaining open wide during the 
plosive burst and most of the aspiration of strongly aspirated 
stops, then closing rapidly to begin voicing. In weakly as- 
pirated stops, the cords are kept closed, or nearly so, as if 
there were simultaneously articulated glottal stops. In 
stressed-syllable-initial /st/, the cords open wide during /s/ 
but close during/t/, reaching closure in time to suppress the 
burst and aspiration. Since the cords are apparently capable 
of opening or shutting in 30 or 40 rnsec, variants from 0 to 
100 msec in aspiration time must be expressly controlled 
rather than accidental. Thus we see aspiration-time allophones 
as systematic (Monsen, Molter, and Umeda, previous ab- 
stract), explicitly selected and important for distinguishing 
word sequences. Whether or not they are nondistinctive, these 
allophones are not linguistically insignificant. 
K8. Some Determinants of Vowel Duration in Swedish 
Words. BJ6RN E. F. LINDBLOM AND KARIN RAPP, Department 
of Phonetics, University of Stockholm, and Department of 
Speech Communication, Royal Institute of Techology (KTH), 
Stockholm, Sweden.--Observations on the systematic varia- 
tion of vowel duration in Swedish words as a function of word 
length, position, and stress are presented. The results re- 
ported are similar to the data presented in a previous study 
[Lindblom, STL-QPSR 2, No. 3, 1-5 (1968)-] in that the 
compensatory adjustment of vowel duration is found to be 
only partial with respect to word length. Reinvestigating the 
problem quantitatively we have developed a formula around 
the assumption that "effective" word length is equal to 
"actual" word length raised to a power. Since the exponent 
is always < 1 the actual number of syllables per word seems 
to be "underestimated." We shall present several types of 
evidence that appear to support this suggestion. First of all, 
an accurate description of vowel durations in word-initial 
positions will be obtained. Second, in combination with a 
specific interpretation of the role of position, the introduction 
of the power transformation paves the way for a natural 
account also of the noninitial data, e.g., the so-called "final- 
lengthening" effect. [This research was supported by the 
National Institutes of Health under a research grant. J 
K9. Vowel Duration in Polysyllabic Words in American 
English. N. UMEDA, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, 
New Jersey 07974.--The durations of vowels in polysyllabic 
words were studied from natural readings of texts by several 
speakers of various dialects. Durations of vowels in prepausal 
and word-final stressed syllables follow the same rules as those 
of monosyllabic words. They are affected strongly by pitch 
manipulations that reflect the word's syntactic position and 
semantic value {-cf., N. Umeda and C. H. Coker, J. Acoust. 
Soc. Amer. 49. 123(A) (1971)]. Vowels in other positions in 
polysyllabic words are comparatively free of higher-level 
lengthening phenomena; durations are well accounted for 
by purely phonological conditions. Data are grouped into the 
following classes: (1) individual vowels with primary stress in 
non-word-final syllables; (2) vowels in word-initial unstressed 
syllables; (3) vowels in post-stressed, non-word-final syllables, 
and (4) vowels in word-final, unstressed syllables (with sub- 
classes according to the type of ending: -ing, -ness, -ment, -er, 
etc.). Distribution patterns of data for different speakers are 
very similar; slight differences in average value are plausibly 
explained by differences in speech rate. After the above 
factors are taken into account, the remaining effects in these 
data from readings of texts do not positively support a 
direct influence of the number of syllables in a word on the 
duration of each vowel. 
KI0. Sensitive Test of Speech Communication Quality. 
LLOYD H. NAKATANI, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incor- 
porated, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974.--Small differences in 
the quality of various speech samples, all highly intelligible 
according to articulation tests, were reliably discriminated by 
a test which determined how easily the speech samples could 
be heard against a background of interfering speech. The 
communication quality of a degraded speech was measured by 
the difference, Q = T- To, where T .and To were the intelligi- 
bility thresholds for the degraded and high-quality reference 
speech, respectively. An intelligibility threshold was defined 
as the value of the signal-to-inte. rference intensity ratio, 
where the signal speech was 50% intelligible in the presence of 
interfering speech. Q measures and subjective quality ratings 
were obtained for speech degraded by low- and high-pass 
filtering, additive noise, and transmission over a telephone 
line. The Q measures uccessfully discriminated ifferences in 
speech quality, and they were also monotonically related to 
the ratings, thereby validating the test for speech quality 
evaluation. Articulation scores and ratings were not mono- 
tonically related, a finding which calls into question the 
validity of articulation tests for the evaluation of high- 
quality speech samples. 
KII. A Normatire Study of Listening-Rate Preferences of 
Adults. NORMAN J. LAss AND CHEP,¾L J. CAIN, Speech and 
Hearing Sciences Laboratory, School of Medicine, West Virginia 
University, Morgantown, West Virginia 26506.--A paired 
comparison procedure was employed to determine the listen- 
ing-rate preferences of 100 adult subjects. The recording of a 
standard prose passage was time altered by means of a speech 
compressor to yield nine reading rates: 100, 125, 150, 175, 
200, 225,250,275, and 300 wpm. A total of four master tapes 
were constructed, one for each of the four different orders 
employed for presentation of the readings. Each tape con- 
sisted of 36 pairs In(n-1)/2], with each of the nine reading 
rates appearing eight times on the: tape. Each of the four 
master tapes was played to a different group of 25 subjects 
for their listening-rate preference waluations. Results of their 
evaluations indicate that (1) all but one of the nine rank 
orders of preferred listening rates were identical for all four 
subject groups; and (2) the most preferred listening rate for 
all groups was 175 wpm, and the least preferred rate was 100 
wpm. Implications of these findings for future research are 
discussed. 
K12. The Instant of a Syllable: Effects of Differing Sentence 
Frames. PAUL C. BOOMSLITER AND GEORGE S. HASTINGS, JR., 
State University of New York at Albany, New York 12222, 
AND WARREN CREEL, Albany Medical College, Albany, New 
York 12208.--At the 80th convention of this society, we 
presented a paper indicating that when speaking a simple 
sentence in time to a metronome, a speaker places one or 
another specific articulatory action on the timing point within 
a stressed syllable. Results of an expanded study using 20 
readings of each of 38 syllables embedded in each of four 
different sentence frames (3040 samples) indicate that the 
principle is valid well past the limits; of the original study and 
that different sentence structures produce some differences in 
the principle's application. 
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Session L. Shock and Vibration II: Macrosonics 
A. S•MM•LI•r, Chairman 
lit Research Institute, Chicago, Illinois 70616 
Invited Papers 
AMERICA 
BUFFALO ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
9:00 
L1. Macrosorties and the Ultrasonic Motor. L. BALAMUTH, Research Director, Ulstrasonic Systems, 
Inc., Farmingdale, New York II735.--Macrosonics is presented as a part of a complete periodic motion 
and mechanical vibration spectrum, followed by a resume of the uses of ultrasonic motors, including 
the category of macrosonic motors that covers a frequency range dipping down into the sonic and 
subsonic levels. Several features-of ultrasonic motor design, to which the author has contributed, are 
presented and are connected with practical problems that arise in applying such motors in the macro- 
sonic sense. These features include the production of high output motor velocities without benefit of 
effects normally associated with ultrasonic horns or mechanical impedance transformers; the incor- 
poration into a macrosonic motor of a "flywheel" effect; and the provision of macrosonic energy 
storage by means of motor elements whose cross section is not limited by the usual quarter wave- 
length requirements. The elementary properties of macrosonic motors are reviewed together with the 
relevance of such properties to macrosonic technological applications. Specifically, some of these 
properties are illustrated in greater detail in reference to joining metals and plastics, as well as to 
metal deformation. The special areas selected are confined to methods and means arising directly 
out of the author's work. 
9:25 
L2. New Developments in Metal Working Processes. ANDREW Sr•or{, Branson Sonic Power Company, 
Danbury, Connecticut 06810.--Recent experiments in sonically assisted metal machining and forming 
are described. A wide range of vibratory inputs is explored to elucidate the cause and effect relation- 
ship. The emphasis is placed on presenting the data in terms of basic physical quantities and on de- 
fining the controllable sonic parameters contributory to the process. Specifically, ultrasonically as- 
sisted drilling using conventional twist drills is discussed where axial vibratory motion is superim- 
posed on rotational motion of the drill. Novel testing techniques are used to generate and analyze the 
data. The second part of presentation deals with ultrasonically assisted metal forming where deforma- 
tion of simple cylindrical specimens is observed as a function of combined static and dynamic stresses. 
Both studies include a variety of metals. 
9:50 
L3. Ultrasonic Welding for Electrical Conductivity Applications. J. BvRol• JoNEs, Aeroprojects In- 
corporated, West Chester, Pennsylvania 19380.--Ultrasonic welding, which produces bimetallic as well 
as monometallic junctions of integrity at temperatures below about one-half the absolute melting 
value, is effectively used in electrical conductivity applications such as making wire terminal connec- 
tions, attaching armature coils to commutator bars, and consolidating stranded copper and/or alumi- 
num wire into solid sections. New aluminum conductivity alloys exhibiting improved physical proper- 
ties, coupled with the economic lever existent in substituting aluminum for copper, have triggered 
extensive efforts to utilize the ultrasonic welding process in electrical equipment particularly for the 
automotive, appliance, and aircraft industries. Harnesses and starting motors are discussed, and 
ultrasonic welding data for such applications, including equipment size, power, operating parameters, 
and product quality, are presented. 
10:15 
IA. Ultrasonic Cutting of Rock Materials. B. DupEr, K. E. •'EITH, AND R. R. Wr•¾•AR•, Interand 
Corporation, Rockville, Maryland 20750.--Low-frequency reciprocatory-rotary motion is imparted to 
a conventional axially vibrated ultrasonic cutter (18 kHz) that is impregnated with diamond grit of 
average size 0.003 in. The rotary motion is in a plane normal to the cutter axis. Cutting rates in rock 
materials of 10 ft/h are exceeded for 1-in. diam circular holes drilled to depths greater than I ft. Peak 
axial amplitude was 1.6 rail and the rotary motion was less than three to-and-fro oscillations per 
minute. Specific energy of the cutting process was measured to be less than 100 J/cm a or less than 
that involved in the rotary cutters used for oil well drilling. Pulsed excitation at a 50% duty cycle leads 
to an 8%-10% increase in drilling rate for the same power input. Self pumping of the abraded ma- 
terial is obtained through subharmonic vibration of the cutter on pulse excitation. Static pressure, 
peak amplitudes, and rotary motion are optimized. 
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10:.10 
LS. A Discussion of Ultrasonic Intensity Measurements as Related to the Radiation Control for 
Health and Safety Act. S. W. S•tra •.•o H. F. STEWART, Bureau of Radiological Health, Rockville, 
Maryland 20852.--The Bureau of Radiological Health is currently implementing an ultrason/cs pro- 
gram to develop and evaluate measurement techniques, perform product evaluation, and assess poten- 
tial hazards with the ultimate goal of determining the need for equipment performance standards 
under the Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act, Public Law 90-602. The program will include 
studies of ultrasonic radiation emissions and safety features for industrial, medical, and consumer 
devices. The initial research effort includes the development of a primary measurement calibration 
system applicable to plane-wave ultrasonic radiation in pulsed or CW mode; and the construction of 
secondary portable measurement devices suitable for field measnrements. 
10:55 
L(L Ultrasonic Synergism in Biochemistry, Ultrasonic Irradiation of Nucleic Acids and Micro- 
organisms, Applications to Sterilization. R. M. G. BOUCHER, FI•ve Energy Systems, Inc., New York, 
New York 10022, n•o A. J. LAsx, Ontario Research Foundation, Ontario, Canada.--In this lecture, 
a review is made of recent work and concepts dealing with the insonation of nucleic acids (DNA, 
RNA transfer, etc.). Possible implications in the field of genetics are reviewed briefly. The role of 
free radicals during the insonation of microorganisms i analyzed with particular emphasis on the 
behavior of highly resistant spore strains. A new sterilization theory is exposed which is based upon 
synergistic effects observed during the insonation of aqueous glutaraidehyde solutions at reasonably 
low temperature (54øC). Results obtained with resistant B. subtifis spores (including AOAC) are 
given. Conclusions are drawn regarding the use of this technique in hospitals and industry (continuous 
sterilization of disposables). Economic aspects of the new synergistic sterilization method are analyzed. 
11:20 
L7. Fusion of Plastic Powders with Macrosorties. H. V. FAInSANtOS, Department of Chemical Engineer- 
ing, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia 26505.--Both thermoserring and thermo- 
plastic powders were molded into «-in. dlam cylinders by the application of macrosonics plus a nominal 
constant pressure without the use of external heat. A series of factorically designed experiments were 
run using ultrasonic intensity, pressure, and time as the variables. The measured length of the fused 
cylinder of plastic formed in each experiment was used to evaluate the response. All the variables were 
found to be relatively important to the fusion process. However, only the interaction of time and 
pressure was found to be important. This interaction had a negative slope coefficient. 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
11:35 
LB. Ultrasonic Metal Removal. JAnEt DEVI•E A•O W. B. 
TARPLE¾, Aeroprojects Incorporated, West Chester, Pennsyl- 
vania 19380.--•The results effected via ultrasonic excitation 
of the cutting tool in material removal processes uch as lathe 
turning, boring, and twist drilling are discussed. Single-point 
cutting with ultrasonlc-cuttlng-tool drive results in increased 
metal removal rates, improved surface finish, and improved 
roachinability of difficult-to-cut alloys. The ultrasonic tool 
post that can be mounted on commercial lathes uses standard 
interchangeable cutting tools. A prototype ultrasonic boring 
bar currently in experimental production use is described. 
Data and photographs representative of machining aluminum 
and steel are presented. A fluted twist drill is a poor torsional 
load-carrylng structure, and thus it is significant that power 
can be delivered to the cutting edges of a twist drill via the 
vibratory mode to the end that static thrust and mechanical 
torque are reduced, which is especially significant where drill 
breakage is a problem. Metal removal rates are increased, 
chip expulsion is facilitated, and the usual four-six diameters 
of depth can be increased without drill withdrawal. Ultrasonic 
twist drilling data are provided for hole diameters up to 
x•-•-in. in several materials. Photographs of ultrasonic machin- 
ing and drilling systems for industrial equipment are presented. 
11:50 
L9. Measurement of Acoustic Powers in the Microwatt- 
Milliwatt Range. J. A. ROONEY, Physics Department, Univer- 
sity of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont 05401.--The recent in- 
crease in the use of uitrasonics in medical diagnosis has led 
to the need for methods to measure very low acoustic power 
outputs in the megahertz frequency range. A system similar 
to that described by Kossoff [J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 38, 
880-881 (1965)] has been developed which uses a Cahn 
electrobalance to measure acoustic radiation force on an 
absorbing target. At present the system can easily detect 
power outputs of 30 •W. Sources of error and how they can be 
eliminated in such measurements will be discussed. Recently 
questions have been raised about the validity of the classical 
theoretical expression for Longerin radiation pressure ap- 
plicable to the case of a plane traveling wave impinging on an 
absorbing target in an open vessel. However, a critical review 
of the theory using a formulation based on Euler's momentum 
theorem leads one to the conclusion that the Longerin radia- 
tion pressure is just equal to the classical value of the energy 
density even when nonlinearities of the propagation medium 
and distortion of waveform are considered. Experimental 
tests of this theory are in progress. [This work was supported 
by the HAS Project at the University of Vermont, and by the 
National Institutes o1 Health.] 
12:05 
LIO_ Pra•ur• Fluctuation• R•gultin• from the Interaction 
between a Shock V•ave and a Turbulent Boundary Layer. 
E. GRANDE, Wyle Laboratories, El Segundo, California 90245.-- 
An experimental investigation has been conducted to deter- 
mine the pressure fluctuations in the external flow resulting 
from the interaction between an oblique shock wave and a 
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turbulent boundary layer. The flow perturbations were 
measured and interpreted by means of supersonic hot wire 
techniques. It was found that attached and weakly separated 
interactions generate weak fluctuating disturbances. How- 
ever, as the incident shock strength was increased to generate 
a strongly separated interaction, the fluctuation levels were 
correspondingly increased. Comparison with Ribner's shock- 
turbulence interaction theory showed that his interaction 
model is not directly applicable to this particular interaction 
phenomenon. The experimental results show that the pressure 
fluctuations in the external flow are mainly generated by the 
oscillating separation shock. A qualitative analysis, based 
partly on Ribner's theory, suggests that these shock oscilla- 
tions are caused by nearfield pressure fluctuations generated 
by the interaction between the incident shock and the bound- 
ary layer, amplified in the separation interaction region, and 
fed upstream within the boundary layer to the separation 
shock. 
* The study was conducted at the University of Washington, Seattle, 
Washington. 
WEDNESDAY, 19 APRIL 1972 GOVERNOR'S ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
Session M. Physics of Sound in the Sea I: Propagation 
ALAN SYKES, Chairman 
Office of Naval Research, Arlington, Virginia 22217 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
9:15 
MI. l:•ropagation Loss as Predicted by Modified Ray Theory. 
J. A. DAyre, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods 
Hole, Massachusetts 02543.--Modified ray theory predicts a 
frequency-dependent distortion of the sound field which is 
obtained by ordinary ray theory [J. A. Davis and E. L. 
Murphy, J. hcoust. Sec. Amer. 50, 101 (1970)]. One qualita- 
tive consequence of this distortion is the introduction of a 
caustic in problems where ray theory predicts a shadow 
boundary. In order to test this approximate theory and deter- 
mine the significance of such effects, a computer program has 
been developed which computes propagation loss for a variety 
of problems which, while simple, are pertinent to underwater 
sound propagation. The results of a numerical investigation 
of propagation loss versus range are presented as a function 
of frequency, material properties, and boundary conditions 
(unbounded, pressure release surface, rigid boundary). Com- 
parisons are made with ray theory and available exact solu- 
tions. The accuracy of the method in determining propagation 
loss in the ray-theory shadow zone is strongly dependent upon 
the treatment of the caustic. The simplest (and most practical) 
treatment leads to a propagation !o•s that follows the exact 
answer to within 2 dB for at least two decades into the shadow 
region. 
9:45 
M2. Parameterless Intensity Formula from the Eikonal 
Function. D. H. WOOD a•n A•DaEW 3,. LESmK, New London 
Laboratory, Naval Underwater Systems Center, New London, 
Con•ctdcut 06320.--Lot • and • elon• eyllnclrieal eoord;n.•t½• 
and let sound speed he a function e(v-) of g alone. Let r =0 and 
v.=z0 be the coordinates of a point harmonic source. If we can 
find a solution t(r,g,zo) of the elkonal equation (Vt)•=c -a, then 
the ray acoustics approximation to the intensity of the sound 
field can be expressed as 
10 logt0 [cCet•t•( 1 -- c•t?)-t( 1 --cdt?)-I/r [, 
where t, and t,, are partial derivatives of t with respect to r 
and co is c(z0). Notice that the above expression for intensity 
is an explicit function of r and a without any ray parameters. 
The level curves of t are, of course, wavefronts. Differentiating 
the eikonal equation with respect to r shows that the level 
curves of t, are rays because they are everywhere orthogonal 
to the wavefronts. Rays, wavefronts, and intensities are found 
for three examples, • =coshz, •= 1 +% and c=e', by the above 
results and explicit formulas for t(r,a,ao) such as 
cost • ( cost + sinh 
when c =cosha, an unpublished result of G. S. Egeland. 
I0:00 
M3. Some Curious Analytical Ray Paths for Some Interesting 
Velocity Profiles in Geometrical Acoustics. A. BARNES, 
Department of Mathematics, Drexel Universit3/, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, •o L. P. Soloveto, Tetra Tech, Inc., Arlington, 
Virginia.--Geometrical acoustics problems in oceanic applica- 
tions are solved using complicated computer codes. This paper 
presents some cases that may be used to verify these codes. 
The velocity profiles are depth dependent, range dependent, 
and depth and range dependent. The ray path solutions, as 
well as the velocity profiles, are all expressed in terms of 
analytical, closed-form, or, at worst, tabulated functions. 
10:15 
M4. Monte Carlo Applications to Acoustical Field Solutions. 
J. K. Hnw•Arcn nun B. D. THANEDAR, Department of Aero- 
space Engineering, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, 
Virginia 2•903.--The Monte Carlo technique is proposed for 
the determination of the acoustical pressure-time history at 
chosen points in a partial enclosure, the central idea of this 
tcchnlquc being the Iracling of the rays. A statistical model is 
formulated and an algorithm for pressure is created, the con- 
firmity of which is examined critically by different approaches 
and is shown to give the known results. The concepts that are 
developed are applied to the determination of the transient 
field due to a sound source in a homogeneous medium in a 
rectangular enclosure with perfect reflecting walls, and the 
results are compared with those presented by Mintzer based 
on the Laplace transform approach, as well as with a normal- 
mode solution. In contrast with these, the Monte Carlo ap- 
proach is not restricted to the case of perfect reflecting walls, 
since absorptive walls can be handled. Possible future de- 
velopments are indicated that would, it is believed, make the 
Monte Carlo method a valuable tool when boundary condi- 
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tions are complex or when the medium is inhomogeneous. 
['Aided by NASA grant.] 
10:30 
M5. Transmission into a Basin Having a Bigradient Sound- 
Speed Profile. P. W. SXiiT}•, JR., ASO JOIE P. JONEs, Bolt 
Beranek and Newman Inc., Cambridge, •Iassachusetls 02138.-- 
A basin is idealized as a flat-bottom region of deeper water 
surrounded by a gentle, constant-slope transition to a flat- 
bottom region of shallower water ("shelf"). The speed profile 
is taken to have a constant negative gradient above a fixed 
axis depth and a constant positive gradient below, both in- 
dependent of horizontal position. Analytical estimates for 
averaged sound transmission loss between a point in the basin 
and a point at variable range have been formulated from ray 
theory with Iossy specular reflection from the surface and 
bottom. The approach is an adaptation to the bigradient case 
of earlier work [P. W. Smith, Jr., J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 49, 
96(A) (1971)-]. The loss estimate can be very sensitive to 
frequency, the depth of the point in the basin, and range, as 
the variable point moves up the slope and over the shelf. A 
physical interpretation of this behavior, the dominant parame- 
ters, and comparisons with data are discussed. [Study sup- 
ported by Office of Naval Research.-] 
10:45 
M6. The Integral Solution of the Sound Field in a Multi- 
layered Liquid-Solid Half-Space with a L/quid Bottom. 
HENRY W. KUXSCHALE, Lamont-Doherty Geological Observa- 
tory of Columbia University, Palisades, New York 10964.-- 
The integral solution of the wave equation is derived by 
matrix methods for point sources of harmonic waves in a 
liquid layer of a multilayered half space of interbedded liquid 
and solid layers. The solution is in a form convenient for 
numerical computation on a high-speed digital computer. 
The integral over wavenumber has singularities in the in- 
formed into the complex plane. By a suitable choice of con- 
tours, complex poles are displaced to an unused sheet of the 
two-leaved Riemann surface, and the integral solution for the 
multilayered system reduces to a sum of norinal modes plus 
the sum of two integrals, one along the real axis and the other 
along the imaginary axis. These integrals are evaluated by a 
Gaussian quadrature formula. Numerical computations are 
presented for propagation in the ice covered Arctic Ocean. 
11:00 
M7. Effect of an Ice Layer on Arctic SOFAR Propagation. 
HEI•RY W. KUT$CHALE, Lamont-Doherty Geological Observa- 
tory of Columbia University, Palisades, New York 10964.-- 
The effect of an ice layer on Arctic SOFAR propagation is 
investigated from the normal-mode solution of the sound field 
in multilayered media. For an ice layer 3 m thick, typical of 
the central Arctic Ocean, the effect on pressure amplitudes at 
depth and dispersion is small, but even this thin ice sheet 
causes a large change in particle motions near the surface. 
Waves are elliptically polarized in the ice in the plane of 
propagation. Particle motion is retrograde elliptical at the 
surface and prograde elliptical at the bottom of the ice. This 
orbital motion is similar to that of flexural waves in the ice. 
Flexural waves generated by large-scale ice movements at the 
boundaries of floes are the principal background noise in the 
ice. It is significant that a node of horizontal particle motion 
often does not occur at the same depth in the ice for both 
hydroacoustic waves and flexural waves. This effect may be 
useful to improve the signal-to-noise ratio when horizontal 
component geophones are used as listening devices. 
11:15 
M8. Acoustic Propagation in a Wedge. A. A. HUDIMAC, 
SRA, Inc., Rock•ille, Maryland 20854, AI•O D. BRADLEY, 
DOL, IVhite Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910.--The wave- 
field due to a point source in a fluid in a wedge cannot be 
specified solely by the method of images (except for a wedge 
angle equal to a submultiple of •r). Various methods have been 
developed by which a finite number of real images are aug- 
mented by an integral term. In the case of Bromwich theory, 
the theorem of Plerhlj and Sokhotskikh is used to prove the 
correctness of the added integral. The connection is made 
between this formulation and our earlier work, in which the 
wavefield is developed in terms of a Riemann surface fun- 
damental solution. Specifically, the nature of the field in the 
ensonified and diffracted region is given, and the integral- 
term contribution is discussed in terms of virtual sources. 
11:30 
M9. Statistics of Distant Shipping Noise. I. DYER AND J. C. 
O'CoNnOR, Department of Ocean Engineering, MIT, Cam- 
bridge, Massachusetts 02139.--In an earlier paper by Dyer, a 
rudimentary analytical model was proposed for distant 
shipping noise in the ocean. This model has been extended to 
reflect actual ocean conditions better. With this extension, 
the dependence of statistical parameters on the disposition of 
ships at sea and on the observational beamwidth and band- 
width may be more readily understood. Predictions of the 
newer model compare favorably with measurements and are 
believed to be valid in the frequency range within which the 
noise of distant shipping dominates wind-generated sea sur- 
face noise or noise of other mechanisms. The dependence 
on depth and the temporal correlation of the noise envelope 
are not explicitly considered in the model, but will be discussed. 
11:45 
M I0. The Nature of Sound Fluctuation in Continuous, 
Statistically Isotropic Media. J. A. NEunE•tr, Naval Undersea 
Research and Development Center, Pasadena, California 91107. 
--The stochastic Eulerian-Lagrangian procedure, which was 
reported earlier, is reviewed heuristically and applied to 
steady-state sound propagation from a small, collimated 
acoustic source to an omnidirectional point receiver imbedded 
in an infinite, continuous, statistically isotropic medium (such 
as a turbulent fluid.) Part ] relates the analysis to ray-trace 
type relations and emphasizes the need to use Eq. 14 of 
"Approach to an Eulerian-Lagrangian Problem for Sound 
Propagation in Continuous Stochastic Media" [J. A. Neubert, 
J. Math. Phys. 12, 1030-1034 (1971)]. The physical problem 
is then clearly stated and illustrated. 
12:00 
M I1. The Nature of Sound Fluctuation in Continuous, 
Statistically Isotropic Media. J. A. NEUaERX, Naval Unrsea 
Research and Development Center, Pasadena, California 91107.-- 
An analytic procedure is developed for obtaining the Lagran- 
gian measure function B(•, • Is) from its characteristic func- 
tion q•(k, • Is) for stochastic-Fermat media. This permits the 
calculation of the (Eulerian) ensemble average of the pressure 
wave, (P(20), as well as { [p IS), via a central limit theorem for 
stochastic Lagrangian functionMs. This results in a coef- 
ficient of intensity variation V that evinces a frequency- 
dependent phase-dominance region and a frequency-inde- 
pendent amplitude-dominance region. The methods employed 
in this study are new to the problem of sound propagation 
through continuous stochastic media and avoid three common 
difficulties: (1) range limitations due to cumulative phase 
effects; (2) discrete scattering associations; and (3) restriction 
to an Eulerian path. 
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WEDNESDAY, 19 APRIL 1972 MAPLE LEAF ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
Session N.Engineering Acoustics H: Horns and Horn Loudspeakers 
HARRY B. MILLER, Chairman 
Naval Underwater Systems Center, New London, Connecticut 06320 
Invited Papers (30 minutes) 
NI. Loudspeaker Horn Theory--A Review. V. SALMOS, Sanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, 
California 94025.--The theoretical and applied contributions of Webster, Hanna, Bostwick, Olson, 
Salmon, Mawardi, and Klipsch (among others) will be reviewed, using the impedance concept as a 
unifying principle. The characteristics of the complete audio source-driver-horn-radiation field 
system will be examined from the points of view of steady-state and transient response. 
N2. Historical Notes on the Use of Horns for Sound Reproduction. Joas K. HILLlARD, Ramberg & 
Lowrey, San•a Ana, California 92706.--This paper will start with the early application of horns 
for sound reenforcement beginning around 1920 and describing the changes and types of driver units 
used. The introduction of sound to motion pictures required intensive applications of efficient drivers 
and horns because of limited amplifier power. The evolution of theater and high-power sound-pro- 
jection systems will be described and how these changes have provided better distribution, increased- 
frequency range, and lower distortion. 
10:00 
N3. Sound Propagation in Horns. O.K. MAWARDI, School of Engineering, Case Western Reserve 
University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106.--A generalized theory is developed for the theory of propagation 
of sound waves in horns of semiinfinite length. A few approximate treatments are described to derive 
in closed form the acoustic impedance of horns. Some specific examples will be given for horns whose 
contour is described by analytic functions. 
10:$0 
N4. Impedance-Transforming Wave Systems with Spatially Varying Density or Elasticity. E. A. G. 
SHAW, Division of Physics, National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, K1A OSl.--Acoustic im- 
pedance can be transformed either with an acoustic horn that controls the variation of wavefront 
area as the wave progresses, or by transmitting the waves through a medium in which there is a 
gradient of density or elasticity. Analysis shows that for plane waves a medium in which density 
varies as (B+mx) -• or elastic modulus as (B --tax) •, where x is distance and B and tn are constants, is 
analogous to the ideal exponential horn. Furthermore, radial variations of density and elasticity can 
readily be found which transform the behavior of sectoral and conical horns into the acoustic equiva- 
lents of exponential horns. Since the wave equation is separable in both cylindrical and spherical 
coordinates, these solutions are exact. In practice, the effective density of a fluid medium can be 
increased by introducing suitable arrays of obstacles, and the bulk modulus of a liquid decreased by 
compliant inclusions. The relationships between array size, bandwidth, and damping are discussed, 
and three artificial fluid structures are suggested. 
11:00 
NS. Brass Instrument Design and the Theory of Horns. A. H. BENADE, Case Western Reserve Univer- 
sity, Cleveland, Ohio 44106.--l•ngincering the design of horns has been chiefly directed toward trans- 
ducer applications, where freedom from resonances and a low cutoff frequency are desirable. In the 
musical horns, easy oscillation and good tuning both call for a high cutoff frequency and accurately 
placed resonances. The radiation load must not be more than a perturbation at playing frequencies. 
Horns of rapid flare are required, for which plane-wave theory is inadequate. The "reduced" pressure 
wave function •k(z) (=pS}) is mathematically and conceptually convenient, where S(z) is the area 
of the spherical wavefront at the point z along the horn axis. The "reduced" spherical wave equation 
•"+[k •-- U(z))p =0 (studied by Jansson) is tractable, the horn function U being easily visualized in 
terms of the transverse and longitudinal curvatures of the horn. Exact solution of the equation is 
not always required, since useful estimates of U can be made by inspection, whence calculations 
related to phase integrals, plus perturbation theory permit excellent approximations to the resonance 
frequencies. Different perturbation methods are useful along the horn depending on local flare. 
Preexisting horns may be diagnosed and corrected on the basis of laboratory data or "musicians' 
experiments." Practical examples will be discussed. 
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Contributed Paper 
11:30 
N6. Horn Theory and the Phonograph. PERCY WILSON, 
Percy Wilson and Partners, (56 Staunton Road), Oxford OX3 
7TP, England, ANn GOEFFR•¾ L. WILSON, The Pennsylvania 
State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802.--This 
paper describes the development of horn theory from Ray- 
leigh, through Webster, Hanna and Slepian, Percy Wilson, 
P. B. Flanders, and Paul Voigt up to the comprehensive 
analysis by Leo Beranek. It includes an account of some early 
experiments by the senior author on methods of folding horns. 
A description is also given of a recent acoustic phonograph 
with a fabulous response down to 30 Hz thanks to loading by 
an external exponential horn that is curved rather than folded. 
WEDNESDAY, 19 APRIL 1972 EMPIRE STATE ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
Session O. Machine Noise II: Noise Measurement of Machines as Installed 
O. L. ANaEmNE, JR., Chairman 
Anderson and Angevine, Inc., East Aurora, New York 14052 
Discusdon of individual papers will be suspended until all papers have been ddivered 
when a discussion of the complete session will be lead by T. J. Schultz. 
Invited Papers 
01. Noise Measurement Standards for Machines in situ. WILL•AM W. LA•G, IBM Acoustics Labora- 
tory, Poughkeepsie, Ne•o York 12602.--Two classes of documents prescribe standards for noise mea- 
surements on machines and stationary equipment in the field. Fundamental methods of measurement 
are described in documents prepared by American National Standards Committee SI for which the 
Acoustical Society of America serves as the Secretariat and by Technical Committee 43 of the Inter- 
national Organization for Standardization (ISO). Test codes applicable to specific types of equipment 
are prepared in the United States by engineering societies and trade associations. These two classes 
of documents should be mutually supportive and interdependent, but such is not always the case. 
The requirements of existing standards on noise measurements in situ are summarized, the short- 
comings of these documents are described, and the needs for new standards are reviewed. An estimate 
is given of the degree to which current standardization activities are satisfying these needs. 
O2. Sound Fields near Arrays of Noise Sources. V. SALMON, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, 
California 94025.--When sound from different portions of an extended radiator is essentially non- 
correlated, the source is said to be spatially incoherent (SI). Such sources can be characterized by 
power radiated per unit length, area, or volume. The total field is then obtained by power addition, 
using the inverse square law. The consequences of this simplifying assumption for measuring machine 
noise will be reviewed in the light of work by Salmon, Maekawa, Embleton, Shaw, and others. 
03. Nearfield Measurement-• a d Sound Power. O. L. ANGEVINE, JR.Anderson and Angernc, Inc., 
Fast Aurora, Neva York 14052.--The measurement of noise generated by large machines in ordinary 
semireverberant rooms can only be done very close to the machine at distances which appear to be 
well within the nearfield of the machine considered as a single large noise source. But large machines 
are usually composed of a number of smaller incoherent noise sources. Arrays of such sources show 
the farfield beginning at distances comparable to the measuring points at I m from the machine used 
in the CAGI standard, or the prescribed path of ISO Recommendation 1680. Such measurements cor- 
rected to a uniform radius are used to determine total sound power. The results agree well with 
sound power calculated for the same machine from farfield measurements. 
04. Errors in the Measurement of Machine Noise. GERaARn H0nNER, Laboratoriumfur Maschenen- 
ger•usche, Siemens A G, Dynamowerk, I Berlin 19, West Germany.--Even under free-field conditions, 
there are three types of errors in the measurement of machine noise: (1) the nearfield error; (2) the 
error caused by using a limited number of measuring points; and (3) the error in measuring sound 
pressure at each point. The magnitude of these errors for measurements made in ordinary rooms 
following the procedure of ISO Recommendation 1680 is discussed. 
O5. Steady-State Noise Characteristics of Semireverberant Spaces. DOUGLAS J. INGALLS, Carlyle 
Compressor Company, Syrazuse, New York 13201.--The use of a steady-state reference sound source, 
such as the Ilk Reference Sound Source, for determining the acoustic nature of semireverberant 
spaces is explored with emphasis on what precautions should be observed if useful eugineering results 
are to be obtained. For reasonable acoustic environment% the steady-state method can also be used 
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to estimate the room absorption or, by the substitution technique, the sound power of an 
unknown source. 
06. Practical Aspects of Machine Noise Measurement as Installed. L. H. BELL AND HAROLD R. MULL, 
Bell and .4sso½iates, Wilton, Connecticut 06g97.--Many industrial manufacturing and processing 
companies, at the urging of plant engineers and safety directors, are requiring maximum noise level 
guarantees for purchased machines. Since "as installed" measurements form the basis of acceptance 
and provide plant engineers the only information available to assess noise impact, many questions 
are being asked about the value and practical aspects of these measurements. Presented in this paper 
are some practical aspects that must be considered in (1) choice of instrumentation; (2) treating 
unwanted reflecting surfaces and background noise; (3) dealing with pure tones and nonsteady noise 
levels; and (4) assessment of probable range of errors. The discussion will also inclnde some practical 
applications of "as installed" measurements. 
07. Persisting Questions in Steady-State Measurement of Noise Power and Sound Absorption. 
T. J. SCHULTZ, Bolt Bernrick and Newman Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.--Most steady-state 
methods for measuring the noise power of equipment and the sound absorption in a room depend on 
knowing the sound power output of the standard source. But the output of any sound source depends 
in principle on the radiation impedance presented to it, and this impedance is likely to change with 
the location of the source, as well as with changes in the amount and distribution of absorptive 
material in the room. Moreover, no generally accepted method is available for measuring the sound- 
power output directly. For these reasons, the validity of steady-state methods has been under sus- 
picion for some time. This paper summarizes recent progress in making steady-state methods respect- 
able but calls attention to some remaining problems. 
WEDNESDAY, 19 APRIL 1972 E•aa•xssY Roo•, 9:00 ,•.•t. 
Session P. Psychological Acoustics I: Signal Processing 
B.•RR¾ LESHOWITZ, Chairman 
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85281 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
P1. Human CocMear Partition Stiffness. P. ALLAIRE, S. 
RAYNOR, AND M. BILLONE, Mechanical Engineering Depart- 
inert, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60201.--A 
mathematical model of the human eachlear partition is de- 
veloped to investigate in depth the partition's stiffness. To 
date, no experiment has been performed on the partition to 
determine the difference between the dynamic stiffness and the 
statically measured stiffness. Nonlinearities observed in the 
partfriaR's dynamic motions and dynamic stiffness measure- 
ments on bone and muscle tissue indicate that previous studies 
of the eachlear partition's stiffness may not be conclusive. In 
this study, the eachlear partition is modeled by a series of 
composite beams whose stiffness is due to linear bending 
rigidity at normal amplitudes at motion. At larger amplitudes 
(in the nonlinear range near the threshold of pain), the modeUs 
stiffness is increased due to the nonlinear stretching of the 
basilar membrane. The nonlinear model may account for the 
observed nonlinearity. The model also includes the increase in 
stiffness, above the static stiffness, due to dynamic loading as 
observed in the studies of bone and muscle tissue. The dynamic 
cochlear partition stiffness predicted by the model varies 
approximately 100 fold from base to apex. Except near the 
stapes, the mode!'s stiffness in the linear range at 100 Hz is 
approximately the same as the statically measured stiffness. 
At I0 000 Hz the model's stiffness in the linear range is nearly 
double the statically measured stiffness. 
9:15 
P2. New Boundary Conditions and Results for the Peterson- 
Bogert Model of the Cochlea. C. D. GEISLEn AND A. E. Hvn- 
nARD, Electrical Engineering Department and Laboratory of 
Neurophysiology, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 
53706.--The Peterson-Bogert model of the cochlea [J. 
Acoust. Sac. Amer. 22, 369-381 ( 1950)-] specifies, as one of its 
boundary conditions, zero pressure at the round window. This 
specification is equivalent to eliminating the round-window 
membrane. We have changed this boundary condition to in- 
clude the round-window membrane, representing it with an 
acoustic compliance. With the new boundary condition, the 
equation for p+(x) requires a new solution, and a new value 
of p_(x) at x =0 is needed. The new solution for p+(x) and the 
new value of p_(O) are given, for sinusoidal stimulation, as 
a function of frequency. The latter value is needed as the input 
to the Peterson-Bogert type of model of the basilar membrane. 
The model's input impedance as well as the relative displace- 
ment between the oval and round windows are also given. 
These relationships are compared with experimental findings. 
9:30 
P3. Response of the Primary Auditory Neuron to Human 
Speech. ALLAN J. GOLDStEiN AND J. R'/I. ANO MUNOH•, 
6570 Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson 
A FB, Dayton, Ohio 45455.--A previous report [81st Meeting 
Acoust. Sac. Amer., J. Acoust. Sac. Amer. 50, 83(A) (1971)] 
documented that pulse occurrence histograms from primary 
auditory neurons of guinea pigs followed the time history of 
the bidirectional displacement patterns of the basilar mem- 
brane predicted by an electronic "analog cochlea" model. 
The basilar membrane describes a surface when stimulated 
by an auditory signal. This surface represents the point by 
point displacement of the basilar membrane along its length 
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as a function of time. This paper presents data from many 
neurons distributed (on the basis of characteristic frequency) 
along the length of the basilar membrane. The data demon- 
strate that the temporal and spatial details of the complex 
surfaces of human speech sounds are preserved in the pulse 
occurrence histograms up to the temporal resolving power of 
our computer system (200 •,sec). At low stimulus intensity, 
only those features that correspond to large displacements are 
seen in the pulse occurrence histogram; as stimulus intensity 
is progressively increased, features corresponding to smaller 
amplitude displacements progressively appear. There is not 
a linear relationship between magnitude of displacement and 
magnitude of neural response. Although the data collected to 
date have been analyzed on the basis of displacement patterns, 
we are unable to exclude velocity of the basilar membrane as 
the input to the primary neuron. 
9:45 
P4. A Model for Res/due Pitch. IAN B. THOMAS AND A. 
RAVlNOV,•N, Electrical Engineering Department, University of 
Massackusetts, Amherst, Massackusetts 01002.--We have de- 
veloped a model of pitch perception that accurately predicts 
all subjective (residue) pitches measured in the experiments 
of Schouten, Ritsma, and Cardozo [J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 
34, 1418-1424 (1962)-]. The primary assumptions of the 
model are (1) that the transfer function relating amplitude of 
basilar membrane displacement at a particular membrane 
location to acoustic pressure external to the ear represents 
a bandpass filter of low selectivity and frequency-dependent 
phase change; (2) that the pattern of axis crossing intervals 
of the signal representing basilar membrane displacement at 
any membrane location is neurologically encoded and ana- 
lyzed; (3) that there is a mechanism capable of detecting 
a variation of approximately 0.3% in the duration of axis 
crossing intervals for the frequency range considered. Predic- 
tion of residue pitches requires no assumption of nonlinear 
distortion anywhere in the filtering process, nor does it require 
the presence of any amplitude encoding mechanism such as 
an envelope detector. The model also predicts perception of 
the difference tone without any appeal to nonlinear processes. 
Prediction of more complex combination tones does require 
the assumption of nonlinear distortion in the filtering process. 
The model gives at least qualitatively satisfactory explana- 
tions for other auditory phenomena such as the critical band 
and masking. EWork supported by NIH.] 
10:00 
PS. Rippled Noise Investigations of Lateral Inhibition in the 
Ear. L. L. FETrl, Department of Speech and Hearing Sciences, 
University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi 
3940I, D. M. GREEN, Department of Psycl•ology, University 
of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 9g037, ANI• W. 
A. YosT, Communication Sciences Laboratory, University of 
Florida, Gainsville, Florida 32601.--Linear spatial analysis 
techniques have shown marked success in recent applications 
to vision. Determination of observers' modulation transfer 
functions (MTF) for sinusoidal intensity gradients has led to 
acceptable explanations for Much bands and other contrast- 
enhancement phenomena. Fourier transformation of the 
MTF produces a spread-of-excitation function which shows 
a central excitatory area with an inhibitory surround. We 
have conducted analogous experiments in audition using 
wide-band noises with sinusoidaily rippled spectra. Using 
a 2IFC tracking paradigm, listeners were asked to discriminate 
between rippled- and flat-spectrum noise bursts. Plots of 
ripple sensitivity as a tunction of ripple (spatial) frequency 
are analogous to the visual MTF. Fourier transforms of these 
tunctions do not exhibit the inhibitory surround, but this is 
probably due to a pitch cue provided by the rippled noise. 
[This research was supported by the National Institutes of 
Health, U.S. Public Health Service, Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare.] 
10:15 
P6. Estimation of the Integration Time-Constant in Auditory 
Receptor Units. E. J. KLE?SK¾ AND J. M. $TENGe. EVlCS, 
Laboratory of Sensory Communication, Syracuse University, 
Syracuse, New York 13210.--Period histograms obtained 
from eight-nerve units of monkey by Brugge et al. [J. Neuro- 
physiol. 32, 386 (1969)] show a high correlation with positive- 
going excursions of the stimulus waveform. A more detailed 
examination reveals that the histograms decay more slowly 
than the stimulus, suggesting a temporal integration in the 
receptor unit. We have estimated the value of the time con- 
stant to be between 0.1 and 0.2 msec by matching eighth- 
nerve period histograms with those generated by means of an 
analog model of the auditory receptor and first-order neuron. 
These values are consistent with the maximum frequency at 
which substantial time locking is observed physiologically. 
The model assumes the following sequence of events. Linear 
amplitude summation of stimulus and intrinsic noise is fol- 
lowed by half-wave rectification and integration with a time 
constant of about 0.15 msec. The resulting signal, a receptor 
potential, controls the average rate at which packets of trans- 
mitter substance are released to form EPSP in the first-order 
neuron. The times of packet release are assumed to be ran- 
dom and follow a Poisson distribution. An electronic imple- 
mentation of the model was constructed and used with a previ- 
ously developed neuron model to generate data for these 
studies. 
10:30 
P7. On Loudness as a Function of Tone Duration. J. J. 
ZWISLOCK1 AND W. G. SOKOL1CH, Laboratory of Sensory 
Communization, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 
13210.--According to the prevailing evidence, the loudness 
level of short tone bursts increases with their duration at a rate 
of about 10 dB/decade. It is not clear, however, whether the 
data refer to total loudness or to instantaneous loudness 
reached at a particular point in time. In order to answer the 
question, listeners were instructed to respond to instantaneous 
loudness at the end of tone bursts in one series of experiments 
and to total loudness in another. They had to adjust the loud- 
ness level of a 10-msec comparison burst accordingly. Not all 
listeners could change their criterion, but those who could 
showed that instantaneous loudness depends little on tone 
duration, whereas total loudness increases at a rate of almost 
10 dB/decade up to a duration of at least 500 msec. These 
results are consistent with our findings on temporal loudness 
effects in pairs of short sound bursts. Previous results accord- 
ing to which loudness increases up to a duration of about 80 
msec may be explained by the listeners' tendency to respond 
to total loudness at very short durations and to instantaneous 
loudness at longer ones. 
10:45 
P8. On Loudness Enhancement of a Tone Burst by a Preced- 
ing Tone Burst. W. G. SozoLICa ASn J. J. ZwmLOCKI, Labora- 
tory of Sensory Communication, Syracuse Univrrsity, Syracuse, 
New York 13210.--According to preceding experiments, loud- 
ness effects in pairs of tone bursts are controlled by two 
processes, loudness enhancement and loudness ummation. 
This paper deals with the effects of intensity, time, and fre- 
quency differences between the bursts on the loudness en- 
hancement of the second burst. Listeners were asked to match 
the loudness of a third (comparison) bur•t to the loudnes of 
the second burst of a monotic burst pair. All three bursts had 
a duration of 10 msec, and the second and third bursts were at 
1000 Hz. The intensity of the first burst was either +20, 0, or 
--20 dB re the intensity of the second burst, which was always 
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at a sensation level of 40 dB. The interval between the onsets 
of the first and second bursts was varied stepwise between 10 
and 500 msec, and the frequency of the first burst, between 
200 and 4000 Hz. The results indicate a loudness enhancement 
that increases with the intensity of the first burst and decreases 
as the time interval and the frequency difference between the 
bursts in the burst pair increase. When the first burst was at 
an intensity level of -20 dB, a loudness decrement occurred. 
11:00 
P9. Neural Phase Locking to Combination Tones Predicted by 
Simple Transducer Models. JULIUS L. GOLDSTEIN, Research 
Laboratory of Electronics, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
O2139.--Conceptual distinctions can be made between non- 
linesPities arising in stimulus processing prior to transduction 
and those arising during transduction to neural events. The 
class of model transducers i  considered for which a memory- 
less nonlinear transformation generates from the processed 
stimulus X a non negative signal R(X), which then in direct 
proportion determines the instantaneous probability of a 
neural event. For X comprising the incoherent ones a cosset 
q-b cos•0•t, he expected period histogram referenced in cosine 
phase to the combination frequency p•0•-l-qo•, for p and q 
integral, nonzero and possessing ocommon integral factor 
greater than one, is proportional to 
P(poo•+qco2, O) 
2•r Jo R {a cosq•+bcos(p•--O/q)}d•.... (1) 
For R(X)=exp(X), the expected histogram for any integral 
p and q is proportional to 
P(poo•+qco•, O) = Io(a)Io(b) 
+2 • I•v(a)I•q(b)cos nO..., (2) 
where I,•(z) is the ruth-order modified Bessel function of the 
first kind. Application of this theory to auditory-nerve data 
clarifies ome aspects of nonlinear stimulus processing prior 
to transduction. [Work supported by a grant from the Na- 
tional Institutes of Health.] 
11:15 
PI0. Detection of a Missing Harmonic in a Continuous or 
Pulsed Harmonic Complex. NEAL F. VIEMEISTER AND DAVID 
M. GREEN, University of California t San Diego, La Jolla, 
California 92037.--The masker was a complex of harmonically 
related sinusolds with the ruth harmonic missing. The signal 
was the ruth harmonic and its threshold was determined with 
the masker either continuously presented' orpulsed, i.e., gated 
simultaneously with the signal. The missing harmonic is 
always more detectable with the continuous rather than the 
pulsed masker. Differences in thresholds between the two con- 
ditions range from 2 to 25 dB. With a continuous masker the 
phase of the signal influences the threshold by as much as 15 
dB. No such phase ffects were observed with pulsed maskers. 
The difference between continuous and pulse thresholds also 
depends on signal frequency, number and spacing of the com- 
ponents, relative phases of the components, and masker level. 
[This research was supported by the National Institutes of 
Health, Public Health Service, U.S. Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare; and by a Special Traineeship from 
NINDS.] 
11:30 
Pl 1. The Critical Masking Interval. M. J. PENNER, Psychology 
Department, University of California, San Diego 92037, 
CHARLES m. ROBINSON, europhysiology-Biaphysics Research 
Laboratories, Veterans Administration Hospital, Martinez, 
California 94553, AND DAVID M. GREEN, Psychology Depart- 
ment, University of California, San Diego 92037.--We investi- 
gated the concept of a critlcal masking interval, the time 
period during which noise is effective in masking a brief signal. 
The signal was a 100-•sec lick temporally placed in the center 
of a gated-noise masker. Both the click and the noise were low- 
pass filtered so that the power spectra of signal and noise have 
similar shape. The duration of the noise masker was varied 
from 100 •sec to 100 msec and two noise levels were mployed. 
Like the estimate of the critical bandwidth, the estimate of 
the critical masking interval can be made in two independent 
ways. First, for long durations of the noise masker, the ratio 
of click energy to over-all noise power, adjusted for energy 
resolution, indicates that the critical masking interval is about 
14 msec. Second, progressively shortening the duration of the 
noise masker did not improve detectability until the duration 
was less than approximately 10 msec. The near agreement of 
these two independent estimates upports our interpretation of 
the data in terms of the concept of a critical masking interval. 
11:45 
PI2. Detection of Sinusoids in Noise as a Function of the 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio on Individual Trials. HOWAm) KAeI•AN, 
Department ofPsychology, University ofToronto, Toronto 181, 
Ontario, Canada.--Current models of the auditory detection 
of a sinusoid in a noise background propose that the proba- 
bility that a subject will claim to detect the sinusold on a par- 
ticular trial increases with the total energy present in a critical 
frequency band on that trial. This leads to the counter- 
intuitive prediction that, among a set of true signal-with-noise 
trials in a single run in which a subject is working with a fixed 
criterion, it is those trials with the most noise background on 
which the subject is most likely to detect he signal. An alter- 
native theory is that the subject discriminates signal trials 
from noise-alone trials on the basis of the contrast, or energy 
difference, between the largest single component in a band of 
frequencies and the mean energy of the components. This 
theory predicts that those trials with the least noise added to 
a signal are those on which the subject is most likely to detect 
the signal. Experiments designed to compare these two theories 
have yielded ata consistent with the predictions ofthe second, 
or energy contrast, theory. 
WEDNESDAY, 19 APRIL 1972 EUnASSY ROOM, 1:15 P.M. 
Session Q. Physiological Acoustics II: Cochlear Physiology 
GEORGE MOUSHEGIAN, Chairman 
Calllet Hearing and Speech Center, Dallas, Texas 75235 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
1:15 YOUNG, Department of Biomedical Engineering, Johns ttopkins 
Q1. Some Properties of Response Patterns in the Cochlear University School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland 21205.-- 
Nerve of the Pigeon. M. B. SAc}•s, R. H. LEw•s, A•qD E.D. Discharges from more than 200 single fibers in the cochlear 
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nerve of the pigeon have been recorded with NaCl-filled 
micropipets. The median rate of spontaneous activity for these 
fibers is approximately 80 spikes/second, with some fibers 
discharging at rates higher than 150/second in the absence of 
controlled acoustic stimuli. Responses to low frequencies 
(less than 4.0 kHz) are phase locked. Isorate contours have 
been measured, taking as response measures both average rate 
of discharge and number of synchronized spikes per cycle. 
Characteristic frequencies for the population studied lie in the 
range 100 Hz to 6.5 kHz. Click-response patterns are similar 
to those seen in the cat. Two-tone inhibition is also demon- 
struted. [Supported by the National Institute of Neurological 
Disease and Stroke and the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific 
Research.] 
1:30 
Q2. Cochlear Potentials of the Pigeon: Relationships to Age, 
Serum Cholesterol Level, and Atherosclerosis. J•Es G. 
McCoRMICK, ROBERT M. CLAYTON, AND IVAN L. HOLLEMAN, 
Ja., Section of Otolaryngology and Department of Pathology, 
Bowman Gray School of Medicine, Win•ton-Salem, North 
Carolina 27103.--The cochlear potentials of different breeds 
of pigeons were measured. Potentials of old pigeons that 
developed spontaneous carotid atherosclerotic plaques were 
generally 15-18 dB poorer in sensitivity than younger birds 
of the same breed with little or no evidence of plaques. In 
another breed of pigeon, resistant to spontaneous atherosclero- 
sis, but susceptible to high-cholesterol-diet-ioduced coronary 
atheroselerosis, differences in potentials were less clearly 
defined; however, both the older birds and younger diet 
treated birds tended to be less sensitive than young nondiet 
treated birds. 
1:45 
Q3. Effects of Choline Salicylate on the AC Cochlear Potential 
in Guinea Pigs. D. L. McPHERSON AND J. M. MILLER, 
Department of Otolaryngology, University of Washington 
Medical S•hool, Seattle, Washington 98195.--AC cochlear po- 
tentials were recorded from the round window of guinea pigs 
anesthetized with Nembutai. Following placement of the 
electrode, the auditory bulls was closed and pure tones were 
presented via a speaker located 5 cm from the ear. Intensities 
were determined with calibrated Briiel & Kja•r probe tubes 
and condenser microphones at the opening of the external 
auditory meatus. One microvolt contours examined with a 
General Radio wave analyzer (3-Hz bandwidth) across fre- 
quency (0.2 to 20 kHz) were found to agree with accepted 
guinea pig sensitivity curves. Following oral administration 
of choline salicylate, a rapid and significant decrease in the 
AC cochlear potential was observed. Following a peak effect 
(at 3-4 h) and plateau, initial recovery was noted. The effect 
was drug dose dependent. The effect was frequency specific, 
with the greatest influence ou the middle-frequency range. 
The maximum amplitude at the point of nonlinearity of the 
AC cochlear potential was reduced witix drug. Also the point 
of nonlinearity was reached at a higher intensity of tonal 
stimulation following drug administration. Detailed findings 
on the cochlear effects of oholine salicylate will be described. 
The interpretation of these effects on generation of the AC 
cochlear potential will be discussed. [This research was sup- 
ported by an N1H grant and by the Deafness Research 
Foundation.] 
2:00 
Q4. Ototoxicity of Lead: VDL and AP Changes in Chronically 
Poisoned Cvulnea Pigs. CH]•ffi•ER WILPIZESKI AND WOLFGANG 
VOGEL, Departments of Otolaryngology and Pharmacology, 
Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
1910?.--Evidence for lead-induced auditory impairment was 
obtained by recording VDLs and AP input-output functions 
for click stimuli presented to guinea pigs having permanently 
implanted electrodes located in the auditory nerve-cochlear 
nucleus region. Six animals were fed approximately 1 g of lead 
acetate per day mLxed with powdered food rations for a 3- 
month period following weaning (chronic lead poisoning). 
Six additional animals served initially as a control group but 
were later injected intraperitoneally daily with 10 mg/kg 
of lead acetate in an aqueous solution. Mean VDLs recorded 
from the chronic group were raised 14 dB above control values 
for continuous and interrupted trains of 100 clicks per second. 
Input--output functions showed a flattening of slope at higher 
click intensities. Acutely poisoned animals died within 2 weeks 
without demonstrable shifts or AP changes attributable to 
lead effects. [Supported in part by USPHS.-I 
2:15 
QS. Ototoxicity of Ethacrynic Acid Enhanced by Barbiturate 
Anesthesia. CHESTER V•'ILPIZESKI, STEPHEN ISAACSON, AND 
SALAH SALIMAN. Department of Otolaryngology, Thomas 
Jefferson University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107.-- 
VDLs and input•utput functions for CM and AP were 
recorded under waking and anesthetized conditions (35 
mg/kg .of pentobarbital sodium} from guinea pigs having 
implanted depth electrodes localized in the chochlear nucleus 
region or flexible electrodes fixed against the round-window 
membrane. Following control recordings, animals were in- 
jected intraperitoneally with 50 mg/kg of ethacrynic acid 
and measurements repeated at 1, 2, and 4 h post drug. AP 
VDLs for clicks were elevated 15 dB, and suprathreshold 
evoked response amplitudes were reduced below normal at low 
to moderate stimulus intensity levels. CM VDLs for pure tones 
recorded during barbiturate anesthesia shifted 35 dB (median 
for all pure tones) but only 15 dB under waking conditions. 
Slopes of CM input-output functions were not altered by 
ethacrynic acid as were AP amplitude curves; rather, CM 
slopes remained invariant and parallel but were depressed 
compared with control values. 
2:30 
Q6. Effect of Potassium Deficiency on Cochlear Potentials 
and Cation Content in Endolymph. T. Komsrn* AND E. 
KELSEY, Department of Surgery, University of Florida, Gaines- 
ville, Flor•cla 32601.--The scala vestibuli and/or scala tympani 
in guinea pigs were perfused with K+-free modified Ringer's 
solution. Cochlear microphonics (CM), summating potential 
(SP}, action potential (AP), and endocochlear potential (EP) 
were recorded from the basal turn of the cochlea before, during, 
and after the perfusion. Perfusion of both scala vestibuli and 
tympani with the normal Ringer's did not result in appreci- 
able changes in the cochlear potentials or Na and K content 
in the endolymph. Perfusion of the perilymphatic space with 
K•free Ringer's caused significant suppression of EP and AP. 
The CM was also reduced in magnitude and accompanied by 
increase of the positive SP. These changes were reversible by 
washing with normal Ringer's. The measurement of K and Na 
content in the endolymph indicated that the K deficiency in 
the perilymph brought about significant increase of Na con- 
tent and decrease of K content. The role of K ions in the 
perilymph for the generation of EP is discussed. [-Work sup- 
ported by a Public Health Service grant]. 
* Also from Communication Sciences Laboratory and Department of 
Physiology. 
2:45 
Q7. Release of Acetylcholine by the Olivocochlear Bundles. 
P.S. GcrrH, M. BOgTON, nNO C. H. No•tRIS, Department of 
Pharmacology, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana 
70112.--The mechanism by which the olivocochlear bundle 
(OCB) fulfills its presumed feedback inhibitory role is un- 
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known. However, acetylcholine (ACh) has received experi- 
mental support as the inhibitory mediator of the OCB hair- 
cell junction. In the present investigation, the ability of the 
OCB to release ACh upon electrical stimulation was tested. 
Guinea pigs, anesthetized with pentobarbitai and immobilized 
with gallamine, were prepared for this research by placing 
recording electrodes on both round windows, stimulating elec- 
trodes on the floor of the fourth ventricle, and push-pull 
perfusion piper in the scala tympani and scala vestibuli of 
one cochlea. The cochleas were perfused with artificial peri4 
lymph containing eserine. Samples of perfusate were collected 
before, during, and after OCB stimulation and bioassayed for 
ACh-like activity on the isolated guinea pig lieure. The au- 
thenticity of the ACh-like activity, when present, was verified 
by hydrolysis by acetylcholinesterase or antagonism by low 
concentrations of attopine. Concentrations of ACh-like 
activity detected in the perfusate were of the order of 10 -u 
moles/mi. An increase in the ACh-like activity was seen in 
conjunction with OCB stimulation. [-Supported in part by 
v. A. 71-6.] 
3:00 
Qs. Computer Simulation of Cochlear-Microphonic Potential 
Augmentation During Intracochlear Perfusion. DAvlo H. 
MOSCOVITCH AND CHARLES A. LASZLO, BioMedical Engineering 
Unit and Institute of Otolaryngology, McGill University, 
Montreal, Canada.--In previous studies, "start-stop" perfu- 
sion of scala tympani by artificial solutions produced tem- 
porary augmentation of the CM recorded by differential 
electrodes. The significance of hydrodynamic changes in 
scala tympani and the differential action of the artificial and 
natural perilymph on the hair cells in this phenomenon was 
investigated by computer simulation. In particular, it was 
determined from fluid-dynamic and experimental considera- 
tions that the artificial perilymph perfusate could be spon- 
taneously replaced by natural perilymph at a rate of 0.8 
•liter/min. The effect of this replacement was simulated on 
a computer model of the mechanoacousticai and mechano- 
electrical transduction process of the guinea-pig ear [C. A. 
Laszlo, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 38, 93(A) (1971)]. After simu- 
lated injection of a solution whose action was to suppress 
the CM generated by individual hair cells, the modeled gross 
CM was temporarily augmented by 40% above the prepef- 
fusion control, comparable to that observed in our perfusion 
experiments. The results indicate that the experimentally ob- 
served CM augmentation may be due to partial suppression 
and spontaneous progressive recovery of the CM generators, 
resulting in the detection of an apparant rather than a real 
CM augmentation. [-Work supported by the Medical Research 
Council of Canada.] 
WEDNESDAY, 19 APRIL 1972 GOVERNOR'S ROOM, 1:40 P.M. 
Session R. Nonlinear Acoustics III: Solids and Liquids 
R. B. LINDSAY, Chairman 
Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island 02912 
Invited Paper (25 minutes) 
R1. The World of Nonlinearity. R. T. BEYER, Department of Physics, Brown University, Providence, 
Rhode Island 0291Z.--As we attempt to describe the physical world more accurately, we find that 
linear relations among the variables of interest, and linear differential equations become inadequate. 
For want of a positive term, we cover all such situations with the word nonlinear. In particular, 
sound propagation in a particular substance will be nonlinear in character whenever the intensity 
of sound is sufficiently high, or when there are nonlinear terms in the equations describing the medium, 
or when there are nonlinearities involved in the boundary conditions. The term nonlineartry of the 
medium may involve the simple relation of the adiabatic equation for an ideal gas, the third-order 
elastic constants in solids or the characteristics of a vortex or a plasma. Our knowledge of sound 
propagation can both contribute to and benefit from our knowledge of these nonlinearities. 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
2:05 
R3. Developments in the Use of Acoustic Shock Pulses in the 
Study of Elastic Properties of Solids. A. NAKnMURA,* ¾. 
YASUIdOTO, AND R. TAKEUCHI, Institute of Scientific and In- 
dustrial Research, Osaka University, Suits, Osaka, Japan.--A 
nondestructive method of measurement is being developed 
for the purpose of investigation of the dynamic behavior of 
solids, especially concerned with nonlinear elasticity. In this 
paper, we discuss a method of generation of reproducible 
acoustic shock pulses in various solids, and also discuss the 
measurements of the stress-strain relationship using intensive 
acoustic shock pulses. Results obtained are the following: In 
aluminum samples, a linear relationship between stress and 
strain is found experimentally for acoustical pressures up to 
130 bar before annealing and also up to 65 bar after annealing. 
On the other hand, after annealing the specimens, we found 
a variation of pulse shape and a decrease of peak value com- 
pared with the pulse shape before annealing. A qualitative 
discussion is given of photographs of changes in the shapes of 
the shock pulses that have propagated through solids. 
* Present address: Department of Physics and Astronomy, The Uni- 
versity of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn. 37916. 
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2:20 2:50 
R4. Ultrasonic Second-Harmonic Generation in Resonant 
Nonlinear Elastic Solids. R. D. PE?EaS, Department of 
Physics and Astronomy, The University of Mississippi, Uni- 
versity, Mississippi 38677.--Second-harmonic and fundamen- 
tal standing wave amplitudes have been measured to see if 
nonlinearity parameters (combinations of third-order elastic 
constants) can be determined from measurements made on 
resonant samples. Measurements were made on five different 
materials, all single crystals except for a sample of isotropic 
fused quartz. Data were taken for fundamental frequencies in 
the range 5-30 MHz, all amplitudes being measured with 
capacitive detectors. Agreement with pulse results is sur- 
prisingly good in some cases, rather poor in others. A model is 
given in an attempt to explain the presence or absence of 
agreement between the two systems. 
2:35 
R5. Generation and Propagation of Pinire-Amplitude Waves 
in Flexible Tubes. L. BJ•RN•, Technical University of Den- 
mark, Building 404, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark.--Highly 
reproducible finite-amplitude waves, generated by a modified 
electromagnetic plane-wave generator, characterized by a rise 
time (0.5 •sec, peak pressures of 20-100 bar, and time con- 
stunts of 5-10 sssec in the exponential pressure decay behind 
the front, are propagated along the axes of water-filled steel, 
perspex, and natural rubber tubes (30-50 mm i.d., 40-100 
mm o.d.). Using new, very small piezoelectric transducers 
with a high natural frequency, pressure-time functions are 
measured at different axial and radial tube positions. The 
frequency domain equation for wave propagation in elastic 
fluid-filled tubes is developed and solved numerically on an 
IBM 360/75 computer for water-filled tubes of steel and per- 
spex in the frequency range 1 kHz-I MHz, giving dispersion 
curves for phase and group velocities of the first six propaga- 
tion modes. Using the fast Fourier transform technique on the 
initial finite-amplitude waves together with (1) the dispersion 
relationship for the Fourier components, (2) a mode selection 
procedure, and (3) a new expression for choosing the interval 
of integration, the waves are "synthesized" again at different 
tube positions. Surprisingly good agreement between measured 
and calculated pressure-time functions is found. The work 
throws new light on the distribution of energy in the modes of 
propagation and on the influence of parameters of the materials 
considered on finite-amplitude wave propagation. 
R6. Nonlinearity Considerations in Bragg Imaging of Ultra- 
sonic Waves. M. A. BaEnZEALE, 
AND LASZLO AOLEa, Department of Physics, The University of 
Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 37•16.--Two fundamentally 
different techniques exist for the study of the diffraction of 
light by finite amplitude ultrasonic waves: (1) Diffraction of 
light at normal incidence can be used to determine the ultra- 
sonic waveform. (2) Diffraction of light incident at the Bragg 
angle gives detailed information of a completely different 
nature. Each diffraction order contains an image of the ultra- 
sonic wavefront. Therefore, objects placed within the ultra- 
sonic field are imaged in the diffraction orders. When a finite 
amplitude ultrasonic wave is used, an ultrasonic wave trans- 
mission filter allows one to distinguish the images produced 
by the second harmonic from those produced by the funda- 
mental. The image produced by the second harmonic is twice 
as large as that produced by the fundamental and appears at 
the position of the fundamental's second order. In addition, 
at large amplitudes, multiple scattering of light by the funda- 
mental ultrasonic wave can produce higher Bragg diffraction 
orders. These higher orders contain multiple images. Two 
images appear in the second order, three in the third, etc. 
['Research supported by the Office of Naval Research.] 
* Present address: Lockheed Electroni• Co., Inc., 16811 El Camino 
Rd., Houston. Tex. 77058. 
3:05 
R7. Optical Determination of the l{onlinearity Parameter of 
Water. B. D. Cook AND N. C. MARTIN, C•dlen College oJ 
Engineering, University of Houston, Houston, Texas 77004.-- 
The optical methods of investigating ultrasonic waves played 
an important role in the early investigations of finite-amplitude 
acoustics, particularly in experimental determinations of the 
nonlinear parameter B/A of water. However, after thermo- 
dynamic methods were discovered for obtaining B/A, the 
optical methods did not then, and have not as yet, yielded 
values in agreement. This paper discusses a new attempt to 
evaluate B/A for water, utilizing the optical techniques and 
taking in account a correction for the nearfield of the trans- 
ducer. Assumptions made for smoothness of the second har- 
monic nearfield and the accepted value of the piezooptic 
coefficient are discussed. 
WEDNESDAY, 19 APRIL 1972 GEORGIAN ROOM, 1:15 P.M. 
Session S. Speech Communication IV: Pitch and Frequency 
RO•ER'r E. McGLoNE, Chairman 
Department of Speech Communication, State University of New York at Buffalo, 
Buffalo, New York 14226 
Contributed Papers 
$I. Spectral Effects of Subglottal Cavity System. G. FA•?, Speech Communication, Royal Institute of Teckndogy, S-100 44, 
K. ISHIZAKA, J. L•QVXST, A• J. SU•aEaG, Department of Stockholm, Sweden.--Aspirated sounds display shifts of for- 
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mant frequencies and new formants are added. These can 
typically be observed in the aspirative part of stop consonant 
bursts. A quantitative modeling of this influence has been 
performed on the basis of subglottai impedance data and 
simple geometry approximations of the subglottal system. The 
influence of subglottal coupling on voice-source characteristics 
is discussed. 
S2. Acoustical Features and Perceptual Cues of the Four 
Tones of Standard Colloquial Chinese. C-K. CI•UAS• A•n 
SItlZUO HIKI,* Department of Electrical Engineering, Tohoku 
University, Sendal, Japan.--Monos¾11abic, bisyllabic, and 
trisyllabic words of various phonemic constitutions were 
spoken with the four tones of standard colloqual Chinese by 
three speakers, two male and a ternale, born in Formosa, and 
the typical pitch patterns of the four tones for each speaker 
were extracted from these speech samples. Effects of the 
position of the syllable and the context of the kind of tone in 
a word on the average pitch frequency, range of change in 
pitch frequency, and duration of the typical pitch patterns 
were also analyzed. Then, the listening test was conducted to 
identify the kind of tone of the speech samples, and percep- 
tual cues of the four tones were investigated through the con- 
fusion among tones, which was characteristic of each of native 
and normatire listeners groups and each of nonsense and 
meaningful words groups. Based on the results of the acoustical 
analysis and the listening test, a set of essential features of 
the four tones were derived, and a generatire model of pitch 
pattern of the tone accent was proposed. The results were 
examined utilizing listening test with the synthetic speech 
generated by the model. Effect of intensity pattern on the 
tone accent was also discussed. 
Also at Res. Inst. of Elec. Comm. 
S3. Rule STatheais of Simple English Sentences. J.P. OLIVE, 
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, New 
Jersey 07974.--Simple English sentences were generated by 
concatenating words spoken in isolation with minimum modifi- 
cations of the synthesis parameters. The sentence forms were: 
Articl e-(adj ective)-subj ect-verb-ar ticle-(adj ective)-obj ect. 
The two adjectives may or may not be present. A dictionary 
of 266 words specified by formant data with the duration of 
the words adjusted by linear interpolation to a reasonable 
duration for connected speech was stored. Pitch rules for the 
different sentences were derived from an average sentence 
pitch contour. Words were concatenated with no further 
duration adjustment, and formant smoothing was applied 
only at voiced adjacencies for one set of data of both the 
preceding and the following words; the pitch, however, was 
replaced by the rule pitch. The rule-generated sentences were 
compared with sentences obtained from formant analysis- 
synthesis of naturally spoken sentences, rather than with 
the naturally •poken •enteneo• themselves, because formant 
analysis-synthesis introduces a characteristic nonnatural 
quality that is not a consequence of the rule-prosody. These 
comparisons demonstrated that the quality of the rule con- 
catenated sentences is comparable to the quality of the 
resynthesized speech. 
S4. The Perceived Pitch of 23 Prevocalic Constauts. M. M. 
P•xmtsos •tm> C. W. AsP, Department of Audiology and 
Speech Pathology, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 
37916.--Twenty-three prevocalic consonants were arranged 
on tape in 253 different pairs (e.g., /pa-sa/). Twenty-three 
normal-hearing listeners utilized the method of paired com- 
parison to judge each pair according to the consonant that 
was "higher" in pitch. Coefficients for consistency for all 
listeners and the coefficient for agreement among listeners 
were significant. The perceived pitch among the 23 consonants 
was significantly different. Voiceless consonants were higher 
than voiced consonants. Fricatives and affricatives were 
higher than nasals. Place of articulation was different, but no 
particular order was apparent. The consonants were rank 
ordered from low to high pitch from the responses of all 23 
listeners and also from the 10 best listeners. Both rank 
orders were compared to Templin's norms and Poole's norms 
for the acquisition of speech sounds. All correlation coefficients 
were positive, but only the coefficient between Poole's norms 
and the 10 best listeners reached significance. In addition, the 
two rank orders were compared to Cjuberina's ordering of 
consonants according to "optimal octaves." Both coefficients 
were significant. 
S5. Analysis and Evaluation of Time-Domain Techniques for 
Pitch Extraction. HIROYA FUJISAKI AND YOSHIHISA TANABE, 
Engineering Research Institute, Faculty of Engineering, Un•- 
versily of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japam--Recent tech- 
niques for pitch extraction are mostly based on detection of 
short-time periodicity of certain time functions, such as auto- 
correlation function or capstrum, derived by some transfor- 
mations of the original speech signal. No systematic studies, 
however, have been made for the analysis and quantitative 
evaluation of the performance of these techniques. This paper 
presents results of both theoretical and experimental investi- 
gations on this problem. Deterioration in the observed perio- 
dicity is caused partly by the nonstationarity of the signal 
itself, and partly by the finite length of the time window of 
observation as well as its relative phase to the excitation 
signal. These effects are theoretically estimated for a given 
set of parameters of the speech signal and the analysis pro- 
cedure, and lead to quantitative evaluation and comparison 
of various techniques thus far proposed. Results of the 
theoretical analysis are then confirmed and supplemented by 
experimental analysis of performances of these techniques for 
natural speech. 
S6. Some Statistical Characteristics of Voice Fundamental 
Frequency. Yos•IIvLrK• HORII, Purdue University, Lafayette, 
Indiana 47907.--Distributional measures such as mean, 
median, standard deviation, 90% range, and 50% range of 
fundamental frequency have been often used to characterize 
voices. This study reports behavior of such statistical measures 
for each of six talkers as a function of sample size (from 3.6 
up to 200 sac). Fundamental frequencies were obtained by 
a computer program that used a peak-picking method. The 
results showed that, for each script reading hy a given talker, 
the standard deviations of the means converge fairly quickly-- 
that is, to within about 2 Hz of the total mean at a sample size 
of about t min. However, when all the various readings from 
even a single talker are used to get the total mean, the con- 
vergence was much slower, indicating that differences among 
the scripts and day-to-day variations in repeated readings are 
significant and must be taken into account when interpreting 
statistical measures of fundamental-frequency variation. 
Median convergence behavior was the same. Implications of 
these findings to studies of normal and disordered speech are 
discussed. [This research was supported in part by the Air 
Force Cambridge Research Laboratories.] 
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WEDNESDAY, 19 APRIL 1972 BUFFALO ROOM, 1:00 P.M. 
Session T. Musical Acoustics 
A. BENADE, Chairman 
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
1:15 
TI. Acoustic Study of Register Equalization in Singing. Joan 
W. LARGE, School of Music, Uniz, ersity of Southern California, 
Los Angeles, California 90007.--A paired comparison tech- 
nique in which fundamental frequency (330 Hz), phonetalc 
category, /a! and sound level (comfortable but equal) were 
held constant with register as the variable of primary interest 
was utilized with s•lbjects who sang tone pairs varying in 
degree of audible-register timbre difference or equalization. 
The paired tones were presented to a panel of 12 expert 
listeners for judgments of register identification and ratings 
of register equalization. The vowels produced were labeled by 
a trained phoneticinn. These judgments were compared with 
the acoustic records from a Sohograph modified to permit 
24-msec sections to be made at five positions within selected 
vibrato cycles: two peaks, two slopes, and a valley. The mean 
values for each partial and each subject were pooled in mean 
spectra for comparison of female chest and middle registers. 
The values for the paired tones judged to be "best equalized" 
were also compared across registers and with the spectra of 
the "least equalized" paired tones. It was found that chest 
register was characterized in general by greater energy in the 
partials above the third partial, especially partials 4 and 5, 
and that the middle register had a stronger fundamental. 
1:30 
T2. Observations on the Vital Capacity of Singers. JoHN W. 
LAaaE, School of Music, University of Southern California, 
Los Angeles, California 90007.--The vital capacities of 20 
male and 20 female singers attending a summer workshop 
program of the National Association of Teachers of Singing 
were measured by a Collins respirometer. The data were 
compared with predicted vital capacity based on Baldwin's 
formulas for normal subjects. A wide range of results was 
obtained suggesting that singing teachers should not take for 
granted an increase in vital capacity due to the activity of 
singing. On the average, however, the singers howed roughly 
16% greater measured vital capacity than predicted for the 
corresponding age and height. The highest percentage of in- 
crease in measured vital capacity was achieved by a male 
subject, roughly 50%. The highest value among the female 
subjects was 43%. It was also interesting that the elder age 
group (above 50 years) still showed some increase in vital 
capacity. There appeared to be little correlation between the 
increase in vital capacity and either body surface or number of 
years of singing experience. The study furnishes an example of 
potentially useful research that might be conducted at NATS 
conventions and workshops. 
T3. An Electronic Violin. J. Ko•ux ANt• M. V. MArSEWS, 
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, Nero Jersey 07974.- 
The electronic violin described here was developed from data 
obtained in previous studies in which the resonances of a 
violin body were simulated electronically. The mechanical 
part of the electronic instrument consists of a violin without 
a body. Transducers, sensitive to string motions at the bridge, 
drive 28 electrical resonances which substitute for those of 
the normal violin body. The fi[tered, amplified voltages are 
applied to a loudspeaker. Violinists report the electronic in~ 
strument is easier to play than a conventional one because it 
responds faster and its strings are easier to bow. By changing 
the amplitudes of various resonances, the instrument can be 
quickly adjusted to produce a wide range of tone qualities. 
Nonlinear enhancements of responsiveness and tone quality 
are possible. 
2.•00 
T4. Viola with Electronically Simulated Body Resonances. 
W. S. GORRILt., Physics Department, Hofstra University, 
Hempstead, New York 11550.--A wola, somewhat similar to 
Mathews' violin, has been built with electronic simulation of 
the body normal modes. Since subjective evaluation of the 
tone by musicians in actual performance is one of the major 
objectives, the appearance and apparent sound source location 
have been kept as close as possible to those of a normal in- 
strument. A battery power supply is used. The effect of broad- 
band versus narrow-band filters for the higher frequency 
regions has been investigated. The instrument is rather easier 
to play than a normal 15-in. viola, but provides depth and 
power of tone more comparable to a 17-in. instrument. The 
viola will be demonstrated. 
2:15 
TS. Interaction of the Clarinet Reed with an Air Column 
Having a Single Resonance. JorlN BACKUS, Department of 
Physics, Universay of Southern Calijornia, Los Angdes, 
California 90007.--A study of the interaction between the 
reed and air column in the clarinet is underway, using a syn- 
thetic clarinet reed in a mouthpiece adapted to accomodate 
resonant air columns of various kinds. Measurements of the 
air flow into the reed-mouthpiece combination mounted in 
an artificial embouchure show the negative resistance char- 
acteristic necessary to sustain oscillations in an attached 
resonant air column; the value of this resistance is varied by 
changing the gap between the reed tip and the mouthpiece. 
A system resembling a stretched-out Helmholtz resonator 
and having a single pronounced resonance was made to oscil- 
late by attaching it to the mouthpiece and blowing on the 
artificial embouchure. The input impedance of the system at 
its resonance frequency was measured on an impedance tube, 
and it was expected that the system would oscillate when this 
input impedance was approximately equal to the negative 
resistance of the reed-mouthpiece combination. However, 
experiments showed that oscillations did not take place until 
this negative resistance was about half the input impedance. 
[This work was supported by a grant from the National 
Science Foundation.] 
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2:30 2:45 
T6. Spectrum Development with Playing Level in Wind In- 
struments. W. E. WORMAN, Case Western Reserve University, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.--Starting from the theory of musical 
wind instruments proposed by Benade and GaAs and further 
developed by the author, it is possible to draw very general 
conclusions about the development of the spectrum in the 
mouthpiece as a function of loudness. A threshold blowing 
pressure exists below which no oscillations are possible. Near 
threshold, the pressure amplitude of the fundamental is pro- 
portional to the square root of the excess of the blowing pres- 
sure over its threshold value. The pressure amplitudes of the 
higher harmonics can be written as P• = (P•/E,,)"]Z,•[, where 
P• is the pressure amplitude of the nth harmonic, [Z• [ is the 
magnitude of the input impedance of the bore at the frequency 
of the nth harmonic, and E, is a constant that can be evalu- 
ated experimentally and calculated for simple systems. Ex- 
periments by Benade on many types of wind instruments 
(including clarinet, bassoon, trumpet, and saxophone) show 
that this form of spectrum development takes place over a 
surprisingly large range. In many instruments, the range is 
about 40 dB in the pressure amplitude of the fundamental 
(pianissimo to mezzoforte). Observed departures Irom this 
behavior may be understood in terms of the same basic 
theory. 
T7. Real-Time Music Analysis for the Performer. INC, O R. 
TITZE AND WILLIAM J. STRONG, Department of Physics, 
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 84601.--Waveform, 
pitch, dynamics, and 32 harmonic components of a tone with 
a specified nominal pitch are displayed on a computer-driven 
CRT. The rate of display is approximately 10/scc, thus pre- 
senting essentially real-time analysis. The nominal pitch and 
the expected pitch deviation are specified by the performer. 
The pitch deviation can range from a quarter step to a whole 
step above and below the nominal pitch. The performer can 
visually adjust his average pitch, monitor his vibrato rate and 
range, check his dynamics, and observe his spectrum while he 
sings or plays into the microphone. As an additional feature, 
the spectrum may be averaged over any specified time inter- 
val. The spectrum is obtained by taking a 64 point FFT over 
a single period of the waveform. The period is determined by 
sweeping the pitch over the specified range and selecting the 
best value on the basis of the minimum of a one-cycle average 
of the waveform and a "fractional period correlation" of 
adjacent cycles. The present system is comprised of a 30-kHz 
A/D converter and a PDP-15 computer system with associ- 
ated graphics. 
W•.VN•.SDAV, t9 APRIL 1972 EMPIRE StAtE ROOM, 1:30 P.M. 
Session U. Noise I: Propagation of Sound in Ducts 
Isxv•,• Vga, Chairman 
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
1:30 
UI. Effects of High-Intensity Sound on Muffler Element 
Performance. M. P. SACKS AND D. L. ALLEN, Department of 
Mechanical Engineering, University of Toronto, Toronto, 
Ontario.--This paper presents the results of an experimental 
investigation designed to study the effect of high-intensity 
sound on muffler element performance. Five prototype 
mufflers were built and tested over a wide range of frequency 
and intensity. The mufflers were chosen as being representa- 
tive of basic single element and combination reactive mufflers. 
The test facility consisted of an acoustic transmission line 
driven by an electromagnetic sound source and terminated 
anechoically. Attenuation data is presented superimposed on 
curves derived from linear acoustic theory. Conclusions are 
stated for expansion chamber mufflers at higher SPLs than 
could be produced by the test equipment by using constric- 
tion-tube data and acoustic similarity between these elements. 
It is shown that the expansion chamber muffler will operate 
as a linear element when subject to incident SPLs of 165-180 
dB depending on muffler attenuation. Mufflers containing 
resonator elements show no deviation from a linear theory 
when subject to SPLs of the order ol 160 dB except at points 
near a resonant frequency. 
1:4.$ 
U2. Acoustic Impedance of Perforated Plate Liners with Two- 
Frequency Excitation. A. N. ABO•LHAMIO, Faculty of Engineer- 
ing, Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario, KIS 5B6, Canada.- 
The acoustic impedance of a lining material has been previ- 
ously shown to be dependent on the noise spectrum impressed 
upon the liner and several analytical models for its determina- 
tion have been recently proposed. The results of these models, 
however, seem to be in very good agreement with experi- 
mental data for single-frequency excitation, but not as good 
with the limited available data for two-frequency excitation. 
In this paper, an impedance tube with two sound drivers at 
one end is used to investigate the performance of perforated 
plate liners under two-frequency excitation. The two fre- 
quencies varied from 800 to 2000 Hz with SPLs at the liner 
up to 145 dB. The plate thickness varied from 0.05 to 0.20 in. 
with open area ratio ranging from 0.05 to 0.10. The experi- 
mental results indicate that, for the same SPL at the liner, 
the effect of excitation at the liner resonant frequency on the 
acoustic resistance at other frequencies is considerably higher 
than the reverse effect. Based on the experimental data ob- 
tained, modifications to the previously proposed impedance 
models are discussed. 
2:00 
U3. Sound Attenuation in Ducts Lined with Nonisotropic 
Material. U. J. KuP. z• Aso I. L. V•R, Bolt Beranek and 
Newman Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.--This paper 
deals with the sound attenuation in rectangular ducts with 
nonisotropic lining. The nooisotropy may be due to the basic 
structure of the fibrous lining material or it may be dellher- 
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ately created by rigid partitioning of the lining perpendicular 
to the duct axis. The propagation constant in the axial direc- 
tion is obtained in the form of a transcendental equation which 
includes as special cases the locally reacting lining investi- 
gated by Morse and Cremer for infinite flow resistance in the 
direction of the duct axis, and the homogeneous lining as 
treated by Scott. A simple approximate solution of the trans- 
cendental equation for low frequencies indicates that optimum 
attenuation of the fundamental mode is achieved using & non- 
isotropic lining with a flow resistance in the direction of the 
duct axis that increases with increasing frequency. At middle 
and high frequencies, the propagation constant is evaluated 
numerically using a Newton-Raphson scheme for several 
typical silencer geometries. 
2:15 
U4. Acoustic Propagation in a Waveguide with a Transverse 
Concentration Gradient. RICHARD F. SALANT, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.-- 
Acoustic propagation in a two-dimensional waveguide con- 
taining a two-component gaseous mixture with transverse 
concentration gradient, has been investigated analytically. 
It has been shown that if the steady density is uniform, the 
sole effect of a concentration gradient is to produce a variable 
sound speed. However, if the steady temperature is uniform, 
the medium must be treated as a two-component mixture. 
For the latter case, the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions have 
been computed. 
2:30 
U5. Development of a Computer Program for the Determina- 
tion of Sound Absorption in Cylindrical Ducts Lined with 
Porous Materials. A. G. JHAVERI, Harris F. Freedman, and 
Associates, Mercer Island, Washington 98040.--A computer 
program has been developed that allows a determination to be 
made of the sound absorption in cylindrical ducts. The com- 
puter program is based on a realistic mathematical model 
for computing sound absorption of a very long cylindrical 
duct lined with porous material of uniform thickness. For 
simplicity, it is assumed that there :is no airflow in the duct. 
The program computes sound absorption of the fundamental 
mode, the solution being for a single-frequency component of 
an unaveraged time signal. These calculations must be re- 
peated for each of the frequencies being considered, a special 
feature of the program. The results of this program are in 
reasonably good agreement with the: experimental data. The 
predicted curve has both qualitative: and quantitative agree- 
ment with that obtained from actual test results, in terms of 
the amplitude and location of the resonance. 
WEDNESDAY, 19 APRIL 1972 MAPLE LEAF RooM, 2:00 P.M. 
Session V. Machine Noise III: Determination of Sound Power 
DAVID LUBMAN, Chairman 
D. Lubman &' Associates, 23727 Crosson Drive, Woodland Hills, California 91364 
This session is a continuation of the two special sessions on Noise Measurement. 
Contributed Papers 
VI. Experimental Investigation of the Statistics of Sound- 
Power Radiation in a Reverberant Room. WAYNE F. SMITH 
' AND J. RONALD BAILEY, Center for Acoustical Studies, Depart- 
ment of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, North Carolina 
State University, Rayleigh, North Carolina 27607.--The meas- 
urement of sound-power injection into a reverberant room is 
subject to statistical uncertainties owing to the large fluctua- 
tions of SPL with variation of source and/or receiver position. 
Low-frequency pure-tone sources generally require many 
microphone and source positions if radiated sound power is to 
be accurately measured. An experimental investigation of low- 
frequency pure-tone sound radiation into a reverberant room 
has been conducted using both an 8-in. loudspeaker and a 30- 
in. loudspeaker at five source positions. The resulting standard 
deviation of sound-power output of the smaller speaker with 
source position is in excellent agreement with existing theory 
if the data is adjusted to account for the finite number of 
independent microphone readings. Standard deviation of the 
sound-power output of the larger speaker with source position 
is significantly lower than the theory at frequencies below 
500 Hz. [NASA is acknowledged for partial sponsorship of 
this work. ] 
V2. Practical Sound-Power-Level Measurements. L. J. 
ERIKSSON, Sonotek, New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151.--The 
measurement of sound-power level in semireverberant rooms 
is discussed. The standard equations for calculating sound- 
power level in reverberant and semireverberant rooms are 
compared. It is shown that for many practical measurements, 
the two equations produce essentially the same result. In 
particular, when the area of the room is equal to four times 
the area of the hemisphere surrounding the source, the results 
are identical under normal room conditions. This is also true 
for a cube-shaped room, if the distance from the source is one- 
half the wall dimension. Sound-pc,wer-level measurements 
made in three semireverberant rooms on a small electric motor 
are reported to illustrate this result. The effect of a partial 
enclosure on the sound-power level is also discussed. 
V3. The Effect of the Rotating Vane on the Averaged Sound 
Pressure in Reverberation Chamber. JIRI Tic•Y, Department 
of Architectural Engineering, The Pennsylvania State Uni- 
versity, 101 Engineering "A" Building, University Park, 
Pennsylvania 16802, AND DOUGLAS ANDERSEN, Engineering 
Acoustics Program, The Pennsylvania State University, 203 
Engineering "D" Building, University Park, Pennsylvania 
16802.--The modulation effect of the rotating vane in the 
reverberation chamber and the consequences on the sound- 
power measurement at single frequencies [-J. Tichy, "The 
Effect of Boundary Conditions on the Statistical Properties 
of the Sound Field in Enclosures," J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 
50, 98(A) (1971)] has been further studied. The vane causes 
the amplitude and frequency modulation of the sound field, 
which results in line frequency spectrum of the sound in the 
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chamber. Therefore, several modes or modal groups can be 
excited. The time average value of the sound pressure at a 
certain point depends on the vane speed. The statistical 
properties of the sound-pressure amplitude have been studied 
as a function of microphone location and damping of the 
chamber for various vane speeds. 
WEDNESDAY, 19 APRIL 1972 BALLROOM, 3:30 P.M. 
Session W. Plenary Session. Three Perspectives on Acoustics 
Joan C. JOHNSON, Chairman 
Pennsylvania State University, State College, Pennsylvania 16801 
Invited Papers (40 minutes) 
3:30 
Wl. Acoustics as a Physical Science. ROBERT T. BEYER, Department of Physics, Brown University, 
Providence, Rkode Island 02912.--A comprehensive review of the field of acoustics, from the perspec- 
tive of its relationship to physics, has been completed. Contrary to conclusions of many colleagues in 
the field of physics, acoustics retains a vital role in the search for knowledge about our physical 
universe. Additionally, the physical concepts developed in studies of acoustics continue to play an 
important part in support of the several aspects of acoustics that are categorized as parts of other 
fields. These viewpoints are supported by several selected examples in order to provide a meaningful 
understanding by workers in the several subfields of acoustics. 
4:10 
W2. Acoustics as a Human Science. S.S. STEVENS, Laboratory of Psychophysics, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Massackusetts 02138.--There was a time when acoustics was only a human science, but 
this changed as philosophers learned to use mathematical and other measurement tools for ordering 
and validating their thought processes. This century has seen many changes in the description of 
the field as a whole, and the human aspects continue to be among the most perplexing. The high- 
lights of accomplishments o date, some observations on our current status of knowledge, and some 
projections into the future are presented for your entertainment--if not for your information. 
4:50 
W3. Applied Acoustics and Its Role in Modem Society. DANIEL g. FLYNN, Applied Acoustics and 
Illumination Section, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. 20234.--Acoustics has been a 
wonderful science for the thousands of workers in that field. Yet, we find ourselves today with an 
unfulfilled wanting for rewards from the scientific accomplishments. It is easy to name dozens of 
specific problems of very practical importance today which need solutions based upon these accom- 
plishments. These problems cover a wide range--from health, pleasure, and other human problems 
to engineering problems of all sorts, including excavation, chemical reactions, sonar, and so forth. 
Some of these problems and proposed solutions will be described in terms of real world needs of today. 
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THURSDAY, 20 APRIL 1972 BUFFALO ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
Session X. Physical Acoustics I: Cavitation 
H v6•I G. FLYNN, Chairman 
University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 14627 
Invited Papers (30 minutes) 
9:00 
XI. Bubble Dynamics. MILTON S. PLE$$ET, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 
91109.--Recent work on vapor cavities and gas-filled bubbles will be discussed. 
9:30 
X2. Dynamics and Oscillation of Nonspherical Bubbles. D. Y. H$IE•, Divison of Applied Mathe- 
matics, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island 02912.--A brief survey is first given on the linear 
stability analyses of the motion of spherical bubbles. These include the stability of the growth and 
collapse of bubbles in an incompressible liquid and the stability of bubbles in oscillation. The linear 
stability fernrelations are extended to include the effect of the compressibility of the liquid and the 
effect of heat and mass transfer across the bubble wall. Then a variational method is formnlated to deal 
with the case when the nonsphericity of the bubble is not sinall. This Inethod leads to snme new ap- 
proaches for approximate treatments of dynamics and oscillations of nonspherical bubbles. Some ex- 
amples are treated and numerical results obtained. 
10:00 
X3. Laser-Induced Cavitation. W. LAUTERBORN, Drittes Physikalisches Institut der Universitdit 
G6ttingen, N-34 G6ttingen, Germany.--When intense laser light is focused into liquids, bubbles can 
be prod need in the vicinity of the focal point. The dynamics of these bubbles is investigated by high- 
speed photography with picttire repetitiou rates up to 10 • frames/sec. Single spherical bubbles can be 
prodneed. In water, they can be said to be the experimental realization of the Rayleigh bubble model. 
Results on both spherical and nonspherical bubble collapse, rebound, and subsequent collapses and 
rebonnds will be reported showing the seqnence of events leading to the cloud of minute bubbles often 
observed after the collapse of a big bubble. Repeated jet formation bf the same bnbble seems to be 
the major suicide mechanism. Shedding of minute bubbles occurs by gas entrainment into the jet. 
Spherical nndisturbed collapsing bnbbles remain spherical down to very small radii being heavily 
distorted a few nficroseconds later dnriug rebonnd. Nonlinear spherical bnbble oscillations are investi- 
gated in silicone oils. The stability of the spherical shape seems to be enhauced by viscosity. A 
comparison is made with calcnlated uonlinear bubble oscillations damped by viscosity. 
10:30 
X4. Vortices and Turbulence as a Cavitation Nucleation Mechanism. R. D. FINCH, Department of 
Mechanical Engineering, University of Houston, Houston, Texas 77004.--Several experiments nsing 
liquid helium as a medinm of study have indicated that superfluid vortices or tnrbulence enhance 
ultrasonic cavitation. The possible mechanisms of this process and its possible applicability for normal 
liquids are discussed. 
11:00 
X5. Investigations of Acoustic Cavitation. L. M. LAMCHEV AND V. A. AKUL1CHEV, Institute of Acoustics, 
Moscow, USSR. 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
11:30 
X6. Differential Equation Approximation to the Expansion of 
an Underwater Cylindrical Gas Bubble. DxwD E?SrE•N, 
State University of New York, Maritime College, Fort Schuyler, 
Bronx, New York 10465.--The underwater cylindrical gas- 
bubble-expansion problem has been discussed in earlier re- 
ports I-D. Epstein and J. B. Keller, J. Acoust. Sec. Amer. 
44, 395(A) (1968); J. Acoust. Sec. Amer. 46, 117 (A) (1969)]. 
It was solved in the acoustic approximation, by treating the 
water as slightly compressible, and a system of nonlinear 
integrodifferential equations for the bubble radius was de- 
rived. In recent studies, a differential equation (DE) approxi- 
mation was applied to the problem JR. A. Wentzell et al.. J. 
Acoust. Sec. Amer. 48, 1283-1286 (1970); A. I. Joffe et. al., 
Soy. Phys.--Acoust. 13, 180-183 (1967)]. Here it is shown that 
by making certain approximations, a single DE, similar to 
those used in the papers cited above, may indeed be formally 
derived from the set of integrodifferential equations. The DE 
has a logarithmic term that causes the bubble pulsations to 
increase eventually without bound. However, in the early 
stages of the expansion, the DE solntion coinpares favorably 
with the rigorous one. Thus, for certain purposes, it may be 
expected to yield usefnl results. 
11:45 
X7. Effect of Surface Tension on the Cavitation Threshold of 
Water. L. A. CRUM, J. B. GALLEMORE, AND D. A. NORDLING, 
Michelson Physical Laboratory, U.S. Naval Academy, An- 
napolis, Maryland 21402.--The threshold for transient cavita- 
tion in degassed water has been measured in a stationary wave 
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system as a function of surface tension. A surfactant was used 
to vary the surface tension of water from approximately 70 
to 30 dyn/cm a. The cavitation threshold was found to vary 
inversely with the surface tension in disagreement with the 
theoretical predictions of Apfel [J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 48, 
1179-1186 (1970)]. Glass capillary tubes were used to con- 
struct macroscopic models of microscopic revices thought to 
nucleate cavitation. The crevices were coated with polystyrene 
in order to obtain a nonwettable surface. Measurements made 
of the receding contact angle of an air-water interface moving 
in the model crevice showed a critical dependence of the con- 
tact angle upon surface tension. Motion pictures will be shown 
of the receding contact angle as a function of surface tension 
and how this receding interface may nucleate cavitation. If an 
empirical relationship is made between the contact angle and 
the surface tension, and this empirical dependence used in 
Apfel's theory, then good agreement is obtained between 
theory and experiment. [Work supported by the Office of 
Naval Research and the Naval Academy Research Council.] 
12:00 
X8. Thresholds for Surface Waves and Subharmonics Associ- 
ated with a Single Bubble. D. L. STORM, Physics Department, 
Unii•rsity of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont 05401.--•Vhen 
a gas bubble is subjected to an acoustic field, waves are seen 
on its surface after the pressure amplitude P of the ambient 
field increases beyond some threshold W. Similarly, a thresh- 
old pressure amplitude S has been observed for excitation of 
a subharmonic response of order one-half. For the work re- 
ported here, the thresholds IF and S were measured in the 
frequency range 0.1 to 3 kHz. In a typical experiment, a rather 
large single bubble, with frequency f0 of volume resonance in 
the range 0.5-1.5 kHz, was subject to a plane standing wave 
in a liquid, while prevented from rising by a thin plastic film. 
Studies were made over a range of frequencies f extending 
above and below f0. The behavior of the air-liquid interface 
was observed, and a hydrophone in the liquid near the bubble 
monitored the pressure at f/2. The output of another hydro- 
phone placed some distance away from the bubble indicated 
P. Both thresholds IV and S were found to exhibit minires for 
f--J'o. For a bubble in water resonant near 1 kHz, the lowest 
value for W was several millibars, and that for S was some- 
what greater. 
12:15 
X9. Light Scattering by Ultrasonic Cavitation in Liquid 
Helium tt.* D. B. GREENE AND P. L. •IARSTON, Stanford 
University, Stanford, California 94305.--Microscopic bubbles 
have been generated in liquid helium xz with 50-kHz ultrasonic 
sound. We have observed that light is scattered from these 
bubbles and is intensity modulated at the fundamental, har- 
monics, and subharmonics of the driving frequency. The 
SPL for the onset of scattering coincides with the second 
audible threshold described by Jarman and Taylor [P. D. 
Jarman and K. T. Taylor, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 39, 584 
(1956)3. Apparatus is now being constructed to photograph 
bubbles and to refine our original scattering measurements in 
order to measure their size distribution. We also hope to study 
the interaction of bubbles with quantized vorticies. 
* Work supported in part by The Nat. Sci. Found. 
THURSDAY, 20 APRIL 1972 EMPIRE STATE ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
Session Y. Shock and Vibration III: Analytical Techniques 
DENNIS P..•IALONE, Chairman 
State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York 14226 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
9:00 
Y1. Studies of Periodic and Transient Deformations by the 
Method of Double-Pulsed Holographic Interferometry. PETER 
SHAJENKO, Ne7.o London Laboratory, Naval Underwater Sys- 
tems Center, New London, Connecticut 06320.--Studies of 
deformation of mechanical structures subjected to periodic 
and transient excitations have been made by the method of 
double-pulsed holographic interferometry. A Q-switched ruby 
laser with pulse duration of 20 nsec and coherence length in 
excess of I m was employed. To demonstrate vibration 
analysis, a thin steel plate was driven over a range of fre- 
quencies and amplitudes. The amplitude in order of 0.1 mm 
was recorded; 288 fringes in a thin plate are clearly readable. 
Shock waves were recorded in a thick plate, transducer hous- 
ing, and a solid rod. In a thick plate, an amplitude of 220 
fringes was obtained. In loud-speaker studies, the various 
effects such as paper stiffness of the cone, cone asymmetry, 
etc., on the frequency response can be deduced from the ex- 
tremely fine details in the mode structure. The loudspeaker 
was driven to provide the power output level up to 95 dB at 
a number of frequencies and the details of characteristic mode 
structure are presented. The technique described is charac- 
terized by the high dynamic range and the extremely high 
fringe contrast attainable; the technique is relatively insensi- 
tive to spurious vibrations. As a result it is applicable to test- 
ing under diverse operational conditions. 
9:15 
Y2. Plane-Wave Admittance of an Elastic Half Space. A•ANX 
K. N!(;A.'•, Bell Telephone Laboratories, •l(urray Hill, Ne• 
Jersey 07974.--The ratio of complex amplitudes of the normal 
velocity and the normal stress (i.e., the admittance) of a plane 
displacement wave traveling on the surface of an elastic half 
space is studied. The admittance is computed as a function of 
the traveling wave parameters of the surface wave. Four ranges 
of phase velocity of the surface traveling wave have been 
identified, which are the ranges of velocity separated by the 
three characteristic speeds in the half space (the Rayleigh, 
shear, and dilatational speeds). In each of the four velocity 
ranges, the plane-wave admittance of the elastic half-space 
exhibits a different functional form. Simple interpretations 
for each functional form of the admittance are provided in 
analogy with a single-degree-of-freedom, mass-spring-dashpot 
system. The correlation of half-space behavior (to traveling 
waves on the surface) with the nature of the vibration pattern 
within the half-space is discussed. 
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9:30 
Y3. Response of a System Consisting of N Coupled Elements. 
A. J. TUCKER ANO G. MAtDANIK, 17aval Ship Research and 
Development Center, Bethesda, Maryland 20034.--The impulse 
response function method, which was developed previously 
by Tucker and Maidanik [-J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 51, 87(A) 
(1972)] is extended to a system containing N-coupled ele- 
ments where the coupling acts only at a point of each element. 
The essence of the method is that it considers the coupling to 
be a force field acting on an uncoupled element of the system. 
Then this coupling force field together with the external 
driving field and the impulse response functions of the un- 
coupled elements determines the response of the coupled 
system to an arbitrary external driving field. This method 
does not require a priori definition of the exact nature of the 
individual elements; it requires only the existence of the ele- 
mental impulse response function and knowledge of the type 
of coupling. As a specific example, the general result is utilized 
to investigate a system where the elements are identical, the 
coupling impedances are identical, the points of attachment 
on each element are similar, and a point driving force is ap- 
plied to only one element. Then the effect on the response of 
the system of various degrees of coupling and the number of 
elements in the system is examined. 
9:45 
¾4. Experimental Study of Transient Response Spectra of the 
Double Acoustical Resonator. N. N. REODY, Lockheed Georgia 
Co., Marietta, Georgia 30060, AND R. L. LOWERY, School of 
Mechanical Engineering, Oklahoma State University, Still- 
waler, Oklahoma 74074.--Experiments were conducted to 
study the pressure transient response of an adjustable double 
acoustic resonator. The excitation was provided by a trans- 
ducer at the end of a 32-It plane-wave tube. Pressure histories 
were measured in both cavities of the resonator. Pressure 
magnifications as high as 6.0 were measured in one cavity. 
The experimental results are compared with Helmhoitz theory. 
10:00 
YS. Capacitance Microphone Dynamic Membrane Deflec- 
tions. J. E. WaRRaN AND A.M. ]•RZEZlNSKI, Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, Indianapolis, Indiana, A•O J. F. HAMILXON, 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Purdue University, 
Lafayette, Indiana 47907.--In order to describe the operation 
of capacitance microphones accurately, it is necessary to have 
solutions for both the static and dynamic deflections of the 
moving electrode. The authors have previously presented 
numerical solution approaches to the static deflections caused 
by the electrical biasing of the microphone. The present paper 
describes an application of finite difference methods to the 
differential equations describing the dynamic membrane 
motion due to the acoustic excitation. The solutions include 
the effects of the static deflections and the motion of the thin 
air film between the microphone's electrodes. The numerical 
results are compared with published results for simplified 
stationary electrode geometries and with experimental data 
on more complicated geometries at different tension levels. 
The predicted mode shapes and resonant frequencies change 
greatly depending upon the magnitudes of the membrane 
tensions and the back chamber volume. 
10:15 
Y6. Optimal Performance of Physical Systems Subject to 
Impact. W. D. PtLKEV ANO B. P. WANG, Department of Aero- 
space Engineering and Engineering Physics, University of 
Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22901.--A computational 
capability for the evaluation of the limiting performance of 
transient dynamic systems is described. This capability per- 
mits the peak response (acceleration, force, displacement, or 
stress) of a system to be computed if portions of the system 
are optimally controlled or isolated. Thus, the worst occur- 
rence to a human or vehicle can be determined under pre- 
scribed impact conditions if restraints such as seat belts or 
bumpers were to react in a time-optimal fashion and if response 
constraints on the system were not violated. No design con- 
figurations of the controllers or isolators are specified. Several 
specific applications of the capability to human and trans- 
portation systems are presented. In terms of design, this 
capability allows the designer to ascertain on the basis of 
response specifications alone the feasibility of a proposed 
design; in addition, he can measure and monitor his success 
during the design process. This is Fossible because the capa- 
bility provides characteristics of the theoretically best, i.e., 
the limiting, design concept. Without the characteristics of 
the limiting design, the evaluation of proposed designs can be 
made only by performing a multitude of analyses for each 
candidate design. The problem is formulated in terms of linear 
programming. The controllers can be nonlinear, linear, active, 
or passive, while the remainder of the system must be linear. 
The linear programming formulation permits the use of off- 
the-shelf computer programs for the solution and, because 
of the capability of standard linear programs, means that 
multidegree-of-freedom, multi-isolator problems subjected to 
multiple, alternative sets of transient loading can be treated. 
10:30 
Y7. Response of an Infinite Strip of Structure to Fluctuating 
Pressure Fields. CHARLES T. MORROW, Advanced Technology 
Center, Inc., Dallas, Texas 75222.--The best-known method 
of predicting the response of aerospace structure to intense 
noise fields is statistical energy analysis (SEA). This is an 
approximate analysis of a complicated structure. It is pro- 
posed to snpplement this by a simplified model analysis--an 
exact analysis of a simple model to be used as a basis for 
inferences about real structure. The simplest model is a strip 
of infinite length with one-dimensional propagation charac- 
teristics for transverse vibration defined by a velocity and an 
attenuation constant which may depend on frequency. Re- 
sponses are derived for several flight pressure fields and for 
a reverberant field. 
THURSDAY, 20 APRIL 1972 GEORGIAN ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
Session Z. Physics of Sound in the Sea II: Radiation and Scattering 
GARLAND BARNARD, Chairman 
Applied Research Laboratories, University of Texas, A ustin, Texas 78712 
Contrlbut•d Papers (12 minutas) 
9:00 State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York 
Z1. Eigenvalues for Wave Motion in Irregularly Shaped Re- 14214.--Eigenvalues areobtained by means of a Helmholtz 
gions. RICHARD PAUL SHAW AND GEORGE TAI, F.E.A.S., integral cqnation formulation for wave resonances in two- 
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and three-dimensional enclosed regions. Examples of circular 
and spherical regions are given to compare this approach to 
the simpler but less general separation of variables method. 
An example of a triangularly shaped two-dimensional region 
is given to illustrate the advantages of th. is approach, i.e., 
that only surface values of the dependent variables appear, 
allowing a fine grid to be used with relatively few points, as 
compared to a standard finite difference approach for a non- 
separable geometry. 
9:30 
Z2. Experimental Observation of Monastatic Reflection by 
Elastic Spheres in Water. RICHARD H. VOGT, LOUIS R. DRAG- 
ONETTE, AND WERNER G. NEUBAUER, Naval Research Labo- 
ratory, Washington, D.C. 20390.---Careful comparison of 
steady-state theory and experiment has shown that outstand- 
ing features such as nulls in the reflection solution vs ka for 
spheres can be identified with precision by pulse experiments. 
The systematic influence of experimental parameters such as 
elastic constants and ambient temperature is discussed. A 
persistent discrepancy of 0.05% in wavenumber between 
theory and experiment has been observed. 
9:15 
Z3. A Kirchhoff Solution to the Diffraction by an Elastic 
Wedge. T. J. EmLER A.•D R. NEW, The Catholi• University of 
America, WashingIon, D.C. 20017.--The scattering of an 
incident plane wave from an elastic wedge has been calculated 
using the Kirchhoff approximation. In this method reflected 
and transmitted waves are first calculated using $neil's law. 
The boundary values obtained in this way for the pressure 
and its normal derivative on the surface of the wedge are then 
substituted into the Helmholtz integral. The radiation pattern 
of the diffracted wave has been calculated for infinite steel 
wedges in water and compared with rigid wedge solutions. 
Close agreement is found except in certain directions corre- 
sponding to transmitted plane waves not present in the rigid 
case. The effect of penetration on the diffracted wave becomes 
more important as the number of internal reflections within 
the wedge increases. The method also introduces some spurious 
infinites in a finite number of directions. 
9:45 
Z4. Acoustic Backscattering from Spherical and Cylindrical 
Shells. DONALO BRILL, Naval Academy, Annapolis, Mary- 
land 21402, H. •IBERALL, Catholic University, WashingIon, 
D.C. 20017, AND PETER UGIN•SIU$, Naval IVespans Labora- 
tory, Dahlgren, Virginia 22448.--The target strength of thin 
spherical and cylindrical elastic shells, either air- or water- 
filled, has been calculated in order to assess the effects of 
penetrability of the shell material on the scattering process. 
Calculations have been performed using both the Kirchhoff 
method and the Watson-Sommerfeld transformation of the 
Rayleigh normal-mode series. The contribution of specular 
reflection from the vertex can be separated out in either 
method, and distinguished from shadow-boundary reflections 
or creeping-wave contributions. Similarly as in the normal- 
mode calculations of Diercks and Hickling [-J. Acoust. Sac. 
Amer. 41, 380 (1967)], the penetrability effects were found to 
be considerable. 
10:00 
ZS. Experimental Measurements of the Scattering of Acoustic 
Waves by Rough Surfaces. P. J, WELTON, H. G. FRE¾, AND 
P. G. MOORE, Applied Research Laboratories, The University 
of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712.--Measured scattering 
coefficients are presented for four randomly rough, pressure- 
release surfaces that are statistically related. The scattering 
data were collected at frequencies of 100, 200, and 500 kHz 
for forward, specular, and backscattering geometries. The 
ratios of acoustic wavelength to surface rms height (X/h) 
range from 6.5 to 0.33. The wide range of scattering geometries, 
frequencies, and roughness included in these measurements 
make these data the most complete collection of acoustical 
scattering measurements yet available for statistically known 
rough surfaces. 
10:15 
Z6. Observations of Acoustic Radiation Resulting from Inci- 
dence at the Critical Angles and the Rayleigh Angle for Plane 
Surfaces. WERNER G. NEUBAUER, Naval Research Laboratory, 
Washington, D.C. 20390.--The resulting radiated field is ob- 
served by sehlieren methods for an ultrasonic beam generated 
in water incident on a solid interface. Radiation outside the 
specular region has been observed at the longitudinal and 
shear critical angles and at the Rayleigh angle. A periodic 
spatial variation in acoustic amplitude occurs in this radiated 
field at the Rayleigh angle. This effect will be discussed. 
10:30 
Z7. An Exact Solution for the Impulse Response of a Baffled 
Rectangular Piston. J. C. Locgwooo AND H. O. BERKTA¾, 
Applied Research Laboratories, The University of Texas at 
Austin, Austin, Texas 7871L--An exact solution for the pres- 
sure at any point in the field of an impulsively accelerated 
rectangular piston is obtained. This is a closed-form time- 
domain solution obtained by a geometrical approach similar 
to that used by Farn and Huang [J. Acoust. Sac. Amer. 43, 
252-257 (1968)] for the case of a circular piston. It is expected 
that the impulse response obtained in the present case will be 
useful in calculating the nearfield for arbitrary motion of a 
rectangular piston. [This work was sponsored by the Office of 
Naval Research.] 
10:45 
Z8. Measurement of Axial Velocity Profiles and Resulting 
Acoustical Fields of a Rod. L. J. NOWOTN¾ n•V E. L. HlXSON, 
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Texas, 
Austin, Texas 78712.--Sinusoidal stress waves over the fre- 
quency range 10.0-85.8 kHz were transmitted down a cylin- 
drical aluminum rod 12 ft long with a radius of 0.75 in. Using 
a modified Twyman-Green interferometer and a high-sensi- 
tivity fast rise time, photodiode radial distributions of peak- 
to-peak axial displacement were measured at the radiating 
face of the rod while it was under CW excitation. Measure- 
ments verified the almost pistonlike displacement profiles for 
low frequencies and indicated increased distortion of the face 
with increasing frequency. Nodal cylinders of axial displace- 
ment were found to occur beginning at about 29 kHz with only 
the lowest symmetric mode propagating in the rod. Directlytry 
patterns of the radiating rod were measured over the specified 
frequency range in a laboratory pool. Only the radiating rod 
face was exposed to water at the plane surface of a S-f t-square 
aluminmn baffle. Measurements taken with pulsed ainuastral 
excitation applied were compared with calculations for an 
ideal piston in an infinite baffle. 
11:00 
Z9. Multipole Expansion of Sound Radiation from Mov/ng 
Rigid Bodies. T•o•ans EISLER, The Catholic Uni•rsity of 
America, Washington, D.C. 20017.--The solution of the wave 
equation with a source term extended in space and moving as 
a rigid body with translation and rotation is expanded about 
an interior point in terms of point multipoles, which are ex- 
pressed as spatial derivatives of the Lienard-Wiechert solution 
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for a monopole. An application to sound radiation from moving 
rigid bodies is given using the theory of Ffowcs-Williams and 
Hawkings [Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London A2tM, 321 (1969)]. 
As examples, the radiation fields of a rotating ellipsoid and 
a sphere in accelerated rectilinear motion are estimated. 
11:15 
Z10. Mutual Radiation Impedance between a Circular Piston 
and a Piston of Arbitrary Shape. P. R. STEPANISHEN, General 
Dynamics/Electric Boat Division, Groton, Connecticut 06340.-- 
A time-domain approach is presented to compute the mutual 
radiation impedance between a circular piston and a piston 
of arbitrary shape where both pistons are mounted in a rigid 
planar baffle. The approach is based on numerically evaluating 
the Fourier transform of an impulse response, which is equiv- 
alent to the time-dependent force on the piston of arbitrary 
shape resulting from the impulsive velocity of the circular 
piston. An integral expression over a single variable is pre- 
sented for the impulse response between the circular piston 
and an arbitrary shaped piston. The mutual impedance be- 
tween a circular piston and a concentric annular ring is in- 
vestigated as a special case. A closed-form expression is de- 
rived for the impulse response, which is shown to consist of 
two pulses that are associated with the edges of the ring. 
Numerical results for the mutual impedance are then presented 
as a function of frequency and the impedance is shown to be 
zero for certain critical frequencies. The configuration of two 
unequal circular pistons is also discussed as a special case, 
and numerical results are presented for the impulse response 
and impedance as a function of frequency. 
11:30 
gll. Radiation from an Array of Transducers on a Finite 
Cylinder. D. T. PORTER, New London Laboratory, Naval 
Underwater Systems Center, New London, Connecticut 06320, 
^ND P. H. ROOERS, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, 
D.C. 20390.--It is difficult to obtain valid solutions for a large 
finite cylindrical array using the Helmholtz integral or source- 
density formulations because of the density of the eigenfre- 
quencies of the interior of the body. Near these eigenfrequen- 
cies, it is difficult to obtain valid solutions. If a hole is drilled 
through the cylinder, the interior eigenfrequencies of the re- 
sulting finite annular cylinder can easily be found. If the hole 
is large enough so that the restilting wall thickness is less than 
a half wavelength, then there will be no eigenfrequencies 
below the sonar frequency and the eigeufrequency problem is 
avoided. An example is given showing that this hole has negli- 
gible effects on the radiated patteru. Beam patterns for an 
array of six bands on a finite annular cylinder three wave- 
lengths high, 10 wavelengths in diameter, and [ wavelength 
in wall thickness are compared with patterns for the same 
array on an infinite cylinder, for various depression angles. 
The finite and infinite cylinder patterns looked much alike, 
with diffraction oscillations added. The diffraction oscillations 
were seen on the main lobe only for depression angles deeper 
than 30 ø . 
THURSDAY, 20 APRIL 1972 MAPLE LEAF ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
Session AA. Noise II: Noise Control for Vehicles and Stationary Noise Sources 
CLAYTON H. ALLEN, Chairman 
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 
Contributed Papers 
AA1. Regulation of Vehicular Noise in Hawaii. J. C. BURGESS, 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Hawaii, 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822.--A detailed Public Health Regula- 
tion entitled, "Vehicular Noise Control For Oahu," is await- 
ing signature by the Governor. The regulation applies to all 
vehicles and their auxiliary devices when operated on traffic- 
ways on the Island of Oahu. Separate objective standards are 
specified for "light" and "heavy" vehicles. Motorcycles are 
included with the light vehicles. For all vehicles, operational 
noise limits are specified in terms of sound level A, posted 
speed limit, and measurement distances between 20 and 50 
ft. For heavy vehicles, times of day and days of the week are 
also specified. Goals for the future are identified. An important 
feature of the regulation is the definition of an extensive permit 
system. Its function is to allow stringent standards to be set 
initially while providing for administrative flexibility to grant 
exceptions necessary in the public interest. Other important 
sections of the regulation concern exemptions, truck routes, 
mufflers, measurement, enforcement, and publication. 
AA2. Subjective Study of Tire and Engine-Exhaust Noise. 
ADNAN AKAY, WILLIAM F. I{EITI•R, JR., A•n HARVIgY COlIF. N, 
Center for Acoustical Studies, North Carolina State Unieersity, 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27607.--Effective enforcement of 
noise regulations governing ground transportation vehicles 
depends on a valid noise rating scale for monitoring the 
noises involved. Previous investigations have shown that the 
dBA rating is acceptable for tire noise and engine noise. This 
investigation was aimed at evaluating rating scales for com- 
parison of tire and engine-exhaust noise. The method of paired 
comparisons was used to evaluate subjectively noise com- 
posed predominantly of truck tire noise compared to diesel 
engine-exhaust noise at three different vehicle and engine 
speeds. The tests were conducted in a simulated home en- 
vironment. Recordings obtained under actual field conditions 
were used as stimuli and were presented at two different 
sound pressure levels to a total of 85 subjects in groups of 10 
or fewer. The stimuli presented were rated objectively in 
PNdB, EPNdB, SAE Phons, A-weighted SPL, and according 
to the Stevens Mark VII criteria. A correlation analysis was 
carried out to determine the relative validity of the these 
ratings. [NASA is acknowledged for partial sponsorship of 
this work.'] 
AA3. Interior/Exterior Noise Levels of Over-the-Road 
Trucks. THOMAS L. QUINDRY AND •;VILLIAM A. LEASURE, JR., 
Applied Acoustics and Illumination Seeion, Institute for Ap- 
plied Technology, National Bureau ef Standards, Washington, 
D.C. 20234.--Interior/exterior measurements were made on 
15 trucks covering many makes, models, and drive-train com- 
binations to provide an information base concerning vehicle 
interior noise levels for rulemaking by the Bureau of Motor 
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Carrier Safety, Department of Transportation. Measurements 
were made 6 in. from the left and right ears of the drivers 
under various vehicle operational modes with windows open 
and closed. Stationary tests included: (a) low idle, (b) ac- 
celeration from low idle to maximum governed rpm with wide 
open throttle while in neutral gear; and (c) high idle. In ad- 
dition to the acceleration and deceleration tests specified by 
SAE J366 (Exterior Sound Level for Heavy Trucks and 
Busses), an additional moving test was performed to simulate 
a truck starting up in city traffic. In order to study the effect 
of total truck noise on the community, simultaneous exterior 
measurements were made with an array of six microphones. 
The data obtained, as well as the test procedure and measure- 
ment techniques utilized, will be discussed. 
AA4. Nonlinear Effects in Helmholtz Resonator Mufflers for 
Internal Combustion Engines, A. J. BR^MMEI•, N. OLSON, J. 
E. PIERCY, AND F. E. TOOLE, Physics Division, National Re- 
search Council, Ottawa, Canada.--The design of exhaust 
mufflers for internal combustion engines in practice tends to 
rely heavily on empirical art. One reason could be that the 
available theory is generally linear (hence suitable for low 
sound levels) and the levels inside the muffler are too high. 
We have chosen a simple case, one-stage Helmholtz resonator 
mufflers mounted on a small one-cylinder two-cycle engine, 
to test experimentally for nonlinear effects. Some configura- 
tions that are equivalent according to linear theory are found 
to produce insertion losses which differ by at least a factor of 
2, as measured in dBA. Experimental evidence indicates the 
configuration in which tail and exhaust pipes are aligned is 
particularly ineffective because nonlinear jetting of the type 
analyzed previously for orifices by Ingard and his colleagues 
tends to bypass the volume. 
AA5. Economics of Noise Control in New York State. ALLAN 
M. TEPLITZKY, O•ce of Environmental Affairs, Consolidated 
Edison Co. of New York, Inc., New York, New York 10003.-- 
Department of Labor occupational noise-exposure standards 
will not protect all employees from hearing loss. For an oc- 
cupational noise xposure of 90 dBA for 8 h/day for 10 years or 
more, the expected New York State Workmen's Compensation 
award per employee per year is estimated to be $25. A compre- 
hensive hearing conservation program to reduce an employer's 
liability for hearing loss could be financed by savings in poten- 
tial compensation awards. Similarly, in plants where the oc- 
cupational noise nvironment exceeds O.S.H.A. noise-exposure 
requirements, expenditures for engineering methods for noise 
control may be economically justified by savings in potential 
compensation payments. This paper reviews the methodology 
for determining the expected employee compensation award 
for occupational hearing loss and relates it to potential hear- 
ing conservation program costs. 
AA6. Punch Press Noise, A Program for Analysis and Reduc- 
tion. O. A. SH•NA•SH•N, General Electric Company, Corporate 
Research and Development, Schenectady, New York 12345.-- 
Occupational Safety and Health regulations are demanding 
the search for solutions to industrial noises in factories. Presses 
are among the more common and most noisy of the offending 
manufacturing machines. This paper discusses an approach 
to reducing the noise at the source which is the most desirable 
solution. Experimental and analytical work was done to 
isolate the separate sources of noise and their contribution to 
the over-all noise. Presses were instrumented to monitor the 
different events generating excitation forces, and to measure 
the vibration levels of significant parts. Analysis of the data 
from vibration and sound made possible the correlation be- 
tween the over-all sound, the different events, and the vibra- 
tions of key parts in the press. Steps are outlined to change 
the character of forces and vibrating parts to reduce the noise. 
Preliminary laboratory tests indicate that substantial noise 
reduction can be achieved once the diagnostics have been 
completed successfully. 
AA7. Noise Reduction of a Residential Air Conditioner. 
ANDREW F. SEYBERT, Cummins Engine Company, Columbus, 
Indiana 47201, ^ NO MALCOM J. CROCKER, Ray W. Herrick 
Laboratories, School of Mechanical Engineering, Purdue Uni- 
versity, Lafayette, Indiana 47907.--The major sources of noise 
in a residential air-conditioner were studied. SPL and accelera- 
tion spectra were measured in an anechoic room. The noise 
sources were found to be the condenser fan motor, the evapo- 
rator fan motor, and the compressor. Measurements revealed 
that the fan motors were vibrating predominantly at twice 
line frequency, 120 Hz, and the vibration was being trans- 
mitted to the air-conidtioner panels. The research was con- 
centrated on reducing this 120-Hz hum. The effectiveness of 
the fan-motor-isolation systems was studied by varying the 
frequency of the current supplied to one motor. The motor 
acceleration and the SPL at twice line frequency were both 
monitored. The acceleration frequency plot revealed a fan- 
motor-isolation system resonance frequency close to the 
operating frequency of 120 Hz. By reducing the stiffness of 
the mounting brackets of each of the fan motors, the SPL at 
120 Hz was reduced by 12.5 dB. [-Work supported by American 
Standard. ] 
AA8. Automatic Control of Transformer Noise by Synthesiz- 
ing Directivity. KEN'ITI KIDO, Research Institute of Electrical 
Communication, Tohoku University, Sendal, Japan. The noise 
of outdoor transformers has been controlled chiefly by acoustic 
screen, but the effect of the screen has not been so large. On 
the other hand, some efforts to make a transformer with low 
noise level have been carried out and the radiated noise level 
from newly designed low noise transformer has been largely 
decreased by the vibration insulation between the core and 
the outer case. But the cost of the transformer has increased. 
The idea of controlling the noise with some additional sound 
sources had been proposed as an acceptable method, which is 
adopted in this paper. The sound field around the transformer 
must be controlled by the adjustment of the amplitudes and 
the phases of the additional sound sources. But how to adjust 
them is so difficult that there have not yet been practical 
results. The proper adjustment of the additional sound sources 
is difficult because the conditions of the sound field and the 
power source may change at times. Therefore, it is necessary 
to control automatically the amplitudes and the phases of the 
additional sound sources. The author has developed the 
practical method of automatic control of the noise and proved 
the effectiveness of the controlling method. The outline of the 
fundamental considerations and the successful results of the 
field experiments are described in this paper with the explana- 
tion of directivity synthesis, problems of stability, and the 
controlling procedure, especially the successive adjustment 
method. 
AA9. Analysis of Noise Generation in Industrial Wood 
Planers. JoHN S. STEWART AND F. D. HART, Center for 
Acoustical Studies, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North 
Carolina 27607.--The primary sources of noise from industrial 
wood planers are associated with board radiation and aero- 
dynamic phenomena. The factors that control board radiation 
have been studied analytically and experimentally. The 
parameters considered include board width, length, thickness, 
and wood species. A model for determining the sound power 
emitted because of board radiation is developed, and theoreti- 
cal results are compared with experimental data. Board width 
is shown to be the most important board geometric parameter 
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in noise radiation. [NASA and Newman Machine Company 
are acknowledged for partial sponsorship of this work.q 
AA10. Control of Noise Sources on Sea-Going Tow Boats. 
K. D. HAREORD, A. J. PRICE, AND T. E. SIDDON, Acoustical 
Engineering, Suite 3- 690 Number Three Road, Richmond, 
British Columbia, Canada.--The paper describes noise-control 
studies on a number of commercial tow-boats operating on 
the North-Pacific coast. Noise levels in these small vessels 
often exceed 80 dBA in the sleeping accommodation areas. 
Crew may be continuously exposed to these high levels of 
noise for periods of several days. A variety of diagnostic 
techniques have facilitated the separation and localization of 
sources of structure-borne and air-borne sound. These include 
the use of artificial sources, spectral and cross-correlation 
analysis, vibration analysis, and statistical energy methods, 
together with the less sophisticated trial and elimination ap- 
proach. On most boats, structure-borne vibration made the 
greatest contribution to noise levels in occupied spaces. The 
high noise levels were directly attributed to one or more 
mechanical deficiencies on each boat. Such deficiencies in- 
cluded faulty bulkhead design, inadequate acoustic isolation 
of crew quarters, and, principally, the widespread practice of 
mounting the engine, gear box, and ancillary components 
rigidly to the main structural elements of the vessel. Imple- 
mentation of noise-control recommendations restilted in sig- 
nificant noise reduction on several vessels. Quantitative results 
for isolation of both engines and occupied spaces are presented. 
THURSDAY, 20 APRIL 1972 TERRACE ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
Session BB. Symposium on Deafness 
Lois L. ELLIOTT, Chairman 
O•ce of Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Washington, D.C. 
This session is given in memory of Elizabeth Guild. 
Invited Papers 
BBl. The World of Deafness--As Viewed by An Insider. MALCOM NORWOOD, Bureau of Education 
for the Handicapped, U.S. O. ff•ce of Education, Washington, D.C. 20202.--A first-person account of 
the experiences aud problems encountered in a world of silence. Described are a personal reaction to 
the loss of hearing and the reaction of the family; educational experiences; social ife; methods of com- 
munication; and problems constantly faced in a competitive professional world. 
BB2. Genetic Features of Deafness. KENNETH S. BROWN, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, 
Maryland 20014.--The pattern of hearing loss of children in schools for the deaf provides little infor- 
mation regarding etiology, but it is possible to evaluate the relative contribution of several etiologic 
factors by study of •nedical histories and family records. Traits such as thyroid or pigment anomalies 
can be used to identify particular genetic defects iu a small proportion of deaf children; however, 
family data suggest that over half of all cases are the restilt of inheritance. Although most of the 
responsible genes are not now recognizable, pedigree data give excellent fit to simple geuetic models. 
Thus we are able to estimate the minilnum nulnber of genes causing deafness and predict risks of 
deafness in offspring. Using experimental animals with patterns of hereditary deafness imilar to 
man, we can observe development and anatomy which suggest important directions for the study of 
deaf children. 
BB3. Anatomical Correlates of Deafness. CATHERINE A. SUlTa, Department of Otolaryngology, 
University of Oregon Medical School, Portland, Oregon 97•01. Structural defects associated with 
deafness may be divided into two classes. The first class is associated with structures of the external 
and middle ear with the result that conduction of sound is impeded. Deformities of the external 
auditory canal aud the ossicles may be hereditary and present at birth. Middle-ear infections, oto- 
sclerosis, etc., acquired later may alter normal ossicular chain function. If properly diagnosed, for 
the most part these can be repaired by surgery. In the second class, the pathology is restricted to the 
inner ear. If the defect is congenital, it may have been inherited, or occurred "in otero" such as with 
rubella infections. After birth, an individual may be exposed to any number of situations which 
cause destruction of the hair cells and the cochlear nerve fibers. If the loss is extensive enough, a defec- 
tive receptor organ results, with partial or complete deafness of the individual. It is not clear at present 
precisely what percentage of hair cells and nerve fibers are necessary for adeqoate social communica- 
tion, but there is no replacement of degenerated receptor cells or sensory nerve fibers. 
BB4. Amelioration of Deafness. EDWIN W. MARTIN, Associate Com•nissioner of Education, Bureau 
of Education for the Handicapped, U.S. 02•ce of Education, Washinœton, D.C. 202'02, ARTHVR 
F. NIEMOr[•ER, Central Institute for the Deaf, St. Louis, Missouri AND KENNETH N. STEVENS, Massa- 
chusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.--Although medical advances will help 
prevent deafness and engineering developments may provide auxiliary resources, the primary respon- 
sibility for ameliorating this handicapping condition, particularly for children, rests on education. 
Available evidence suggests that the age of beginning educational intervention, including auditory 
amplification, language and speech development, and parent guidance, is extremely important--the 
earlier the better. Early education also requires procedures for identification of deafness. Some 
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States have now legislated programs for children younger than five years, but much more remains to 
be accomplished. 
THURSDAY, 20 APRIL 1972 GEORGIAN ROOM, 2:00 V.•t. 
Session CC. Speech Communication V: Acoustical Properties of Pathological Speech 
GEORGE W. HUGHES, Chairman 
Sckool of Electrical Engineering, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana 47907 
Invited Papers (30 minutes) 
CC1. Acoustical Properties of Alaryngeal Speech. B. WEINRERg, Speech Research Laboratory, Indiana 
University Medical Center, Indianapolis, Indiana 46202.--This paper will review recent findings 
coming from a research program in which the acoustic properties of various types of alaryngeal speech 
were examined. The fundamental frequency, rate, phonation time, long-term spectral, and vowel- 
formant frequency characteristics of male and female esophageal talkers were measured in an attempt 
to provide information about the physical properties of esophageal speech and to find correlates to 
listeners' judgments of the sex of these speakers' voices. Significant sex differences were found for 
some of the physical measures. These studies show that close relationships can be found between 
the acoustical and perceptual spaces of esophageal voices. In other experiments, the acoustical proper- 
ties of two other types of alaryngeal speech--buccal and pharyngeal speech--were measured in an 
attempt to evaluate their potential use as primary methods of alaryngeal speech. Studies of the mech- 
anism of phonation, fundamental frequency, phonation time, rate, intelligibility, and long-time 
spectral characteristics oœ buccai and pharyngeal speech were completed. The results of these experi- 
ments support the hypothesis that both buccal and pharyngeal speech do not represent efficient or 
practical primary methods of alaryngeal speech. 
CC2. Larlmgeal-Disorder Detection through Speech Analysis. T. H. CRYSTAL, SIGNA TRON, Inc., 
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173.--This talk reports on a study into the feasibility of using automatic 
voice analysis for the detection of laryngeal disorder. Over 200 normal and pathological subjects were 
examined and had their voices recorded at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary. The first stage 
of the automatic analysis was a highly accurate peak detection and pitch tracking on a throat micro- 
phone signal [-CRYSTAL, T. H., and C. L. JACKSON (1970), J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 48, 118(A)]. Liebet- 
man's pitch perturbation technique [P. LIEBERMAN (1963). J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 35, 334-353] was 
extended to amplitudes. Our analysis was made on "jitter" defined as the difference between smoothed 
data and actual data. The normalized mean-square jitter was then used as an index of vocal quality. 
A set of such indices, obtained by using different smoothing algorithms, was used in a multivariate 
discriminant analysis of the data. Linear discrimination on the training data allowed the separation 
of 83% of the male pathologicals when the decision threshold was set to misclassify less than 7% of 
the male normals. Less separation was obtained with females. This performance has also been com- 
pared to the effectiveness of a voice-evaluation procedure, which was specially introduced into the 
physician's examination. A review of the procedureg and data together with the rate of incidence of 
iaryngeal disorder suggests certain directions for the continuation of this work. [-The original work 
was supported under the Neurological and Sensory Disease Control Program, U.S. Public Health 
Service, whose personnel contributed to the project.-] 
CC3. Acoustic and Perceptual Characteristics of the Speech of Deaf Children. HARRY LEVITT, Doctoral 
Program in Speech, The City University of New York, Graduate Division, 33 West 42 Street, New York, 
New York 10036.--The speech of deaf children differs from that of normal children in many ways. 
There are articulatory errors such as omission of consonants, insertion of adventitious sounds (typi- 
cally between syllables and in consonant clusters). substitutions of one phoneme for another, moderate 
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distortions in which the intended phoneme is still recognizable, and severe distortions in which there 
is no recognizable phoneme. In addition to articulatory errors involving individual phonemes, there 
are suprasegmental errors such as incorrect rhythm, stress, intonation, phrasing, and errors involving 
other prosodic features. There are also problems of voice quality such as excessive harshness, bresthi- 
ness, nasality, and problems of pitch, i.e., average pitch too high, too low, or excessively variable. 
Acoustic measurements correlate reasonably well with these perceptual observations. On average, the 
fundamental frequency contours of deaf children tend to be higher than for normal children of the 
same age and sex, but there are notable exceptions in which the fundamental frequency contour is 
very low, or exhibits sudden changes from one extreme to the other. Formant frequencies during 
vowel sounds are similar to those for normal children, but are biased towards values typical of the 
schwa vowel. Substitution of the schwa for other vowels is a common error. Experiments involving 
measurements on other acoustic parameters, such as formant transitions and fricative spectra are 
currently in progress. 
CC4. An Acoustic and Electromyographic Investigation of Consonant-Vowel Transitions in the Speech 
of Deaf Adults. H. B. ROTH•AN, Communication Sciences Laboratory, University of Florida, Gainesville, 
Florida 32601.--An acoustic and electromyographic investigation of the speech of normal-hearing and 
deaf speakers attempted to answer questions concerning formant transitions, coarticulation, and 
neutralization of vowels in the speech of deaf adults. In order to accomplish this, EMG and acoustic 
recordings were made simultaneously as each subject read a constant phrase into which a variable 
key word was embedded. The deaf speakers chosen for this study were judged to be above average in 
intelligibility for deaf talkers with a profound bilateral hearing loss of early onset. Acoustical analysis 
was performed by making wide-band spectrograms of selected recorded stimulus items. The amplitude 
display of the sonograph was used for relating electromyographic events to acoustic events in time. 
The results of this study showed that the transitions of deaf speakers had a restricted range of •nove- 
meut and a slower rate of movement than those of normal speakers. The speech of the deaf shows 
relatively small coarticulation effects, their vowels tend to be neutralized regardless of the context, 
and they tend to begin an articulatory sequence in a similar manner regardless of the context. The 
deaf speakers also exhibited difficulty coordinating articulation with phonation and their articulatory 
behavior showed greater variability than did the articulatory behavior of the normal speakers. The 
discussion of the results will iudicate their implications for speech training of the deaf. 
CC5. Acoustic Measures of Nasalizafion and Nasality. MARTIN F. SC.WAR?Z, Department of Speech, 
Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122.--In this paper a description is given of four 
of the primary acoustic features that have been found to be associated with the nasalization of vowels. 
Comparative normal-nasal spectra are portrayed for several vowels, and explanations to account for 
each of the prominent within-vowel differences are offered. In addition, other evidence is presented 
which is used to suggest hat each of the primary acoustic features of nasalization may also be the 
result of factors quite unrelated to nasal coupling. These factors, manifestations of typical normal 
variations, are used to develop the thesis that it is not readily possible to isolate the aconstic features 
of nasalization within a given vowel spectrum. The implications of this thesis are then manifest in 
a questioning of the validity of the term, nasality. 
CC6. Some Acoustic Aspects of Stuttered Speech. J. G. A•NELLO, Department of Speech Science, 
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio 45221, AIqD M. E. WINGriT% State University of New York, 
Buffalo, New York 1420g.--Three extensive studies have been conducted on the acoustic features of 
stuttered speech. One study examined the temporal properties and formants of speech having various 
degrees of fluency. Another study reports on the coarticulation patterns across two languages ( Italian- 
English) of stutterers and nonstutterers. The third study (discussed more extensively) is on the 
spectrographic patterns of simultaneous intraoral air pressure and formant patterns of stutterers 
and nonstutterers. Stutterers and normal speakers produced a series of syllables of/pa, ha, ap, ab, 
spa, aba/and some short phrases. Simultaneous measures of intraoral air pressure and formant pat- 
terns of these utterances reflected the transitional features of labial release to giottal onset patterns, 
e.g., plosive to vowel. Also, vowel and plosive measurements reflected the manner of glottal termina- 
tion followed by labial closure. Standard spectrographic tracings illustrate only the acoustic events 
of speech and pose certain problems of accurate temporal measurements for stutterers, since a great 
deal of their speech efforts are essentially nonacoustical. A system is presented that yields a more 
discrete pattern of the articulatory events in terms of formant patterns and intraoral air pressure. 
The transitional features in the fluent and nonfluent production of syllables uttered by stutterers and 
nonstutterers will be illustrated. The difference is shown to be within the transitional aspects of seg- 
mental units. The transitional features within the syllabic structure of the stuttered speech point to 
a disruption of coarticulated events. This transitional failure is the phenomenal core of stuttering. 
Implications will be discussed, particularly that voice control is the core element in stuttering behavior. 
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THURSDAY, 20 APRIL 1972 HARTFORD ROOM, 2:00 P.M. 
Session DD. Bull Session on CaPitation and Its Uses 
WESLEY L. NYBORG, Moderator 
University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont 
Sponsored jointly by the Technical Committees on Physical and Engineering Acoustics 
There will be opportunity for informal discussion on capitation theory and 
practice. Topics will include standardization of ultrasonic cleaners; relationship 
of capitation theory to practical situations; possibilities for design of capitation 
fields; and biological and medical applications of sonic capitation. 
THURSDAY, 20 APRIL 1972 BUFFALO Roo•xt, 2:00 P.M. 
Session EE. Shock and Vibration IV: Dynamic Characteristics of 
Anthropomorphic Dummies and Auto Crash Studies 
HENNING E. yON GIERKI•, Chairman 
Department of the Air Force, 6570th Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433 
lnvited Papers 
EEl. Crash Survivabihty. CHARLES Y. •,¾ARNER, National Highway Traff½ Safety Administration, 
Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C. 20590.--The starting point for automotive crash- 
worthiness design must be the tolerance of the human biological system to impact. For obvious rea- 
sons, human tolerance to impact cannot be evaluated by a simple test of ultimate strength. The 
human body has an infinite number of degrees of freedom, and many modes of loading which pose 
threats of injury. Further, no samples of actual material are available for destructive testing. Present 
design information on human tolerance is a composite of extrapolations from accidental impacts, 
human experiments at voluntary levels, cadaver experiments, and animal exlmsures at injury and 
fatal levels. Although a large body of experimental data has been accumulated, it must be carefully 
interpreted if valid design decisions are to be reached. Anthropometric dummies enter into the design 
process at two levels. First, dummies can contribute to knowledge of occupant crash dynamics, at least 
up to the instant of second collision. (The contribution thereafter is greatly dependent upon the degree 
of sophistication of the dummy.) Second, the dummy may be used to evaluate the performance of 
a given design. Of course, results of any te•ting with dummies depend upon the realism of dummy 
performance for the specific hardware and the mode of impact being investigated. This presentation 
outlines one program for determining automobile crash survivability criteria. Human tolerance is 
estimated by volunteer and animal tests of several restraint systems. The interaction of the vehicle 
structure, restraint system, and occupant are demonstrated by the restilts of prototype vehicle crash 
tests. 
EE2. Dynamic Characteristics of the Crash Victim--Comparison of Experimental Results on Anthro- 
pomorphic Dummies with a Three-Dimensional Computer Simulation. J. A. BARXZ AND R. A. PxztA•-h 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., Buffalo, Ne• York 14421.•A mathematical model of the cra-qh 
victim, either vehicle occupant or pedestrian, in a three-dimensional crash environment has been 
developed and validated at CAL. The result of this research is a functional engineering tool for 
parametric investigations of the dynamic behavior of the creash victim and for design of related ex- 
periments. The digital computer simulation includes a dynamics model with 40 degrees of freedom 
and a contact model that generates contact forces from vehicle surfaces and between body segments 
of the crash victim, and restraint forces from belts and inflatable restraints (air bags). Assumptions 
regarding the dynamic characteristics of the crash victim model are reviewed in detail. Experimental 
validation consisted of dummy response measurements in a series of accelerator sled tests simulating 
20 and 30 mph barrier crashes. The experimental results include dummy kinematics, head and chest 
accelerations, and restraint forces. In another research effort, CAL had conducted an experimental 
program to assess the dynamic performance of the state-of-the-art anthropomorphic devices. Two 
dummies of each of two manufacturers were tested in each of five configurations on an accelerator sled 
simulating a 30 mph barrier crash. Three replications of each test were made to provide a measure of 
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the reproducibility of the results. A brief summary of the results is made to indicate the variation in 
response between the dummies of the two manufacturers in the different configurations and the repro- 
ducibility of the results obtained. 
EE3. Dynamic Testing of Biological Materials. JAMES MCELUANEY AND JOHN MELVIN, Highway 
Safety Research Institute, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105.--Because the 
mechanical properties of biological materials exhibit strong rate dependence, special care must be 
exercised in their measurement. This paper describes a variety of measurement techniques to deter- 
mine the dynamic mechanical properties of hard and soft tissues. Results of these tests on bone, scalp, 
brain, and dura are presented. Viscoelastic models, modeling techniques, and difficulties are discussed 
for these materials. Materials from both human and subhuman primates have been studied and 
comparisons made. The effect of post-mortem test times and storage and specimen preparation 
methods is discussed. 
EE4. Evaluating Car Safety by Computer-Simulated Crashes. R. J. MELOS•, •Yhilco-Ford Corporation, 
Palo Alto, California 94303.--Computer simulation of car crashes prescribed for safety assurance 
offers the prospect of relatively precisely controlled, densely instrumented, low cost testing. The 
computer environment engenders short lead times, extensive problem descriptive data, and auto- 
matic data reduction. This presentation describes the principal concepts of mathematical simulation 
of the nonlinear dynamic characteristics of an automobile structure. It shows that the number of 
calculations are three orders of magnitude greater than for a comparable linear system, illustrates 
the importance of developing a special purpose computer code, shows the effectiveness of automatic 
error control, and expounds on the complexity of validating the numerical analog. Figures showing 
simulation results demonstrate the fidelity with which time dependent, large deflection, and finite 
strain behavior are emulated for simple problems. Physical and computer accelerations for a head-on 
crash configuration are compared. 
EE$. Crashworthiness--in Perspective. RICHARD A. WILSON, Safety Research and Development Labo- 
ratory, General Motors Proving Ground, Milford, Michigan 48042.--Crashworthiness for automotive 
vehicles concerns more than how the fenders bend. The total system is involved from the vehicle's 
structure to the occupant's restraint. Field accident data must be used to establish the mix of variables 
required to provide an acceptable level of crashworthiness. Vehicle weight, structural :stiffness, ac- 
celeration pulse, type of occupant restraint, degree of passenger compartment intrusion--all must 
be balanced and put into proper perspective. Experimental Safety Vehicles (ESVs) can be useful 
exercises in designing for arbitrarily set crashworthiness requiremeuts, but they are not necessarily 
examples of designs that balance all vehicle requirements. 
TIiURSr)•¾, 20 APRIL 1972 C•OVERNOR'S ROOM, 2:00 P.M. 
Session FF. Underwater Sound Systems 
Tm•)•)F, US G. BF, LL, Chairman 
Naval Underwater Systems Center, New London, Connecticut 06320 
Invited Paper (30 minutes) 
2:00 
FF1. The Development and lJse of a Long-Range Side-Scan Sonar. J. S. M. Rus•¾, National Institute 
of Oceanography, Wormley, Godaiming, Surrey, England. The paper describes the cons•:ruction and 
use of a long-range side-scan sonar, which was designed by the National Institute of Oceanography to 
view the ocean floor out to a maximum range of 12 miles. The sonar array is mounted in a stream- 
lined fiberglass vehicle towed at 300 ft at a speed of 7 kt. 6.5-kHz CW or FM pulses can be radiated at 
50 kW in a beam 2 «ø by 10 ø in the horizontal and vertical planes, respectively. The returned FM 
signals can be processed in real time on either a digital or analog correlator. The sonar has been in 
use since 1969; in 1971, it surveyed parts of the Mediterranean Ridge and the Azores-Gibraltar 
Ridge, and a region of deep trenches near the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, in all covering 35 000 square miles. 
During the year, an exploratory long-range survey was also made of a Scottish commercial fishery. 
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Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
FF2. Sources of Probability in Predicting Passive Sonar 
Performance. F. A. AIqDREWS, Department of Electrical 
Engineering, The Catholic University of American, Washington, 
D.C. 20017.--There are three sources of probabilistic state- 
ments found in predicting passive sonar performance. These 
are (1) the detection process for a single observation time T; 
(2) the sequence of multiple observations carried out by a 
sonar operator resulting in N independent observations; and 
(3) the availability of a given level of input signal to noise 
(S/N) ratio. The first two considerations result in a conditional 
detection and false-alarm probability given a fixed value of 
input S/N ratio. Recognition differential is seen not as the 
value of input S/N ratio required for detection probability 
50% but rather the minimum value of S/N ratio that will 
trigger the sequential observation process and lead to a 
detection probability near unity and false-alarm probability 
near zero. The third consideration results in a probability 
density distribution for input S/N ratio because one wishes to 
predict detection for an ensemble of targets, propagation loss 
conditions, sea states, and sonar operators. The probability of 
detection for a given variance and expected value of input 
S/N ratio and given value of recognition differential is seen 
to be the integrated product of the first two probabilities 
times the third. The probability of a false alarm in passive 
sonar operation is negligibly low'because of the sequential ob- 
servation process. A sample problem for aural detection and 
for detection by time-bearing plot will be presented. 
2:45 
FF3. Advantages of a Two-Transducer Frequency Analysia 
Technique to Characterize Discontinuities. LASZLO ADLER, 
Department of Physics, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 
Tennessee 37914, A•D H. L. WHALE¾, Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee $7830.--In an earlier paper 
[J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 48, 102(A) (1970)3, we have shown 
that the frequency analysis of a broad-band ultrasonic echo 
may be used to determine the size and orientation of flat 
circular reflectors. A single transducer was used as both 
source and receiver. The one-transducer technique is not 
completely satisfactory for the case of discontinuities having 
both random shape and orientation. Recently, we have used 
a second transducer to receive ultransonic pulses scattered by 
a reflector. Defects in materials were simulated by irregularly 
shaped metal shims suspended with random orientation in 
water. The received frequency spectrum when analyzed shows 
characteristic maxima and minima, which depend on the 
shape, size, and orientation of the reflectors. A model--which 
assumes an interference pattern formation of the scattered 
spherical wavelets at the receiver--relates the spacing be- 
twecn frequency maxima and the positions of the two trans- 
ducers to the size and orientation of the "discontinuities." 
The measurement and the analysis is greatly simplified with 
the use of the second transducer, and size determination of 
the discontinuities can usually be made within 10%-20%. 
I-Research sponsored by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
under contract with the Union Carbide Corporation.] 
3:00 
FF4. Detection of Sampled Signals. R. O. ROWLnNDS, Ord- 
nance Research Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University, 
State College, Pennsylvania 16801.--In correlating samples of a 
bandpass signal against a reference, two quadrature sets of the 
input samples are often used to ensure that a high output is 
obtained at zero delay. It is shown that this duplication is 
unnecessary as even if the single sample set represents the 
quadrature version of the reference, at least two samples of 
the output signal will occur that can be processed further to 
give an output within I dB of the theoretical peak. 
3:15 
FF5. Code Design for a Transmit Beam Scanning Sonar. 
J. M. Ross, Defence Research Establishment Atlantic, Dart- 
mouth, Nova Scotia, Canada.--A scanned parametric trans- 
mitter is being constructed at Birmingham University. The 
receiver associated with the system is tuned to the difference 
frequency obtained from the interaction in water of the two 
transmitted primary frequencies. The transmitter scans a 
sector about 15 ø in width with a beam approximately 1.5 ø 
wide. One means of coding the transmitted beam is by sending 
a different code word into each subsector (1.5 ø) of the scanned 
sector. The code words considered each consist of a sequence 
of A pulses, each pulse of which can have one of N carrier 
frequencies. The target bearing is identified by correctly 
identifying the received code word. A two-threshold receiver 
provides better reduction of ambiguities caused from over- 
lapping signal bandwidths than a one-threshold receiver. One 
means of reducing false alarms due to ambiguities is to rotate 
code words with each transmission. Bearing resolution can be 
improved by scanning the transmit beam less than one sub- 
sector beamwidth for each code word transmitted. 
FF6. A Method for High-Speed Calculation of the Exact 
Solution for the Pressure in the Nearfield of a Circular 
Baffled Piston. J. G. W'XLLE•rE XSD J. C. LOCKWOOD, Applied 
Research Laboratories, The University of Texas at Austin, 
Austin, Texas 78712.--A high-speed method has been de- 
veloped for calculating from the exact integral solution the 
pressure at each point in the nearfield of a sinusoidally excited 
circular piston in an infinite baffle. Previously the exact near- 
field pressure has been calculated by means of a double 
numerical integration over all source points on the piston face. 
The phase o1 the signal arriving at a field point from each 
point on the piston must be taken into account precisely. One 
investigation in which the double integration was employed 
is that of Zemanek, who published three-dimensional and 
contour plots of data obtained by this method [J. Acoust. 
Soc. Amer. a,9, 181-191 (1971)]. We have reduced the cal- 
culation to a single numerical integration by starting with 
the known exact solution for the field produced by impulse 
motion of the piston. For each field point, we compute, at the 
frequency of interest, the Fourier transform of the impulse 
response. Thus, we obtain the transfer function, a complex 
quantity that, when expressed in polar form, gives us the 
amplitude and phase of the pressure variation. We have made 
three-dimensional and contour plots that compare favorably 
with those published by Zemanek. The high speed o1 our 
method makes possible the efficient calculation of the dif- 
ference frequency source function. (See J. G. Willette, Paper 
F9 of this meeting.) [This work was sponsored by the Office 
of Naval Research.] 
3:45 
FF7. Theoretical Design of Nearfield Calibration Arrays of 
Arbitrary Configuration. A. L. VA• BURES, Naval Researck 
Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20390.--The Trott nearfield 
calibration array (NFCA) is an experimentally proven con- 
cept for determining the farfield acoustic radiation of large 
underwater transducers from measurements in the nearfield. 
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Existing successful NFCAs are large planar configurations of 
small reciprocal transducers whose responses are amplitude 
shaded so that the NFCA as a source produces a nearly 
uniform plane wave directed normal to the NFCA throughout 
the volume to be occupied by the unknown transducer. Trott 
obtained shading coefficients that are effective over a wide 
frequency range by the use of semiempirical methods that are 
applicable to linear or planar arrays. In this paper, a rigorous 
derivation of the NFCA reciprocity principle is presented for 
the first time. The results allow for both amplitude and phase 
shading and are applicable to NFCA configurations other 
than linear or planar. A numerical technique based on this 
principle is described that produces an optimum set of shading 
coefficients for an arbitrary NFCA configuration with a pre- 
scribed plane-wave direction, volume, and frequency do- 
main. As an example, the design of a cylindrical NFCA suitable 
for calibrating an enclosed cylindrical transducer without 
mechanical rotation is presented and discussed. 
4:00 
FF8. Spectrum Measurement in the Field of an Extended 
Source. DONALl) A. MURPHY, Hughes Aircraft Company, 
Fullerton, California 92634.--The spectrum at points in the 
field of coherent line sources and coherent line arrays was 
calculated. Large fluctuations exist in the farfield due to the 
directivity pattern for a fixed length source except on the 
main lobe of the source directivity pattern. When the length 
of the source is inversely proportional to the frequency, the 
spectrum is undistorted at all points in the farfield. In the 
nearfield, however, the spectrum is distorted even for the 
on-axis case for a fixed length source. It is less distorted than 
in the farfield for points outside the main lobe of the source. 
For a source whose length is inversely proportional to fre- 
quency, the high frequencies are in the farfield and the low 
frequencies are in the nearfield. The spectrum contains a low- 
frequency peak whose frequency depends upon the distance 
from the source where the measurements are made. Errors 
of estimating radiated pressure levels by measuring in this 
nearfield and extrapolating by inverse distance spreading 
can be quite large. 
4:15 
FF9. The Directivity of Sonar Receiving Arrays: The Non- 
Omnidirectional Case. WILLIAal C. QUEEN, Department of 
Mathematics, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South 
Carolina 29gOS.--The limiting case of a continuously dis- 
tributed array has long been recognized as a useful aid in the 
design and study of sonar receiving arrays consisting of a 
large number of elements. In a paper appearing in 1963, 
Anderson and Munson utilized this approach to determine 
the directional characteristics of spherical arrays, and more 
recently (1970), W. C. Queen pursued this idea further to 
include more general configurations. In all these analyses, the 
hydrophones were considered to be omnidirectional. In this 
present paper, the more general situation of a continuously 
distributed array of nonomnidirectional elements is considered, 
and results are given for the special case of a spherical array 
whose elements exhibit hypercardtold response patterns. 
4:30 
FFI0. Closed-Form Solution for the Radiation from a Con- 
tinuous End-Fire Line Array. H. O. BEœI{Tt, V Am) J. A. 
SHOOTER, Applied Research Laboratories, The University of 
Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712.--An "exact" closed- 
form solution for the acoustic field from a continuous end-fire 
line array is presented. Interactions between the array ele- 
ments are ignored, but no approximations are made regarding 
the position of the field point. (This model lends itself par- 
ticularly well to the study of the: response of parametric 
receivers.) The results are presented in the form of beam 
patterns as a function of range. It is shown that the range 
where the farfield response is obtained depends only on the 
length of the array and that the beam patterns within the 
nearfield can be substautially more narrow than the farfield 
beam patterns. [This work was sponsored by the Office of 
Naval Research. ] 
T•URsx)Av, 20 AvmL 1972 MAPLE LEAF ROOM, 2:00 P.M. 
Session GG. Noise III: Jet and Propeller Noise 
H. S. RmNEa, Chairman 
Institute of Aerospace Studies, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
2:00 
GGI. Basic Directivity of Jet Noise with Improved Correction 
for Refraction. H. S. RXSNER, G. R. M*cGREGOR, *Nr• H. 
L•M, Institute for Aerospace Studies, University of Toronto, 
Toronto, Canada.--In earlier work of Grande, experimental 
jet-noise polar plots were corrected for refraction (by experi- 
ment) and for convection (by theory) to yield the experimental 
basic directivity in narrow frequency bands. The experimental 
correction for refraction at each frequency was obtained from 
the difference in the directional patterns of a point source 
placed in the air jet with jet off and jet on. Before refraction, 
this point source will produce a spherical directional pattern, 
but the narrow-band jet noise will have an elongated pattern 
owing to convection. It has been realized belatedly that the 
refractive change in intensity at corresponding angles cannot 
be taken as the same for the two different initial polar pat- 
terns: there is some violation of energy conservation. To 
avoid this error, later unpublished measurements by Mac- 
Gregor have been reworked by Lain, incorporating a correc- 
tion to the refraction effect measured with the point source. 
The correction was specified by an assumed functional form 
as a polar plot; the amplitude was then dictated by the re- 
quirement of conservation of energy. The measured jet noise 
data, processed along the lines of Grande, then leads to much 
improved agreement of experiment and theory. [-Research 
supported by Air Force Office of Scientific Research.'] 
2:15 
002. Reduction of Peak Jet Noise using Jet Refraction. 
P. J. MORRIS, W. RICHARZ, AND H. S. RIBNER, Institute of 
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Aerospace Studies, University of Toronto, Ontario.--The 
directivity pattern of sound generated by a subsonic jet 
exhibits a peak at angles between 15 ø and 45 ø to the jet axis 
decreasing to a minimum on the axis. Theoretical and experi- 
mental investigations have previously demonstrated that this 
minimum is due to refraction of sound by the jet flow. The 
present experimental study considers the effect of the intro- 
duction of a second jet of smaller exit area near to the main 
jet. It is shown that the second jet imposes its own heart- 
shaped directivity pattern on that of the first jet. Alteration 
of the angle between the two jets leads to a reduction in the 
peak sound level. Spatial distributions and spectra employing 
unfiltered and filtered measurements are presented for changes 
in the temperature ratio of the two jets and their geometrical 
configuration. 
2:30 
GG3. A Theory of Excess Jet 151oise. D. G. C}•ICSUTo•, Mathe- 
matics Department, Imperial College, London, England.- 
Uniform subsonic jet flow issues from a semiinfinite circular 
duct, and undergoes a spatial instability. The sound field 
resulting from coupling of the instability to the duct is cal- 
culated. It is shown that the intensity of this "lip-noise" 
varies with speed U and direction 0 froAn the exhaust accord- 
ing to I o: U • sin40/2, and that the maximum acoustic efficiency 
of this process is of order 10-SM a. The spectrum peaks at a 
frequency rather higher than that characteristic of jet mixing 
noise, and the sound power is only slightly reduced by forward 
motion of the duct at typical aircraft landing speeds. These 
features offer an explanation of the so-called "excess noise" 
phenomenon, present in subsonic and supersonic jets alike, 
and consisting of substantial increases in forward arc noise 
over the levels predicted by Lighthill's theory of jet mixing 
noise. [Work supported by NGTE, Pyestock, England.3 
2:45 
GG4. Fttrther Studies of the Aeroacoustics of Jets Perturbed 
by Screens. ROC, ERE. A. AR•)X, N^•{ C. TR^•, a• GalEN 
L. BAREFOOT, Department of Aerospace Engineering, Pennsyl- 
vania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802.-- 
It is observed that the placement of a screen across the exit 
plane of a jet nozzle results in a substantial reduction in noise 
intensity over what would be realized with an equivalent 
unperturbed jet. In the past, the general features of this 
phenomenon were analyzed experimentally utilizing both 
farfield pressure measurements and velocity (hot-wire) 
measurements. This investigation has been extended to in- 
clude the measurement of nearfield pressure along with a 
more extensive program of hot-wire measurements. Nearfield 
pressure measurements were made with a static pressure probe 
developed previously. These data were used to determine the 
distribution of sound sources in the screen perturbed jet. The 
results obtained from nearfield pressure measurements gave 
comparable information about the effect of the screen on the 
acoustics sources as was obtained with hot-wire measurements 
and theory. Extensive hot wire data indicate that there is a 
major change in the characteristics of the flow field of a screen 
perturbed jet. The potential core in the mixing region extends 
farther downstream and turbulent intensities are reduced to 
a lower level. The strength of the quadrupole sources (as- 
sumed proportional to Reynolds stresses) has changed from a 
maximum value of 0.011 to less than 0.008 near the center of 
the mixing region. Theory indicates that the acoustic power is 
also proportional to the fifth power of the longitudinal scale of 
the flow. Through correlation techniques, a reduction in the 
length scale of the perturbed jet is observed. The results of 
the nearfield study are correlated with farfield observations. 
3:00 
GGS. Saturn Systems Holddown Acoustic Efficiency and 
Normalized Acoustic Power Spectrum. D. W. Gm•E•T, 
Teledyne Brown Engineering Company, Huntsville, Alabama 
35807.--Saturn systems field acoustic data are used to derive 
mid- and farfield prediction parameters for rocket engine 
noise. The data were attained during Saturn vehicle launches 
at the Kennedy Space Flight Center. The data base is a 
sorted set of acoustic data measured during the period 1961 
through 1971 for Saturn system launches SA-1 through 
AS-509. The model assumes hemispherical radiation from a 
simple source located at the intersection of the longitudinal 
axis of each booster and the engine exit plane. The model 
parameters are evaluated only during vehicle holddown. The 
acoustic normalized power spectrum and efficiency for each 
system are isolated as a composite from the data using linear 
numerical methods. The specific definitions of each allows 
separation. The resulting power spectra are nondimension- 
alized as a function of rocket engine parameters. The non- 
dimensional Saturn system acoustic spectrum and efficiencies 
are compared as a function of Strouhal number with power 
spectra from other systems. I-This analysis has been funded in 
part under contract under the cognizance of the George C. 
Marshall Space Flight Center. 'l 
3:15 
GG6. Predicted Acoustic and Aerodynamic Bloise Environ- 
ments for the Reusable Space Shuttle Orbiter. H. HIMELBLAU, 
Space Division, North A roerican Rockwell Corporation, Downey, 
California 90241.--Aeroacoustic noise generated by the pro- 
posed shuttle vehicle was predicted for various orbiter loca- 
tions. Over-all SPL of 162-163 dB was calculated for shuttle 
liftoff, using Saturn V liftoff data and a scaling relationship 
based on the Eldred method. Over-all SPL of 167 dB was 
determined for the flow interference region between the mated 
booster and orbiter during the q•, period of ascent, using 
wind tunnel data obtained by Coe, Dods, and Robinson and 
flight data measured on Titan IIIC. Aerodynamic noise of 
158 dB was predicted during ascent for regions im•nediately 
before and behind the cockpit using wind tunnel data pro- 
vided by Coe and by Stevens, and for the mid- and aft fuselage 
using procedures developed by Bies and by Aitman, as well 
as Saturn V flight data. Maximum entry levels of 139-144 
dB were estimated using separate procedures developed by 
Aihnan, Bies, and Heller and Hohnes. 
3:30 
GG?. Predicted Vibration and Shock Environments for the 
Reusable Space Shuttle Orbiter. H. HmE[U[^u, Space 
Division, North American Rockwell Corporation, Downey, 
California 90241.--Structural vibration response to sero- 
acoustic noise, engine-induced mechanically transmitted vibra- 
tion, and mechanical shock were predicted for various orbiter 
locations of the proposed shuttle vehicle. Aeroacoustic- 
induced random vibration was calculated using (a) predicted 
acoustic and aerodynamic noise environments defined in a 
companion paper; (b) the Condos-Butler scaling method; 
and (c) reference aeroacoustic and vibration data from Apollo 
and Saturn V flight and vibroacoustic tests. Random vibra- 
tion envelopes of 17 g-18 g rms were derived for five zones of 
the orbiter fuselage, and 22 g rms and 81 grms for the vertical 
stabilizer and wings, respectively. Mechanically transmitted 
random vibration of 22 g rms was estimated for the aft fuselage 
from the staged-combustion orbiter engines during orbiter 
burn, using Saturn S-1I flight data as reference and the 
Barrett scaling relationship. Mechanical shock during booster- 
orbiter separation was calculated to be an initial peak saw- 
tooth with a maximum of 1.8 g peak and a duration of 400 
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msec. Landing shock was not expected to exceed 1.5 g peak 
or 350 msec, using a maximum sink speed of 10 ft/sec. 
3:45 
GG8. Some Experiments on Fan Noise and Their Implica- 
tions. MARTIN V. LOWSON, Loughborough University, England. 
--Noise output from an open rotor has been measured in an 
anechoic room. Simultaneously measurements of the aero- 
dynamic input to the fan have been made. The aeroacoustic 
transfer function has thus beeo measured and compared to 
various theoretical models. Results suggest that the fan noise 
output is due to three sources, distorted inflow, turbulent 
inflow, and self-generated tip noise. The latter source is 
significant at higher freqnencies and may dominante snb- 
jective noise levels for both ventilating fans and low-speed 
geared fans for aircraft use. It appears that this noise source 
can be successfully attacked via blade-tip modifications, 
which can give noise reductions of over 10 dB. 
4:00 
GG9. Investigation of Propeller Vortex Noise Including the 
Effects of Boundary Layer Control. GERALD J. HEALY, 
Lockheed-California Company, Burbank, California 91503.-- 
An experimental investigation has been conducted on the 
vortex noise produced by a two-bladed 4-ft diam model 
propeller capable of boundary layer removal. The propeller 
had a spinner comprising 70% of the total propeller radius. 
A porous section on both surfaces of the symmetric section air- 
foil allowed removal of the boundary layer. Free-field tneasure- 
ments were made in an anechoic chamber at three field points 
for three tip speeds (209.5, 314.2, and 366.5 ft/sec) and 
four blade angles (0 ø, 2.5 ø , 5 ø , and 10 ø) both without and 
with boundary layer control. Agreement with theory was good 
(within 2 dB) showing a sixth power of tip velocity relation- 
ship and a classical dipole radiation pattern for the over-all 
SPL of the vortex noise. Boundary layer removal primarily 
affected sound levels above 3150 Hz, with no ordered effect 
on the over-all level. 
4:15 
GG10. Rotor Noise Attenuation with Leading Edge Devices. 
ROGER E. A. ARNDT AND ROBERT T. NAG-EL, Department of 
Aerospace Engineering, Pennsylvania State University, Uni- 
versity Park, Pennsylvania 16802.--The noise attenuation 
effects of leading edge serrations on rotors is studied in detail. 
Total radiated power, farfield SPL, directivity patterns, near- 
field sound characteristics, and rotor slip stream and wake 
characteristics have been compared with rotors with and 
without leading edge devices. The data collected indicate that 
a substantial noise reduction is achieved with specific leading 
edge configurations and running conditions. A strong de- 
pendence on rotor speed and blade pitch angle was found. 
Spectral analysis of the total radiated power indicates that the 
attenuation occurs in both the pure 'tones and the broad-band 
component of the signal. The data also demonstrate that the 
broad-band attenuation is shifted to continuously higher fre- 
quencies as the rotor speed increases. Nearfield data were 
collected in a manner indicative of rotational noise com- 
components. A considerable noise reduction in the higher 
harmonics of rotational noise was demcted. Thrust and torque 
data indicate that the addition of leading edge serrations 
results in a decrease in L/D. Hot-wire data show a strong 
decrease in the near-wake turbulence intensities. It appears 
that the rotor noise reduction phenomena encompasses both 
the rotational and vortex components of the noise signal. 
Reduction in the rotational components is traced to variations 
in the blade loading. Noise attenuation without performance 
penalty is therefore realized in the broad-band compo,ent 
only. 
4:30 
GGll. Application of External Aerodynamic Diffusion to 
Reduce Shrouded Propeller Noise. R. E. I.ONGHOUSE, Center 
for Acoustical Studies, Department of Mechanical and Aero- 
space Engineering, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, 
North Carolina 27607.--A major portion of the noise from 
V/STOL aircraft fan or shrouded propeller systems occurs 
during the hover mode. External diffusion of the exhaust flow 
during this mode significantly increases the thrust/power 
ratio. Attendant with the flow diffusion is a reduction in fau 
blade aerodynamic loading. The latter effect suggests a po- 
tential source of redricing the fan discrete-frequency noise. 
Results of model shrouded propeller tests to study the noise 
reduction associated with external diffusion are presented. 
[-NASA is acknowledged for partial sponsorship of this work.'] 
4:45 
GG12. Acoustical Modeling of Noise Sources Utilizing Cor- 
relation Techniques. B. D. Coo}r, Cullen College of Engineering, 
University of Houston, Houston, ilexas 77004.--Acoustical 
modeling of noise sources is usually performed in the fre- 
quency domain. However, there may be advantages in model- 
ing in the time domain using correlation techniques. Examples 
of the mathematical procedures involved will be illustrated 
by simple configurations. 
THURSDAY, 20 APRIL 1972 EMBASSY ROOM, 2:00 P.M. 
Session HH. Psychological Acoustics II: Frequency and Pattern Discrimination 
C. DOUGLAS CREELMAN, Chairman 
University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
• :00 
IIH1. Intensity and Frequency Discrimination in One- and 
Two-Interval Paradigms. R. C. BIL6ER AND W. H. JESTEADT, 
Bioacoustics Laboratory, Eye, and Ear Hospital, University of 
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15•13.--In an attempt 
to extend detection theory beyond the intensive domain, both 
frequency and intensity discrimination data were collected 
for four subjects using several psychophysical procedures. 
These included Yes-No, 2IFC, Same-Different with a posi- 
tive increment, and Same-Differeot with a negative incre- 
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ment. The two-interval conditions were run with both fixed 
and random bases. Two increment sizes were used for each 
condition. The results for intensity discrimination showed 
the dependencies on method so that the desired intermethod 
evaluation of frequency discrimination could be effected. 
Intersubject variability was significantly greater for frequency 
than for intensity discrimination, but the frequency data for 
each individual were quite orderly. 
2:15 
HH2. Perception of Pitch of Single Period Tones. J. E. 
JENKI•qs-LEE, Department of Speech Communication, Case 
Western Reserve University, and Cleveland Hearing and Speech 
Center, Cleveland, Ohio 44106, A•n E. D. Sc•unERx, Stanford 
University School of Medicine, Stanford University, Stanford, 
California 94505.---The ability of the normal human subject 
to perceive a pitch percept from short-duration pure-tone 
signals, namely, single period sinuosids centered at 250, 500, 
1000, and 2000 Hz, has been investigated. Instrumentation 
developed for this research allowed the experiment o be pre- 
programmed and progress at a rate established by the speed 
of the subject's trial response. Five subjects completed 20 
programmed sequences of 200 presentations. In each 200- 
trial program of the 2IFC paradigm, the reference signal was 
presented first in exactly 100 of the trials in a predetermined, 
qnaslrandom sequence. Five frequency ratios were presented; 
the values, AF/F, were 0.200, 0.150, 0.100, 0.050, and 0.025. 
Psychometric functions derived from the data show that these 
subjects could reliably differentiate between pitches of single 
period signals of different frequencies. The mean value of the 
relative pitch DL in the 250- to 2000-Hz region was found to be 
0.10+0.01 when the conventional detection criterion, P(C) 
=0.75, was employed. It is noted that the deviation is almost 
symmetrical about the mean; thus, the value of the averaged 
relative pitch DL is believed to be approximately constant 
within the range investigated. 
2:30 
HH3. Frequency Discrimination for FM Chirps of Various 
Bandwidths. DoN A. RONKEN, Central Institute for the Deaf, 
St. Louis, Missouri.--Gated sinusoids with linearly changing 
frequency and essentially rectangular power spectra were used 
as signals in a frequency discrimination experiment. Signal 
bandwidths of 10, 50, 200, 500, and 1000 Hz were produced 
by changing the extent of frequency modulation for a fixed- 
duration chirp. The 100-msec FM chirps were generated 
digitally with 10-msec linear rise/fall times and presented at 
70 dB SPL in a continuous wide-band noise of 0-dB spectrum 
level. One of the two observation intervals in a 2AFC ex- 
periment always contained a chirp that had a center frequency 
of 750 Hz. The other interval contained an identical chirp, 
except that its center frequency was 750-[-Af Hz. The Af re- 
quired for 75% correct discrimination (A f70 was estimated 
from individual psychometric functions for each of four ex- 
perienced listeners. As the bandwidth of the chirp increased 
from 50 to 1000 Hz, the increase in Af•s was almost propor- 
tional to the square root of the signal bandwidth. FM chirps 
with a bandwidth of 10 Hz are slightly more discrlminable in 
frequency than a gated pure tone of the same duration at the 
same center frequency. The direction of frequency modula- 
tion, to higher or lower frequency, had only a small effect, 
even at the largest bandwidth. 
2:45 
HH4. Impairment of Pitch Perception by Temporally Con- 
figuous StirnulL Dsss•s H. Ho•s•, D•MAg Yo•gs, •N• 
M•c• Lo•s, Department of Psychology, University of Louis- 
ville, Louisville, Kentucky 40208.--Two experiments were run, 
combining elements of designs by Elliott (1970) and Massam 
(1970), in which noise and pure-tone "masks" bore varying 
temporal relations to two stimulus tones. The tones, either 
20-msec duration ("short") or 400-msec ("long") were 
initiated 4 sec apart; either the first or second was variable, 
the other fixed (1000 Hz). The mask, an 80-dB white noise or 
2193-Hz tone 500 msec long was inserted (position 1) 40 
msec after the first tone or (position 2) terminated 40 msec 
before the second tone, or (position 3) initiated 40 msec after 
the second tone. In the first experiment, the variable was 1000 
or 1050 Hz ("coarse discrimination"); in the second, 1000 or 
1025 Hz ("fine"). Discrimination was impaired, especially 
for short tones, though impairment was minimal in position 
2. Impairment was greater by tone than noise in position 1 
only and more so for the fine discrimination in position 3 only. 
One interpretation is that "masking" consists of two kinds of 
disruption, one associated with storage and one with pitch 
comparison. 
HHS. Auditory Pattern Discrimination in the Absence of 
Spectral Cues. BARRY LESHOWITZ AND RAQUEL HANZI, 
Department of Psychology, Arizona State University, Tempe, 
Arizona g5281.--Previous research has shown that brief 
sounds can be discriminated on the basis of differences in the 
spectral content of the waveform. The aim of the present 
work was to assess the importance of spectral processing in 
the perception of temporal order. In the first study, in an effort 
to prevent spectral information from serving as the basis for 
perception of temporal order, sequences of four tones were 
presented dichotically in a repeated tape loop. Component 
tones in the sequence were administered to the left or right 
ear according to a predetermined random order. On each trial, 
two sequences of tones were presented, and the task of the 
observer was to determine whether the order of presentation 
was the same or different for the two sequences. The dura- 
tion of component sounds required for reliable discrimination 
was 90 msec. The duration threshold for a dlotlc presentation 
was 10 msec. A second study investigated the perception of 
temporal order for high and low tone bursts presented in a non- 
repeated sequence consisting of the two tones, a noise, and a 
buzz. Here the task was to determine whether the order of the 
high and low tones in the two seqnences was the same or dif- 
ferent. The location and temporal order of the buzz and noise 
in the two seqnences were randomized and irrelevant to the 
discrimination. Temporal order could be perceived when the 
duration of each component sound was 20 msec. [This re- 
search was supported by the National Institute of Health.-] 
$:15 
HH6. Discrimination of the Silent Gap in Two-Tone Se- 
quences of Different Frequencies. PIERRE L. DIVENrl AND 
1 RA J. HIRSH, Central Institute for the Deaf, St. Louis, Missouri 
63110.--Pairs of two-tone sequences were presented in such 
a way that listeners could adjust the time interval separating 
the onsets of the two tones in the second pair, so that the gap 
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or rhythmic repetitiveness appeared to be the same in the 
second as in the first pair. The pairs consisted of two 20-msec 
tone bursts with 2.5-msec rise time and 10-msec fall time. 
The time interval separating the onsets of the tones in the 
first, or standard, pair was 40 msec. Responses were observed 
as a function of the frequency of the fourth tone, the standard 
pair being of one frequency (I kHz), while the variable pair 
began at the same frequency but ended with a different one. 
As the frequency difference increases up to 250 Hz, the time 
interval in the variable pair for apparent equality of gap de- 
creases, as does the variability in judgments. Beyond a dif- 
ference of 250 Hz, both quantities increase. These results are 
consistent with those of earlier time discrimination experi- 
ments [P. L. Divenyi, J. Aconst. Sac. Amer. 49, 127 (1971)] 
and may relate to the time required to shift the listening band 
from one frequency to another. 
HH7. Detectability of the Deletion of a Tone from a 
Tonal Pattern for the Chinchilla. C. K. BURDICK, U.S. 
Army Medical Research Laboratory, Fort Knox, Kentucky 
40121.--When presented with repetitive, three-tone patterns, 
chinchillas learned to make an avoidance respo.se to an in- 
frequent change in the frequency of the second tone but did 
not learn a response to the deletion of the second tone. This, 
together with other comparable data, may reflect the manner 
in which the chinchilla uses hearing in its natural environment. 
AA or BB than when it was BA or AB. Clear differences be- 
tween the latency distributions for hits and false alarms were 
found for the former but not for the latter condition. The data 
suggest that the chinchilla does not treat a 2.25 sec pattern 
as a single auditory gestalt. 
4:15 
HH10. Proportion of Correct Detections of Rate Changes in 
Pulsed Stimuli. J. WA•t•a A•O Jo A•N DECKER, Department 
of Psychology, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio 
452•1, A•O R. P. SMITH, Department of t•sychology, University 
oJ Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky 40ZOS.--Two groups of 12 
listeners each were required to detect and report--within a 
5-see interval--changes in the rate of ongoing square-wave 
pulses of 2 and l I pulses/sec. One group was given preknowl- 
edge of the direction of rate change; the other was not. Blank 
trials, where no change in rate occurred, were inserted ran- 
domly into the trial sequences. High proportions of correct 
detections were associated with short reaction times and con- 
vetsely. Preknowlcdge of the direction of rate change pro- 
duced no significant effects. The proportion of correct detec- 
tions was highcr for accelerations than for decelerations only 
at a basal repetition rate of 11 pulses/sec. The percent-correct 
detection measure closely paralleled the reaction time measure 
previously employed by us. Performance efficiency was not 
affected by the 5-see time limitation imposed. 
3:45 
HH8. Perception of Temporal Order: Special Rules for the 
Initial and Terminal Sounds of Sequences. R•CHARO M. 
W•Ra•, Department of Psychology, Unwersity of Wisconsin- 
Milt•aukee, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201.--If a pattern of 
three or four successive sounds (consisting of hisses, tones, and 
buzzes) is repeated without pause, listeners cannot identify 
the order at durations of individual items well above 100 
msec, even though each of the component sounds is heard 
clearly. However, if two of these sounds are each presented 
once with one following the other, it is possible to identily 
temporal order for durations below 50 msec. It has been sug- 
gested that accurate perception of order with such stimulus 
pairs might involve special mechanisms permitting identifica- 
tion of items at the beginning and end of auditory sequences 
[-Warren, Obusek, Farmer, and Warren, "Auditory Sequence: 
Confusion of Patterns other than Speech and Music," Science 
164, 586 (1969)]. The present experiments demonstrate that 
introduction of a silent interval of 3 sec between repetitions of 
sequences consisting of three or four successive items each 
lasting 200 msec facilitates detection of temporal order. It 
appears that sounds present at initiation and termination 
of a sequence can be identified readily, and that these cues 
can be separated experimentally from direct identification of 
temporal succession. [-This research was supported by the 
National Science Foundation.] 
HH9. Latency of the Chinchilla's Response to Auditory 
Change. G. A. Loz, U.S. Army Medical Research Laboratory, 
Fort Knox, Kentucky 40121.--Chinchillas were tested on au- 
ditory pattern discrimination for the set (AA, BB, AB, BA) 
where A, B stand for two tones and the patteru is 2.25 sec. 
One of the set was used as a repetitive background signal, 
which the remaining three were used as signals for instrumental 
avoidance. Performance was higher when the backgrmlnd was 
4:30 
HHII. Detecting Signals of Uncertain Frequency: Analysis 
by Individual Alternative Signals. C. DOUGLAS CREELMAN, 
Department of Psychology, University of Toronto, Toronto 181, 
Ontario, Canada.--Gated sinusaids were presented to highly 
practiced observers for two-alternative detection. Signal 
frequencies were randomly chosen from populations that were 
changed from one run of 100 trials to the next. The popula- 
tions differed in the range of possible signal frequencies and 
the number of frequencies that could be chosen from within 
the range. All feasible combinations of ranges (50, 560, 100, 
2000, and 4000 Hz) and numbers of alternatives (l, 3, 9, 
17, 33, 65, 129, and 257) were run. When one looks at the 
servers' performance on signals of specific frequencies, it 
appears that neither the range nor the mirabet of alternatives 
affected performance. Average performance differed between 
ranges because the larger populations encompassed more of the 
audibility curve. 
4:45 
HHI2. Binaural Detection in a Sequential Detection Para- 
digm. J. D. G•LL•OM, Department of Psychology, University 
of Alabama, Birmingham, Alabama. 35233.--An extcnsion of 
the work reported by thi• author ,at the Waahington meeting, 
the present study examines sequcntlal detection in two fre- 
quency regions assigned to separate earphone channels. The 
observer's task was to make yes-no decisions concerning the 
presence of a sinusoidal signal in each earphone channel. A 
sequential ordering of observation intervals between earphone 
chalmels existed for all experimental conditions. The fre- 
quency region to be monitored in the right ear was always 
630 Hz. Eight experimeutal conditions were formed by varying 
whether the order of presentation of observation intervals 
across earphone chinreels was fixed or random, whether the 
frequency region assigned to the left ear was at 630 or 1400 
Hz, and whether the Gaussian noise background across ear- 
phone channels was correlated or uncorrelated. All experi- 
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mental conditions were evaluated relative to performance in 
corresponding single-channel conditions. Results observed 
include: (1) Knowledge of the presentation order of observa- 
tion intervals had little effect on performance; (2) A much 
larger decrement in performance relative to single-channel 
performance was obtained with a correlated noise background 
when the frequency region assigned to each earphone channel 
was the same; no such difference existed when the frequency 
regions were different. (3) Performance in one channel was 
lower if a signal event occurred in the opposite channel. 
FRIDAY, 21 APRIL 1972 MAPLE LEAF ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
Session II. Noise IV: Community Noise 
BASIL BONK, Chairman 
Jackson and Moreland, Boston, gIassachusetts 02116 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
II1. Computer Analysis of City Noise•A Preliminary Al- 
gorithm. RICHARe M. GUERNSEY, Donley, Miller & Nowikas, 
East Hanover, New Jersey 07936.--A preliminary computer 
algorithm was developed to analyze city noise. The algorithm 
is eventually to be included in an over-all cost effectiveness 
program for city noise control. The basic problems, some un- 
solved in the preset state-of-the-art, which have been en- 
countered during the development of this algorithm are dis- 
cussed. The basic structure of the algorithm is described. It is 
believed that this algorithm can be readily expanded and 
improved as the state-of-the-art improves. [This work was 
supported by Cornell University, Department of Environ- 
mental Engineering and Resources for the Future.'] 
9:15 
112. Prediction of Road Traffic Noise. U. J. KURZE, Bolt 
Beranek and Newman Inc., Cantbridge, Massachusetts 02138.-- 
A computer model for the prediction of noise from freely 
flowing road traffice is described. The model allows one to 
account for simple statistics of point sources (spatial distribu- 
tion and radiated sound power) and for sound propagation 
with attenuation, diffraction, and reflection. The basic 
statistical parameters of the fluctuating noise calculated at a 
receiver are the cumulants of the sonnd intensity. These 
cumulants are employed to calculate probability distributions 
of the SPL as well as single nmnber criteria currently used for 
the description of fluctuating road traffic noise. The computer 
model has been developed for the Transportation Systems 
Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
9:30 
113. A Computer-Oriented Highway Noise Illustrated by the 
Rhode Island 1-84 Environmental Impact Study. LAWRENCE 
G. COPLE¾ t Consultant in Acoustics, Newton, 3Iassachusetts 
0215g.--A mathematical model of highway noise was developed 
for use in selecting and evaluating highway corridor locations 
for minimum adverse noise impact in the adjacent com- 
mnnities. The model is based on the present state of knowl- 
edge regarding highway noise, as published by the Highway 
Research Board and elsewhere. Noise exposure is characterized 
by L•o, the 10-percentile A-weighted sonnd level. The model 
includes excess attenuation due to atmospheric absorption, 
topography, and ground cover. The model has been pro- 
grammed for computer and is used in conjunction with a 
comprehensive data bank including land use types and terrain 
information. These data are geographically coded in grid 
squares of •x km side. Noise impact is quantified by the relation 
between predicted L to highway noise exposure and what would 
be completely acceptable for the land use type. The computer 
ontpnt is in the form of two types of shaded maps. One maps 
the sensitivity to noise impact and can be used in selecting 
desirable highway corridors. The other type of map displays 
the noise impact caused by each highway planning alternative. 
9:45 
114. Community Sound Levels: A Comparison of Measured 
and Estimated Data. H. B. SAFEER, O•ce of Noise Abatement, 
Department of Transportation, IDzshington, D. C. 20590.--The 
Office of Noise Abatement has developed several models of 
transportation-generated sound levels. These models are 
useful in studying the magnitude of transportation noise and 
forecasting the noise reduction of alternative abatement 
programs. The Community Median Noise Level Model was 
used to estimate the median sound levels in Medford, Mas- 
sachusetts. The estimated median sound levels were compared 
to the measured median sound levels. A total of 18 sets of 
measured and estimated average median sound levels were 
obtained, i.e., eight traffic control zones and the total for 
Medford, for two time periods. The average absolute dif- 
ference between the measured and estimated average median 
sound levels was 1.5 dBA. The Community Median Noise 
Level Model operates on the following parameters: motor 
vehicle density, mix by type of vehicle, average vehicle speed 
and shielding due to structures between the noise source and 
the receiver. Analysis of the Medford data also confirmed the 
very strong statistical correlation between the median sound 
level and the decile sound levels. Regression equations were 
developed and used to generate estimates of the noise pollu- 
tion level in Medford, Massachusetts. 
10:00 
II5. Community Noise Levels in Medford, Massachusetts. 
J. E. •VESLER, DOT Transportation Systems Center, Cam- 
bridge, Massachusetts 02142.--An extensive noise measure- 
ment survey was made in Medford, Massachusetts, a suburb 
of Boston, during March and April 1971, in order to assess the 
effects of transportation noise in a typical urban commnnity, 
and to obtain validation data for a mathematical model 
developed to simulate such noise levels. Noise measurements 
were made at 49 locations distributed randomly across the 
community, with continuous 24-h measurements at five of 
these locations. The average median noise levels over the 
entire community were 55.0 dBA during the morning traffic 
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rush hours, and 51.8 dBA during the midday period. Hourly 
median levels in a typical residential neighborhood varied 
from a high of 52.9 dBA from 4:30 to 5:30 v.M., to a low of 
35.1 dBA from 2:30 to 3:30 A.M. Noise levels were influenced 
primarily by highway traffic, with a major highway arterial 
corridor producing the highest noise levels in the community. 
Rail noise from commuter trains and through freights did not 
significantly affect the community noise levels. Aircraft, 
overflying Medford from nearby Logan International Airport 
generated levels in excess of 60 dBA for roughly 15% of the 
measurements period. Repeat measnrements at a limited 
number of locations are planned at semiannual intervals, in 
an effort to determine general trends in noise levels in this 
community. 
10:15 
II6. Model Study of Aircraft Noise Reverberation in a City 
Street. L. PANDE AND R. H. LYON, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 02139.--Experhnentai studies el sound prop- 
agation from a source situated above roof top level in an 
urban enviromnent have indicated the amplification and 
shielding effect of buildings. These experiments have been 
supplemented by diagnostic tests with a spark source which 
indicate the paths of propagation and their contribution to 
the received sound. A criterion for reverberation in a city 
street due to an aircraft is developed in terms of images formed. 
Charts indicating the amplification or shielding of noise from 
.low flying aircraft are presented. 
10:30 
117. Community Noise Levels of the L-1011 TriStar Jet 
Transport. NATHAN SHAPIRO, Acoustics Staff, Lockheed- 
California Company, Burbank, California 91503.--In order 
to halt the escalation of aircraft noise in the vicinity of air- 
ports, the Federal Aviation Administration developed, and 
in !ate 1969 issued, the Noise Certification Standards of FAR 
Part 36. The Lockheed L-1011 TriStar, a wide-bodied trijet 
transport, had been planned not only to meet the anticipated 
FAA requirements, but to provide the quietest community 
environment that was technologically practicable and eco- 
nomically reasonable. Powered by Rolls-Royce high bypass 
ratio engines, with quiet operation a major design goal, and 
utilizing specially designed acoustical lining for its nacelles, 
the L-1011 has demonstrated flyover noise levels substantially 
lower than the FAA specified limits, and also measurably 
lower than those of competitive airplanes. As a result, com- 
munity annoyance levels have been achieved that are 65% 
to 75% below those of the presently operating older jet 
transports. 
10:45 
118. Community Noise Survey and Criteria for a Power 
Station--A Case Study. C. M. SALTER AND R. M. HOOVER, 
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts 
02138, AND W. E. Be. ABLE¾, Stone and Webster Corporation, 
Boston, Massachusetts 02107.--Power companies are expecting 
to donhie their electrical generating facilities every 10 years, 
and in order to build new facilities these companies need the 
approval of local and state agencies. In this particular study, 
the power company had a 560-MW facility completed in the 
late 1960's and petitioned the state for permission to build 
an additional 560-MW facility. The acoustical criterion pro- 
posed by engineers for Unit 2, now being designed, was non- 
degradation of the present ambient. The sound level of the 
combined plant must not exceed the present ambient level 
of 46-50 dBA at the nearest neighbors in all directions. To 
achieve this criterion, noise sources will be quieted both in 
the existing unit and in the future unit. This paper presents 
the resnits of our initial community ambient noise survey 
around the existing plant made to establish the present condi- 
tions. The individual noise sources determined at that time 
to be distinct contributors to the plant noise in the com- 
munity are described. These sonrees include a 400-MW 
autotransformer, air intake Iouvers to forced draft fans, the 
main 560-MW transformer, and boiler feed pump equipment. 
SPL data of these sources, both close-in and in the community, 
are presented as examples of some typical community noise 
problems associated with power plants. Also the requirements 
for noise control as related to the phnned addition are 
discussed. 
11:00 
IIO. Predicting Community Response to Blast Noise. P. D. 
SCHOMI•R, U, ,.•. Army Corps of Engineers, Construction 
Engineering Research Laboratory, Champaign, Illinois 61820.-- 
A preliminary method is given to predict annoyance levels 
in the environs of a blasting area. The means are given to 
scale X pounds of TNT to 1 lb of TNT; buried charges and 
above ground detonations are also considered. Various ways 
to predict probable blast overpressure and spectrum as a 
function of distance on days exhibiting adverse weather condi- 
tions are considered. The annoyance of man by blast noise is 
predicted using the composite noise rating (CNR) and, for 
this calculation, the impulsive noise startle correction factor 
suggested by Kryter is added to the perceived noise level. 
Blast noise case histories are considered for verification of the 
prediction method, and the prediction method is suitable for 
computer computation of "equal annoyance" contours. 
FRIDAY, 21 APRIL 1972 EMBASSY ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
Session JJ. Psychological Acoustics III: Contributed Papers 
WILLIAM MELNICK, Chairman 
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
9:00 
JJl. Attenuation in Custom-Fitted Earplugs. JERRY V. TOBIAS, 
Civil Aeromedical Institute, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73125.-- 
It seems obvious that personalized or custom-fitted earplugs 
should provide a better seal within the ear canal than should 
standard, over-the-counter earplugs. Tests of more than 
a dozen varieties of insert hearing protectors demonstrated 
that this reasoning leads to the wrong conclusion. The best 
earplugs tested were among the least expensive. Even wax- 
impregnated fiber is better (for most people) than most per- 
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sonalized earplugs. A few exceptions have been noted, and 
some discussion of them is provided, as is an attempt to specify 
the possible sources of ineffectiveness in specially made plugs. 
9:15 
J J2. Masked Threshold at Reduced Ambient Pressure. 
HOWARD N. McGREGOR AND ALBERT A. GALIPEAU, Martin 
Marietta Corporation, Denocr, Colorado 80201.--Differences in 
signal tone perception between I atm (14.7 psis) and « atto 
(5.0 psis) in the presence of background noise were investi- 
gated. In addition to the generation of a background noise 
spectrum conforming to that specified for spacecraft of the 
Skylab program (NC 55 approximately), predicted acoustic 
properties of the spacecratt were simulated. SPLs of three 
signal tones were experimentally varied using the "Block 
Up-and-Down, Two-Interval Forced-Choice" technique. 
Masked thresholds were determined for the three signal tones 
under the two air pressure conditions and compared with 
predicted masked thresholds and subjective preferences. The 
data indicate that the difference in ambient pressure between 
14.7 and 5.0 psis does not significantly affect masked thresh- 
olds, nor does this difference in ambient pressure affect sub- 
jective preferences for signal tone SPLs or sound quality. A 
further finding indicated that reduced pressure significantly 
affected the SPL of sound producing equipment in that the 
SPL decreased with a decrease in pressure but not in ac- 
cordance with the expected lormula 10 Iog]060c/0•0). [-This 
study was supported by a NASA contract.] 
and increased 3 dB following each miss. The owl monkey 
audibility curve is characterized by best sensitivity at 8-10 
kHz and +40 dB SPL cutoffs at approximately 125 Hz and 
42 kHz. The high-frequency slope is very sharp, the +70 dB 
SPL cutoff occurring at approximately 45 kHz. The audibility 
curve of this nocturnal monkey is similar to those of other 
monkeys which have been tested. [-Supported by the National 
Science Foundation and by the National Institute of Neuro- 
logical Diseases and Stroke.] 
10:00 
JJS. Loudness Discomfort Levels for Pure Tones and Noise. 
D. E. MORGAN, R. H. WILSON, AND D. D. DIRKS, Department 
of Head and Neck Surgery (Audiology), UCLA Medical 
School, Los Angeles, California 90024.--Two studies have 
been conducted to measure the loudness discomfort levels 
(LDLs) for subjects with normal hearing. First, the LDL for 
a 1000-Hz stimulus was measured utilizing the method of con- 
stant stimuli, the method of adjustment, and a tracking 
method. The method of constants provided the most reliable 
judgments among subjects over six trials. In the subsequent 
study, LDLs were measured utilizing the method of constants 
for pure tones at octave frequencies from 125 through 4000 Hz 
and for two bands of random noise. LDLs (in dB SPL) varied 
as a function of the stimulus employed. LDLs were highest at 
low frequencies (through 500 Hz) and relatively constant for 
1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz and for the wide-band noise. 
9:30 
J J3. Diver Auditory Sensitivity: Another Look at Bone Con- 
duction. S. H. FEINSTEIN, H. HaLLIEN, AND P. HaLLIEN, 
Communication Sciences Laboratory, Uni•rsity of Florida, 
Gair•sville, Florfi•a 32601.--Support for the hypothesis that 
divers hear primarily by bone conduction was obtained by 
Hallien and Brandt [J. Acoust. Sac. Amer. 46, 384-387 
(1969)]. In a further test of that hypothesis, the thresholds of 
seven submerged listeners were obtained (at frequencies of 
0.25, 0.50, 1.0, 4.0, and 8.0 kHz) under three different condi- 
tions: (1) Wearing a full A-in. wet suit with no hood; (2) 
wearing a full A-in. wet suit with a &-in. hood; and (3) 
wearing a full x-•-in. wet suit and hood with {-in. rubber tubes 
passing through the hood to the meatuses. There were no 
significant differences between conditions two and three but 
thresholds were significantly lower in condition one. This 
finding provides further support for the hypothesis that under- 
water sound energy is transduced by bone conduction rather 
than by the normal middle-ear linkage. 
9:4• 
JJ4. Auditory Sensitivity of the Owl Monkey. M. D. BEECHER, 
Neza England Regional Primate Research Center, Harvard 
•ledical School, Southborough, Massachusetts O1772.--Pure- 
tone absolute thresholds for the owl monkey (A otus trivirgatus} 
were determined using a tracking procedure. The animal was 
trained to lick a dry spout; occasional licks produced a tone, 
following which a lever response (detection) produced food 
reinforcement. No-tone trials were included to allow an 
estimate of the animal's false-alarm rate, which for all ani- 
mals was less than 5%. Threshold testing was conducted in 
a sound-treated chamber, and tones were presented from a 
high-fidelity or electrostatic Ioudpseaker. On threshold ses- 
sions, the SPL was decreased 3 dB after each correct detection 
10:15 
J J6. Binaural Analysis as a Function of Physiological Masking. 
J. W. LINDSEY AND D. R. SOOERQUIST, Department of Psy- 
chology, University of North Carolina, Greensboro, North 
Carolina 27412.--Five normal-hearing subjects served as ob- 
servers in a yes/no signal detection task for four different 
frequencies (100, 200, 300, and 5000 Hz). Two binaural listen- 
ing conditions were used at all frequencies such that the 
interaural phase was either 0 ø (SO) or 180 ø (S•). Signals had 
a duration of 100 msec and a rise-decay time of I0 msec. All 
data were collected at absolute threshold. Binaural sensitivity 
(d') was examined as a function of two signal onset delays in 
terms of the cardiac cycle (EKG R wave) of each subject. 
The selected delays were either coincident with the R wave 
(0.0 sec) or 0.5 sec later. The experiment was an attempt to 
investigate the possibility that the absolute threshold varies 
as a function of physiological masking provided by cardiac 
sounds. Initial results indicate substantial detection advan- 
tages associated with the 0.5-sec time delay. These data as 
well as the decrease in this advantage as frequency increased 
suggest that signals presented coincident with the EKG R 
wave axe masked by the cardiac sound. 
10:30 
J J7. Temporal Relations in Low-Frequency Pure-Tone Cen- 
tral Masking. BRADLEY L. BILLINGS AND T. E. STOKINGER, 
Veterans Administration Hospital and University of Oklahoma 
Medical Center (Department of Communication Disorders), 
Oklakoma City, Oklahoma 73104.--Low-frequenc. y contra- 
lateral masking was investigated with pulsed (500-msec) 
200-Hz pure-tone maskers presented at 10, 30, 50, and 70 
dB SL. Brief pure-tone maskees ranging in frequency from 
170 to 4000 Hz were located near the onset or at the midpoint 
of the maskers. Four normal-hearing subjects participated in 
this experiment; a transformed up-and-down psychophysical 
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method was utilized for the determination of unmasked and 
masked thresholds. Some existing experimental evidence of an 
indirect nature suggests that overshoot may be minimal for 
low-frequency contralateral muskets. The results of the pres- 
ent study, however, indicate that overshoot for low-frequency 
contralateral maskers appears greater than that which has 
been determined by other investigators at higher masker 
frequencies. Selected ipsilateral masking conditions were also 
investigated. These results will be discussed in relation to the 
contralateral masking data and to other ipsilateral masking 
studies. 
10:45 
JJS. Changes in the Relative Magnitude of Auditory Adapta- 
tion with Additional Measurement Conditions. EssESr M. 
WEXLER, HARRY BLaCg•aONO, SNO K.•REN HtPrS•*•o, Speeck 
Department, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio 45221.- 
For 10 Ss, more adaptation was measured when midplane local- 
ization was used before and after asymptotic exposure than 
when instructions requested midplane localization prior to ex- 
posure and loudness balances following, as previously reported 
by Stokinger and Studebaker (1968). However, when Ss were 
requested to make a loudness balance before adaptation and 
the midplane localization afterwards, the greatest amount of 
adaptation was measured. Analysis of variance revealed sig- 
nificantly more adaptation for conditions requesting preadap- 
tation loudness balances than preadaptation midplane locali- 
zation. Conversely, significantly more adaptation was mea- 
sured for postasymptotic measurements requesting midplane 
localization than for loudness balances. Conclusions suggest 
the value of testing complete combinations of variables, if 
possible. A suggestion that learning may influence midplane 
localization versus loudness balance comparisons seems rein- 
forced by two additional listeners who were self-trained 
musicians. They reported a 500-Hz tone in one ear and 4000 
Hz in the other as a single dissonant chord, localized accord- 
ing to relative intensity of the tones. Milner's (1970) discus- 
sion of time-order versus intensity difference localization sug- 
gests relationships with learning phenomena. 
Hearing Clinic, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409, 
ROBERT M. JOHNSON, Speech and Hearing Clinic, University 
of Denver, Denver, Colorado 20202, A•D W•LL•AM J. SXARZ, 
General Rosa Hospital, Denver, Colorado 80220.--The relation- 
ship of perceived loudness across frequency was investigated 
with 40 adult subjects. A method of contant stimuli was em- 
ployed whereby the sbjects made equal-loudness judgments 
to Tones of 125, 250, $00 Hz, and 2, 3, 4, 6, and g kHz com- 
pared to a 1 kHz reference. Equal-loudness contours were 
established at 10-dB intervals from 18 to 108 dB SPL. An 
especially constructed apparatus generated, programmed, 
and regulated the stimuli and produced reference and com- 
parison pure tones with less than 1% harmonic distortion at 
all frequencies tested. Some important differences between the 
present results and those of previous authors were noted. 
First, the equal-loudness contours were of less severe slope at 
the lower frequencies than those of previous investigators. 
Second, the characteristic notch at 8 kHz shown by previous 
studies was seen, but was shifted to 6 kHz. 
11:30 
JJll. Acoustical Wavetrain Signals and Equal Loudness 
Pressures. Jo•N A. VICTORg•S, V•toreen Laboratory, Mait- 
land, Florida.--Equal Iouduess measurements were made for 
12 young adult ears over a frequency range of 250-6000 Hz. 
A damped wavetrain signal having a decrement of 0.90 was 
used and this was delivered by a pair of circumaural earphones. 
A well-defined but empirical relationship is shown to exist 
between relative loudness and sound pressure and the mathe- 
matical expression is given. Observational accuracy attain- 
able was, when averaged, usually consistent with the calculated 
values to within about • dB over a pressure range of about 
0.0001-100 •bars. With this method of measurement com- 
fortable loudness pressure for the normal ear was found to be 
independent of frequency over the normal frequency range. 
Damped wavetrains with circumaural earphones appeared to 
give about four times greater accuracy than pure tones and 
supraaural earphones for identical measurements. 
11:00 
JJ9. Interaural Intensity Relations associated with Median 
•[8.11e. STEVEN W. VARGO AND RAYMOUlD CARHART, Aud•2ory 
Research Laboratories, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illi- 
nois 60201.--The interaural intensity relations associated 
with median plane and left- and right-ear lateralization 
thresholds were studied in a group of 10 normal-hearing young 
adults using a method of adjustment. Two tonal stimull--250 
and 2000 Hz--were presented in a counter-balanced order 
at an SPL of 60 dB to the fixed ear. Subjects were instructed 
to adjust the intensity to the variable ear in order to (1) 
position the intracranial sound image at the midsaggital 
plane following a 30-see period during which the subject 
crossed and recrossed his judged median plane; and (2) posi- 
tion the intracranial sound image at the location where he 
judged the stimulus to be just perceived in the appropriate 
ear starting from the median plane. Results will be reported 
with respect to the normal range in intensity present for the 
lateralization positions as well as intensive magnitude (in 
decibels) of the ear-bias effect reported in previous studies of 
lateralization phenomena. 
11:15 
JJ10. A Redeterm/nation of Binaural Equal-Loudness Con- 
tours for Normal Hearing Observers. JA•aES T. Y•xES, 
11:45 
JJ12. Human Monaural Localization of Noise. R. W. GATE- 
HOUSE AND W. Cox, Department of Psychology, University of 
Guelph, Guelph, Ontario.--Eight normals matched on age and 
sex with eight monaurally deaf subjects were compared on 
their ability to localize a brief white noise source. The mon- 
aurals were classified as sensorlneura[, and "severely" to 
"profoundly" deaf (ISO, 1964). The subjects' task was to 
localize eight 45 ø (0 ø azimuth reference) positions on each of 
five planes (the aural axis and planes 15 ø and 30 ø above and 
below it). Four different predetermined blocks of 40 ran- 
domized trials each were used. Therefore, each subject 
localized each position four times for a total of 160 responses 
per subject. The trial blocks were presented in two different 
orders to half of the subjects in each group. Matched subject 
pairs received the same order. The results showed that (1) 
mortaural localization was above the chance level on all 
horizontal planes, although significantly inferior to binaural 
localization; (2) in the vertical planes, binaural and monaural 
localization ability did not differ; (3) monaurally, "normal" 
ear-side localization is highly accurate and the mean size of 
errors on that side is smaller; (4) for both groups errors were 
made by displacement of sounds to the rear of the "true" 
position; (5) head movements are not necessary for accurate 
monaural localization. These results will be discussed in the 
light of several previous findings. 
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FroGAY, 21 AemL 1972 GOVERNOR'S ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
Session KK. Experiments with Sound in the Sea 
RA¾.X•ONt) W. } IASSE, Chairman 
Naval Underwater Systems Center, New London, Connecticut 06320 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
KK1. Spatial Coherence of Sound Propagated in Deep-Water 
and Shallow-Water Geometries. J. C. MoLno•, Defence Re- 
search Establishment .4 tlan•ic, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada. 
--Scattering of sound from the sea surface and sea bottom 
causes losses in spatial coherence of the propagated soulid 
field. Ocean measnrements have been •nade of the wavefront 
coherence in both vertical and horizontal directions at fre- 
quencies of 2.4, 4.7, and 9.4 kHz in moderate sea-state condi- 
tions. Omnidirectional soume and receivers were used, and 
results are presented for two geometries: (1) deep water in 
which only a single surface reflection is encountered and (2) 
shallow water where multiple surface and bottom reflections 
exist. Variations in coherence with source and receiver depths 
are described, and results are compared with theoretical esti- 
mates of the angular dispersion produced by scattering at the 
rough boundaries. 
9:15 
KK2. Acoustic Measurements in the West Greenland Sea. 
D. L. ]]RADLEV AND G. 3, L COLVIN, Natal Ordnance Labora- 
tory, Silver Spring, Waryland 20910.--Acoustic ambient noise, 
transmission loss, and reverberation measurements were made 
in the West Greenland Sea at the edge of the permanent polar 
ice pack during the fall of 1971. The data were collected with 
the assistance of the U.S. Coast Gaurd, while deployed on 
one of its oceanographic data collection cruises. The sound 
sources for transmission loss and reverberation measurements 
were standard U.S. Navy explosive sound signals. The re- 
ceiving system consisted of calibrated sonGbuoys that were 
monitored both from helicopters and the Coast Guard ice- 
breaker. Ancillary environmental data were provided by the 
Coast Guard and ice conditions and ice cover information was 
provided by U.S. Navy ice observers. The results of data 
analysis are presented and compared with data from similar 
arctic environmental conditions. ['Work supported by U.S. 
Naval Air Systems Command.-] 
9:30 
KKS. Convergence Zone Propagation in the North American 
Basin. JOHN D. S}•A•ER, Naval Research Laboratory, •Vashing- 
ton, D.C. 20390.--The long range propagation of a CW 14- 
Hz signal was studied experimentally. A shallow source was 
towed across the North American Basin to a maximum range 
of about 2700 km. The signal was received on a sound channel 
hydrophone and the envelope recorded. Well-defined conver- 
gence zones were observed over the major extent of the tow. 
The existence of this mode interference wavelength as a sharp 
spectral line is shown in a power spectrum calculation of the 
envelope squared versus range. 
9:45 
KK4. Sound Transmission from Deep to Shallow Water. 
R. J. Umc•, Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Silver Spring, 
2$(aryland 20910.--The propagation of sound from deep to 
shallow water was studied by a direct field experiment. Two 
aircraft were used: one to drop explosve sound signals detonat- 
ing at 800 and 2000 ft out to 100 miles in two directions off 
the coast of Delaware, the other to monitor a pair of SOnG- 
buoys located in 100 f of water at the break of the continental 
shelf and at a point 20 miles toward shore in shallow water. 
The field-recorded data were converted to transmission loss 
by standard techniques. Surprisingly good transmission was 
observed. The 100-f receiver showed 1o•ver transmission losses 
for the deep axial shots than it would have if it had been 
located on the channel axis in deep water. This good trans- 
mission is possibly due to two causes: a kind of focusing effect, 
wherein the continental slope acts to increase the density of 
rays at its top, plus a near-optimum slope condition enabling 
axially transmitted sound to take but a sngle bounce np into 
shallow water. The 800-It shots were also well-received in spite 
of the absence of all-water ray paths, probably as a result of 
conversion to seismic waves along the sope. 
10:00 
KK5. Noise Signature of an Aircraft in Level Flight over a 
Hydrophone in the Sea. R. J. Umc•, Natal Ordnance Labora- 
tory, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910.--An aircraft flying over 
a hydrophone in the sea produces a noise signature whose 
magnitude and duratiou depend on such parameters as hydro- 
phone depth, water depth, and flight altitude. This signature 
represents sound reaching the hydrophone in four different 
ways: via a direct refracted path, via one or more bottom 
reflections, via the so-called lateral wave, and via sea-surface 
scattering. Of these, the refracted path is the most important 
and easiest to evaluate. Generalized coatoars for the nearfield 
of this component are given; in the farfield it is shown that 
the source in air can be replaced by an equivalent in-water 
source having a cosine-squared irectivity pattern and a source 
level 7 dB less than that of the real source. In a field experi- 
ment, a Navy P3 Orion turboprop aircraft flew over hydro- 
phones at two depths in deep water. The brief noise signature, 
lasting but a few seconds, was found to be accounted for 
satisfactorily by the refracted sound field. However, under 
conditions not existing in the field experiment, such as in 
shallow water, in rough seas, or at very shallow depths, it is 
conceivable that the other contributors to the total under- 
water sound field may become important. 
10:15 
KKG. Lloyd Mirror Effects in Sounds from Aircraft. B. 
HAumS, Ocean L• Atmospheric Science, Inc., Dobbs Ferry, 
New York 10522, S. TORAK Alii) G. LANGE, /J. S. Naval Air 
Development Center, Johnsz•lle, IVarminster, Pennsyhania 
18974.--In the automatic monitoring of environmental noise, 
it would be useful to use vertical directivity as an aid in 
discriminating between noise from overflying aircraft and 
noise from vehicles. However, the benefits of utilizing direc- 
tivity can be mitigated by the Lloyd mirror effect in which 
the aircraft noise not only propagates as a direct ray but as 
ground-reflected ray as well. The purpose of this experiment 
was to measure the Lloyd mirror signals from actual aircraft 
moving at reasonable speeds. These signals were broad-band 
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recorded using omnidirectional microphones. Since the 
Lloyd mirror effect is more apparent in narrow-band signals 
as consecutive reinforcements and cancellations between the 
direct and reflected ray, the signals were narrow-band filtered 
using the fast Fourier transform algorithm. Signal processing 
was then used to remove the statistical variations of the air- 
craft noise as well as the variations of the local ambient noise. 
The final results show amplitude variations of the order of 10 
dB at the times predicted by the theoretical models. This 
means that utilization of sound directivity requires micro- 
phones with nulls both at the top and bottom of the micro- 
phone pattern. 
10:30 
KK7. BIFI--Normal-Mode Generation with a Vertical Array 
of Projectors. L. A. KING, Nmu London Laboratory, Naval 
Underwater Systems Center, New London, Connecticut Od320.-- 
This paper describes first results frotn a continuing study of 
normal-mode generation and propagation in shallow water. 
A novel experimental tool used in this study is a vertical array 
of 25 sound projectors. With it, fundamental work has beeu 
conducted using its directional properties to transmit acoustic 
energy in an optimal manner. The basis of this work presumes 
the shallow-water channel to propagate "favored" modes. 
Their optimal transmission should occur by steering the 
acoustic energy with the array into boundary-grazing angles 
associated with the developmeut of these modes. Ground work 
was laid using the array without time delays or amplitude 
shading to study patterns generated under a wide variety of 
propagation conditions. Measurements, made in -March 1971, 
are presented here that depict patterns observed under iso- 
thermal conditions. 
10:45 
KK8. Sound-Speed Dispersion and Fluctuations in Coastal 
Ocean Waters. JUERGEN RAUTMANN AND HERMAN •IED%'IN, 
Physics Depart•nent, Naval Postgraduate School, •Ionlerey, 
California 93940.--In-situ upper ocean measurements have 
revealed the existence of significant dependence of the speed 
of sound on frequency over the range 25-80 kHz. At 4.3-m 
depth the variation of speed with frequency went through 
a large resonancelike peak of +6 m/sec and dip of -3 m/sec 
relative to the predictions for bubble-free water. The behavior 
is attributed to near surface resonant bubbles with an iden- 
tifiable population around radius 55 t• at 4.3 m below the 
surface and a lesser population centered around 125 t• with 
numbers decreasing with depth to 14.3 m (in 16-m-deep 
water). The temporal fluctuations of the speed were prin- 
cipally at surface wave orbital frequencies and showed near- 
Gaussian probability density functions with rms values from 
0.27 to 0.52 m/sec. The Gaussian character is disturbed and 
the rms value is greater at the dispersion center frequencies. 
[Supported by Naval Ship Systems Command.] 
11:00 
KK9. Pressure Dependence of High-Frequency Sound At- 
tenuation in the Deep Pacific Ocean. H. F. B/•ZDEI(, University 
of California, San Diego, Marine Physical Laboratory of the 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, San Diego, California 
9215g.--Vertical and horizontal acoustic paths, located in the 
Pacific Ocean between depths of 910 and 3350 m have been 
utilized to determine the attenuation of sound at a nominal 
frequency of 75 kHz. Results from these two different geom- 
etries show that predicted values exceed the observed mag- 
nitudes of acoustic attenuation at this frequency and at these 
depths. At 3350 m, the predicted value is 22.7 dB/km vs a 
measured value of 13.34-0.5 dB/km, a discrepancy of more 
than 9 dB. Furthermore, increasing pressure reduces the at- 
tenuation, a fact which supports the work of Fisher [J. Acoust. 
Sec. Amcr. 38, 805 (1965)] in contrast to that of Kester and 
Pytkowicz [Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta $4, 1039 
(1970)]. However, the amount of reduction is larger than 
previously suspected by more than o• [-This paper repre- 80/ -
sents results of research sponsored by the Office of Naval 
Research.] 
11:15 
KK10. Project Hiawatha Revisited: Application of FFP to 
Lake Superior Attenuation Experiment. D. G. BROWNING, 
.•I. R. POWERS, R. H. •IELLEN, AND F. R. DINAPOLI, New 
London Laboratory, Na•al Underwater Systems Center, New 
London, Connecticut 06320.---Owing to the pressure dependence 
of the temperature of nlaximum density in fresh water, the 
sound channel in Lake Superior is extremely weak. The fast 
field program (FFP) is applied to deterlnine if the bottom loss 
is significant for sound cham•el propagation in the kilohertz 
region. The values of attenuation are computed for the fre- 
quency range 500-10 000 Hz and compared to values obtained 
from the Lake Tanganyika experiment. 
11:30 
KKII. Seamount Reflections from the CANNIKIN Under- 
ground Explosion. Jo•{N NORTHROP, Naval Undersea Research 
and Development Center, San Diego, California 92132.--Hydro- 
acoustic signals were recorded froin the five megston Amchitka 
Island underground explosion (code name CANNIKIN) of 
6 November 1971. SOFAR depth hydrophones of the Missile 
Impact Location System (MILS) off the islands of Midway, 
Wake, and Oahu in the Central Pacific were used as detectors. 
In the low-frequency (<20 Hz) band, the •nain signal was 
followed by reverberations that persisted [or several hours 
after the shot. Arrival times of some of these reverberations 
were correlated with those computed for reflections from sea- 
mounts in the Emperor Seamount Chain and the Hawaiian 
Arch. Reverberations from more distant reflectors were sepa- 
rated by quiet periods or "windows" of several minutes dura- 
tion. The azimuthal and temporal distribution of the "win- 
dows" versus the reverberation •naxima is investigated in 
relation to low-frequency ambient noise in the ocean. 
1t:45 
KKI2. A Mathematical Model for Volume Reverberation. 
I. Experiment. W. J. Jons•, Naval Ordnance Systems Com- 
mand, Department of the Navy, ll•shington, D.C. 20360.--An 
experiment was conducted to measure parameters for a Potsson 
model for volume scattering. Using a stable platform sus- 
pended beneath a ship, echoes from discrete scatterers were 
observed and analyzed. A cunmlative probability distribution 
of scatterer reflectivity (ratio of scattered to incident pressure) 
was obtained by examining more than 1200 individual echoes. 
The average number of scatterers per unit volume was esti- 
mated from experimental data. The envelopes of echoes from 
scatterers were similar to the envelope of the transmitted 
signal. 
l g:00 
KKI$. k Mathematical Model for Volume Reverberation. H. 
Simulation. W. J. J O•ST, Nail Ordnance Systems Command, 
Department of the Navy, ll'ashington, D.C. 203•0, xm) T. I. 
SMITS, Department of Electrical Engineering, Catholic Univer- 
sity of America, Washington, D.C. 20017.--A technique for 
simulating reverberation due to small fish or other discrete 
scatterers is presented. A simulated ocean volume is filled 
with Pot,son distributed scatterers according to a model pro- 
posed by D. Middleton. Each scatterer is assigned a random 
location and a random reflectivity. By adjusting the simula- 
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tion parameters, the simulated reverberation envelope was 
made to agree statistically with the envelope of reverberation 
observed experimentally in the ocean. The simulation is 
particularly useful for estimating the true probability distri- 
bution of scatterer reflectivity and true scatterer density from 
experimental data influenced by a transducer beam pattern. 
FRIOX¾, 21 APRIL 1972 GEORGIAN ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
Session LL. Speech Communication VI: Temporal Aspects of Perception 
ARXHUR HOUS% Chairman 
Institute of Defense Analyses, I00 Prospect Avenue, Princeton, New Jersey 08450 
At this session preprints will be distributed for contributed papers. There will be no 
formal presentations; discussion only. 
Contributed Papers 
LL1. EftDots of Interruption on Noncontextual Speech. N. T. 
HOPKINSON, R. C. BILGER, AND M.D. WAND, School of 
Medicine, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
15213.--The distortion of speech by interruption and its 
effects on intelligibility were studied in six listeners with nor- 
mal hearing. Rates of interruption were varied between 2 and 
250 ips, and duty cycles were 50%, 25%, and 12.5%. The 
signals were a closed message set of 16 CV-nonsense syllables 
that had been recorded on a drum. The portion of the CV- 
syllable presented was varied systematically, that is onset of 
the syllable was delayed parametrically. Random presenta- 
tion of signals was accomplished by use of a computerized 
system. In conditions of 50% D.C., at the lowest rate of 
interruption, transmitted information was highest when there 
was no delay in onset of interruptions; however, transmitted 
information dropped significantly when the delay reached 
a critical time with respect to the period of time the signal was 
on. At the highest rate of interruption, transmitted informa- 
tion remained high in all conditions of delay in onset of in- 
terruption. Duty cycles less than 50% showed lower amounts 
of transmitted information. Feature analyses in terms of 
transmitted information will be reported for the various 
conditions. 
LL2. "Unbiased" Procedure for Cornpar/rig Degree of Later- 
alization of Dichotically Presented Stimuli. R•C•XnRD HARSn- 
•aArq, Phonetics Laboratory, UCLA, Los Angeles, California 
90024, AND STEPHEN KRASHEN, Southwest Regional Labora- 
tories and UCLA, Los Angeles, California.--In some experi- 
mental designs, it is desirable to compare "degree of laterali- 
zation" for different stimuli or different groups. Current 
measures of ear difference make such comparisons difficult, 
because scores are influenced by subjects' relative accuracy in 
identifying the stimuli. One reason for this "bias" is demon- 
strated using some simple mathematical models of a sub- 
jects' behavior in dichotic listening. A scoring method is de- 
duced that is not biased by different amounts of guessing by 
subjects. This procedure, the percent of errors method (POE), 
consists of computing each cat's percentage of the total num- 
ber of errors. The utility of the POE method is confirmed by 
reanalysis of previously published data. Standard methods 
for measuring ear difference are found to be negatively corre- 
lated with changes in accuracy. POE scores, however, do not 
correlate significantly with accuracy scores. This is true 
whether accuracy differences are due to age, first versus 
second channel reported, or differences in stimulus diffi- 
culty. Reanalysis of consonants versus vowels, younger 
versus older subjects, and other comparisons of degree of lat- 
eralization suggest some alternatives to previous conclusions. 
LI.3. Lateralization and the Critical Period. STEPHEN KRA- 
SHEN, Southwest Regional Laboratories, 11300 La Cienega 
Blvd., Inglewood California 90304 and UCLA, Los Angeles, 
California, AND RICHARD HARSHMAN, Phonetics Laboratory, 
UCLA, Los Angeles, California 90024.--The percent of errors 
method, described in Harshman and Krashen above, was ap- 
plied to dieboric listening data for children between 5 and 10 
years old. No significant change in degree of lateralization was 
found. This supports the hypothesis that the development of 
lateralization is complete by age five, rather than by puberty, 
as argued by Lenneberg. Data cited by Lenneberg, as well as 
additional cases, were examined. Analysis of cases of acquired 
aphasia in children resulting from localized lesions revealed 
that right-sided lesions do not cause more cases of speech dis- 
turbance after five than in adults, indicating that the involve- 
ment of the right hemisphere in the language function in 
children older than five is the same as in adults; this also 
supports the age five hypothesis. Not enough crucial data is 
available from hemispherectomies to decide between the two 
hypotheses. The completion of lateralization by five implies 
that iateralization reflects the maturation of some essential 
component of the language faculty, rather than the termina- 
tion of "organizational plasticity," as suggested by Lenneberg. 
LL4. Interaural Intensity Differences in Dichotic Speech 
Perception. C. L. THOMPSON, •,I. STAFFORD, J. K. CULLEN, 
JR., L. HUGHES, S. LOWE-BELL, AND C. I. BERLIN, Kresge 
Hearing Research Laboratory, L. S. •J. Medical School, New 
Orleans, Louisiana 70119.--Three studies are reported in 
which the intensities of dieboric stimuli were varied. In 
Study 1, one signal remained at 80 dB SPL while the other 
was varied from 30 to 80 dB in 10-dB steps. In Study 2, one 
ear was held at 50 dB while the other ear's signal was varied 
from 30 to 80 dB in 5-dB steps. In Study 3, the signals were 
varied from 30 to 80 dB SPL in 10-dB steps but with equal 
intensities to the two cars. Eleven •ubjccts were used in each 
of the former studies and 12 in the latter. Study I shows asym- 
merry in favor of the right-ear messages even when they are 
10 dB less intense than the left. Data of Studies 2 and 3 also 
show asymmetries but in a more complex fashion. 
LLS. Temporal Processing of Speech. PATRICIA KU•L AND 
CHARLES SPEAKS, Speech Research Laboratory, University of 
Minnesola, Minneapolis, Minnesola 55455.--Differences be- 
tween intelligibility of interrupted and compressed speech 
were examined by holding speech information constant and 
varying duration of silent intervals between speech segments. 
We hypothesized that interrupted speech would be more in- 
telligible than compressed speech because silent intervals could 
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be used to "process" the fragmented speech segments. Sen- 
tenees and words were sampled by computer with a 50% duty 
cycle. Two discard intervals, 125 and $0 msec, were used. 
Sample segments were retrieved and arranged with varying 
silent intervals between segments (3 less than, I equal to, 
and 2 greater than the duration of original discard intervals), 
producing six experimental conditions. When sample segments 
for the sentences were abutted with no silent interval (com- 
pression), intelligibility deteriorated. When silent intervals 
were inserted, intelligibility improved regardless of whether 
the silent interval was less than, equal to (interruption), or 
greater than the original discard interval. Since intelligibility 
did not vary significantly with the amount of "processing" 
time inserted, perhaps the silent interval simply "marked" 
the place where speech had been removed. Neither the 
"processing time" or "marking" hypotheses explain the re- 
sults for word intelligibiliW. 
LL6. Perception of Voice Timing in Spanish Stop Consonants. 
ARTHUR S. ABILAMSON,* AND LEIGH LISKER,[ Haskins Lab- 
oratories, New Ha•en, Connecticut 06510.--In earlier acoustic 
analysis of Spanish, we showed that speakers differentiate 
voiced/bdg/from voiceless/ptk/in word-initial position by 
means of voice onset time (VOT), the temporal relation be- 
tween the onset of glottal pulsing and acoustic features of 
supraglottal articulation. More recently, we demonstrated 
the perceptual efficacy of VOT for Thai, a language with three 
categories along the timing dimension, and English, a language 
with two categories. The two Spanish categories differ from 
those of English in their placement of the phonetic boundary. 
Spanish voiced stops are produced with VOT values that lead 
the consonant release, while voiceless stops show VOT upon 
release or immediately thereafter. In the present study, native 
speakers of Spanish identified randomized recordings of stops 
synthesized with VOT varying in small steps. Labeling re- 
spouses howed a fairly good fit between production and per- 
ception differing from English in the expected direction. The 
listeners also discriminated the VOT variants in a psycho- 
acoustic test format. The latter results, along with the earlier 
ones for English and Thai, indicate that discriminability is 
primarily determined by specific language experience, al- 
though general phonetic categories may have some effect. 
* Also at University of Connecticut, Storrs. Connecticut 06268. 
t Also at University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104. 
LL7. How Competing CVs, Vowels, or Synthetic Bleats Affect 
Dichofic Scores of Temporal Lobectomees, Hemispherec- 
tomees, and Normals. C. I. B•RLIN, S. LOW•,-B•LL, R. POR- 
TER, H. BERLIN, AND C. L. THOMPSON, Kresge Hearing Re- 
search Laboratory, L. S. U. Medical Center, New Orleans, 
Louisiana 70119.--Three normals, three hemispherectomees, 
and three temporal Iobectomees were stimulated dichotically 
with CVs in the contralateral ear (left ear for normals) always 
at 75 dB SPL; the ipsilateral ear (right ear for normals) re- 
ceived either a different CV, a "bleat," or an envelope- 
shaped vowel. The ipsilateral ear was stimulated at intensi- 
ties ranging in 10-dB steps from SRT to 75 dB SPL. Data 
show that an ipsilateral "bleat" had suppressire capabilities 
even with normals, despite little intelligibility of its own. All 
ipsilateral stimuli suppressed the patients' contralateral ears 
drastically compared to the normals even if the ipsilateral 
stimuli were 20-30 dB less intense than the contralateral 
CVs. The amount of contralateral CV intelligibility loss 
caused by a simultaneous signal in the ipsilateral ear may be 
a sign of the latter's "speechlike" qualities. 
LLS. Extension of Interaural Delay for Intelligibility. S. E. 
GERBER, Speech and Hearing Center, University of California, 
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93106.--At the previous meeting we pre- 
sented some data to suggest hat a notch appears in the in- 
telligibility function at integral multiples of 50 msec. The 
data were extended only to delays of 150 msec on a relatively 
small group of listeners. The present paper reports data on 
a virtually identical study extended now to 275 msec in 25 
msee steps, with and without noise added, and tested on a 
highly reliable listening panel. The significance of these data 
is'discussed, and consideration is again given to the coherence 
of the signal and the noise. 
LL9. Mutual Interference between Two Linguistic Dimensions 
of the Same Stimuli. RUtH S. DAY, Haskins Laboratories and 
}'ale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06510, AND CHARLES 
C. WOOD, Neuropsychology Laboratory, Velerans Administra- 
tion Hospital, West Haven, Connecticut 06516.--In a previous 
study subjects identified binaural stimuli that varied along 
both a linguistic and a nonlinguistic dimension. The linguistic 
dimension consisted of variation in stop consonants while 
the nonlinguistic dimension consisted of variation in funda- 
mental frequency. There were four stimuli:/ba/--!ow,/ba/ 
high, /da/--Iow, /da/--high. Reaction tintes were obtained 
in a two-choice identification task when the target dimension 
was the only one that varied. When there was also irrelevant 
variation in the nontarget dimension, reaction times increased 
substantially for the linguistic dimension, but only slightly 
for the nonlinguistic dimension. Thus the nonlinguistic di- 
mension interfered with the processing of the linguistic dimen- 
sion more than vice versa. The present study employed the 
same paradigm, but used two linguistic dimensions: stop 
consonants and vowels. The stimuli were /ba, 
Reaction times increased substantially for both dimensions 
when there was also irrelevant variation in the nontarget 
dimension. Thus both dimensions interfered with each other 
to the same extent. On the basis of the dimensions examined 
in this paradigm thus far, it appears that two linguistic di- 
mensions yield a mutual interference effect, while a linguistic 
and a nonlinguistic dimension yield a unidirectional effect. 
LLlO. Dichofic Fusion along an Acoustic Continuum. JAMES 
E. CUTTING AND RUTH S. DAY, Haskins Laboratories and 
Department of Psychology, Yale University, New Haven, 
Connecticut 06510.--When stimuli such as banker and lanket 
are presented dichotically, phonemic fusions often occur: 
subjects report hearing blanket. Previous studies have shown 
that stop +/r/ and stop +/1/ items have different fusion 
properties. For example, /1/ was sometimes substituted for 
/r/ (but rarely vice versa): gocery/rocery --• (yielded) glocery. 
The present experiment varied the liquid stimuli along an 
acoustic continuum involving the third formant transition. 
For example, one set varied from ray to lay. Each was paired 
dichotically with an initial stop stimulus, in this case pay. All 
inputs (pay, ray, lay) and possible fusions (pray, play) were 
acceptible English words. When asked to report "what they 
heard," subjects gave many fusion responses. Of these, there 
was a preponderance of stop +/I/ fusions (88% vs 12%). 
They occurred even for pairs where the liquid item was re- 
ported as an/r/during separate biuaural identification trials. 
Thus, given that an item was identified as ray, the same sub- 
jects reported hearing play when it was paired with pay: 
pay/ray--, play. Despite the fact that the third formant 
transition is crucial for perception of/r/vs/1/, this parameter 
was not responsible for the observed phoneme substitutions. 
LLll. The Effect of a Word Boundary on the Perception of 
Timing in Speech. A. •V. F. HUGGINS, Research Laboratory of 
Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 02139.--Earlier work has shown that a change 
in the duration of one acoustic segment in a sentence some- 
times does, and sometimes does not, require a compensatory 
change in an adjacent segment [A. W. F. Huggins, J. Acoust. 
Soc. Amer. (to be published)]. For example, in the words for 
paupers, compensation was required between the vowel in for 
and the initial p in paupers, but was not required between the 
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initial p and the stressed first vowel in paupers. These and 
other results suggest that the presence or position of a word 
boundary may influence the need for compensation. An ex- 
periment has been designed to investigate more carefully the 
role played by a word boundary. The results have implica- 
tions for the organization of speech production. 
LL12. Temporally Segmented Speech. A. W. F. 1tuoG•NS, 
Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.--Alternated and 
interrupted speech both show a minimum of intelligibility 
when the bursts of speech reaching the listener last about 
150 msec. A similar effect occurs with "temporally segznented" 
speech, which is made by splicing silent intervals into a re- 
cording of continuous speech, thus dividing it up into "speech 
intervals" separated from each other by "silent intervals." 
The advantage of this material is that the durations of speech 
and silent intervals can be independently varied, without dis- 
carding any of the speech. An earlier experiment [see MIT 
Res. Lab. Electron., Quart. Progr. Rep., No. 103 (1971), p. 
126.] suggested that the dip in intelligibility is actually due 
to two separate effects: (1) the probability that a speech 
interval will be recognized decreases as its duration de- 
creases and (2) the probability that signal parameters can be 
followed from one speech interval to the next decreases as the 
duration of the intervening silent interval increases. Experi- 
mental support for this view has been obtained using tem- 
porally segmented speech (1) by varying the duration of 
speech intervals with silent intervals held constant and (2) 
by varying the duration of silient intervals, with speech in- 
tervals held constant. [This research was supported by NIH 
Grant No. NSO4332.] 
FRIDAY, 21 APRIL 1972 Bb'FFALO ROOM, 9:00 A.M. 
Session MM. Physical Acoustics II: Propagation of Ultrasound in Various Media 
B. D. Coo}r, Chairman 
University of Houston, Cullen College of Engineering, Houston, Texas 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
MM1. The Measurement of the Bulk Modulus Loss Factor 
of Small Solid Specimens. GEO•Fa[V L. WILSOn, The Penn- 
sylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 
16802.--The bulk modulus loss factor of small, relatively loss- 
free solid specimens is one of the most elusive elastic constants 
to measure, as it is essential that the losses in the apparatus 
be reduced below those of the sample. One technique uses 
the change in decay time when the sample is introduced into 
a resonant body of liquid. Early experiments involved the use 
of a longitudinal standing wave in a tube, but losses due to 
wall friction were excessive. Wall friction losses have been 
minimized by the use of a radial resonance in a spherical con- 
tainer, and with the use of a vacuum jacket to reduce acoustic 
radiation, a Q as high as 80 000 has been achieved; however, 
there were practical difficulties due to asymmetries in the 
vessel and to multiple resonances in the walls. The present 
experiments involve a compromise, using a predominantly 
radial mode in a cylindrical vessel. Both thin walled (resilient) 
and thick-walled (nearly rigid) vessels have been used. The 
limitations inherent in these measurements will be discussed. 
9:15 
MM2. Multistate Dissociation and Sound Absorption in Sea 
Water. F. H. FISI•ER AND H. F. B•ZnE% University of Cali- 
fornia, San Diego, Marine Physical Laboratory of the Scripps 
Institution of Oceanography, San Diego, California 92152.--At 
75 kHz, the observed decrease of sea water sound absorption 
with increasing pressure is about twice that predicted from 
the multistep dissociation parameters selected by Eigen and 
Tamm [Z. Elektrochem. 66, 92-121 (1962)] to explain sound 
absorption in aqueous solutions of MgSO•, the salt responsible 
for sound absorption in sea water. To account for such a large 
pressure effect requires the equivalent of a single chemical 
reaction with a A V•---36 cm'/mole; for example, two successive 
chemical reactions each with a A V•-18 cron/mole. The results 
are discussed in terms of three-step and two-step dissociation 
models. Included in our considerations are Millero's results 
[Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 35, 1089-1098 (1970)] 
obtained independently of acoustic data, which show only 
a small decrease with pressure for the concentration of MgSO• 
ion pairs. [This paper represents results of research sponsored 
by the Office of Naval Research and the National Science 
Foundation. ] 
9:30 
MM3. Relaxational Ultrasonic Absorption in Molten Sele- 
nium. E. M. RING* AND R. T. BEYER, Brown University, 
Physics Department, Pro,fence, Rhode Island 02912.--The 
temperature and frequency dependence of the ultrasonic at- 
tenuation in molten selenium have been studied in the range 
from 200 ø to 400øC, and from 30 MHz to 70 MHz. The data 
are consistent with the literature in the high temperature 
range from 350 ø to 600øC, but supersede previous results in 
the range from 200 ø to 350øC. Analysis of the data is compli- 
cated by the structure of molten selenium, which is thought 
to possess a double structure of rings and chains, in equilib- 
rium at any temperature. The material has been treated as 
a polymer in the literature, and by comparing the observed 
relaxations in Se with those reported in other polymers the 
present data can be analyzed: the monomer-polymer struc- 
tnre gives rise to corresponding nonrelaxing and relaxing 
components, of which the monomer (rings) represents a non- 
relaxing solvent, and the polymer (chains) a relaxing solute. 
Finally, once the frequency dependence of relaxations occur- 
ring at constant temperature has been mapped into the tem- 
perature dependence of relaxations occurring at constant fre- 
quency, the previonsly reported high-temperature data can 
be fitted by a single relaxation time model. [Supported by the 
O. N. R.] 
* Present address: Industrial Research Products. Inc., 321 N. Bond St., 
Elk Grove Village, IlL 60007. 
9:45 
MM4. Reflection of an Elastic Wave from a Free Surface in 
Quartz. GERALD L. Jo•gs AND Eo•USD G. Hgmal:.ag II, 
Department of Engineering Mechanics, Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virignia 24061.-- 
The reflection of a plane, elastic wave in quartz is discussed. 
Numerical solution has been obtained for quasilongitudinal 
and quasitransverse waves incident upon the xy, xz, and y• 
crystal planes for angles less than critical. The angles of the 
reflected wave vectors, the associated reflection coefficients, 
and the directions of the energy flux vectors for the reflected 
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waves have been calculated. The numerical results indicate 
that an incident critical angle occurs when a reflected wave 
has a Poynting vector parallel to the boundary as suggested in 
an earlier paper rE. G. Henneke 11, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 
$1, 210 (1972)]. In some incidents, the wave vector of the 
reflected wave may be pointing in a direction in free space, but 
if its Poynting vector is directed internally, the reflection co- 
efficient is nonzero. In addition, it has been found that for 
some incident angles greater than critical, three quasitrans- 
verse waves may be reflected, and the boundary conditions 
are satisfied without the necessity of assuming a surface wave. 
[This work was supported by the National Science 
Foundation]. 
10:00 
MM5. Brillouin and Rayleigh Scattering Studies of Elec- 
trolyte Solutions. ARTHUR ]V{ARET AND ERNEST YEAGER, Cruse 
Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106.--Rayleigh 
and Brillouin scattering studies have been carried out in a 
number of electrolyte solutions at various concentrations up 
to 4M. The apparatus consisted of an argon laser operating 
in a single mode, a thermosrated octagonal light scattering 
cell with provisions for scattering at precisely known angles, 
a piezoelectric scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer, and a 
photomultiplier-photon-counting system. Three types of 
results have been obtained: (1) hypersonic velocity data from 
the frequency shift of the Brillouin components; (2) hyper- 
sonic absorption coefficients from the line widths of the Bril- 
Iouin components; and (3) Rayleigh-Brillouin intensity ratios. 
The first and second types of results have been found to com- 
pare very favorably with those from ultrasonic velocity and 
absorption data at lower frequencies. The theoretical Ray- 
leigh-Bri[Iouin intensity ratios have been calculated from con- 
centration fluctuation theory and found to be in good agree- 
ment with experiment at concentrations up to several molal 
except for 2-2 electrolytes such a• MnSO4 and MgSO4. 
[-Research supported by the Office of Naval Research and 
a NATO grant.] 
10:15 
MM6. Speed of Sound in Liquid Metals and Alloys. JACEK 
JARZYNSK], Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 
20390.•The speed of sound c in liquid metals and alloys is 
calculated using the perturbation theory of liquids and the 
pseudopotential theory of metals. An effective hard-sphere 
diameter, as defined by the Gibbs-Bogoliubov iuequality, 
and its density dependence are determined for each metal 
from thermodynamic data. The structure independent con- 
tribution to c is calculated from the expression for cohesive 
energy given by Heine and Wenire [Solid State Phys. 24 
(1970)]. The results, including the temperature and pressure 
dependence of c, are in quantitative agreement with experi- 
mental data. 
10:30 
MM7. Macromolecular Interaction in the Absorption of Sound 
in Erythrocytes. F. W. t(REmO, U, E. L. CARTENSEN, ANn W. 
G. ALDRIDGE, Departments of Electrical Engineering, Radia- 
tion Biology (Biophysics), and Anatomy, University of Ro- 
chester, Rochester, Nezo York 14627.--Whereas it has been 
recognized for some time that the absorption of sound in sus- 
pensions of erythrocytes is primarily a macromolecular phe- 
nomenon, recent observations have led us to believe that inter- 
actions between macromolecules may play a significant role 
as well. Two tests of the interaction postulate are reported: 
(1) Bovine erythrocytes fixed in acrolein and glutaraldehyde 
are sufficiently stable that they can be subjected to fairly 
harsh environmental changes without loss of hemoglobin or 
change in microscopic structure. This stability results from 
cross-linking of macromolecular hydrophobic groups by the 
fixing agent. The specific absorptiou of fixed erythrocytes is 
greater than that for normal cells by as much as a factor of 
3.5 at 90 MHz. The new relaxing elements added by fixing 
are concentrated at frequencies above 10 MHz. (2) Interac- 
tion of ionic groups should be increased by decreasing the 
dielectric constant of the suspending medium. Suspeusion of 
fixed erythrocytes in the solvents ethylene glycol and ethanol 
further increases the absorption by as much as a factor of 3.5 
at 10 MHz. The relaxing elements added with solvent change 
are skewed toward frequencies below 30 MHz. Scattering, 
viscous relative motion, and thermal absorption have been 
ruled out as explanations for the observations. The explana- 
tion is more apt to lie in some forms of chemical or structural 
relaxations. 
FroDAY, 21 APRIL 1972 EMPIRE AND WASHINGTON Roo.us, 9:00 A.a. 
Session NN. Engineering Acoustics HI 
E. J. PARSSlNEN, Chairman 
Naval Underwater Systems Center, New London, Connecticut 06320 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
NN1. Four-Pole Paxameters for Hyperbolic Horns. CHARLES 
T. MOLLOY, TR W Systems Group, A[cLean, Virginia 22101.-- 
It is the purpose of this paper to define, outline the derivation 
of, and show some applications of the four-pole parameters 
of hyperbolic horns. These horns were first discussed by V. 
Salmon [_.J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 17, 199, 212 (1946)] and in- 
clude as special cases exponential, catenoidal, conical, and 
cylindrical horns. Their four-pole equations are a pair of linear 
equations relating the pressure and volume velocity existing 
at the throat to the same quantities at the horn mouth. The 
coefficients in the equations are called the four-pole param- 
eters. The equations may be written in matrix format and are 
very convenient for analyzing acoustical systems containing 
hyperbolic horns as elements (as well as combinations of 
many other acoustical elements). The four-pole parameters 
for the general hyperbolic horu and its important special 
cases will be given. Examples of their uses will be given in- 
cluding: throat impedance; insertion loss; horn-type side- 
branch filters; horns with arbitrary area functions; loud 
speaker systems; etc. It is pointed out that, because the four- 
pole parameter technique involves only 2X2 matrices, it is 
particularly well adapted for use with high-speed digital 
computetin 
9:15 
NN2. Conical and Sinusoidal Horns as Sound Traps. B. N. 
NAGARKAR, H. C. DHINGRA, AND R. D. F•NCH, Department 
of Mechanical Engineering, University of Houston, Houston, 
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Texas 77004.--It is shown that the application of Webster's 
theory to sinusoidal and conical horns leads to the conclusion 
that such horns, used as receivers and terminating in cusps, 
should act as sound traps. This result is further discussed in 
light of three-dimensional conical horn theory. Experimental 
work to verify the theory is in progress. 
9:30 
NN3. Transmission-Line Analogs For Stacked Crystals with 
Piezoelectric Excitation. A. BALLATO, /J. S. Army Electronics 
Technology •r Devices Laboratory, U.S. Army Electronics 
Command, Fort Monmouth, Ne• Jersey 07703, H. L. BEgTONI 
AND T. TAMIR, Department of Electrical Engineering and Elec- 
trophysics, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, Ne• York 11201. 
--A piezoelectrically driven thickness-mode structure con- 
taining any number of stacked crystal layers is shown to be 
rigorously representable by equivalent circuits, which con- 
sist of transmission lines and lumped elements. Each crystal 
stratum is homogeneous but may be arbitrarily anisotropic; 
the piezoelectric excitation may be applied to a single plate 
or several plates in combination, its field orientation being 
either normal or parallel to the layers. The equivalent repre- 
sentation is derived by considering a canonic two-layered 
element, which is thereafter utilized as a building block for 
the analysis of general multilayered stacks. In such a con- 
figuration, the material in each layer is accounted for by at 
most three acoustic transmission lines; each layer boundary, 
on the other hand, is represented by lumped transformer ele- 
ments that serve to interconnect all of the six transmission 
lines arriving at that particular boundary. The piezoelectric 
drive appears as an additional simple network which is also 
connected to the coupling transformers. This establishes a 
procedure for a systematic treatment of theoretical and prac- 
tical problems concerning crystal resonators and filters, delay 
lines, pulse and code generators, and related applications. 
9:45 
NN4. Effect of Initial Stress on the Propagation of Flexural 
Waves in Elastic Rectangular Bars. J. A. CLARK, A. J. 
DURELLI, AND P. A. LAURA, Electrical Engineering Depart- 
ment, The Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C. 
20017.--The dynamics of continuous media subjected to 
initial stress is of great interest in several fields of applied 
science and technology: geophysics, oceanography, underwater 
acoustics, and structural design. Pioneering analytical work 
in this field was done by Biot. Few contributions have been 
made, however, to the experimental treatment of the problems 
of determining dynamic stress distributions within statically 
prestressed continuous media. The present paper deals with 
an experimental analysis of the propagation of flexural waves 
in prismatic elastic bars with and without prestressing. A 
complete, direct, full-field optical determination of dynamic 
stress distributions associated with the flexural waves is ob- 
tained by a combination of photoelastic and interferometric 
measurements. The effects of prestressing by axial tension, 
axial compression, and ptsre bending are illustrated. Com- 
parisons are made with an approximate theory. The results 
are extended to bars of other materials by scaling laws. 
10:00 
NNS. "Clackers" Noise. D. G. HOLMES AND R. H. LYon, 
Department of Mechan•al Engineering, Massachusetts Insti- 
tute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts OZl39.--Impact 
sounds are normally the result of acoustic radiation from the 
vibrations of the impacting bodies. The energy pathway is 
from the preimpact kinetic energy of translation, via the 
energy of vibration, to the radiated acoustic energy. An 
ternative mechanism exists, which does not require vibrations 
of the impacting bodies. The sound radiation is a result of the 
sudden accelerations of the bodies during impact, and can be 
said to draw on the kinetic energy, not of the bodies them- 
selves, but of the added mass of the fluid motion. The sound 
radiated from the impact of two small, hard spheres is a good 
example. Experiments are described which identify clearly 
the sound source as the sudden accelerations due to impact; 
vibrations of the spheres make a negligible contribution to the 
total energy radiated. The energy spectrum and directivity 
of the radiation agree very closely with calculated values. 
10:15 
NN6. Transient Response Analysis and Experiment on a 
Transducer with an Intermediate Layer of a Quarter Wave- 
length for the Generation of Short Ultrasonic Pulses. YosHz- 
MIYSU KIKUSHI, DAITARO OKUYAMA, AND CHIHIRO KASm, 
Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku Uni- 
versity, Sendai 980, Japan.--In the field of ultrasonic flaw 
detection, ultrasonic diagnosis, etc., generation and detection 
of short ultrasonic pulses are very important for high range 
resolution. In this paper, the transient characteristics of the 
transducer with an intermediate layer of a quarter wavelength 
is analyzed by an impulse response method, and the optimum 
acoustic impedance of the layer for the generation and detec- 
tion of the shortest ultrasonic pulses is given as a function of 
specific impedanees of the transducer and an acoustic load. 
The features of this analysis are that the calculation is much 
simpler than that in the usual frequency response method, 
and especially that the pulse length which is the final object 
of the art can be directly derived. From the calculation, it is 
found that the transducer with the layer of the optimum 
impedance can generate fairly short ultrasonic pulses without 
any acoustic backing, and that consequently the transducer 
sensitivity is considerably higher than that of the usual trans- 
ducers with backing. Experiments were carried on in mega- 
hertz range with PZT disks using Bakelite or tungsten-resin 
mixture for the intermediate layer. The results showed fairly 
good agreement with the theory. 
10:30 
NN7. A New Broad-Band Ultrasonic Technique with Bio- 
medical Implications. I. Background and Theoretical Discus- 
sion. Join PIERCE JONES AND HUGH A. •/'RIGHT, Bolt Beranek 
and Newman Inc., 50 Moulton Street, Cambridge, Massachu- 
setts 02138.--Ultrasonic techniques presently used for medical 
diagnosis make use of narrow-band or single-frequency pulse- 
echo devices. Recent studies at BBN indicate that a new 
broad-band technique should significantly improve present 
diagnostic capabilities. This new technique makes use of 
acoustic impulses, which are short in time but broad in fre- 
quency content, and a time domain deconvolution procedure. 
The result is a temporal waveform which can be related to 
physical parameters such as specific acoustic impedance and 
frequency-dependent attenuation. Thus, the new technique 
allows us to measure quantitatively to a high degree of ac- 
curacy the specific acoustic impedance at an arbitrary position 
within a test object. 
10:45 
NN8. A New Broad-Band Ultrasonic Technique with Bio- 
medical Implications. II. Preliminary Experiments Involving 
Human Skull Bone. JOIE PIERCE JONES AND HUGH A. WRIGHT, 
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., 50 Moulton Street, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts OZI38.--A broad-band acoustic pulse, produced 
by a spark source operating in water, was used to illuminate 
several test objects. The reflected signal was analyzed using 
a deconvolution procedure and the specific acoustic impedance 
obtained as a function of time. In one particular experiment, 
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a series of modest impedance differences were accurately re- 
solved behind a section of human skull bone. 
11:00 
NN9. Acoustical Pattern Recognition of Knee Jo/nt Diseases. 
M. L. CHu ANn I. A. GRAmSAR, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, The University of Akron, Akron, Ohio 44325.•An 
improved sound retrieval system and more accurate analysis 
technique were developed to extract distinguishing acoustical 
signatures of sound emitted by normal and pathological knee 
joints during active movements. Background noise was 
minimized using the principle of "noise cancellation" with 
a double microphone-differential amplifier setup. Two iden- 
tical sensitive condenser microphones and an FM recorder 
with flat responses in the audio range were used. The knee 
noise was found to be transient in nature and recordings were 
made on magnetic tape "loops" for "real time" analysis. 
Waveform, spectral, and statistical (correlation and proba- 
bility) analyses were performed. Preliminary studies of 30 
knee recordings covering normal, rheumatoid arthritic, de- 
generative knees, and knees with Reiter's syndrome showed 
that their respective waveforms, spectral patterns, and sta- 
tistical properties are, on the average, unique and proved to be 
a promising nondestructive diagnostic tool for early detection 
of the type and extent of knee joint damage. 
11:15 
NN10. Reflection of Acoustic Waves from a Stably Stratified 
Atmosphere. F. F. HALL, .JR., AND •V. D. NEFF, N'•ve Propa- 
gation Laboratory, NOAA Environmental liesearch Labora- 
tories, Boulder, Colorado 80302.--Echoes obtained with 
a monostatic acoustic sounder have to date been attributed 
largely to random thermal structure in the atmosphere. A 
dependence of echo strength on the sound beam zenith angle 
has now been verified for certain highly stable conditions in 
the planetary boundary layer. Maximum returns are obtained 
with a vertically pointed beam. The regions of strong return 
correlate spattally with temperature striations which are es- 
sentially horizontal. Measured microthermal structure of such 
inversion layers can account for the excess or Fresnel acoustic 
reflection observed. This excess echo may be several times 
stronger than scattering from raadom thermal structure. 
Examples of simultaneous returns at zenith angles of 0 ø and 
45 ø are presented, and the theory of normal acoustic reflec- 
tion from realistic temperature inversions discussed. 
11:30 
NNII. Small-Size High-Efficiency Underwater Loudspeaker. 
AtAN H. LUBELL, Lubell Laboratories Inc., Columbus, Ohio 
43209.--An improved underwater loudspeaker covering the 
frequency range from 200 Hz to 5 kHz has been developed. 
This transducer combines small size and high efficiency. It 
yields speech reproduction comparable to medium fidelity 
air acoustic loudspeakers. This device has been used success- 
fully as part of a portable underwater communication system 
for instruction and recall of a group of swimmers or divers. 
Using the underwater hearing thresholds of Brandt and 
Hollien, estimates of range are made for the above system 
and compared to test results. 
11:'t5 
NNI2. Gradient Microphone Pedormance within a Gas 
Mask. CHARLES T. MORROW, Advanced Technology Center, 
Inc., Dallas, Texas 75222.--It has been shown previously 
that a pressure gradient microphone is so insensitive to stand- 
•ng wave effects in a diving mask that it provides excellent 
intelligibility, but it does not compensate for detuning of the 
first formant. Detuning by a gas mask is a more major effect 
and more complicated--the first two formants are split into 
a triplet. The uppermost resonance of the triplet, correspond- 
ing closely in frequency to the original second formant, is 
attenuated. The gradient microphone, close to the lips, re- 
stores intelligibility by deemphasizing the middle resonance 
of the triplet and restoring emphasis on the uppermost. 
FRIDAY, 21 APRIL 1972 MAPLE LEAF ROOM, 2:00 P.M. 
Session OO. Noise V: Noise Measurement and the Effects of Noise on Man 
Jo•t• J. EARSHEN, Chairman 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory Inc. and State University 
of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
2:00 2:15 
OO1. Individual Differences in the Annoyance of Noise. 
O. L. Au•Ewsa, JR., Anderson and Angevin•, Inc., East 
Aurora, Ne• York 14052.--Among the factors influencing 
individual appraisals of noise intrusion or annoyance are the 
information contained in the noise, the person's conditioning, 
and his interpretation of what the noise represents. His 
previous adaptation to the noise, and his expectations as to 
the level and the difficulty of quieting it also affect his esti- 
mate. Cultural differences in conversational voice level and 
speaking distance affect the evaluation of background noise. 
Daily and monthly rhythms occur in sensitivity. All of these 
factors serve as a caution that the individual response may 
depart from the "average" reaction. 
O02, Relation of Hearing Impairment to Noise Exposure 
and Age. JA•ES H. BOrSl•ORn, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18016.--An equation relating prev- 
alence of impaired hearing to age and noise exposure has 
been derived. It is based on the assumption that the prob- 
ability of developing impaired hearing at any age is propor- 
tional to the fraction of the population of that age which has 
already developed impaired hearing. In other words, the stress 
on the auditory system of living to any age is indicated by the 
prevalence of impaired hearing at that age. If there is also 
exposure to dangerous noise, the probability of impairment 
increases with the severity of the exposure. The solution of 
the differential equation resulting from these assumptions 
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reveals a complex relationship of age and noise exposure to 
impairment. The effects of age and noise are shown not to 
be simply additive as is often assumed. 
2:30 
003. In-Ear Measurement of Noise. A. J. B•AMM•.R ANI) 
J. E. Pmacxq National Research Council of Canada, Dialsion 
of Physics, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.--A measure of the sound 
field at the base of the conchs, obtained by using a miniature 
microphone located within the ear, provides information on 
the acoustical signal entering the ear canal. When combined 
with a portable tape recorder, the apparatus can be used to 
evaluate an individual's exposure to noise and appears to be 
particularly snited for use in directional sound fields that vary 
in the vicinity of the head. In order to compare the data ob- 
tained with existing criteria for hearing conservation, or 
sound level meter measurements in a diffuse field, a transfer 
function is used to produce the equivalent diffuse field that 
would exist at the center of the head in the absence of the 
subject. The device has been used to measure the noise levels 
experienced by operators of snowmobiles and chain saws as a 
function of time, and the attenuation and, in some cases, 
amplification of sound produced by some common forms of 
crash helmet and headgear. An over-all accuracy of 4-2 dB 
is obtained from 100 to 5000 Hz by using a spectrum shaper 
and a built-in calibration system. 
2:45 
004. Auditory Temporary Threshold Shift in Snowmobile 
Users. R. B. CUANV.¾, Ja., •Ni• S.C. McCL•N, Department 
of Speech Pathology and Audiology, University of Montana, 
Missoula, Montana 59801.--It has been determined that the 
noise levels of many snowmobiles and other all-terrain- 
vehicles frequently exceed criterion values of safe exposure as 
a function of tilne. However, there are obvious limitations to 
the use of the CHABA criteria for determining hazardous 
noise exposure, since typical snowmobile use does not ap- 
proximate the extent of exposure implied by the "working- 
lifetime" concept. Thus, the empirical determination of the 
amount oI TTS resulting from "typical" exposures, whatever 
they may be, seemed to provide a more relevant approach to 
the question of whether snowmobile noise poses a hazard to 
hearing acuity of operators and passengers. TTS measurements 
were obtained on a number of individuals of all ages under 
field conditions (within 1-15 min of termination of exposure). 
Significant amounts of TTS were observed to be occurring in 
a large proportion of the persons tested. The implications of 
this study are discnssed ia terms of the users, the manufac- 
turers, and the CHABA criteria for hazardous noise exposure. 
3:00 
005. Noise Levels on Aircraft Carder Flight Decks and Their 
Effects on Humans. J. C. !.¾E;BSTER, Human Factors Tecl• 
nology Division, Naval Electronics Laboratory Center, Sa• 
Diego, California 92152.--Measurements were made of noi•e 
levels produced by four aircraft during pilot qualification 
exercises aboard the flight deck of USS KITTY HA WK. 
These measurements, on both the A- and C-weighting net- 
works, were augmented by calculations of speech-interference 
levels made later from tape recordings. These data were 
compared to signilar measurements made at the Naval Air 
Test Center at Pautuxent River, Maryland, and interpreted 
in terms of deafness risk and interference with speech com- 
munications. The levels measured on the carrier showed large 
amounts of low-frequency energy (at octaves centered at 62 
and 125 Hz) not present in the data taken ashore; this varia- 
tion is ascribed to the presence of blast deflectors on the 
carrier and to the effects of strong wind across the deck and the 
measuring microphone in its wind screen. The noise levels 
measured are shown to severely degrade speech communica- 
tions and to present a risk of deafness to personnel. Measure 
the noise levels produced by aircraft landing on and taking off 
from flight decks of aircraft carriers. Assess these levels in 
terms of (1) the hearing hazards they present to personnel ex- 
posed to them for various periods of time, with varying 
degrees of ear protection, and (2) the extent to which they 
degrade speech communication. When noise exposures were 
extrapolated to a 12-h cyclic air operation, hearing hazards 
were predicted, even when current ear-protection devices were 
utilized. Direct observation together with calculation of 
speech-interference levels indicated significant decrement in 
voice communication under high-noise conditions. 
3:15 
006. Noise and Measurement Problems Associated with 
Hard-Hat Diving Helmets. A. L. DIM•xx•, CBS Labora- 
tories, Stamford, Connecticut 06905, AND J. J. PENNELLA, 
Na•al EOD Facility, Indian Head, Maryland 20640.--The 
deep-sea hard-hat diver tnust be supplied with a copious air 
flow through his helmet at rates far in excess of his need for 
life oxygen. If reckoned in terms of free air movement, this 
flow increases with depth of dive and is required to reduce 
carbon dioxide content resulting from exhaled diver's breath. 
At a typical depth, the flow rate may be 28 fta/min or about 
800 liters/min. All this air passing through a nnmber of con- 
trol valves, entrance ports, and discharge valves causes much 
turbulence, with attendant noise known to reach well into the 
damage risk levels. This paper explores some special problems 
encountered in the measurement of diver helmet noise and 
describes a series of noise measurements performed in a 
typical helmet under simulated diving conditions. 
3:30 
007. A Wearable Pocket Noise Doslmeter. M. W. BASCH, 
General Radio Company, Concord, Massachusetts 01742.--A 
noise dosimeter that meets the ANSI Type II Sound-Level 
Meter standard and accnmulates the Walsh-Healey per- 
centage is discussed. The dosimeter is composed of two parts-- 
a small pocket unit that accumulates and stores the digital 
data representing the Walsh-Healey percentage and an in- 
dicator unit that provides a digital readout on a light emitting 
diode display. The indicator unit also has provision for cali- 
brating the pocket nnit (including the microphone) and pro- 
vision for checking batteries. Newest technology has per- 
mitted the pocket unit to be made very small and light. It 
includes a small ceramic microphone, a true rms detector 
with more than 15-dB crest factor capacity, and an extremely 
low-power MOS digital counter to store the Walsh-Healey 
percentage. It weighs but 7 oz and runs for over 300 h on an 
ordinary 9-V "transistor" battery. Frequency response mea- 
surements will show the effects of the proximity of the wearer. 
3:45 
008. Education by Noise Control Projects. F. G. HAAG, 
Department of •l/Iechanical Engineering, Union College, Sche- 
nectady, N.Y. 12308.--Noise control presents many interest~ 
ing possibilities for student-project-type courses. The proj- 
ects provide a natural motivation at a low cost to educational 
benefit ratio. Projects have been successfully conducted with 
undergraduates in general edncation, and with undergraduate 
and graduate engineering students. Among the more recent 
projects are effect of snowmobile noise on mice, standing 
wave tube, visible sound apparatus, computer simulation 
programs, muffler design, wave-tank analogy, noise rednction 
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demonstrator, noise cancellation device, noise reduction of a 
computer card reader, and the effect of noise on plants. Since 
most noise control projects involve the student in value judg- 
ments, an auxiliary educational benefit results. 
009. Design and Operation of a Continuous, Areawide Air- 
craft-Noise Monitoring System. GORDON BRlCKEN, Northrop 
Corporation, Anaheim, California, A•D JoltN K. HILL•XR•, 
Ramberg • Lowrey, Santa Ana, California.--A five-station, 
permanent, 24-h centralized aircraft noise monitoring system 
has been installed in the community stirrounding Orange 
County Airport, Santa Ann, California. This paper will dis- 
cuss the design concept, the results obtained from initial tests 
involving measurement of over 1000 flights, the practical expe- 
rience gained from the installation, the true value to the com- 
munity, and the potential for effective noise management pro- 
grams. In addition, the measurement data will be used to 
demonstrate the value of the Calilornia noise index CNEL. 
FRIDAY, 21 APRIL 1972 GEORGIAN ROOM, 2:00 P.M. 
Session PP. Speech Communication VII: Analysis, Identification, and 
Recognition of Speech and Speakers 
JOItN F. BOEItM, Chairman 
National Security Agency, Ft. George G. Meade, Maryland 20755 
Contributed Papers 
PPI. Implementation of an On-Line Speaker Verification 
Scheme. R. C. LUMMlS, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray 
Hill, New Jersey 07074.--The implementation i.• described of 
an on-line version of the scheme for speaker verification re- 
ported previously. A Honeywell DDP-516 computer is used, 
with microphone and keyboard input, disk storage, and 
graphic output. Utterances are converted to pitch and gain 
contours and compared with similar functions fetched from 
disk that represent past vocal behavior of the speaker whose 
identity is claimed. The comparison process includes automatic 
temporal registration. Special features of the implementation 
include the ability to tlpdate stored reference patterns at will 
so as to incorporate the features of new utterances, and a 
graphic display that effectively illustrates which portions of 
a test utterance are withilt the programmed limits of 
acceptability. 
PP2. Text-Independent Speaker Recognition. B. S. ATAL, 
Bell Telepkone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, New 
Jersey 07974.--in automatic speaker recognition methods, the 
speaker to be recognized is usually required to speak the same 
utterance which was used to obtain the reference pattern for 
that speaker. However, such a restriction is not generally 
necessary for speaker recognition by humans. ls reliable 
automatic speaker recognition similarly possible? A speaker 
identification experiment was performed in a population of 10 
female speakers. The acoustical information was represented 
by sets of 12 predictor coefficients obtained by •ninimizing the 
mean-squared prediction error over speech segments 50 msec 
in duration. Each set of these predictor coefficients was 
represented by a 12-dimensional vector. New sets of coordi- 
nates which minimized the intraspeaker variance were deter- 
mined by linear transformation of the original vector space. 
The segment of the utterance used to identify an individual 
was different from the segments used to form the reference 
pattern for that individual. For each segment, the unknown 
vector was correlated with the reference vectors and the cor- 
ralntion_• woro nvoraffed over a number of segments--the 
speaker with the largest correlation was identified as the un- 
known speaker. The over-all identification accuracy was 93% 
for 40 speech segments. These results suggest that successful 
automatic speaker identification is possible independently of 
the spoken text. 
PP3. On Evaluating Formant Synthesizer Control Signals. 
II. W. WATHEN-I)uNN, S. B. MICIIAELS, L. V. KR1GER, AND 
H. I. SORON, Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, 
Bedford, Massachusetts 01730.--An attempt to evahmte the 
effectiveness of three sets of formant synthesizer control 
signals, derived by different means, has utilized VCV utter- 
ances iu which the C's were one of the six stop consonants and 
the V's were one of the six vowels,/i, e, a, o, n, A/. The stops 
are the most quickly articulated phouemes and the.first five 
of the vowels are tense and are thus articulated at positions 
most removed from the central articulatory configuration, 
which is represented by the last vowel, /A/. Use of these 
utterances is predicated on the idea that the stops and the 
tense vowels make the greatest demands on synthesizer 
performance and are hence most suited for evaluation. Two 
tests have been run: (1) an identitication test for each of the 
consonants and (2) comparisons of the same consonant pro- 
duced by different means. Results for the labial stops, lb, p/, 
were presented at the 82nd Meetin• of the Society in Denver, 
and this paper will present the resnits for the re•naining stops, 
/d, t, g, k/. 
PP4. Orientation to Speech Sound. T. F. MYERS, Department 
of Psychology, University of Edinburgh, Great Britain, R. 
ZamcovA Arid L. A. CmsTowc}l, l•avlov Pyhsiological In- 
stitute, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.--A •eries of experiments are 
described in support of a model of speech recognition. The 
vowel /a/ from a complex signal generator was presented 
binaurally, each ear channel being independently controlled 
for signal intensity and duration of a medial silent interval 
(0-90 msec), such that a fused percent /a/, /ara/, /sial, or 
/am/resulted in the center, or to one or other side of auditory 
space. Analysis of categorical response probability and later- 
alization of a percept as functions of duration of the interval 
and interaural intensity difference enabled the functional levels 
and operations represented by the model to be substantiated. 
PP5. Saoken Digit Recot'nition Using Partial Autocorrelation 
Coefficients (PAC). Y. NAKANO, A. 1CHIKAWA, AND K. 
NAKATA, Central Research Laboratory of Hitachi Ltd., Koku- 
bunji, Tokyo, Japan.--Spoken digit recognition using auto- 
correlation coefficients (PAC or k parameters) is investigated 
with a digital computer. Speech samples are 10 spoken 
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Japanese digits uttered by a single male speaker. Each digit 
is uttered 10 times. Each sample is analyzed at every 10 msec 
to give time series of PAC. Principle of recognition is a simple 
pattern matching with nonlinear time adjustment by DP 
procedure. When the dimension of PAC is greater than 4, 
recognition score is fairly good, but does not exceed the value 
of 98%. The cause of error seems to be the accuracy deteriora- 
tion of computation of PAC. The computation of PAC is 
strongly correlated to a signal amplitude. Weighting PAC by 
amplitude information, the recognition score is improved and 
reaches at 100%, with the dimension of PAC greater than 4. 
When PAC is computed by fixed-point arithmetic with short 
accumulator length, the score become worse with the increase 
of the dimension. Further improvement of recognition score 
and time is expected by the variable use of PAC dimension 
controlled by the computation accuracy. 
PP6. Analysis of Nasal Consonants. G. FANT AND YLVA 
ERIgSON, Department of Speech Communication, Royal 
Institute oJ Technology, $-100 44 Stockholm, ?wedco.--Spectral 
analysis has been made of 12 Swedish speakers' nasal con- 
sonants /m/ and /n/ followed by four different vowels. 
Typical patterns of nasal murmur and assimilated nasalfry 
in the vowel portion are discussed with respect to established 
pole-zero models and results from earlier studies including 
sweep frequency measurements of the vocal and nasal tract. 
The perceptual significance of various pattern aspects are 
discussed. 
PP7. The Effect of Nasal Oral-Cavity Uncoupling on the 
Sound Levels of Selected Stimuli. R. L. ZIMMERMAN AND 
M. Hosm•co, Department of ?peech Pathology and Audiology, 
?outkern Illinois Uniuersity, Carbondale, Illinois 68908.-- 
Sound level measurements of five selected narrow-band 
noises 30-Hz wide (center frequencies at 250, 730, 1090, and 
2440 Hz and 4 kHz) and two pure tones (250 and 500 Hz) were 
made at the external aperture of the left nostril of each of 12 
trained male subjects. A miniature transducer, positioned in 
the oral cavity of the subjects was used for stimulus presenta- 
tion. Measurements were made during each of two subject 
generated physiological states. The first measurement was 
made when the subject's oral and nasal cavities were in open 
communication. A second measurement was made with the 
two cavities separated through velopharyngeal sphincter ac- 
tion. The recorded sound levels for the two conditions for all 
stimuli were statistically compared. The narrow-band noise 
with the center frequency at 250 Hz and the 250-Hz pure tone 
were found to be statistically different from the other stimuli. 
In all significant comparisons, the difference values were 
shown to be indicative of less attenuation of the 250-Hz 
narrow-band stimulus and of the 250-Hz pure-tone stimulus. 
PP8. Dimensional Analysis of a Full Vowel Set. R. D. WRIG,x, 
National Security Agehey, Ft. Meade, Maryland 20755.-- 
Previous investigators (Liet al.; Pols et al.; Singh; Watanabe; 
Wright and Boehm) have reported on the dimensional analysis 
ol sets of Dutch and English vowels. The present investiga- 
tion used a vowel set larger than that available in any of the 
single-language sets previously analyzed. The vowel set used 
contained all combinations of high-low, back-front, and 
rounded-unfounded distinctions. Representative spectra were 
measured for twenty-two vowels and analyzed for principal 
components. The resulting dimensions of maximum variance 
are compared to the previously reported physical and per- 
ceptual dimensions for vowel sounds. 
spoken vowel as input and then adjust the area function of a 
vocal-tract synthesizer to duplicate the input vowel quality 
as nearly as possible. The synthesizer output is matched 
against the input vowel spectrum using the Markel inverse 
filtering system. The program allows the definition of alterna- 
tive parameter models for controlling the vocal-tract area 
function and represents a preliminary attempt to simulate the 
major vocal articulators. Each of three to sLx parameters is 
defined in terms of its contribution to the movement of each 
of the 18 sections used in the line analog synthesizer. Thus, the 
action of parameter Pi is defined by the 18-element vector of 
weights Wi•, Win, -' ', Wi•a. Any vocal tract shape within 
the range of the model is specified by assigning the appropriate 
value Pi to each of the parameters. The deflection of the jth 
section away from the neutral tract position is then given by 
the sum of products P•W•i+PaW•t+PaW•i+'". Various 
parameter models will be explored to determine their use- 
fulness in providing unique and reasonable tongue shape 
descriptions. 
PP10. The Syllable Nucleus as a Unit of Timing. ILSE LEHISTE, 
Department o! Linguistics, The Ohio State University, Columbus, 
Ohio 43210.--The paper explores the question whether reso- 
nants preceding and following a vowel can be considered as 
part of the syllable nucleus. A set of monosyllabic words was 
studied, beginning and ending with voiced and voiceless 
obstruent consonants, and containing syllable nuclei of the 
following types: V (long and short), V+R, R-{-V, and 
R+V+R. Three speakers produced each of the 156 words 
five times. An analysis of the durations of the segments 
yields (a) that syllable nuclei consisting of V+R function as 
a unit with respect to the timing patterns conditioned by the 
voicing of the following consonant, and (b) that resonants 
combine with long vowels in such a way that the durational 
differences between syllable nuclei of the types V, V+R, and 
R-I-V are below the perceptual level (i.e., below established 
difference limens for duration). The evidence is considered 
as supportive of the assumption that timing in speech is 
organized with reference to major changes in manner of 
articulation. 
PPll. Determination of Articulatory Parameters from the 
Speech Signal. B. S. ArAL AND J. E. HAg?•AN, Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, New Jersey 
07974.--A speech analysis method is presented for obtaining a 
description of the vocal-tract shape in terms of articulatory 
parameters. A slightly modified version of the Stevens and 
House three-parameter articulatory model is used to specify 
the area function of the vocal tract. The area function is 
described by five parameters, namely, the area at the place 
of maximum constriction, the area of the lip opening, the 
length of the lip section, and the length of the vocal tract. 
Two additional parameters are used to characterize the 
source. Considering the vocal tract as a lossy acoustic tube, the 
parameters of a 12th order linear predictor for the synthetic 
speech signal at the output of the tube are oDtalned. The 
parameters so obtained are used to predict the current value 
of a speech sample by forming a linear combination of the 
preceding 12 samples of natural speech. The mean-squared 
difference between these predicted values and the actual 
sample values in natural speech is minimized by iteratively 
adjusting the seven vocal-tract and source parameters. The 
parameter values that minimize the error are finally used to 
describe the vocal-tract shape. 
PP9. Analysis of Tongue Parameters for Vowels. Luovo 
RICE, Phonetics Laboratory, UCLA, Los Angeles, California 
•0024.--A computer system is described that will accept a 
PPI2. Estimation of the Vocal-Tract Shape by Optimum 
Inverse Filter Processing of Speech. H. WAKITA, Speech 
Communications Research Laboratory ( SCRL), Santa Barbara, 
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California 93101.--It is shown that the filtering process of the 
optimum inverse filter •J. D. Markel, SCRL Monogr. No. 7, 
Ill (Oct. 1971)] is identical to the filtering process of the 
nonuniform acoustic tube model lB. S. Atal and S. L. Hanauer, 
J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 50, 637 (1971)] in which the vocal tract 
is divided into a finite nnmber of sections with equal lengths. 
The common factor between the two processes is shown to be 
a set of reflection coefficients. These reflection coefficients are 
obtained as intermediate results of a recursire solution to the 
inverse filter equations. Both area functions and filter coef- 
ficients can be easily determined from this set of reflection 
coefficients. The procedure can be realized by recursire digital 
filters, thus making possible an efficient implementation as a 
computer program to obtain the time variation of the vocal- 
tract shape together with the spectral envelope of the speech 
sample. This procedure simplifies finding the relationships 
between the vocal-tract shape and its acoustic features, e.g., 
from the vocal-tract shape to the filter coefficients, from which 
formant frequencies and bandwidths can be determined, and 
vice versa. Applications and limitations of this procedure to 
connected speech are discussed. [The work was supported by 
the Office of Naval Research.] 
PPI3. More Visible Speech. JANEt M. BAKER AND JAMaS 
K. BAKER, Rockefeller University, New York, New York 10021, 
AND JEROME Y. LETTVIN, Massachusetts Institute of Tech- 
nology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.--This paper presents 
a method for visual display of acoustical waveforms with 
which different phonemes are more readily distinguished than 
with spectrograms. The visual display is based on the interval 
between successive up crossings of the zero axis in the wave- 
form. Although zero crossings and tip crossings have been 
used by several investigators since Licklinder's studies demon- 
strating that zero-crossing information is sufficient for in- 
telligibility of speech, most investigators have ignored an 
essential property of up-crossing analysis. Analysis of up 
crossings is a time domain technique and as such, allows a 
perfect resolution of events in time, a resolution which is lost 
if the up-crossing data is averaged over intervals of time. Such 
precise time resolution is critical for the recognition of certain 
distinguishing features in various consonants. These features 
permit a visual display in which the phonemes can easily 
be distinguished, even in connected speech. Furthermore, the 
important features for discriminating among the consonants 
are highly speaker invariant. 
FRIDAY, 21 APRIL 1972 EMBASSY ROOM, 2:00 P.M. 
Session QQ. Psychological Acoustics IV: Hearing Aids and Audiometry 
H. N. WRIGHT,. Chairman 
State University of New York, Upstate Medical Center, Syracuse, New York 13210 
Contributed Papers (12 minutes) 
QQI. Insert Earphone Pressure Response in Real Ears and 
Couplers. R. M. SACHS A•D M.D. BURKHARD, Industrial 
Research Products, Inc., 321 Bond Street, Elk Grove Village, 
Illinois 60007.--Pressures measured in five real ears and the 
standard 2-cm s and Zwislocki couplers have shown that (1) 
Pressure in Zwislocki coupler is essentially identical to pres- 
sure in real ears (with no ear mold leaks) below 500 Hz im- 
plying an equivalent real ear volume of about 1.2 cm a. Pres- 
sure in 2-cm a coupler is about 4 dB lower. (2) Between 500 
Hz and 5 kHz, the real ear minus 2-cm a coupler difference in- 
creases with frequency about 2.5 dB/oct to about +12 dB 
at 5 kHz. The real ear minus Zwislocki coupler difference, 
however, is no more than 4-2 dB up to 5 kHz. (3) Above 
5 kHz, there is evidence that pressure in real ears decreases 
with frequency relative to both couplers. Real ear pressure 
was measured using a probe-tube microphone (corrected to 
read ear drum pressure); five types of insert earphones (hear- 
ing aid receivers) were used. When dealing with insert ear- 
phones whose source impedance is very high relative to the 
input impedance of the coupler (this is usually the case), it is 
sufficient to measure the insert earphone pressure on the 
2-cma coupler. Real ear drum pressure can then be deter- 
mined by applying a correction curve (either graphically or 
by electronic filtering) to be presented. The Zwislocki coupler 
would then serve as a laboratory standard for comparison. 
2:15 
QQy. Semantic Labeling of Hearing-Aid Acoustics. S. G. 
REVOILB, Auditory Research Laboratory, Veterans Adminis- 
tration Hospital, Washington, D.C. 20422.--Hearing aids were 
measured electroacoustically prior to their issuance to 50 
hearing-impaired subjects. For each aid, measurements were 
conducted with the gain of the instrument at the level set by 
the subject. After one month of use the subjects completed 
questionnaires concerning the acoustic quality of these 
hearing aids. The questionnaire included a checklist of 94 
descriptive labels previously obtained from the unrestricted 
linguistic output of hearing-aid users regarding their hearing 
aids acoustic qualities. Among the labels on the checklist, 
the subjects marked those which were appropriate for de- 
scribing "good" quality or "poor" quality, and the quality 
of their own aids. Subjects showed greater agreement in their 
choices of labels appropriate for describing poor quality than 
for describing good quality. The most frequently chosen 
labels will be discussed, along with presentation of the rela- 
tionship between these semantic labels and the hearing aids' 
electroacoustic characteristics. 
2:30 
QQ3. On Some Parameters of Hearing Aids with Com- 
pression. IGOR V. N.•B•LEK, Biocomrnunications Laboratory, 
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20901.-- 
Introduction of compression into hearing aids increases the 
number of variable electroacoustic parameters of hearing aids. 
The evaluation of the influence of each individual parameter 
on hearing aid performance is difficult even with ordinary 
hearing aids. in addition to the variability in the frequency 
range, regularity of frequency response, harmonic distortion, 
etc., hearing aids with compression differ in the range of com- 
pression, degree of compression, threshold of compression, 
etc. One of the significant characteristics is the time constant 
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of compression. Its importance in hearing aids performance 
is still to be clarified. In the paper the necessity of good de- 
scription and specification of this parameter for comparability 
of measurements in different laboratories will be discussed. 
The values of the release and attack durations, and of over- 
shoots, as determined by measurement, are dependent on the 
choice of several parameters. The influence of the hearing aid 
volume control setting, of the operating point on the input- 
output curve, of the range of the input SPLs, and of frequency 
will be discussed and shown in several examples. 
2:45 
QQ4. A Factor Analysis of Competing Message Testing in 
Hearing Aid Evaluations. DANIEL L. BONE, ELIZABETH 
DODDS, AND RAYMOND CARHART, Aud•ory Research Labora- 
tories, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60201.-- 
Retrospective data compiled from routine clinical hearing aid 
evaluations were examined to identify the primary factors 
influencing test performance of hearing-impaired listeners. 
Results were analyzed from representative and similarly 
conducted evaluations with 68 patients. Unaided test measure- 
ments were obtained bilaterally, and included pure-tone 
thresholds, slope ol the audiometric contour, speech reception 
thresholds (SAT), and speech discrimination scores. Aided 
tests included speech reception threshold, speech discrimina- 
tion in quiet, and speech discrimination against a competing 
message. When intercorrelations among 27 test variables were 
subjected to factor analysis, five !actors emerged: speech 
discrimination, nontest ear thresholds, unaided sensitivity- 
test ear, interear high frequency thresholds, aad aided SaT. 
The 68 sets of data were subdivided into two groups on the 
basis of severity of hearing impairment, and new factor 
analysis were rtm. Here the same array of factors emerged 
with the addition of (1) a nontest ear high-frequency lactor 
for the milder loss subgroup and (2) two factors designated 
as SaT--poorest aided pedormance, and discrimination-- 
poorest aided performance for the greater loss subgroup. 
QQS. Discrimination Loss and Masking by Low-Frequency 
Vowel Formants. E. MARTIN', M. J. OSBEROER, ANn J. M. 
PICKETT, GallaLder College, •shington, D.C. 20002.--Most 
persons with sensorineural hearing loss have some impairment 
of speech discrimination ability. In most cases, discrimination 
of consonants is poorer than discrimination of vowels. This 
study investigates the ability of hearing-impaired Ss to dis- 
criminate one type of consonant cue--a vowel formant transi- 
tion. Our purpose was to study the effect of the presence of 
FI on discrimination of F2 transitions. The test stimuli were 
synthetic vowels whose spectra approximated those of 
and I-i]; they were 250 msec in duration. When an F2 transi- 
tion was presented, it occurred over the initial 100 msec, 
after which F2 did not change. The $s were 23 peraorta with 
modern te to severe seusorineural hearing loss and four normal- 
hearing persons. Results: Some hearing-imparied Ss showed 
essentially normal discrimination with FI present. However, 
in most of the Ss, FI produced large amounts of masking in 
both Fa-I and [i]. The a•nount of masking was greater in 
I-iJ than in [-a]. In this respect, the effect is not the same as 
the "classical" upward spread of masking. When the normal 
Ss were tested at sound levels approximating those used to 
test the hearing-impaired Ss, they showed large amounts of 
masking. The high sound levels at which hearing-imparied 
persons must listen appear to be a factor in their discrimina- 
tion loss. [Work supported partly by the U.S. Public Health 
Serviceoq 
3:15 
QQ6. Speech Feature Perception by Listeners with Severe 
Sensorineural Hearing Loss. J. M. PiCKErr ASO ELLEN S. 
MARTIS, Gallaudet College, Washington, D.C. 20002.--How 
well do persons who show discrimination loss for speech 
perceive the different phonetic features, i.e., consonant voicing, 
place and manner of articulation, and vowel features? Would 
the pattern of feature perception be radically different be- 
tween groups of listeners with different amounts and fre- 
quency contours of hearing loss? We present preliminary 
answers to these questions based on group confusion matrices 
of the responses to a speech perception test given to 99 im- 
paired listeners. Results show that the feature of place of 
consonant articulation is heard more poorly than the features 
of voicing and low-frequency continuance, over a rather 
wide range of listener groups. Groups formed according to 
frequency contour of hearing loss showed some significant, 
but relatively small, differences in feature reception. 
QQ7. A New System for Performing Sensorineural Acuity 
Level (SAL) Testing. JAMES T. YATES, Speeck and Hearing 
Clinic, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas, 79409.--A 
system for SAL testing has been developed which alleviates 
the problems previously experienced with SAL-Rainville 
procedures. The occlusion effect, the primary problem area in 
SAL testing, was circumvented through the design of a non- 
occluding earphone which incorporated an especially con- 
structed miniature transducer. The use of a narrow-band 
masking effectively extended the useful range of the SAL 
procedure. The system is now in limited clinical and research 
application. 
3:45 
QQ8 Pure-Tone Masking in Normal and Cochlear Impaired 
Ears. ALAN M. RICH•ROS, Communication Sciences Laboratory, 
Department of Speech, Herbert H. Lehman College of the City 
University of New York, Bronx, New York Ol468.--Pure-tone 
masking patterns were obtained using equivalent sensation 
levels (SLs) of a 500-Hz masking tone in both normal hearing 
and cochlear impaired subjects. When the level of the masker 
was set at a relatively low intensity (35 dB SL), the two 
groups yielded equivalent threshold shifts at all of the masked 
frequencies (125-8000 Hz in octave increments). However, 
when the masker level was increased to 55 dB SL, it was found 
that those cochlear impaired subjects who exhibited partciular 
audiometric criteria below 2000 Hz (e.g., 20 dB HL threshold 
at 500 Hz) generally showed greater threshold shifts at 1000 
and 2000 Hz, while those impaired subjects not meeting 
these criteria yielded masking patterns that differed in no 
essential manner from the normals. These results were evalu- 
ated relative to those studies that have used narrow-band noise 
to investigate the spread of masking phenomena in normal 
and pathological ears. 
4:00 
QQ9. Pure-Tone Octave Masking in Listeners with Sen- 
sorineural Hearing Loss. R. C. BILGER AND D. A. NELSON, 
Bioacoustics Laboratory, Eye and Ear Hospital, University 
of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213.--Phase-locked 
pure-tone masking was investigated in 16 listeners with 
sensorineural hearing loss to examine the hypothesis that the 
sensorineurai ear introduces abnormal distortion. Thresh- 
olds for a pure tone at fa, masked by a pure tone at f• (where 
fa=2f•), were obtained as a function of the level of the f• 
masker for three different fl frequencies (250, 500, and 1000 
Hz) and two different phase relations between fl and fa 
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(90 ø and 270ø). Estimates of the level of the aural harmonic 
were obtained from those masking functions. Analysis of the 
data in terms of the absolute level of f2 at masked threshold 
versus the absolute level of f• results in a conclusion that 
these pathological ears do not perform differently from 
normal ears, except along the dimension of hearing loss. That 
is, their hearing loss does not add significant distortion to the 
acoustic signal. Even though the present analysis suggests 
that evaluation of the data for pure-tone octave masking in 
terms of SL leads to the specious conclusion that the sen- 
softneural ear introduces abnormal distortion, an attempt was 
made to relate hearing loss to the aural harmonic in less 
simplistic terms [-Research supported by grants from the 
NINDS of USPHS.'] 
4:15 
QQ10. Contralateral Masking Effects on Auditory Thresholds. 
GAIL STIFFEL AND I. M. YOUNG, Thomas Jefferson University, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107.--Thresholds and amplitude 
measurements of fixed-frequency Bekesy tracings were made 
in the presence of contralateral white-noise masking using 
bilateral normal-hearing subjects, and subjects with unilateral 
sensorineural hearing loss. In bilateral normal ears, the thresh- 
olds for both interrupted and continuous tones increased 
linearly as the cross masking effect increased. Amplitude re- 
mained unchanged. In some cases of unilateral sensorineural 
hearing loss, when the pathological ear was masked the noraml 
ear demonstrated threshold shift and reduction in amplitude 
for the continuous tone when the intensity level of the noise 
was too low to be attributed to cross masking. On the other 
hand, when the normal ear was masked, the first group showed 
the threshold shift and reduction in amplitude for continuous 
tones when the masking noise was less than the interaural 
attenuation. The second group demonstrated similar findings 
when noise levels were greater than the interaural attenuation. 
In both groups, these changes were either abrupt and pla- 
teaued or gradually increased with increased masking. There 
were insignificant changes for interrupted tones. The question 
still remains whether the shift in the threshold and amplitude 
of the continuous tones is due to (1) central masking, (2) 
cross masking, (3) pathological condition. 
QQll. Effects of Testing Methods on B•k•sy Thresholds. 
I. M. YOUNG, Department of Otolaryngology, Thomas Jefferson 
University, Philadephia, Pennsylvania 19107.--Thresholds and 
amplitude measurements of fixed-frequency Bdkdsy tracings 
were made for continuous tones usiug the method of adjust- 
ment on normal hearing subjects. Attenuation rates were 1, 
2, 4, and 8 dB/sec with 0.2 dB steps. Results indicated that 
while the thresholds measured at the midpoints of am- 
plitudes were practically constant with differ-attenua- 
tion rates, the thresholds at the tops and the bottoms of 
amplitudes showed a distinct difference for changing attenua- 
tion rates. As attenuation rates increased, the thresholds at 
the tops of amplituded improved and the thresholds at the 
bottoms of amplitudes became worse. Amplitudes increased 
in size as attenuation rate increased but there was no con- 
stant correlation between amplitude and attenuation rate. 
Conventionally, the midpoint of the B•ks•y amplitude has 
been considered the best estimate of the threshold. This is 
true only when the B•k•sy audiogram was obtained by using 
the method of adjustment. 
4:45 
QQI2. Auditory Thresholds using a Single Sweep Frequency 
Modulation. I. M. Yo•Jrq½ •4o C. W•NN•U, Department of 
Otolaryngology, Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 19107.--Bdkdsy thresholds were obtained for 
frequency-modulated tones in normal-hearing subjects. 
Measurements were made at a fundamental frequeucy of 
1000 Hz by using combination of four frequency deviations, 
four "on times," and three "off times." In each case, the on 
time consisted of a single sweep of frequencies. Attenuation 
rate of Bdkdsy-type recording attenuator was 1 dB/sec. 
Results indicated that for a given frequency deviation, the 
thresholds improved with longer on time (slow sweep of 
frequencies) and longer off times. For a given on timne, as 
frequency deviation increased the threshold improved. Com- 
bination of long on time, 1oug off time, and wide frequency 
deviation resulted in the best thresho][d. 
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